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OVER THE TON!
Much celebration andjubilation up
here in CRASH Towers greets the
arrival of the latest set of figures

from the Audit Bureau of Circula-

tions, During the period January to

June this year, CRASH sold
l0l

r4S3 copies a month on aver-

age— more than any other com-
puter magazine in the country by
all accounts.

Several pints of Old Flatulence
Bitter will no doubt be consumed
here in Ludlow when we get down
to the formal celebrations, but
meanwhile here's a big thank you
to all the people who buy CRASH

''THANK YOU*
Now if we can only stop groups of

thirty people all reading the same
copy and persuade more readers
to buy the magazine . , . Hmm,
Wonder if the Ludlow Mafia is

ready to go national?

ON THE COVER (Twice so far)
Fan Craig recently joined the team
working in the CRASH lowersART

BYEBYE (IshJ

Garret as an illustrator. Ian first fea-

tured in CRASH twelve issues ago
in theONTHE COVER feature. This

month, he features in CRASH yet
again, this time on the cover.

Oliver Frey has produced all

thirty two CRASH covers so far but
has now got so busy, what with the
other two computer magazines
published by Newsfleid and the
brand new project, LM, that his

airbrush is constantly overheating,
Being a sensible sort of fellow, Ian

brought his own airbrush to Lud-
low with him and should be weild-

ing it a lot more over the coming
months . .

.

.. .momwrtof 'ctteerfo m off.

And this month is a slightly sad
month for yours truly. All sorts of

changes have been happening in

the Towers this year, what with L M
starting up and getting into gear
ready for Christmas, and Auntie
Aggie and the mail order crew
moving to a new office. Gary Lid-

don has scurried off to London to

work for Newsfield's software

house, thalamus, Robin Candy is

furthering his education at college,

Ben Stone has joined theteamand
is busily writing comments fulltime
now he's left school.And of course
CRASH is nowthe biggest compu-
ter magazine in the land and has
the only REAL Girlie Tipster in the

form of Hannah Smith.
This Issue is my 25th as Editor. It

is the last issue of CRASH that has
me at the helm. Don't worry, I'm

8 CRASH October 1986

not defecting — I'm not brave
enough to try and controlthe Spiky
Haired Ones over on 2ZAP! like

Roger Kean was. Anyway, Gary
Penn is doing very nicely on
ZZAP!, thankyouverymuch, and Is

also celebrating a chunky rise in

circulation this month. And there's

a good few mites left in Old Crum-
bly's bathchair over on AMTIX as
well. No, I'm not changing
magazines.
The CRASH Editorial Doc Mar-

tens have been promoted! I'll be
wearing them as Publishing

Executive from now on, and will be
staying with Newsfield to help the
editorial teams of CRASH, ZZAP!
and AMTIX keep on producing
their magazines.
So it's not REALLY Goodbye.

More sort of, cheerio a bit.
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GET YOUR NAME ON THE

Kyou have ever bought another golf

simulator - shoot yourself!

Ifyou are ever considering It -

save yourself a bullet!

ZZAP64

Quite honestly, leaderboard makes This Is the sports simulation of the

ail other golf simulations look clumsy year - if not the decade!

and antiquated in comparison. ZZAPB4
ZZAP64

And swing your way to a record round
Now you can become a golf pro and experience the thrill of

having your name up on the "Leaderboard".
With this amazingly realistte simulation you get a true

perspective view of your golf game
As you play on different 1 8 note courses on
levels varying from amateur to touring professional you'

need skill concentration and control to come In under par.

AMSTRAD ^ornin9 500fl f°r tyertrum

Features;
Choice of club, distance, type of

shot (hook, slice, putting) and more
Realistic Sound
Practice Driving Range
Joystick Controlled
Multiple 18 Hole Golf Courses

* Automatic Scoring

APPROACH SHOT PUTTING

U.S. Gold Ltd, Units 2/3, Holford Way. Holford, BIRMINGHAM B6 7AX. Telephone 02 356 3388



WM* *enrhtg yetmother customer at the NEWSRELD stand %
and Moody*pose for the fen* „ .

.

THEANNUAL
OLYMPIA EXTRAVAGANZA!
It was Showtime again in the first week of September, and offwe all

•L°Vl « ® Pe
.

rsonal Computer World Show to person (or should
that be Minion?) the Newsfleld stand, potter round the show fear-
lessly seeking out the latest products for review, and Generally have
a good time meeting people.
Auntie Aggie was there, of course — never one to miss out on a

picture, and over the weekend Oli Freyand David Western clambereddown from the Artroom garretand wandered roundOlympia soakrnaup the imagery. a
As ever, there was a roaring trade in backnumbers, shirts, capsand binders and the stand was packed to capacity — people evenhad to wait in the paddling pool to be served.
Paddling pool? Yes, paddling pool. The Girlie Challenge first laid

fSSSOSL
Hannah Sm,tn

' our verv own Girlie Tipster, escalated whenC«VG Minions were spotted handing out rude stickers on Melissa's™™< A,m°st instantaneously. Hannah responded with her vervown Stop Raving Dame! Stand up Melissa and accept the Chal-
lenge stickers, which soon adorned just about every visitor to theshow. Oodles of green jelly and a paddling pool were shipped in
specially, just in case Melissa made an appearance, but despitenumerous enquiries to the C&VG stand she didn't show. It seems
that fictitious Tipster Melissa spent most of the PCW Show quakinqm the Ladles —every time we asked where she was, we were toldthe dear girt was 'powdering her nose'.
Which led to speculation that Melissa must have a very large noseindeed ,

,

.
=

KONAMl
GOSOLO

Japanese coin-op masters,
kqhamj announced during the
course ot the PCW Show that they

i

' would be handling future conver-
sions of their arcade games for the
Spectrum, Amstrad and Commo-
dore.

Following a series of highly suc-
cessful releases licenced to
imagine, the EDGE were granted the
rights to Shao Lin's Road which
should be complete in time lor a
review next month. But from here
on in, konami games will be pub-
lished for home micros by konami.

^
First in line tor conversion isl

Salamander, which has apparently
been breaking coin-op records all

over Europe, white Jail Break.
Nemesis, Super Basketball and
Iron Horse and just waiting their

turn to arrive on the Spectrum.

Oh notNetagain. Greg Foills, on theFASTER THANUQHTstand
realises that it*e five to tan in the morning and another hectic
day at the PCWShow is about to begin

TEZnl2ae^?
tm95XHhfw frontage ofOOMARK's stand. How

hZcZ^ZZT £?£?"9n?wn * teard
' ****** teep saying\*»r™™™d^M*itoramrmiate6, Only in waist site, surety?

VIDEO NICEYl

tSZ*T^TJ^L**™?ayr1e cone^ his Pri*« for producing the

IMMWMtt ' B. !^
sweetly for the camera. Ready to map Saboteur Itnow Kevin?

CRASH October 1 986 11



Laid bar*, with its works there for all to see: theSpectrumPlus
2, a tidied up version ofthe 12& On the tar left it the underside
ofthe Dstmcorder, while heatslnksabound roundthe compact
circuit board.

BUBBLY
AND BOP
Tne champagne cork popped, the

TraceyBobinsonoft

celebration there was on «mwor-

Rod Bowkett the creator of Qyna-

shkke Tracey's hand while Pat Bit-

and our own beloved Editor

tens from view, A cruised ceiebra-

*°Th*n Hunter S Minson turned up

— his finely attuned hearing per-

had managed with paper cups, but

Hunter S . - .

.».

THESPECV

LEFT RIGHT GROUND DOVI

Spectrum Plu* Twoioystlck socket
whing

(view a* socket 1 or 2)

The ELECTRICDREAMS pyramid waa one ofthe strangest
stands at the show, inside the pyramid they sharpened raster

\ bladesand Mel Croucher demonstrated his new interactive
I video games to email, Invited audiences

GOING SHOPPING.

.

The winners of the flainbird Kart-

tng competition certainly had a
good shopping trip with Tony Ratn-
bird— his wallet contained £2,000
and he spent every penny!

Originally, the winners and their

families were due to take a trial

spin in Tony's Kart at the Hoddes-
den Kart Club, but the heavens
opened and rain stopped pfay as
the sports writers say. So it was off

to the Zip Kart showroom for copi-

ous advice before much examina-

tion of the price lists. Evertfuattv

the two winners managed to
spend £1,000 each on the bitsand
pieces that are needed to put
together a competition kart, and it

was time to go for a celebrahor
meal. Soon John Hirst and Alan
Myers wilt be zooming around the
track in their lOOmph karts— once
they've assembled the kit of parts

they took home with them. Could
prove a little tricky — there are no
instructions!

There were a tot ofstrange people at the t

apart from theZZAPl Spiky Haired Ones, Asterix the Gaul
handedout leafletsdown by theMELBOURNEHOUSEstand, a
robo-dancing H'mja character lurked around THE EDGE and a
cute talking robotaccompanied ARIOLASOFT, Somehow,
PIRANHA persuaded Nosferatu the Vampyre to break with
vampyre Union rules and turn up in the daytime, too . .

,

1 2 CRASH October 1 986

John Hirst, whotetout withhis familyat 3.00am to traveifrom
Lancashire to theshowroom and Alan Myers, a Windsor lad,
pose byone of the kerbs In the Zip Hart showroom.



rni/Mplus two laid bare m m

Wlsl

The Spectrum 128 is dead — long live the
Spectrum 128 Plus Two!
Amstrad's own version of the 128 sports a

built-in tape drive, joystick sockets, and an
improved keyboard. SIMON GOODWIN
reports in depth on the revamped Spectrum.

/*™k
J
n April

'

Am?tf*d>s bos» Afan Sugar bought the rights to SinclairComputes, promising a new Spectrum with a cassette drive
'

' glued on"
'

in good time for Christmas. That machine materialised at the Personal
Computer World show on the 3rd September and should be on sale by
the end of the month. *

hJ5
e nr

S?
hi
12 £ T "1**1 m 9reV p,a$tic and ^oks mtjch cleanerbecause the old single-press keywords have vanished into the user man-

ual, teav^g only RON, LOAO and CODE marked on the keys, Program-Sn^^31^3 **W2 to tricky unlass V°u **" thekwd
positions off by heart you will be better off using 128 BASIC, which is very

T*™Jgtt1rvmPIus2aalt*ppear»dontho84nci»ir*tand*ttho
rtrWSftow. Mote the cunning rasembiance to the choccycakewo featured in TECH TIPS a Httte while ago...

similar but expects commands to be entered character by character The

3S?Shi!2£ tf **? B
^
SIC is

'no
?
^°™™nded foranyth^gTothS

than a history lesson for the curious.

KEYBOARD

2^2Ti??b0arC
?

iS e*ce"6nt
:
the only reason I can think that anyone

usualfor Amstrad there was some variation between individual comout-

™^"£i&0t*? m
^
ny ******m feei the rteed for an ^P-grade even

if they use the machine for several hours a day.

CASSETTE

ESS?f^lZV*^ rydimenta0''"^ * no auto-stop when youpSSS^ you may damage the motor or mec^is- if

JS k9 Five1 slow:
'* takes about a ™nute to rewind a C15- 50%

Si aSiVn^f^m?
PC 464

c^^ P^hwheeMs unusua^
a*,S^ ?" ^u,ar cteanin 9- Sad,y. there's no tape counter,

V

hA^a
l- °'f

albws access t0 the **\muth alignment screw, so it should

rSr?^^^60^061^5 cauSGd «* ™nQr knocks/T^e drive is

Siffi^Tf^1^'^ awew8t so you wi" probab,y have «°

2S£!i 11 anything serious goes wrong. There is no input for an

^^teKff "** f fy fadt on *he bu* in drjve will force you toreturn the whole computer for repair.

CONNECTORS
Apart from the tape input, all of the Spectrum 128 sockets appear on theSpectrum Plus Two. There are telephone sockets for the Cpad (appa-
rently unavailable) and the combined RS232 MIDI output for senaf5X-
K^^Ant"

eS 'Zers
J
Any seriaf Printer will work in 128 BASIC, afthouoh

h?iSS2^
com™and expects one that recognises Epson quad-density

bit image graphics. Printer control codes are ignoredunless you use acouple of POKES- details in next month's TECH TIPS
» l£Z%*™^?et\f0[ R?BJ1

"

1
' CompositeVideo andTVdisplays, plus

»^^}FULmckei Whc? cames cassette tones. BEEP outpu andSS^ thethree^channel sound chip. Sound isalso mixed n£ theTV

f.
2"?;

b"ttn^es no built-in speaker and the sound output is much tooweak to drive headphones withoul an amplifier

^i^J^i^o^l^o^6 le
?
hand side °* the machine can be read

S2£L2TS
8 3 d

'

N 63
?
8
?T trve ,nterface 2 Protocol. The sockets are

SSrfE ^ Pv
°ms ' but they use a non-standard wmng arrangementKSSi^ °an re"W're

.
a normaJ stick t0 us« ^at Pin layouTSyou shoutdn t try to use a modified stick with other computers. One of the

mnrtSS 5>t
ls uSd

u
asJ p01^

er SOurce ^ ^her manufacturers, so amodified stick could short out the power supply'

..
* l

u
*f?

e jaystick
'
TSe SJS1 < ls available as an option with the mar:

I

hl^Mhlt aESS!
9, ^ C^ f0rthe comP^er. stick and games. Rumourhas it that Amstrad pay $2 for each joystick - the SJS1 is cheap and

Sllix^k?^
r^nT^^J^S P^.e ^achine alone and PaV » or 2« tor a
2S?^d.

12
r
0r Macn 1 |0yst,ck

-
Bom haye auto«i*. twin connectors-

ESSS •

US
* °

°r a7 0t
i
Sr machjne- and are much more durable than

STnl,HL
0f
L
enn

3' 'rtu!ar,V liked th€ M^h 1. Alternatively, get astandaid stek and a Plus Two adaptor from cheetah or freu

MANUAL

^e
JS^J

nanuat is
*L
e best Vet '

thoLJ9h '* ls a P jty that it has been perfect

SnnSS^ Papef baCk
'

rather than ^kai bound - jt co'1sis<s oFSS
fc^^SSSSSKP^SS

' "f
1 a 900d index Mosl of lhe materiaf comes

£Tou2£5? "2
6rS

«
XCe<l

l
nt orange mariuaf for^ orig inal Spectrum

SSSW^^i^S* SfnGfaif? and lv0r QPftal <trom Amstrad} have

SSSfi IV fh
a,l$ ^^e Sp^ 1^ 126 's add-ons without spoiling the

?h«S Styte
'*?* ,s (o

if
of usefy

'
intormation about the ttflSstem and

tanTrt^TKP8, fh
.
0ugh a few more e^mples would havecome in

tutorial
90Od faference 9uide and a heJptuf BASIC

INSIDE INFO

After much bowing and scraping, I persuaded Amstrad to let me die^ ™LT2e e™chin*~
'

al«o managed to sneak a copy of theROM
SSpEHKS;f. l.

Ve
i0t a Pretty 90°d id^ how it all works. In essence,the PlusTwo is a tidiedversion of the 128; the same UUs form the basis

2J5
eSStem aiVno^i

]
they now sport heatsinks and Amstrad part nunv

%£' ^i
P^^he9

f
lator hfl?8lnk

*
s hside the box, around the tapeCfnve—« looks chunky enough to prevent overheating

Tfcl fSI*!LP°
wer '^icator light and a reset button but no on-off switchThe edge-connector is recessed slightly more than previously so you

out problems, and Sandals own Interface One is said to be fully compat-

The Plus Two packs the 16K Interpreter and 16K Editor/RAM diskdrivar

^ nlTJl
ten

K
Places

-*
Mc^ °l

the chan9es deal with the keypad andthe paging mechanism for the Editor, As on the 128. 1K unused in the^'^n^^^^50*' thiS WtU SCfew ^efficient P̂ am1
SSJS Li^pt M

^
de 2^ most 80ftww nous^ are awareof this&^?" code af°^d rt. The other changes are localised and

SnSJl Sf*?S
any incomPat't>iHty ^ for instance the machine

RSSlSf
S
«r2SL

rt

<=Si5
OW 'C°Pyfi?ht Amstrad' rather than Sinciafr

Research and the SAVE message asks you to 'Press REC and PLAY'

qJill"
a W *£ attractive up-grade for anyone who already owns aSpectrum. Unlike the 128, the PlusTwo is here to stay.
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Amanda Barry, who took* rather Ifhe she would make a worth)/ com-
fmstitorln a HunterS Minson eating competition, gets her teeth into her
newjobasARIOLASOFT's Press Officer. Prma* Officer? Dangerous thing
to be when Hunter S la about .

.

.

It is with a certain amount of regret that I inform you, Hunter

S Minson is missing. Regret tinged with relief, I confess,

because CRASH'S very own gonzo hack can also be a prime

pain in the posterior. But mainly regret, because for all his

failings, life is never dull when Minson is around.

But we are currently Mins-less. He has gone AWOL before,

vanishing for days on beastly binges of the most hedonistic

kind. I have no doubt that he will turn up again soon. Let'sjust

hope that he does nothing criminal. And God save those

sober citizens who come into contact with him.

I have known Minson for years, acting as his personal

assistant. Many's the time he has handed me a garbled cas-

sette tape with a curt instruction to "Make sense of this

goddam crap!" I've edited his most recent rambHngs in an

attempt to explain his disappearance.
I pick up the story with Minson continuing his quest for

sherbert. Once he's on a sherbert binge there is little one can

do but humour him. Bui let Minson tell the story . .

.

"There is nothing remotely

Swiss about Uamas, but then

again there is nothing remotely
Swiss about Swiss Cottage in

North London, so it was probably

a logical place for the lig to launch

the hewson/Jeff Minter marriage.

"Minter. you mumble, equals

Commie-unist Quite right And
what was I doing in such unsalubri-

ous circles, other than watching

the fleshy, white, wobbly bits of

overweight Holiday Inn-habitants

as they used the exercise bikes in

the pool next door? Well, I 'd heard
rumours that this was a likely

source ofsweet satisfaction.

"I quickly cornered the very

blonde and very beautiful Julia

Coombs and quizzed her about
the Fizz Connection, but all she
would talk about was forthcoming
hewson releases.

One of these goes by the name
of City Slicker, It allows you to

roam round all my favourite Lon-

don haunts in search of the bomb
disposal kit that will stop a latter

day Guy Fawkes blowing up the

Houses of Parliament — though
why you'd want to hinder a public

benefactor is beyond me!
'

' You can actually entersome of
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the London landmarks, though the

Holsten No 1, home of so many
great hewson launches, is sadly

notamong them. Pity as agame of

grab- the-free-food-and-avoid-

the-drunken-hack could have
been most amusing!
"The Swiss Cottage nosh was

great though, and the blue cheese
and grape sandwiches were pow-
erful enough to meltyour socks (in

fact socks is what they smelt like!}

but not powerful enough for me.

My sys tern craved a greaterstimul-

ant and, good ol ' hewson ...my
prayer was granted.

"As is usual on hewson Hgs, all

of us hacks were handed our own
tittle press packs containing a
plastic toy and something to

munch on during the long journey

back to town . . . rather like Santa's

grotto!

"Well, this being a Minter

extravaganza, we all got plastic

sheep or rams (cue RAM pack
wobble jokes). Then, as I dived
down to scrape the bottom of the

. what other fitting souvenir

did I find? None other than the

required white powder, encased in

candy flying saucers that tasted

like expanded polystyrene. My joy

was complete. I guzzled the lot

before Baker Street

At this stage Minsoifs ramblings

become incomprehensible. Under

the influence of the deadly sher-

bert he dictated the following. I

have made no attempt to translate

into anything resembling English.
' •Right ...get this. I'm going to

King's College in London, berk.

No, Berk. BERK!! 1 Hero of a new
TVshow. Trapdoor Launching it all

today I'm on my way.

"

(There is a break in the tape as

he steps into a taxi.)

"King's College. Great Hi

some sort, full of cuddly toys and
kiddies' wellies, with a big TV
screen at one endand whatdo we
have here? Mandyi Hi!"

(At this stage Mandy Keyho of

piranha can be heard talking to an

unidentified companion.)
' 'Oh no! Look who it is. Yes, the

one we digitised . . . Well, show
him the game then.

"

(Dialogue, mostly indistinct, as
Minson examines the Trapdoor

game,)
"Jeesus! This is great. Are you

getting all of this. This is the best

animation I've ever seen on the

Spectrum. This is brilliant I just

can't believe it . . ,

"Try to explain .

.

, make some
sense of this, Laszlo , . . cut that

last bit .. . and that too . . . you
know what I mean. Right . . . go
again. You have to control Berk, a

BIG sprite. BlliG! Make him follow

the orders of the master upstairs.

Things like getting some eyeball

crush.

"Eyeball crush. Reminds me. .

.

I'm thirsty. See you later, Mandy.

"

(An audible sigh of relief.)

"Hey, Cookie. Come here. Isn't

this going to be big. BllllGG! Hey,

what's the food tike?''

Once again the tape becomes
virtually incomprehensible, but

using the latest scientific

techniques I managed to deduce
the following. The food was excel-

lent, in particular a walnut merin-

gue gateau. Minson and his com-
panion entered upon an eating

competition.

•ve pieces. I've never seen
anything like it. They should call

you Trapdoor ..."
At this point the tape ran out and

so did Minson, into the traffic of

the Strand, totally deranged on a

deadly mix of meringue and the lin-

gering effects of sherbert.

And that has been all. apart from

a garbled phone call at4,07am last

Tuesday.
' 'Hey, Laszlo, you oldcrud. How

areya? You'll never guess. Hawaii

Wild times, I can tell you. Surfers

everywhere, And the waves. Wild

' 'But let me tell you. Somebody
just shipped me a copy of some
otherCommiepublication. ZZIP or

KKRAP or something. Have you
seen it. HAVE YOU SEEN IT? Take

a look than!Somesquid calledThe
Shadow tries to slagme off.

' 'No, of course I'm not going to

sue. I might do them physical

harm, but sue ...no way! I could

slag myself of better than that.

They've missed out on everything.

Been reduced to fabricating

stories. It's pathetic!

"And hiding behind that

pseudonym. Well. I knows that the

Shadow '$ nose is just in front ofhis

thalamus, but I can keep the Lid-

on.

"Laszlo, listen. Gotta go. Going
harpoon fishing. Caught a Califor-

nian kid on a surfboard yesterday.

Cooked him myself. Had him for

dinner."

Whether Minson was actually in

Hawaii remains unclear. However
it is expected that he will reappear

in time for that spectacle that

makes the decline of Rome look

like a vicarage tea party, the PCW
show!

Laszlo Sandow
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Producer: Vortex
Retail Price: £9.95
Author: Costa Panayi
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mfm or*ex has an enviable repu-
Im ration thai spans virtually

am the entire history of Spec-
trum gaming, largely thanks to the
programmer Costa Panayi {An-
droid. Android li

t
TLL, Cyclone,

Alien Highway and Highway
Encounter) whose preoccupation
with 3D representation has made
each game outstanding and usu-
ally innovative. Now he'sturned his

talents to something completely
different with Revolution,

In this 3D game you control a
versatile bouncing ball and the
idea is to solve various puzzles on
each game level. The action takes
place on huge platforms sus-
pended above bottomless ravines.

Gaps of varying distance separate
each platform, some are smalland
easily bounced over, while others
are vast and take a lot of bouncing
to get over. Being a bottomless
ravine, going overthe edge always
ends in death for your bait. You
move around by either bouncing

or rolling. If for any reason the ball

becomes stationary then you can
get H i again by using
extra super bounce. A red bar indi-

cator is provided to show the
height of bounce being achieved,
letting you estimate the amount of
strength needed to reach an objec-
tive.

But what about the puzztes?
They're ail identical in concept and
consist of deactivating two grey
boxes set a distance apart from
each other. Touching a box with
your ball turns it white and deacti-
vates it for a short length of time.

Next you must get your ball over to
the other grey box and turn this

white as well before the first block
turns grey again in order to com-
plete each puzzle. All fine and
dandy. However, apart from the
extremely short deactivation time
limit, each puzzle contains various
nasties, some animated some not.

Like all nasties, they're convinced
that what you're trying to do is

wrong and are all out to stop you.
The animated ones scoot

around just above the ground at

great speed and any eohtEK
disastrous results— your ball may
be given a swift nudge, knocking it

' CRITICISM

" I've been waning for

Costa Panayi to come back
to the Spectrum scene
since I finished Highway
Encounter, and he certainly
has come back well.

Revolution is excellently
presented with most of the
'Costa Magic' which
means it's very good and
addictive. However its

addictivity only works in

short bursts. Most time is

spent wandering around a
lot of black background,
and when I got to a problem
I found I could often spend
ages trying out the some
boring method tens of
times. The ball moves
around pretty effectively,

although it seems too accu-
rate and doesn't give the
realism of Sounder or the
pfayability of Gyroscope,
which it vaguely resem-
bles, it's certainly nothing
tike HE and is quite original
in what content there is.

Many people should be
quite addicted by the prob-
lem solving and random
level layouts, but I couldn't
see enough in itto compare
with Costa's previous
game.

"

off course or even be sent over the
platform edge to its doom.

Despite their savagery, the
stationary perils are probably the
hardest to negotiate. Arrows on
the ground scoot your ball rapidly

towards the direction in which they
point. This either keeps you away
from the block you're aiming for, or

once again sends you to your
death off the edge. Solid patches
of grid act as super bouncing
plates and might fling you off the
side or sproing you in completely
the wrong direction agam. The
furry nasties with their waving

CRITICISM

" What a pretty game, but
what would you expect
from the person who did
the graphics (and program-
ming) for the Highway
games. Not only has this
game got pretty graphics it

also has plenty of addictive
qualities and plenty of
playability. It's set in a very
original playing arena and
provides tasks which get
progressively harder to
complete as you go up the
levels. The graphics are
exquisite, your ball is excel-
lently animated and well
detailed as are all the other
characters. Sound is a little

lacking although there are
a lot of nice spot effects but
no tune on the title screen.
The control is a bitdodgy at
first but after some persis-
tence it does get easier, I

strongly recommend this
one as it is exceedingly
ofayable.

"

ftagelfa-like protrusion are
instantly lethal and if your ball

touches any of these then a life is

lost.

Each level must be completed
before an automatic lift transports

your sphere to a higher grade.
There are nine levels in total in the

game, each with progressively
more and harder puzzles.The pos-
ition of puzzles on a level is indi-

cated by red circles on a map,
shown on at the start of a level.

During play the map screen can be
accessed by pressing the M key.

Your starting position (which is

rarely the same) is also shown on
this map by a yellow rectangle.

Five lives are provided for each
game. When you lose one a new
ball is shunted out of doc!-

automatically placed on the lift.

This carries the ball up to the cor-

rect level and ifs then up to you to
control where it goes.
On higher levels,the deactivation

CRITICISM

.

"Another 3D game from
vortex, and what a good
one it is, too. The puzztes
are very difficult to com-
plete, but this only makes
the triumph on completing
them all the more satisfy-
ing, rather than frustrating.
a3 in some games. The
graphics are superb, and
osta Panayi deserves a

hefty pat on the back for
them. The whole thing is

very good indeed. Whilst
being a departure from the
old games by this author,
Revolution stilt seems to
have something that
relates ft to the Highway
games. I like it)

"

time limit gets shorter and there is

an overall time limit to each game
shown by the descending green
bar at the bottom of the screen.
Beside it sits the score chartshow-
ing how many puzzles have been
completed.A set amount of points
is scored for each puzzle depend-
ing on its difficulty.

Just because you've managed
to comptete the game once don't
think playing it through is a doddle— each time a new game starts

the puzzles and their positions are
redistributed amongst the levels

randomly!

COMMENTS

Control keys: Q/A forward/
back; K/L left/right; Z to N or
SPACE for bounce energy
Joystick: Kempston, Cursor,

Interface 2
Keyboard play: combination
key presses allow for

diagonal movement, making
control tough at first

Use of colour: virtually

monochrome but effective

Graphics: great animation.

generally excellent

Sound:good spot effects, no
title or gams tunes
Skill levels: progressive

General rating: An unusual
and good looking game that

provides a real challenge

Use of computer ay 70

Graphics 91%
Payability 90%
Getting started 87%
Addictive qua I ities 93%
Value for money 88%
Overall 91 %
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PAPER BOY
Producer: Elite

Retail Price: £7.95
Author: Steve Lamb andTon^Mac

in
elite's conversion of the

arcade game Papwiboyit's up to

you, as an all American skoolkid,

to deliver the early morning news-
papers fighting against fantastic

odds. Negotiating your BMX bike

around what seems to be a rather

unsavoury neighbourhood,,

hazards have to be avoided— but

lots of points are waiting to bewon
for accurate lobbing of newspap-
ers.

Certain households on your
round don't order the Daily Sun,

the paper which you are so dili-

gently trying to deliver. This is sad,

but you can get your own back on
these non-subscribers. Pedalling

through the diagonally scrolling

landscape, points can be col-

lected by bunging anewsprint rnte-

aie through a window on a house
with a dark door— the occupants
don't take the Sun, Well-aimed
newspapers can result in broken
window panes, chopped up tomb
stones and ruffled dustbin lids,

too. if you're feeling particularly

vindictive then grannies can be
zapped out of their bath-chairs as
they take the morning air. boys can
be knocked off their mopeds and
flowers flattened.

Households that order the

newspaper get special treatment

— their newspapers must be accu-
rately thrown so that they land in

the mail box.Two hundred and fifty

points are scored for each paper

safely delivered. The papers in

your delivery bag are displayed on
a pane! to the right of the screen,

and extra ammo can be collected

by cycling over the boxes of news-
print dotted around the pave-
ments.
But there's more to being a

paperboy than just chucking pap-
ers around the town. Careful cycl-

ing is called for to negotiate a vari-

ety of obstacles including

dustbins, fire hydrants and garden
ornaments. And then there's the

people. . . . old folk seem to walk
into your path deliberately; work-
men can't hear you because of

their ear-plugs, and have to be
avoided. Skateboarders can be
fairly lethal as they scoot around at

breakneck speed, and runaway
tyres and exploding bombs also

crop up from time to time. Contact
with the nasties resuits in a crash
and the loss of one ofyour five lives

— as in the original, a scrolling

message reminds you what a silly

boy you have been . . -

Each day of the week, the paper
round has to be attempted before
paperboy can go out to play on the
BMX track at the end of town.
Bonus points can be collected for

hitting targets dotted around the
BMX course with a well-aimed
newspaper.

At the end of the day's work the
paper shop prepares a report on
progress, For every paper wrongly

On theBMX track aithe end oftown. 230points havejustbeen
awarded fora direct hit on a target! the paperbag is full and
there are rampsahead . . .

delivered, a house cancels its

orderand iftoo many of the houses
cancel it's the sack! However, on
subsequent rounds if all the pap-
ers are correctly delivered you win
back one customer, but the game
gets that little bit harder on sub-
sequent days. It really Is mean on
these streets. ..

CRITICISM

Approaching the graveyard, a bomb explodes. Fortunately the
bundle ofreplacementpapers is unscathed. Nasty neighbour-
hvctf tfimi

# " Paperboy is one of the
arcade games thai just didn't

appeal to me. elite, as usual,

have done an excellent job of
converting from the original —
the game is quite pretty, and the
action ia generally fast and furi-

ous. The graphics are carefully

detailed, scrolling smartly in 3D,
and the characters are welt ani-

mated. The colour is unfortu-
nately in boring old blue 'n"

Wack-o-vision with a little bit of

magenta thrown to add a touch
of colour clash, The sound is

good, with lots of spot effects

and a couple of tunettes. I didn't

find this Qame as addictive or as
playable as it should have been,
but ft certainly ts worth a look if

you enjoyed playing it in the
arcades.

"

# '

' This game is weif wicked. The
graphicsaire a bit ofa wimp-out on
the part 0/ elite, but thegame has
a strange amount of addictivity to

it Though losing a tot in compari-

son to the original arcade wersion,

Paperboy offers e good deal in the

way of long term entertainment
Things like the racetrack and the

oldgrannies make the gameafi the
more fun to play, and the level of
frustration is just right When a
drunkard comes wobbling down
the road and knocks you off your
bike, the urge to try again b still

them. Though not as good as the

Ghosts and Goblins and
Bombjack conversions, Paperboy
is still a pretty good game, and
worth the asking price.

"

• "Although the game doesn't
contain lots of different things to

do. Paperboy, like most of the elite

games, is fiendishly addictive —
and once you've started there's no
stopping. The graphics are
extremely well drawn, and despite

them ait being very small, most of

them are recognisable. I felt more
use could have been made of the

Spectrum colours. Control was
quite hard to get used to at first,

but after realising that you can't

brake and turn at the same time,

things became quite fluent. The
presentation is quite bare, apart
from the high-score table and the

very well drawn front page of the

Daily Sun, The sound was more
informative than good. I'm sure

that anyone buying Paperboy will

play it for hours— but comeaway
with the feeling 'not much to

that!'
"

COMMENTS

Control keys; Q accelerate.A
brake.O left, P right. N throw paper
Joystick: Kempston, Cursor, Inter-

face 2
Keyboard play: fast and respon-
sive

Use of colour; monochromatic,
for the most part, so as to avoid

Graphics: nice characters, with
fair scrolling

Sound: tunes, with the usual spot
effects

Skill levels; one
Screens: scrolling township
General rating: Another slick,

playable conversion from elite

Use of computer 84% \

Graphics 86%
Playabfflty 89%
Getting started 91%
Addictive qualities 87%
Value for money B6%
Overall 88%j
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If f for some strange reason

{Jf you didn't get a copy of theW board game Trivial Pursuit

last Christmas then fret no longer.

domark have just brought out 7ft-

viai Pursuit — The Computer
Game! It's based very faithfully on
the original board game with a few
additions and adaptations for the
computer.

Like the board game> the basic
Idea is for players to travel around
the board answering questions
and trying to collect six wedges,

one for each subject- instead of
throwing dice, when a player has a
go the fire button must be pressed
to release a dart which lands in a
numbered section of the screen.
The player can then move his or

her counter to the highlighted

space on the board. Once a
player's token lands on a square a
question is asked.

Well, the question isn't actually

asked by the computer but instead
by a very cute tittle character cal-

led TP. TP dons different caps
depending on which subject you
are attempting. Questions in each
subject can be straightforward
text, graphical or musical, and
when your choice is made, the little

master of ceremonies scampers
acrossto the school room and fires

the question atyou- TP is an agree-
able little chap and is full of con-

" Surely there isn't anyone
out there who hasn't played
the board game? Everyone
who has ought to get into

the computer version
pretty quickly — it's an
excellent game. The most
obvious problem of the
Questions occurring more
than once in the same
game seems to have been
avoided quite well, and the
option to load in more ques-
tions from cassette is there
if you feel the need.
Graphics are quite good,
and though the board game
of course has no sound, I

think that the Spectrum ver-

sion would have been bet-
ter off without any, as some
of the tunes are nigh impos-
sible to recognise. Despite
this. Trivial Pursuits is an
excellent game, and
everyone with a combina-
tion of brain and Spectrum
ought to get a copy of
this.

"

*-w

gratulatiorts if you answer cor-

rectly and full of commiserations if

you don't. There's no typing in to

do— shout out the answer before

the time limit expires and you are

asked whether you got the correct

answer or not. Keying Y for yes or

N for no allows the game to prog-
ress.

An option menu heads up the
game. The first thing to do is enter

the names of the people playing,

which governs the order of play. A
game can be continued or re-

started. To make things Just that bit

more competitive you cart alter the

" Trivial Pursuits seems to
be the kind ofgame that will

keep hundreds of families

attached to their comput-
ers, I'm sure that it witl have
quite a cult following, but I

feel that Tr<via i Pursuits is the
kind of game thatyou either
love or hate! The computer
game is an excellent trans-
lation of the board version
and keeps all the player par-
ticipation that is so crucial

in games of this Ifk. The
game features lots of use-
ful options like the sound
on/off and TP in action or
not, and of course the
option to load new ques-
tions which I felt was
necessary If you were
going to play the game
more than once.TP is a very
cute little character, and
the waythat he changes his

hat for different subjects is

a nice touch. As board
games go, this Is the best
on the Spectrum, but you'll

have to be a dedicated
player to enjoy it, as games
can go on for hours rfyou're
not too clever.

"

amount of time available for

answering a question. The real star
of the snow is TP, but he can be
sent to bed if you want a bit of
peace and quiet— after all his job
Is very tiring! You can also turn the
sound down if you're planning on
playing late into the nightand don't
want to keep the neighbours up.

" Sadly Trivial Pursuits isone
game that I have never
played as it always seemed
to be a bit of a waste of
time. If the computer ver-

sion is anything to go byr

the original must be a
scream. Graphics and
sound are not usually hot
points In games of this
nature but they have really

been made into a large part
of thisgame. 1 think the suc-
cess of playing this game
largely depends on the
people you play with, so if

you don't think you'll be
able to play in a large group
you shouldn't really cough
up the fifteen quid that
domark are asking for it.

"

Even though there are lots of
questions in the basic game, even-
tually you will have attempted
them all. When this happens, a
new block of questions can be
loaded from the second cassette
tn the package— and further cas-
settefuls of questions are prom-
ised.

The screen layout is very similar

to actual board game. There are
six sections, each representing the
different question subjects which
are Art and Literature, Science,
Geography, History, Sport and Lei-

sure and Entertainment. At the top
of the screen in the right hand
corner a chart shows how many
wedges each player has won.
When a set of six wedges has been
collected the aim is to try to get to
the centre of the board and com-
plete the game by winning.
As in the board game, a player

can only compete for a wedge
when the counter has been landed
on one *of the subject headquar-
ters. In the schoolroom TP asks
you questions. A clock shows you
how long you've been playing and
a candle reveals how much time is

left to answer the current question

.

One feature on the computer
game that isn't present in the tab-
letop version is the score board
which keeps track of each player's

performance and can be con-
sulted at any stage to see how
everything's going and who's cur-

rently in the lead.

Now, which sport was it in which
there was an outcry when skirts

were raised. . ?

Control keys; redefine!

up, down, left, right, fire

Joystick: Kern psi
Keyboard play: no problems
Use of colour: 1

Graphics: clear— fine for a
boajdgame
Sound: basic, nothing
superb
SkHI levels: one— but addi-

question tapes will be
available

Screens: main board screen
plusmenus and "v

tions

General rating: A very com-
petent conversion of a clas-

sic game

Use of computer 88%
Graphics 67%
Payability 92%
Getting started 91 %
Addictive qualities 92%
Value for money 86%
Overall 91%
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your home computer now!
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arcades then you're in for a real surprise

- if you have then you'll be going Mag
Max to load it into your micro.

Mag Max could be a mean machine if

you've got what it takes to put him
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Producer: Macsen
Retail Price: £8.95
Author: Armand Jammot

Are you a whizz with words,
nifty with numbers, a giddy
gamester of the computer

kind? Then perhaps this game is

just up your street, especially if

you're a fan of the Yorkshire TV
version, A game for one or two
people, Countdown {or

Onwuontcd'rt you're an avid anag-
rammer} is a jumbly jaunt through
vowels, consonants and knotty

numbers.
There are nine rounds in this

game, the first three of which
involve unravelling an anagram.
The idea of these is to get the best
word possible from a selection of

nine letters. By pressing theC or V
key a player canchoose a conson-
ant or a vowel, then there are 30
seconds — the Countdown — to

make a word using some or all of

the letters- A green bar along the

bottom of the screen which gradu-

ally shrinks as time passes, turning

red when it nears the end. Below
the anagram, the computer gives

variations so that alternative com-
binations of the tetters are
revealed.

Mistakes may be deleted up to

the last moment, and words
enlered are checked against the

computer's own dictionary.

Should the word entered not be in

the dictionary, it must be verified

by 'The Guardian of the Dictio-

nary' — someone who has been
appointed by the player or players

lo check the accuracy of words.
The word can then be accepted or
rejected simply by pressing the Y
or N key. Ifthe computer can make
up a longer word, it is given at the

bottom of the screen at the end of

the game. The cumulative score is

indicated in the left-hand corner of

the screen.

Having won theword games, it's

time to test numerical skills in the
Numbers round. The player

chooses six numbers from four

rows, the first of which contains
numbers between 25 and 100 of

which up to four may be chosen,
or none at all. Rows two, three and
four contain numbers of a value
less than 10, Having chosenthese,
six numbers are displayed in a row
of boxes at the top of the screen.
Then it's time for Cecil to do his

work—Cecil is the unseen spinner
who produces a random number
of up to three digits to the left of

the screen. It is then your task.

within the 30 seconds available, to

obtain this number (or the nearest
you can get) by adding, subtract-
ing, multiplying or dividing the six

numbers, at the top. Fortunately,

you don't have to use all the num-
bers. When time is up, the player
haste enter the calculations. If you
can't get close enough, Cecil dis-

plays a perfect answer just to
show you how easy it really was.

Following this, there are three
more word rounds followed by a

numbers round. The climax of the

game comes with the Countdown
Conundrum in which there are 30
seconds to unscramble yet
another anagram

.

So, pit your wits against the
computer or take on a friend or is it

drienf ..:&t maybe enfrid . .

.

CRITICISM

#'
' The TV programme is a very

good, audience-involving show,
but although it looks like an idea

you could translate to the com-
puter it lacks that certain some-
thing that makesyou want to get
ft off the shelf and spend a long
time playing it. Countdown
should only be played against
another person es this is the
only really competitive part of
the game. I found myself stuck
on long words in the
Countdown, but easily getting
the ten points available for

obtaining the correct formula to
form Cecil's random number, A
Skill level option is sadly needed
. . . Countdown will appeal to a
limited few who like a fun game
for parties, but I reckon it'll

prove a little expensive for the
average Countdown watcher.

"

•" Countdown is quite good as a
words and numbers game, but
there are no frills, and very few
thrills. The theme tune rendition is

absolute BASIC rubbish, and
other than boxes to highlight let-

ters, I didn't notice any graphics,
which could have brightened up
the rather drab screen display, I

got very little entertainment from
it, and even ifyou 'rea fan ofthe TV
series. I doubt if this would appeal
to you much. I'm a little surprised
that Channel 4 are giving the rights

to such a game as this, because
although it impersonates some of

the series' features quite weitt I

think that this game would deter
me from watching the TVshow. "

•" I used to watch the prog-
ramme on the telly a couple of

years ago, and Vm sorry to say that

this does the show no justice

whatsoever. The original's spirit

has been lost along the way
through the very stow play that

makes it extremely monotonous.
There are no graphics to speak of

and the sound effects are

inadequate— nice tune though, if

you like the TV series and are a bit

masochistic you'll probably get
along quite nicely, but in general

I'd stay well clear of it.
"

COMMENTS

Control keys: whole keyboard
Joystick: none needed

Keyboard play: very slow input

Use of colour: below average
Graphics: hardly any at all

Sound: some weak spot effects

and a passable rendition of the
theme tune
Skill levels: one
Screens: three: the anagram
game; the numbers game and the

Countdown Conundrum
General rating: Definitely not the

best of TV conversions

Use of computer 40%
Graphics 5%
Payability 34%
Getting started 49%
Addictive qualities 30%
Value for money 29%
Overall 33%

Producer: Alpha Omega
Retail Price: £1,99
Author: David Walton

Blueprints and Captains seem
to be the theme this month:
there's Captain Burt and

now Captain Slog — similar jobs
too. Slog supervises the construc-
tion of spacecraft on his assembly
line deep in space, it's the same
thing week inweek out. No wonder
he's a bit bored. However, the sol-

ution to his tedium is not quite

what he expected— suddenly, the

robot controlled space ship seems
to take on a life of its own. The
robots throw down their tools and
decide that enough is enough and
they're going to rebel against their

human oppressors. In the midst of
this chaos is Captain Slog. And
he's not happy at ail. But before he
can get away and abandon his

space craft, he has to find nine
blueprints which will enable him to

fix the transporter. This is not an
easy task, however, because trie

robots are out to get him. Although
they can't shoot at our hero s they
gradually sap away his vital life

energy.

Apart from the irritating and
potentially lethal robots who roam
around, the complex itsetf seems
to have taken on a sinister person*
ality of Its own. Barriers of varying

colours stop Slog from getting into

different locations where the all

important blueprints may be hid-

den. These barriers can be
removed, however, by collecting

the barrier key in the relevant col-

our. Other useful objects can be
gathered along the way — extra

energy may be picked up in the

form of miniature spacemen.
Bonus points can also be col-

lected, but beware' Some
artefacts sap the Captain's energy
when they are in his pockets,
The troublesome robots can be

exterminated by a quick blast of

laser fire and points are scored for

every robotic nuisance who is sent

to that great scrapyard in the sky.

However, once a screen has been
cleared of robots and is re-visited,

hey-prestd, the nasties have been
reincarnated!

Captain Slog moves around the
multi-roomed star ship by way of

his jet pack which transports him
nicely upwards and downwards
and hopefully out of the way of the
patrolling robots. With the aid of a
map you can find your way around
the ship but the brave Captain can
only consult it when the map icon

is lit up at the top of the screen.

Once a game is finished, a score
screen shows just what percen-
tage of the game you have com-
pleted based on the number of

blueprints that have been col-

lected. The chart also shows bow
many of the meddlesome robots

have been killed off. There is a time
limit to the game and obviously the
quicker it's completed the higher

your score is.

CRITICISM

•ik
I didn't expect much from

Captain Slog, I didn't get much
either. The game is awful, The
characters move about like



idiots, and thewhole game plays

like a five yearold's first attempt

at BASIC programming. The
Captain has been swiped from
Project Future, and though the

game has some nice ideas, the
finished product ia something
that isn't even worth a hatf of the

cash asked for it- Captain Slog is

the sort of game that really gets

up my nose.

"

•" Captain Slog resembles 8
game that was around a year or

two ago called Project Future

Unfortunately, this one is not half

asgood or hah asplayable. Itplays

quite slowly so it isn t very exciting

or compelling. Graphically, things

aren't much fun either; the

backgrounds are drab and the

characters undetailed, The sound,

on the other hand, is very good;

there are a couple of tunes on the

title screen and a selection ofspot

effects during the game- Gener-

ally, this one will probably keep
you Interested fora wet afternoon

or so and for the price you can t

really complain.
"

#" Grrri They were good when
they first came out but can't the

budget software companies take

the phrase arcade/ adventure'

out of their programming vocabul-

ary. Most of these budget games
are the same, all consisting of

small, useless graphics. The colli-

sion detection on a range from 1 to

1 00 would get 0, The sound is of

the basic beepy type and none of

this helps in agame that cannot be
played progressively— you either

solve rt in the first session of play

or you find it so impossible that it

goes into some dark dingy cup-

board and you never see it again.

Harsh words, you may think. But

it's time the software companies
grew up to the fact that the

software scene is changing.

Nearly every arcade/adventure

budget game is the same. Captain

Slog is all of the above and less. 1

just feel sorry for the people that

don't read CRASH. They are the

peoplethatbuy these awfu Igames
and encourage the budget

software companies to publish

more. End of complaint!
"

COMMENTS

Control keys: definable

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor,

Interface 2
Keyboard play: slow

Use of colour: drab
Graphics: small and undetailed

Sound: above average
Skill levels: one
Screens: over 100
General rating: Simply awful

1942
Producer: Elite

Retail Price: £7.95
Author: Dominic Wood

TheSecond World War is hot-

ting up between the wartorn

countries. Out in the pacific

sporadic dog fights between the

warring factions rage up in the

skies. The enemy forces are seri-

ously building up their airborne

craft and it's up to you to try and
limit their numbers before they

obliterate the goodies for good.

Yup, elite have turned their talents

to converting 1942, a very early

Capcom game.
You are taken into enemy zones

on the deck of an aircraft carrier.

When the situation becomes too

dangerous for the carrier to go any
further into hostile waters it's time

to fly up into the skies to meet the

enemy. As usual they appear to

outnumber you grossly.

The enemy are pretty mean
shooters and do their best to blast

heroic pilots right out of the air.

However, if this wasn't enough,

those dastardly baddies are so
committed to their cause that

they've turned into Kamakazis and
will willingly sacrifice their own
lives . . . Theyset a collision course

and if they meet up with you in

those lonely skies then it's cur-

tains, and into the drink. One more
life is lost from a dwindling supply,

Fortunately, ammunition is not

in short supply — it's seemingly

endless. Firepower can be souped
up by collecting POWer points that

appear at random on the screen.

Just as well, as theaim ofthe game
is to fly over enemy islands and
stretches of sea shooting anything

that appears in your path. The
enemy are quite sneaky and
sometimes appear from the rear

and often follow quite random
paths of flight so you never know
where they're going to pop up
next.

When each level is completed,

return to the aircraft carrier and
you are transported to the start of

the next level where the fun starts

again — and there are thirty two
levels to fight through. There is

also a two player option in the

game so you can compete against
someone else, and see who wins
superiority in the skies first.

Apart from being able to move
the plane backwardsforwards and
from side to side on the screen,

a

*>

Neaaow Dakka Dakka Boom! Fighting your way through the
endless waves ofenemyaircraftwith a mission to surviveand
rid the skies of the Bad Guys i

you can also perform rolls which

come in bandy in tight spots. Pick-

ing up a white object in the air has

a smart bomb effect, and obliter-

ates all the enemy planes on the

screen. Another chance to be a

hero of the skies Gomes your way

CRITICISM

# " After the brigade of great

arcade conversions, I expected
a little more from the father

company of classics like

Bombjack, but ft seems that they
have let their standards slip a (it-

tie. Paperboy maybe wasn't

quite as good as it could have
been, but 1 942 is definitely lack-

ing. The graphics aren't amaz-
ingly good, but the game is aver-

agety playable and addictive. I

probably wouldn't go out and
buy 194?, because all It is is a

fancified shoot 'em up. If you're
really amazingly into * blast the

enemy until they are nothing but

a clutter of misplaced pixels

games, 1

then there's a fair

chance that this game will

appeal to you, though it doesn't
exactly grab me. But then there

wasn't that much to the arcade
original in the first place ..."

• " This game didn't really

impress me in the arcades, so I

wasn't that interested when 1942
poked its head around the office

door. I 'm sorry tosay that is seems
to have lost a tot of its addictive

qualitiesandpayability in the con-
version to the Spectrum. The vari-

ous characters used are not

Use of computer 48%
Graphics 24%
Payability 32%
Getting started 49%

'

Addictive qualities 29%
Value for money 34%
Overall 30%
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detailed so they look a little on the

shoddy side and the use ofcolour

is suspect. The sound is a big dis-

appointment as there are no tunes

and only a few effects. Generally, I

am a shoot em up fan, but this cne
doesn't really appeal to me as //

simply isn 't fun to play,
"

m

'

' This must be one of the worst

games to come out of the elite

offices in yonks. 1942 contains

extremely basic graphics and col-

our that is used very unimagina-

tively. The sound is not too excit-

ing, and does more to get on your

nerves than compliment thegame.
The presentation of the game is

the usual elite stuff, consisting of

all the options and a nice tittle high-

score table. I can't say that I've

seen the arcade game, Out if this is

all that it contains then I'm not

looking forward to it. The game is

not very responsive and the colli-

sion detection is appalling. I also

noticed that planes can often fire

at you even if they're in their own
explosion. 1942 has none of the

addictiveness that all the recent

elite games contain and they have
tarnished their good name with

this release,
"

COMMENTS

Control keys: redefinable direc-

tions. 0-4 to Roil

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor,

Interface 2
Keyboard play: responsive

enough
Use of colour: lots of colour,

resulting in terrible clashes
Graphics: small, but fairly detailed

Sound: Sots of clicking sound
effects

Skill levels: one
Screens: 32 scrolling play areas

General rating: A reasonable
conversion of a game that wasn't
very good to start with

Use of computer 70%
Graphics 65%
Ptayabitity 67%
Getting started 68%
Addictive qualities 61%
Value for money 64%
Overall 63%
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SPECTRUM REPAIRED FORONLY £19.95
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SPARES FROM OUR D.I.Y. SECTION
WHY NOT PURCHASE THE SPARES FOR YOUR
COMPUTERS FROM US. THE ONLY MAIL ORDERa COMPANY SELLING SPECTRUM SPARES.
Same day despatch service on receipt of orders.

You can order bv Access card or call at our Reception
to collect.

TEN * REPAIR SERVICE
While you waitservice including
computer spare parts over the counter.
All computers fully overhauled and fully

tested before return

.

Fullyinsuredfor the return journey.
Fixed tow price of£19.95 including post
packing and VAT. iWot a Oetween price
of really up to £30.00 which some of our
competitors a re quoting >.

Discounts for schools and colleges.

BEST SERVICE -

* Five top games worth £33 00 for you to
enjoy and play with every Spectrum repair.

* We repair Commodore 64 s . Vic 20s
Commodore 16s and Plus 4's.

* The mostup to date test equipment
developed by us to fullytestand find afl

fau Its within your computer,
* Keyboard repairs, Spectrum rubber key
hoards only £8.9$

* 5 month written guarantee on all repairs

BESTPRICESTj j'

ARE YOU ANOTHER CUSTOMER - fed up
waiting weeks for your estimate?
Weed your computer repaired fast? Then send it now to the Number One Repair
Company in the U.K., or call in and see us at our new Fully
equipped 2.500 square foot workshop, with all the latest test equipment available you
a re.more than welcome.
We will repairyourcomputer while you wa itand help you with anv of your techn icai problems.
Commodorecomouters repa ired for on ly £35.00. Please note we give you a 100% low fixed
price of £19.95 which includes return postand packing, VAT. nota between price like some
other Repair Companies offer. We don't shock you with repair bills £5000 upwards, we
dormust repair the fault and send your computer back, we give your computer a:-

£fc£|) OVERHAUL WITH EVERY REPAIR WE DO:-
We correct Colour. Sound. Keyboard, Checkthe loading and sawing chip, Put new feet on

the base rf required, Check for full memory. Check ail sockets Including ear/mike and replace
where needed. All foran inclusive price of £19.95 including VAT. all parts, insurance and post
and pack ing. No hidden extras whatsoever. We don ' t have to boas t too much about ou r
servi c e as we have thousands ofcustomers from all over the world h ig h ly detighted with our
service, a first class reputation for speed and accuracy, oorrt forget, we are only twenty
minutes from Mancheste r City Centre sowhy not call in , have a coffee with us and see yo ur
computer being repaired,
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Producer; Artie

Retail Price: £2,99
Author: J Wilson

The aim of this game is to win
promotion to the first divi-

sion — no mean feat.
There's plenty of competition, so
you have to be on your toes. Hav-
ing chosen a ciub to manage, a
breakdown of your squad is given,
with a numerical assessment of
the skill and ability of the players.
To start the match, the cursor is

moved to the matchstick icon on

f
the main menu and then you sim-
ply watch your team perform. At
the end, the final score is given,
with details of attendance, gate
receipts, players' wages, and loan
interest. This is followed by match
results for the whole division, and
the current league table.

By choosing the pound sign
icon you can find out about the
club's financial situation. Loans
can be used to buy a playerto build
up your squad. The transfer list is

brought up by choosing the pen
and form icon. This gives details of

the player for sale: his skill and
energy rating, the sailers, his cur-
rent value, and whether other
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clubs are interested. Alternatively.

you might want to givea playerthe
old heave-ho, in which case,, you
choosethe boot icon on themenu

.

The season is long and hard,

and only the most determined
manager can hope for promotion.
Only you. as rugby manager, can
discover if youVe gotwhat Ittakes.

CRITICISM

• " A*mc should have stuck with
their all-action International

Rugby (Union) and not tried (for-

give the pun!) to go into the
Rugby League with a very poor
copy of Football Manager. The

presentation of Rugby Manager
Is very smart — using a cursor
for options— but the game itself

is very poorly structured. The
actual match ia badly done, with
the same three defenders
against one attacker on every
attempt.

"

# " There is nothing in ffris one
that Is mildly interesting and I cer-
tainly couldn't play it for longer
than one game. The graphics are
well belowaverage, the characters
are small and undetailed, and the
use of colour is so bad that you
can hardly make out the other
team from the pitch. The sound is

pitiful— ifyou are lucky you may
hear a beep or two during the
course of the match. I didn't feet I

was actuallyparticipating.
"

# " Rugby Manager is nothing
more than a joke. The graphics are
abysmal, the sound non-existent
and the whole game very boring
indeed. The cursor is the best bit

because icons, strategy, enter-

tainment value and all the usual
stuff are just not there. Even at the
price, it's awful value for money,
and it's not in the least bit addic-
tive.

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: O up, A down, O
left, P right

Joystick; Kempstcn, Sinclair

Keyboard play, responsive
Use of colour,bad clasheson the
match screen
Graphics: unadventurous
Sound: virtually non-existent
Skill levels: one
Screens: six

General rating: Only for avid
Rugby fans

Use of computer 34%
Graphics 27%
Payability 26%
Getting started 36%
Addictive qualities 27%
Value for money 37%
Overall 31%
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THE GREATEST
SHOWONEARTH
Producer: Contra!
Solutions
Retail Price: E0.99
Author: Barry Jones

The show is about to begin
. . .but wait! Something terri-

ble has happened. All the
stare have been struck down with
the dreaded lurgte. There's only
one thing to do — you'll have to
stand in for them.

Enter the ring as Tightrope Ted.
Balanced on a unt-cycle, brave the
high wire and its perils. Then, a
quick change in the dressing
room, and emerge as Sidney the
Strong Man. Are you a wimp, or
can you manage to puil a 100 ton
truck? Succeed at this and
assume the guise of Marvo the
Mindreader — unscramble an
anagram and type in the correct
answer.) Enter next as Co-Co, the
Knife-Thrower. Try to score over

ten points but make sure you don't
stab him in the bread basket! Next.
risk life and limb by taking the
place of Charlie the Human Can-
nonball. Make sure he lands in the
net or there'll be a nasty splat on
the sawdust, >fuki

Providing you last this tong, all

that remains is to dazzle the audi-
ence with your final act! Wonder
what that can be?

CRITICISM

• " The keyboard response is

good but the things thai happen
when you press keys are not

worth playing for The different
screens are all basically very
boring, "

# " This game, even for budget
software, is below standard. The
graphics are sloppy, single charac-
ter blocks or large unanimated
figures. The backgrounds, where
there are any, are dull and unin-

teresting. The sound is poor —
only a few spot effects here and
there — and it is irritating as well

because you cant turn off the
screeching effects on the title

screen. There is not enough In this

to entertain me for more than five

minutes.
"

• " Hardly what I would cal the
Greatest Show on Earth, despite
the title. The colour schemes are
terrible, the characters very basic,
and trie game generally lacks
polish — but the idea is a good
one. Although I would much rather
have a better, and consequently
more expensive game, TGSOE is a
simply a cheap bit of fun.

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: varies from screen
to screen
Joystick: keyboard only
Keyboard play: responsfve
Use of colour: fairly colourful

Graphics: too basic
Sound: not very good at all

Skill levels: one
Screens: six

General rating: An interesting

idea but lacks finesse

Use of computer 31%
Graphics 28%
Payability 33%
Getting started 49%
Addictive qualities 32%
Value for money 41%
Overall 31%

SPECTRUM TAPE and DRIVE TRANSFER UTILITI ES
TU« - ESSENTIAL for ALL Sptclrum owners - our tape utility lor backup and drive
conversion.
Simp4e operation 'or fast loaders - accurate ©van it over 48k.. (tone end baud rate
measure*)

* Integrated header reader, manages rseaderless blocks-
1 Deals with dicky loaders - converts COMPLETELY to normal for tape load (pkis ea*y
drive transfer with TP2},

PLUSMANY OTHER FEATURES -A UNIQUE PRODUCT!
COSTonly £6,99 on tape or £7.99 on rn/crive cart.

TRANSFER PACK 2 - FOR TAPE TO DRIVE TRANSFER
Package of programs INCLUDING TUfl, oth«r ulllitfes, allows drive transfer of
many programs.
' Details given on transfer al 40 programs.
J

Manages virtually all cbcfcy Jeadars Bytes chopper/splitter, header r*ader, etc.
Stalfi name Cri drive system (eg m/dnve. Opus disc, etc)
ONLY £11.99 on tape OR £12.99 on m/drlve Ctrl, INFORMATION SHEETS £ 1 each) up
l r.i ;> -j

I .H av.ii able) andudeg many top 20 hits - SAE foe list.

MICROTRANS - M/drive utility

TVo programs - a must for a)J nVdrive owners. Fasi and EASY DRiVE i o -j

TAPE TO DRrvE [tnc tieadertess) - does NOT CONVERT PROGRAMS. Mu'tlpJe erase
program (ino true eat, printer output) et«, ate.
ONLY £3.50 on tape, £4.50 on cartridge

OVERSEAS: add £ l Europe, £2 others ioxeach. UPDATE SfiRVtCE - SAE for details.
PROGRAMS CARRY OUR MONEYBACK GUARANTEE mot updates)
LERM. DEFTCR, 11 BEACONSFtELD CLOSE, WHITLEY BAY TYNEANDW€AR
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STRIKEFORCE
COBRA

Producer: Piranha
Retail Price: £9.95
Author: Five Ways Software

The World is in mortal danger
from a evil genius known
only as The Enemy. He has

hacked in to the world's defence
computers and is now threatening

to unleash the world's nuclear

weapons and destroy everything

and everybody unless his

demands are met.
The Enemy has kidnapped top

computer boffins, and holds them
hostage in his four-level head-
quarters complex. Each of the sci-

entists knows one digit from the

secret code which opens the entr-

ance to the fortress's main com-
puter room. If someone was
courageous enough to penetrate

thecomplex and destroy the com-
puter, then the The Enemy's plans

would be thwarted . .

The Powers that Be decide to

fight back, and a force of top com-
mando fighters is assembled,
code named COBRA. Eight com-
mandos are in the team and your

first task is to select a quartet to

undertake the mission. As the

Strike Force enters thefortress the

alert is sounded and The Enemy's
deadly computer program starts

running: thecountdown to oblivion

has begun! , , .

The aim is to explore each level

of the complex, working as a team,

and locate the computer scientists

held prisoner. Pressing the

appropriate number changes the

team member under the player's

control, Each commando is equip-

ped with a DLB, a digital lock

breaker, which can help crack the
combination that gives access to

the main computer. The more of

the code you have in your posses-
sion the quicker the DLB can break
the combination. At least six digits

are needed to give a realistic time

scale, and whenever acommando
finds a scientist, another digit is

collected.

The scenery scrolls in 3D as your
agile commandos leap, rofl and
walk along thecorridors. Windows
can be leapt through and some
doors can be kicked down, while

others are operated by switches,

like the inter-level lifts. Switches
are marked with a D (Doors) and L
(lifts) and are often some distance

from the door or lift they activate

—teamwork is called for.

Guards and droids patrol the
corridors and rooms, and need to

be avoided or taken out with a
quick burst of machine gun fire or

the lob of a grenade. Some rooms
contain fiendish auto defence sys-

tems, such as mobile lasers and
electro-blocks, and puzzle-solv-

mg skills areneededto get through
safely.

Details of the digits already col-

lected and the status of each
member of the team are given on-
screen together with the number
of the commando currently con-
trolled and the time left before

oblivion. Extra time can be won by
disabling remote computer termi-

nal, and first aid kits can be useto
build up the strength of wounded
fighters.

Good luck prospective agents,

you'll need it!

Cameron selects Kawalski to help him with his mission. Con
you spot John Minson in the tine up?He was digitised along
with other eminent people— them'sa comp this issue ityou
reckon you know which commando is Minson . .

.

Your commando kicks in a door to get away from that nasty
looking dalek creature behind him

CRITICISM

• " It's not often that I play a

single game all afternoon, but I

just couldn't pull the plug on
Stnke Force Cobra. I found the

gameplay very complicated at

first, but after a while it all

became very clear. Controlling

your commandos is a little on
the tricky side to start off with

but it soon becomes faidy easy.

The graphics are detailed

although they are not as clear as

they could be. The characters

are nicely animated and full of

detail. The sound is a bit of a die-

appointment as there are no
tunes and only a couple of spot

effects. I enjoyed playing this

game as ft is very original and
compelling. "

• 'Strike Force Cobra is an
extremely complex game that

takes a tot of time to get into, it's

very welt presented with tots of

pretty graphics, and a screen that

contains quite a lot of colour —
without any colour clashes. The 3-

D effects are very good and give a

feeting of distance and perspec-

tive, mere are lots of touches that

bring the intended atmosphere to

life — kicking doors and jumping
through windows adds to tlTe

flavour of the expedition. I was a

bit disappointed to see that the

game suffered from locking up on
you when there was a bit ofactivity

on the screen, orwhen it was trying

to make a few feeble soundeffects— this made the game very awk-
ward to play. I think that Strike

Force Cobra has a very promising

game in it somewhere — but

whether you'll get to find it is

another matter!
"

ft " The very first time I played

Strike Force Cobra, I didn't rate it

all that much, but perseverance

has really opened my eyes to a

good strategy arcade game. The
piranha label is obviously gong to

be one to be reckoned w'rth. First,

they launch a quality fun game like

Trapdoor, and then a good
strategy shoof-blast-basb 'em up
like this. Strike Force Cobra, i

think, isn't a game that you see in a

shop and say 'gorra get a copy of

this like soon', but if you buy it, l

think it's a pretty likely bet that

you'll play it for a good while, and
enjoy it.

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: up/left E, R, T;

dowrVright D, F, G; up/right Y, U, I;

down/left H, J, K;jump W, C\ S, L;

dive Q. P, A, ENTER; shoot gun V,

B; throw grenade CAPS SHIFT,
SPACE; crouch C, M; stand X, M:
kick Z, SYM SHIFT
Joystick: Kempston, Interface 2

Keyboard play; needs practice,

but responsive
Use of colour: neat
Graphics: good animations, tidy

3D effect

Sound; spot effects

Skill levels: one
Screens: scrolling play area

General rating: Complicated, and
trickyto get into but well worth the

effort

Use of computer 84%
Graphics 87%
Payability 81%
Getting started 75%
Addictive qualities 84%
Value for money 81 %
Overall 83%
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Based on Judo, UCHI-MATA, is probably
the most advanced and challenging

martJaf arts simulation to date.

AM the skills W spiffs - without the bruises! 1.!

Commodore 64/1 28 Cassette £9.95
Disc £12.95

Spectrum 48/128 Cassette £8.95

Amstrad 464/664-6128
Cassette £9.95 Disc £13.95
M5X Ca$s«tte £9 95

Technlcof consultant, Brian Jacks,

completing a successful UCHI-
M/MA, one of the many exciting

throws incorporated In the game.

3nan Jacks received his black belt.

1st Dan, when onfy 15, He s now
a 7th Dan, an elite world group.
Having won the British

Championship eleven times, the
Open Champiorohp five times, the
European Championship four
times and an Olympic MedaL he is

one of the most knowledgeable
and foremost exponents of Judo
jh the world.

Martech is the registered trade mark of Software Communications Limited,
Martech House, Bay Terrace, Pevensey Bay, East Sussex B»*24 6EE
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. PHONE: (0323) 768456 TELEX: 878373 Martec
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/ J B ikes, Scopby Doo the cow-
i

* m ardly pup with the vora-™ cious appetite suddenly
find himself in a tricky situ;

Shaggy, Velma, Daphne, Fred and
Scoob are driving along In the
beatei; -hen a
strange rattling beneath the bon-

o pull over to see
Wat's wrong. ' 'It's no good,' ' said
Freddie wwe to get help
from somewhere." "What about
that big castle over there?" said
Velma pointing to a dark :

house silhouetted against the
lid knock at the

door and ask them if there's a gar-
age or something nearby." she

i fine, like

Scooby and i win -

ie van
in case someone tries to uhh, steal

}bt Scoot" ^aggy.

g distinctly nervous. '

' No, all

four of us will go and Scooby can
stay behind in the van," "said
VeSma, And the four of them
started a dark
forbidding looking castle, ip

Scooby steeping in the back of the
Mystery Mobile.

Littie do they knew but the eas-
tbe hill is owned by a mad

professor who likes nothing more
than N

: t»s back to his
deserted lab and chop them up
into Ifltfe pieces and store tfa

specimen )ars for future expert

-

r-.esl

And surprise, surprise that's

Producer Elite

Retail Price: £7.95

Author: Gargoyle Games

/ what happens to Shaggy,
Velma. Daphne and Fred. That das-
tardly professorensnaresthegang
in his evil plan end leaves them,
apparently trapped forever in his
draughty, lonely castle.

And they'd still be there no
wasnt for that canine coward
Scooby Doo behaving in most
uncharacteristic manner and try-

ing to release his pate from their

predicament. Perhaps it was
hunger that drove Scooby from the
beaten up van, or maybe the eerie
way the wind moaned around the

1 ' First time I saw this on the
Amstrad, I thought that It

was an extremely playable
game. The Spectrum ver-
sion is equally so, If net
more. The scrolling isn't

super smooth, and the lack
of tune is a little disturbing,
but the graphics are excel-
lently animated, and the
game plays superbly.
Addiction is almost cer-
tain fy to be found, and the
game represents very good
value for money. Even
though its been ages in the
making, and the finished
version is completely diffe-

rent from the screen shots
seen all those long months
ago, Scooby Doo Is a really

cool arcade game, well
worth getting,

"

roof. Whatever it was, Scooby
decided to see what was going on

iethecastle
However, when Scooby enters

rofessor's castle he has a
shock in store for him. The castle

> s to be haunted by all manner
of nastyspooks and ghosties. He's
about to run back to the van for ail

he's worth when he spots a
Scooby Snack on the ground and
realises that his friends must be in

mortal danger.
There are four levels to the game

and concealed on each level is one
m&mber of the gang trapped
Inside a specimen jar. Scooby has
to locate his chums and release
them.

ever, Scooby Doo encoun-
ters a strange array of beasties on
each of the levels and they are all

determined to stop him from
releasing his friends.And of course

nasties are all controlled by
the evil professor himself

,

On the first floor of the castle

—

which contains Velma — Scooby
encounters horrible floating

ghouiies which jump out from
behind closed doors and are very
menacing to the poor p

Hooded figures sidle up to him
silently and try and knock him off

hts paws. The only way which
Scooby can defend hi

against the nasty inhabitants of
this castle is by using his cumber-
some paws which coma in very

/ for bopping the spectres on
the bounce, Scooby can only hit

his victims if he's not moving, and
if they get him first he faints with
fear and loses one of his si>

When all these lives have been lost

Scooby joins his friends as a future
experiment for the professc
cackle. However, Scooby can
reclaim a lost life by picking up a
Scooby Snack on the ground and
eating it.

reJ two of the castle is full of
springy, sproingy things. These

:g out of cupboards and
r

s and sneak up on the
dynamic doggy from behind.
Skulls litter the floor and must be
bounced over and floors are sepa-

11 This is obviously not the
game promised by elite

sometime last year, but it

was definitely worth the
wait as it is tremendously
playable and ever so com-
pelling. The graphics really
are first-efass: the many
large and well defined
characters move around
the castle admirably and
the castle itself is very
pretty. Sound wise this
game rates fairly highly as
there are many excellent
spot effects during the
game — sadly there isn't a
tune on the title screen but
the front end is so good that
a tune isn't really neces-
sary. 1 strongly recommend
this game as it is addictive
and great fun to play too.

"

rated by ladders which must be
climbed. 9ut be careful ... the
nasties have a habit of scooting
down the stairs and knocking poor
Scoob for six. Level three hosts
some v&y wicked looking
monsters. Ghoutflsh float around
exercising their huge elastic

The ghosties from the first level

make a re-appearance, and tatty

bats screech 3round at head
height causing Scooby to bend
down and cover his eyes with
fright!

The final level is guarded by
bulbous monks with no faces. Fly-

s and rolling bowling
balls are just some of the hazards
which Scooby has to negotiate in

the quest to release the last of his

chums.

CRITICISM

" After the long wait for
Scooby Doo it would take
something fairly special to
justify the time spent on it
This game manages to
impress after the first

couple of goes but ft

doesn't contain anything to
keep the brain cells elec-
trified for long. 1 found
Scooby Doo looked very
attractive totheeyeand the
Idea of biffing and boffing
all the characters— which
didn't look too much like

ghosts — proved quite
exciting for a while, but this

required no real skill. The
animation of all the
graphics is very smooth
and accurate, and the
screen scrolling is very
silky (!?!). Scooby sound is

not very startling and has
very little tunewise. The
game bases itself on the TV
series superbly with all the
folks from the team in it

Unfortunately I didntfind it

extremely enthralling . .

.

but rt*s certainly playable.
Have a look before you
buy."

At the beginning of each level

Scooby gains an extra life, but lives

lost in the previous level are not
given back to him . , , For once,
this hungry dog gets the chanceto
play the hero.

J COMMENTS

Control keys: left, right, up/
jump, down/duck, fire/punoh
— tedefinable

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor,
Interface 2
Keyboard play; very respon-
sive

Use of colour: mainly
monochrome
Graphics: excellent
Sound; neat effects; no title

tune
Skill levels: one
Screenedour scrolling levels
General rating: Yet another
highly playable game
released by elite

Use of computer 89%
Graphics 93%
Playability 92%
Getting started 90%
Addictive qualities 91%
Value for money 90%
Overall gi%
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Aaaghh! Where am I? What 1

s my
name? I have been transported

back to the world of King Arthur

and Camelot. Land sakes! I now
have to fight my way through

forest, lake and caves (phew!) to

Camelot Castle where I can find

the key to the whole mystery!

Tempting eh folks? Its coming,
so keep up the paper round!

« AMELOi,^

AMSTRAD 464/664/6128: Cass £9.95
Dtsk £14.95

SPECTRUM 48/1 28K: Cass C8 95

i^ 1*

AVAILABLE PROM ALL GOOD SOFTWARE RETAILERS IF ITS NOT THERE. PLEASE ORDER IT- QRINTHE CASE OF DIFFICULTY SEND VOUR CROSSfcu i MADE OUT TO
ARIOLASOFT I) K LTD,. INCLUDING YOUR OWN NAME ANO ADDRESS TO ARIOLASOFT P.O BOX &b\. LONDON NIAM ?N0
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NEXOR
Producer: Design Design
Retail Price: £7.95
Author: Graham Stafford, with graphics by David Fish

Ahhhrr, once again Earth is

being threatened by nas-
ties from outer space. This

time however the situation is far
from timid.

The interstellar battle between
Andromedan forces and good ol'

Mother Earth has reached its

climax. For years the war has
raged throughout the universe in

between aeons of stalemate.
Earth's commanders have
decided to put an end to the con-
flict once and for all by attacking
the crucial Andromedan lifeline,

the Hyperspace route between
Andromeda and Orion. Because it

provides them with essential
supplies without which they would
be unable to continue the war.
annihilation of this route would be
disastrous for the Andromedans,
A shrewd move on Earth's part you
must admit. However, in order to
accomplish this daring attack
Earth has had to devise a totally

new sort of Super Weapon code
named Nexor after the planet
which was used to house its

development. It is very secret
ndeed'
After many feasibility studies

and an awful lot of planning Nexor
eventually reaches committee
stage. A date is set and all the
Nexor Big Cheese staff potter
down to Earth fora long and boring
conference over lots ofcups oftea.
Nexor however, left in the hands of
the minion workers, becomes a
prime target for a counter attack

Andromedans {not so secret
after all). The dastardly enemy
launch a huge attack on the
unguarded planet, hell bent on
seizing the Nexor plans. The attack
results in carnage, and all the

workers bar one are killed. This
sole survivor of the Andromedan
attack realises there is only one
thing left to do. He must somehow
locate the ten modules (scattered
around the Nexor complex for

reasons of security) that make up
the Super Weapon and transport
them down the Matter Transfer-
ence beam to the nearest Earth
space ship along with the all impor-
tant blueprints.

This is problem enough, what
with the complex gradually being
invaded by Andromedan combat
droids. But the sole survivor has
another problem. The Matter
Transference Beam has been dam-
aged during the fighting and must
be fixed before anything can be
beamed to safety. Naturally there
is a limited amount of time to
achieve this before the Androme-
dans take over.

At the game's start you are bles-
sed with eight lives but contact
with the invaders' equipment or
the invading droids themselves
results in one of these being lost,

so courage must be com-
plemented with skill. The Nexor
complex is made up of hundreds
of separate rooms, each of which
is an individual puzzle in itself. As
the game progresses these rooms
gradually become tilted with
Andromedan droids determined to
prevent completion of your mis-
sion.

Apart from increasing numbers
of Andromedans, the rooms are
populated with an assortment of
nasties which must be avoided.
Some exits are inaccessible
unless objects are used to reach
them. Chairs and blocks can be
picked up and dropped at

Stomping through ii rather dangerous part ofthe complex •

row upon row of bombs furk, each onejust waiting to be
touchedand detonate

n-B-x6»?

strategic points to reach higher
places. Conveyor belts take you
right into the path of danger and
seemingly harmless objects sud-
denly zapp you right out of exis-

tence. Inanimate blocks spontane-
ously sprout legs and scuttle off in

pursuit of something far removed
from what you have in mind and try

and flatten you into the bargain,
Whether they're Maggie Thatcher
look-alikes or the more conven-
tionally shaped droids, the nasties
are all equally dangerous.

If a game is prematurely aborted
a status report shows you how
much has been completed and
how many essential pieces of
equipment you have managed to
find.

The quest takes place in a vast
three dimensional maze flanked
with steep walls leading to more
levels. These can be reached by
way of rather unorthodox lifts

which disguise themselves as
bubbles or blocks. By jumping
onto a lift it's possible to reach new
parts of the maze, thus getting you
a bit nearer to safeguarding the
Nexor secret for ever and certainly

keeping it out of the clutches of
those inscrutable Andromedans.

CRITICISM

• " Good stuff!. If you're into Fit-

mation games, then Nexor will

appeal to you in a big way, I think.
The graphics are very good
indeed, but some parts of the
game behave rather unrealisti-
ca!lyT such as when your bloke
falls way down through fifteen
screens and, on impact, walks
off with no damage whatsoever.
Despite this unfortunate aspect,
the game isn't bad at all, and
unlike the Amstrad version, It is

perfectly possible to die. In

places, Nexor Is very like Bat-
man, though the latter is

superior, due to a greater degree
of payability. That said, Nexor
has its fair share of both payabil-
ity and addictivity. Worth a look,
if you're not yet bored by the
mega millions of 3D games that
have already appeared on the
Spectrum.

"

# '

' It's all very well saying that 3D
games are great, but after the
amount that I've played I must
admit that if it isn't the best 3D
game so far then I 'It easily get very

ored with it, Nexor has all the
potential to he one of the great 3D
games but is let down by the fact
that it is veryunplayable— and as
a resultbecomesboring aftera few
games, The problems that have to
be encountered are easy to solve
onceyou get to the room contain-
ing them. The only difficulty i found
in the game was the actual trudg-
ing around themaze oifrooms. The
graphicsare definitely the bestele-
ment of the game — very well
drawn andanimated.As 3Dgames
go its wefi implemented, but unfor-

tunately tcoufdn 't findanything dif-

ferent enough to make it stand
out "

• "
I was slightly shocked when I

loaded this one up and saw that it

was in boring old Filmation. Have
design design gone soft ... are
these the same people that
brought us such fast and furious
games as Dark Starand Rommel's
Revenge? After playing it for a
while I was not surprised to find
that it played in a similar way to all

the other Filmation games— there
Is a nice feature though, some
times you can walk from one room
to another without a door. The
graphics are up to usual Filmation
standards, excellent, very large
and well detailed and the Nexor
complex has nice wall paper too?
The sound is minimal with no tune
and only a few inaudible sound
effects. Generally if you like this
sort of game then I recommend it

to you, however if like me, you are
bored to tears with Knight Lore
look/play-aiikes then stay well

clear of ft as there is very little here
that is new or interesting.

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: definable
Joystick; Kempston, Cursor. Inter-

face 2
Keyboard play: pleasantly
responsive
Use of colour: the same ol'

monochromatic Filmation mask-
ing

Graphics: very good 3D, as usual
in this sort of game
Sound: like most design design
games, minimal
Skill levels: one
Screens: 128
General rating: If you're not yet
bored of Filmation games, then
check this one out

Use of computer 83%
Graphics 91%
Payability 77%
Getting started 82%
Addictive qualities 78%
Value for money 80%
Overall 81%
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484/664/6123

•AMSTRAD PCW
(INTERFACE REQUIRED)

•COMMODORE 64

•VIC 20

•COMMODORE CI

6

(ADAPTOR REQUIRED)

•COMMODORE PLUS 4
(ADAPTOR REQUIRED]

^F' • MSX
• ATARI HOME COMPUTERS

•ATAR* 2600/5200 VIDEO GAMES
SYSTEMS

•SPECTRAVIDEO SV1 738 X PRESS
ACORN ELECTRON (INTERFACE REQUIRED)

• BBC (INTERFACE REQUIRED)

S.R.P. £13.95 INC VAT
Available from:

W.H. SMITHS • BOOTS 1

DEPARTMENT STORES
» JOHN MENZIES • LITTLEWOODS MAIL ORDER • TOYS RUS • ALLDERS
• SPECTRUM • LEISURESOFT • RAM ELECTRONICS • SILICA SHOP

, .and othercomputer stockists.

SPECTRAVIDEO LTD.
• niAfiy Of ASH 4 NEWMAN lIMIT€Q.>

*TCLTfmftGB07,

165 Garth Road.Morden, Surrey SM4 4LH, England. Telephone. 01-330 0101 (10 lines) Telex; 28704MMH VANG Facsimile* 01 -337 5532
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KNIGHTGAMES2
Producer: Black Knight

Software
Retail Price: £2.99
Author: Quantum
Productions

An interesting approach to

budget software, this one
— ifs a compilation of

three games: Protector, Syrinx II

and hAoonraker.

Protector is a Defender- style
shoot em up which re-employs
many features familiar to Defender
fans, including a scanner, smart
bombs and dematerialising capa-
bH ity, The aliens swoop down from
the skies trying to pick up energy
cells. Once captured, the eel! is

carried by the alien to the top of

the screen where It regenerates
the meanie into a higher life form
that suddenly develops a powerful
urge to locate your exact position

and blast you out of the skies.

The green doobries pounce
down on the harmless energy cells

and drag them kicking and
screaming into orbit to produce
the more sophisticated red droids.

The yeltow blocks lay mines which
cause dreadful problems later on
unless they're well and truly

blasted. Maximum points are
scored for killing the magenta
aliens, Ifthese are hit theyexplode,
releasing lots of smaller aliens.

Cyan oblongs locate the shuttle

with pin point accuracy and one
touch spells destruction.

The second game, Syrinx II. is

full of dangers. Before you can
extricate yourselffrom an unpleas-
ant situation, fifteen keys have to

be found. These are scattered
around the maze-like tomb of

Syrinxand take a bit of hunting out

,

The place is filled with lots of horri-

ble monsters who guard the keys,

and make life difficult.

You start your mission with 99%
energy. Colliding wrth monsters
loses energy. You have, however,
been provided wrth a nifty laser,

although indiscriminate use is

unwise since ft also uses up
energy, and the game ends when
energy is at zero. Collecting a key
replenishes energy.
The last game in the trio comes

complete with a separate program

of instructions ... A survey indi-

cates that a moon at the edge of

the galaxy contains rich mineral

deposits. Rival mining corpora-

tions despatch teams of mining

and fighting equipment to plunder
this mysteriousand wealthy place.
When the rival corporations

arrive on the moon, the mystery
deepens. For the moon is inha-

bited by machines and
humans. A desperate battle

begins between the rivaJ groups
and the natives ofthe moon.
The two-player game is played

on a grid with each player control-

ling one of the rival mining corpo-
rations. Mines must be captured

and the rival corporation pre-

vented from capturing other mines
by blowing up opponents' Mpon-
raker shuttles or taking over mines
already used by the locals. And the

robotic natives are understanda-
bly miffed at having to share their

lucrative moon with a bunch of

power crazed mining corporations

Three different games, each

wrth a different style of play and
action, all rolled into one budget

package — bit like the old days,

really

CRITICISM

• " This tape certainty offers

great value for money; two play-

able arcade games and a
strategy game for a quid each.

None of the games are excel-

lent, but they are all good fun for

s couple of hours or so. The
graphics on the whole are about
average. The first game is a very
playable Defender clone with

small and undetailed charac-

ters, but they scroll nicely all the

same; nice spot effects too. The
second Is a fairly unoriginal

'fetch the keys' arcade adven-
ture that plays quite slowly. The
screen scrolls in quarters so it

can be quite hard on the eyes.

Characters are small and they

move about badly. The third

doesn't really appeal to me, as it

is very complicated. On the
whole I recommend this pac-
kage as it will probably entertain
you for as long as an expensive
game, without costing so
much.

"

Can you escape from the nasty dungeons by collecting key*,

zapping and avoiding monsters and keeping energy level*

tapped up? SYRtNX it from Black Knight

• " Protector, though looking like

a game from the dawn of Spec-
trum time, is amazingly addictive,

but I suppose that the credit for

that ought really to go to the origi-

nal authors of Defender. That said,

Protector is a fair, if not brilliant

clone. Syrinx II isn't particularly

stunning, but the last, Moonraker,
though hot graphically anything
new or eye opening, has certainly

a great deal of scope for play,

especially for non-arcade freaks.

Overall, for the price, Knight
Games II represents quite good
value for money, but if you buy
expecting to get three supremely
well programmed, professional,

polished games, you're going to

be disappointed.
"

• " Three games for two pounds— can't be that bad, I thought.

Protector is a not very accurate
translation ofthe arcade game, but
plays superbly and extremely fast

on the higher levels. This game
alone is worth the asking price,

Unfortunately it's let down by a
couple of games that are much
below the standard. Syrinx II is a
very boring arcade adventure
aggravated by quarter screen
scrolling. Moonraker is a very

complicated and time consuming

affair consisting of very small,

unimaginative characters, it may
be three for the price of one— but
to my mind, only one of the games
is worth it.

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: vary from game to

game
Joystick: Kempston, Cursor,

Interface 2
Keyboard play: fairly responsive

Use of coloun attractive

Graphics: good on the first game
and acceptable on the other two
Sound: spot effects on all games
Skill levels: 26 on the first game:
one for each of the others

Screens: scrolling on Protector

General rating: interesting and
appealing combination

Use of computer 59%
Graphics 50%
Piayabitity 62%
Getting started 52%
Addictive qualities 70%
Value for money 73%
Overall 66%

MOONLIGHTMAD-
NESS

Producer: Bubble Bus
Retail Price: £7.95

Author: John Cain

Another game from the
author of mega-selling

Booty*. The story rs set in a
strange house owned by a mad
professor who invents weird and
wonderful gadgets. His home is

full of them, and some are very

sinister indeed as our hero finds

out when he unsuspectingly pays
a visit during Bob a Job week.
The hapless Boy Scout trots up

the garden path full of good inten-

tions and rings the rusty bell An
old man wearing huge horn-rim-

med spectacles answers the door.

Just as the lad is explaining that

he's come to do some good turns,

the old man suddenly slumps to

the ground whispering, ''My pills,

myi

It's a race against time to find

the pills which are locked away in a
safe. First, sixteen keys have to be
found . . . and there's a time limit: if

you take too long then the Prof

might not pull through.

Secret inventions hidden in the

house are possessively guarded
by bits of machinery, and the ser-

vants who help wrth the upkeep of

the house don't limit themselves
to doing the housework and a bit

of gardening. The old man's min-

ions are highly trained individuals

who have been instructed to

attack anyone who enters the

house. With all this to contend
with, the little Scout is going to

have quite a hard time locating the

keys and combination , .

,

Each room in the house is filled

with strange creatures and
gadgets which are seton removing
the young infiltrator from the pre-

mises. Three lives are supplied.

Contact with the odd-ball staff is



generally fatal, and jumping too far

down onto lower platforms also

spells death. To get around this

irritating problem, the Scout must
master the use of mobile platforms

controlled by bellpushes. By pres-

sing the appropriate button, a plat-

form can be moved into place to

bridge an all important gap orsum-
mon a moving platform to your

rescue.
Secret passages link screens,

but where they lead is a surprise in

itself. Predictably, the keys and
important items in the game are all

carefully guarded by the scientist's

m mions who have no idea that you

are actually trying to help their

master.

• "I was expecting Moonlight

Madness to be a fast all-action

arcade adventure/come
shoot'em up, but on loading it

turned out to be a slightly disap-

pointing Booty sequel. After the

usual initial struggle to master

the controls and learn the
' physics ' of the game, it became
quite fun to play and even addic-

tive to a certain extent. The
graphics are large and colourful

but there is a lot of character

clash which does get on your
nerves after a while. The sound
is fairly well done: there are

some nice effects and a tune
plays continuously. Not a bad

game, overall, but nothing
remarkable.

"

% "Booty was a real classic in its

day, being easily the best cheapie
of its time. Hasn'tJohn Cain come
down in the world! Moonlight Mad-
ness isn't anything like as good.
The title screen plays a nice tune,

and has got some pretty anima-

tion, but there were some pretty

bad bits in the gams. The main
character moves at an amazingly

varied pace, as if there's a fence

ten gale blowing to the left. When
anyattempt is made tomove right,

all the moving characters on the

screen stow right down, and the

man reallyhas to slog it outagainst

this powerful 'wind'. As far as
drab, boring, unattractive, unin-

teresting, overpriced platform

games go, Moonlight Madness is

pretty good. By norma! standards,

though, its dire,
"

# "Bubsle eus have been
reknowned for their great arcade/

adventures, so when I saw that

they had teamed up with the

author of Booty, I was really look-

ing forward to seeing what they

had come up with—the end result

is extremely disappointing. The
presentation of Moonlight Mad-
ness is well up to scratch; great

inlay story and picture, arid a good
loading and title screen — but the

game leaves a bit to be desired.

Bubble bus seem to have put this

game in the wrong range, Moon-
light Madness should be in the

Minibus range — it has ail the
makings of an average budget
game. The graphics are none too

exciting, consisting of colourful

but fltekery characters.The games
drawing point is the sound, and
there are a few good tunes— one
continuous throughout the game
— and neat spot effects. To my
mind. Moonlight Madness is an
overpriced little game that could
be beaten by many a budget
title,

"

COMMENTS
Control keys: redeftnable

Joystick: Keriipston

Keyboard play: slow and unre-

sponsive
Use of colour: lots of colour

resulting in lots of colour clash
Graphics: smalland uninteresting

Sound: little tunette plays through-

out, good spot effects

Skill levels: one
Screens: 43
General rating: a sequel to Booty
which doesn't seem to have prog-

ressed from the first game by John
Cain

Use of computer 56%
Graphics 61%
Payability 55%
Getting started 64%
Addictive qualities 57%
Value for money 55%
Overall 56%

Producer: Mirrorsoft
Retail Price: E7.95

Author: David O'Connor

Into the mystical lands you must
venture in search of the secret

potion of Zythum. This is a very

ancient type of beer which gives

the partaker mystical powers and
possibly even eternal life. It has
been lost for centuries in this weird
and wonderful landscape and
many have searched for it before

you, but it has never been found.

One of the main reasons for this is

that the country in which it is hid-

den is inhabited by various guar-
dians who possessively guard the

elixir.

Four separate landscapes have
to be crossed during the journey
to the potion location. Three lives

are available, and a life is lost each
time you make contact with one of

the guardians thatpursue you mer-
cilessly on the journey — you
return to the start of the current

land when death comes . .

.

Setting out with a burning desire

to locate the Zythum you are

equipped with a fist full of fire crac-
kers and a limited number of

bombs. Firecrackers seem to go
on forever, but usethe bombs spar-

ingly because once they're gone
there ain't no more. A magic staff

that wards off evil spirits is

amongst the useful objects that

can be collected on the way: a
chalice confers the power of levita-
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tjon and a crucifix gives short term
immunity from the custodians.
Money bags and treasure chests
are worth bonus points.

There's no time to hang about
and enjoy the scenery, however, as
each of the four levels must be
completed in just eight minutes.
Take any longer and ifs back to

square one, Apart from the custo-
dians and guardians this country
contains many natural dangers.
Quicksands suck a hapless travel-

ler to a sticky death white bottom-
less pits must be skillfully jumped
over or else — wheeel Dead.
Marsh mud sticks to your feet and
temporarily saps jumping abilities,

while spring pools send you
cavorting into the air. Hidden land-

mines, buried in a sneaky attempt
to get rid of unwanted travellers

also have to be avoided. The vege-
tation is also a bit weird because
some bushes make you invincible

for a short while.

The action takes place in a scrol-

ling window in the top half of the

screen. An arrow points to your

position on a map along the base
of the the screen . below the status

area, rt'd better be a good brew,

this Zythum— you'll need a good
drink on arrival!

CRITICISM

# "At first, Zythum held a
reasonable appeal for me. After

playing for a length of time,

though, things started to get

crazily frustrating. The game
seems to have been written so
as to make it as unaddictive as
is possible. If that was the
author's objective, then he's cer-

tainty succeeded. The graphics
are pleasant enough, but you
really start wanting to belt the
life out ofyourSpectrum when it

Wrapped between the guardian* and a nasty looking bush,

you've got three tive* leftand lots ofbombt soyou mightmake
ft through okay, ifyou're lucky!

killsyou off pixels before theend
of a stage and sends you right

back to the beginning, time and
again. The idea for Zythum isn't

the best ever conceived— but is

definitely not the worst —
though after playing the game
you might need some convinc-
ing of that. Quite good in all its

facets except addict!vity. This

isn't a game I would recom-
mend. "

• "/ found that Zythum was well

presented but iacked a very chal-

lenging or addictive game. The
graphics are very detailed but the

colour Is completely wrong. The
blue on white screen is very hard

to see and strains the eyes. I felt

that you had to be good at the

game to reallyenjoy it, because the

distance you have to cover to get

anywhere inZythum is quite large.

The graphics are the most impres-

sive part of the game, as they are

large and recognisable but could

have had some better animation

to bring them alive. The game
didn't consist of much to keep me
playing for long — it was just a

case of judging distances and
shooting baddies. Zythum is a very

basic 'up and down' game that

requires tittle mental ability and is

very easy to leave,
"

• "Oh no. Oh no! I can't play this

game any more; its just sooooooo
frustrating, its unbelievable!A split

second of misjudgement, and it's

back to the beginning again. Okay,

so some games are equally as
demanding in their necessity for

accuracy, but they don't penalise

mistakes quite as harshly as
Zythum does. The fact that it's so
maddening is quite a pity, consid-

ering the game has got so much
potential for payability, Graphics

are passable, and the scrolling is a
bit unfortunate, but visually in

every other respect, Zythum has
no serious downfalls, Playing the

game soon makes you realise that

not everything that looks okay

plays well. Such a pity, after the

excellent Dynamite Dan It
"

COMMENTS

Control keys: definable

Joystick: Kempston, Interface 2
Keyboard play; responsive
Use of colour: mainly monoc-
hrome
Graphics: large and wiry
Sound: minimal effects

Skill levels: one
Screens: scrolling play area
General rating: Zythum is a game
which you may find appealing at

first, but is frustrating when played
to any great length

Use of computer 67%
Graphics 68%
Payability 66%
Getting started 56%
Addictive qualities 52%
Value for money 53%
Overall 59%



A/—

Unknown perils lurk in the search for the elixir of Zythum.
Can you outwit them and claim the secret of eternal life?



Britain, Theatre Europe, AND NOW

TOBRUK, a key
port to Medit-

erranean
strategy and
vital to any
supply in the

desert war.
Against all t

odds, by July

1942, Field Marshal Rommel
crashed through the Gazala line,"

taken Tobruk and forced the

British back into Egypt, Are you
that good?

AMSTRAD SERIES
£9.95 (C) £14.95 (D)

MAIN MAP

Command the Afrika

Korps vs, Computer
2 Player game

2 Computer
game using

"Networked' 1

Amstrads
extra cable

required),

full joystick

ol, Phased game,
Optional arcade

sequences , Full tanl

simulator including:

Driving, Main Gun.

Machine Gun, Resupply

phase, Mine laying

/lifting, Air phase

including: Ground attack,

Air to Air, Long range Bombing,

f Engineer phase, Green Screen

option (Amstrad only}.

Tank recovery/sabotage, Save game,

TOWN ATTACK

To receive your FREE DEMONSTRATION TAPE of this game and a

catalogue of our other products, send a self addressed envelope (at least

11cm x 22cm) with a 17p stamp to :

TOBRUK DEMO", DEPTC, PSS 452 STONEY STANTON RD,

COVENTRY, CV6 5DG. Tel (0203) 667556
(Offer only available while stocks last).

WARGAMERS

I
SPECTRUMAND CBM VERSIONS AVAILABLE SOON



STAR LETTER JJL #
IH PRAISE OFTHE
GURU
Deaf Lloyd,
In replyto John Pinkney*s tetter frsh

31 J I must pointout thatthe Forum
would not be, without th© so-cal-
led ' manners'. OK, so most letters
«n the Forum are moaning ones

,

but when most people are happy
and contented, they don'! usually
make a song and dance about K,

do ihey? But when something
upsets them, or someone says
that a thing they enjoy is bad or
wrong (no smutty innuendo
intended), then most people feel
they shouldmoan about it. I should
know, it's for this reason that I'm
writing this tetter! Also, does the
aforementioned (LMLWO) person-
age realise that he is contradicting
himself by moaning about moan-

And in reply to Mr P (brain)

Schdfield, what is wrong with

ARETHEYJOKING!!
Dear Lloyd,
Iam hoping that you print this letter
in full with no bits edited as if you
don't it will mark a sad episode in

the life of CRASH and you don't
seem to want to publish any con-
troversial letters (which are often
more interesting),

I have just been reading Sinclair
(/serwhen, I came across a letter

which critises your magazine a
great deal. After reading it 1 feft F

mustimmediately write to youand
put the record straight . .

.

This letter On the September
1986 issue) makes many ridiculous
points. First it says Sinclair User is

more readable and amusing than
CRASH which, it most certainly
isn't as all Sinclair User's 'Jokes'

women In CRASH? Where woukl
CRASH be without the subscriber
teachings of 'GURU ' Denise
Roberts, the packaging expertise
of 'Auntie Aggie' Carol Kinsey or
theeducational reviews of ' Brains'
Rosetta Mcleod?And. I thinkmany
readers would agree (including

Helen and Sara Beckett, Usette
Menage, Liz Soarnes, Sareh Grace
and Becca Davies of Somerset)
that Hannah 'Eat your heart out
Melissa' Smith is in fact BETTER
than Robin

' Roger Kean Follower'
Candy,
So Lloyd, keep up the moaning

letters.

Simon 'moan moan* Salwan,
Horndean, Hampshire

What' Me contradict myself!? IYn
the epitome (look thatone up) of
logical thinking, reasoned argu-
mentandsensible debate, I'm also
ajofiy nice guy, which is why I'm
giving you the £20 worth of
software this month foryoursplen-
did defence ofsit things feminine.
LM

o o o o o o o
are just foolish and Immature
unlike some of yours which are
actually funny.

It proceeds to say that Sinclair
Useris more colourfuland interest-
ing but, J must complain and state
thatCRASH has as much colour as
SinclairUserand is definitely more
interesting with it, also lasting a
longer time to read and re-read
(also, having 20 or 30 more pages)
while, Sinclair Userjust gets
thrown away.

This letter carries on . . . Now it

says that Sinclair User's reviews
are better than yours but, as any
sane person must realise yours are
a lot better, more descriptive of the
game in question, more detailed
and longer though you could
improve this by showing the
reviewers' initials by the review.

There's more yet! Apparently,
our letters are written by people
with IQs less than 75 (not me nor
most of our other readers), all

printed by teenage boys (I don't
think sol) never say anything
worthwhile (somebody's got this
wrong! Sinclair User's are all stupid
and include rubbish by the so cal-
led leader of the Humanitarian
Democratic Communist Rarty!
That says a lot!) CRASH lettersare
supposed to be unwitty and come
across as'"* (ha ha).

There's more!! Our clear con-
tents page and excellently drawn
covers (most of them aregood) are
meant to be unclearand lessread -

able and informative that theirs
which is rubbish as Sinclair User
covers could be drawn up by a
blind man in five minutes and the
contents page is one hell of a
mess.

Also, itcomments, Sinclair User
covers every aspect ofcomputing,
but this is stupid as most ofthe
magazine is adverts and Playing
Tips which ramble on and have
ancient pokes which look like

they're nicked out of back issues
of CRASH. I bet I could send an
August CRASH poke ar»d get it

published in about November's
Sinclair User, One nameless per-
son even sent the same map offto
both magazines.
CRASH is better than Sinclair

User in these ways: Better maps
(not inch high ones), letters, cov-
ers, reviews, contents, decent
adventure (even though my classic
game wasn't reviewed). Tech Tips
that work, more colour, Lunar Jet-
man, readability, length, value and
Playing Tips.

Bytheway good luckto yourLM
magazine which I shall buy and to
Hannah Smith in her battle with
inferior C& VGTipsters.

This girl letter-writer to Sinclair
User(her name I am tempted to
print), is the worst traitor since
Mark Roberts of Ealing all those
years ago. She says Sinclair User
is better value as it is 2p cheaper.
Now let's see . . .

At that rate you'd buy a new
game in just over 41 years NOT
counting inflation! She also claims
to read CRASH so, I hopeshe sees
this and realises her many mis-
takes, if I was her I'd go back and
crawl in a hovel.

Finally, try and print my letter

and notjust chuck it in the bin as, it

contains brilliant valid points and

my name's never been in CRASH.
Michael Sutton (loyal CRASH
fanatic), Malpes, Cheshire

Wow, that'ssome analysts
Michael. I'm afraid I must confess
to hardly everreading SU,sol
haven 't seen this particular latter.

I'llbaiS U doesn't have nicegran-
nies writing in like w&do— 12year-
olds indeed. Wellsome no doubt
are, but don 't forget the average
readerage is actually 17.5. The
next writer also hasa few similar
points to make . .

.

LM

CHEATPOKES
Recently while reading S/.

User, 1 noticed that some of the
pokes and cheat routines which
appear in CRASH also appear in

Sinclair User, usually a month or
two after they appeared in

CRASH. A recent example of this
Isthe GreenBeret listing for infinite
lives which appeared in the June
jssue of CRASH programmed by
Brian Smyth, the same listing

turned up in the Sinclair User
August issue with very slight

changes (line numbers changed,
prompt messages changed etc)
and S L/claimed thaJ Barry George
and Mark Bell had written it. Also
in the same issueof S Uappeared
a listing tor Bombjack which had
also been copied straight from
CRASH

.
They have also copied the

colour, double page reviews whtch
CRASH are famous for. Sinclair
User is not the only magazine
which copies both style and cheat
listings, other offenders are Ybur
Sinciair and Computerand Video
( James, but to a fesser extent.
Keep up the good work and keep
CRASH the number one magazine
m the entire world. One word of
warning, keep CRASH originatand
keep the humour.
Thomas Connolly, Enniscorthv,
Co Wexford

/ 'v& no doubt themags you men-
tion could sometimes claim the
opposite. There are some readers
who take great delight in Sftu ;

listings from one magazine and
writingm toanother veryquicklyas
though it was their own cheat
routine. As magazines we have
very little way of checking up on
this sort ofthing until it s tar too
late. Just another example ofhow
we suffer for our art <

LM
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SEVEN DEADLYSINS
Dear Forum,
After the Seven Deadly sins of Adventure, here aremy Seven Magr

'

Deadly Sins of Arcade Wrilmg,
COST
MermaidMadness, Kung Ft/ master. The Comet Gameand. believe it or not

,

World Cup Carnivalare all overpriced by a huge amount. In at teas* three of

the sound is bad, the graphics worse, and the colour clash wore still.

The latter, World Cup Carnival, fooled a Sot of people, and whoever I meet
says it ts even worse that the reviews people have given it.

BUDGET
'judge! games are crap, because they aren't. Bui

software houses think that they can launch rubbish games at low prices.

Ninja Master, The Masterand Cagara and Con-guest are below average to

say the leas!. And three pounds is not all that cheap, although most games
in thrs league are good, Cagara is exceedingly crappy crap.

CLONES
Knight Lore, Alien 8, Pentagram. Batman. Sweevo's. Spindizzy, B Bearing
etc, W.O.T.E,F.. YiearKungFu, International Karate arid Sai Combat, Gun-
/right, Pyracursc and Nightshade, It goes on and on. Can't the software
houses realise that wewant origi nality? Jet Set Willy, thegame that launched
a thousand copies. Most of them poor imitations. Shadowfire was the first

game with icons to speak of. All of a sudden up pops all these games with

icons. What had freer, revolutionary soon became run of the mill.

PACKAGING
Why do all games seem to havedouble cassette boxes around them? I have
onfyseen twogameswhich need two cassettes, The Planetsanti Wayofthe
Tiger. Ultimate and Ocean are the man culprits. Also, huge packaging that

foils apart as soon as you open it. Thai means Beyond!
EARLY ADVERTISING
Remember Hunchback the Adventure, Street Hawk and Knight Rider?
Gosh, doesn't itseem likea long time since adverts first appeared torthem.
About a year ago, ifyou must know. Actually,aversion of StreetHawkcame
out , but was withdrawn before anybody could part cash for it . Other held-up
adverts were the Phnceand Swords and Screen-.

PROTECTION
we so many games protected? Not everyone in this world is a pirate.

Lenslok is a pain up the butt and I once needed to reload Elite three times,

JSW1 1 colour codes are a deterrent, but it only took me one night and six

pens to copy them out. while my friend used a colour photocopier . The
number codes on Dragontorc were photocopied successfully first try.

ENDINGS
This is on :y a nranoi complaint, out why do so many games have crap end-
ings? Batman, most Ultimate games. Starstrike 1 1 and others all have end-
ings a:ong the classic lines of 'GongratuaJtions, you have completed this

game'. Can't houses leave some space in memory for an animated ending,
or something interesting?

Those are my seven deadly sins. Hope you agree with them.
Andrew, Isle of Lewis, Scotland

Thatseems likea fairly concis&tist of sins, Andrew. Anyoneelse share these
Isel'.wgs'-'Ah yes, there is

aDDDDDDDDDDDDDaDDD ODD
BRING BACK
CANDY
Dear Lloyd,

I wishCandy would return from his

new pastures and come back to
his old job, because I hateHannah
Smith. The thought of a woman
taking over a man's job embarras-
ses us readers as we think that

CRASH is such a briHiant

magazine, but the thing that bugs
me is that us (fabulous) readers
never get to see many photos of

you or anyone else who writes for

CRASH.
If you make any stupid remarks

about this letter lit personally Kill

You.
Daniel Kydd, Spixworthy, Nor-
wich

Hannah s very keen to get her
handson your fulladdress, Daniel!

After several bouts with Melissa
Ravenfiame. she could takeyouon
with both hands tied behind her
back. Man's job indeed! Robin
Candy still pops into toe offices

aftercollegesome afternoons, but
he's taking a long sabbatical
(LMLWD) from CRASHing. (tnci-

dentallyt he thinks Hannah's doing
a greatjob},
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MCPSCANDAL Q
Dear Lloyd,

What has happened to dear
CRASH? I am talking about that

very disgusting letter YOU
PRINTED (gasp) by MrP Schofield
saying that women are only hereto
clear up after men. We're not

machines you know, we do have a
mind of our own.

1 wear jewellery, make-up and
do other feminine things but have
never picked up a pair of knitting

needles in my life. Mr P is living in

the 19th century: and if he thinks

women would like to clean up after

his disgusting self he's got a shock
coming. Has he ever noticed the

squillions of women authors
around? Judging by his letter he
isn't too intellectual himself. He is

also very boring as well as a very

disgusting male chauvinist pig.

Clair Ritchie, Daikieth, Midlot-
hian

/ couldn'tagree with you more,
Clair, butyou mustn'tbe angry with

me for printing his tetter. After all,

it's got your danderup enough to

writeandrefutehis chauvinistnon-
sense!
LM

CRASH COMPARISON If if if

Dear Lloyd,

First of all I have a confession to

make, I actually buy computer
magazines other than CRASH.
Now before you screw this letter

up and throw it in the bin please
read on.

I have been buying CRASH and
Sinclair User for over two years
now, and from time to time I have
also purchased other mags such
as Computer& Video Games and
Your Sinclair. What has compelled
me to write to you is a letter that I

read in Sinclair Userconcerning its

new look. It states that Sinclair

User is becoming more colourful

and interesting to read and is over-

taking CRASH in these respects.

Whilst I accept that the magazine
has improved vastly over the past

few months, I find the statement
that Sinclair User is actually better

than CRASH very hard to digest.

The ' New Look' that so many
magazines have adopted oflate—
ie much more colour, bigger
reviews, playing tips, greater
emphasis on games reviews than
hardware reviews— is not new at

all. l have seen it in CRASH

magazine for years now.
It seems very ironic that mags

which used to boast that they were
not just comics, and treat them-
selves very seriously have now
adopted the 'CRASH Look'. It

would appear that these mags
have at last realised that although
the hurnWe Spectrum can be used
for many serious applications, the
principal use of the computer is in

games playing.

Keep up the good workCRASH,
and although I will continue to buy
other computer mags yours is still

the best.

Andrew Thorpe, Sheffield, S
Yorks

Thank you tor the kind comments,
Andrew. It has been interesting for

us up here in the wilds of Shrop-
shire to watch other publications
follow CRASH'S lead. I'm not try-

ing to suggest that we are all bril-

liantlyclever oranything(cos we're

not really), all we did at the outset
was look at the market and realise

no-one was taking games as seri-

ouslyas they deserved,
LM

ANDNOW5 SINS...

Dear Lloyd,

After readingA Neithan's tetter on the seven deadlysins ofadventures, I'm
writing about the 5 deadly sins ofArcade games,
AMLESSNESS
When a game has no aim it loses some of its adictiveness because there is

no ultimate aim. It either loops round to the start or carries on at thesame
difficulty. Some examplesare:- Fist, SpyHunter, Bombjackand YiearKung
Fu. Manysay thatsome games couldn't be armful, but I wouki disagreeeven
shoot em ups can be made aumful eg. Starstrike, Glass, Moon Cresta. 8ut
maybe not Space Invaders. When you setout to completeagame rather than

just get a big score it has youcoming backto it see the end effect adding to

the games excitement.

OVER DIFFICULT
Agame rn ust obviously nol bemade loo easy , bul should be computable by
an average game player with plenty of practice. Many good games could

on ly be completed bygame ptaymg wizardseg, MOVIE, Kntghtfore, Alien 8,

Spindizzy, Starstrike 2, Pyracurse and Dynamite Dan. Okay you could
always cheat, but rt 's rvot ifiesame when you have lo cheat. When a game is

over-difficult people tend to let it fall by the wayside because they know ii is

out of their reach which is a shame if the game is a good one. The game
doesn't have to be sloweddown ormade inferior, tomake it easier you could

give the player more fives, or make the nastees less nasty.

TOO SMALL
This occurs more with arcade adventures than anything. Generally, if the

game is too smart it'stoo easy t eg Jack the Nipper. 3 Weeks in Paradise, Her-
bert's Dummy Run, With these games it's jus? a case of experimenting with

i and looking for significant links. I bought 3 Weeks and comp ;

intwo days without holp, hints or pokes. My mate did it in one and half hours.

The cream of the arcade adventures are the massive ones, eg Dragontorc,

Marsport, Dun Darach. Fatriight.

LACK OF ACTION
A good arcade game should have you using your reflexes most of the time
arid your bram some of the time- A big mistake of software houses is to put

in lots ol irvsignittcan! screens which are empty and aciiontess, eg GSfl

the Gods, RobinO the Wood. Enigma Force, these are but a few culprits.

InstarHifJcarrt screens are a waste of memory.
BADENO EFFECTS
There is nothing more frustrating ihan spendrng hours of endless effort, brain

flagging and eye strain ins iuSI to S8e some crummy message or daft effect.

The least software houses could do is 1o reward cm efforts with a siunning

end effect , Thetop 5 all time bad end effects inmy opinion are: Dun Darach,
Ghosts n Goblins, Fairtight. Underwurkfe and Green Beret.

Thebest3 are: Everyone s a Waliy, Max Headroomand Herbert 'sDummy
Run.
So come on software houses, make our efforts worth while and make

some good end effects for us,

RMUV Yorks. Cottingley, Bingley, W Yorks
PS Who's that ugly bloke on the back issues page?

You seem to agree on the end effects being generally poor. But most prog-
rammers Iknoware baffledas tohow to fit them in whensomanygames use
everyspare byte availableandlcan '{quiteseeyou waiting tora fewminutes
while another loadofcodegetsdumped into theSpectrum toprovidean end
effect

*sc



Living on the edge of an

eternal galaxy, battling with

opponents whoseem to be

reading your mind, you are

about to captain your ship

through one of the great

edge-of-your seat adven-

tures of the 35th Century.

Sitting on a mother lode of

rich mining depostts,a new
quadrant called the Parvin

Frontier, is a mecca for sett-

lers, entrepreneurs on both

sides of the law; and some
of the worst scum in the

universe.

These space carrions have

been the scourge of the

shipping lanes; and as

things stand now they are

on the brink of starving out

the entire quadrant and
holding it hostage.

No wonder the inhabitants

of the Parvin Frontier will

payalmost anythingtoany

onewhocangetthroughfo

themwithafreightshipfull

ofsuppliesfrom theoutside

worfd.

But it's a fait order to fill,

even for the experienced

captain of the Psi-5 Trading |53\|JS II I fn m m\\
Company because need U]Ol|E KAI/IINK
less to say these maraud- 1=1 ^1 I "^1 f*^\iJiHA fc. r
ers are not going Jo take zsj[\ ss/ VtwIVlKAN
too kindly to any last ditch

,

efforts to spoil their iittle
fu,|V For 10 years AJ Zott the heat of the bottle?

• Keyboard or

Joystick Controlled
• Choice of

Specialist Crew
• Inter-ship video link

• External view port

iscntical.Youhaveawealth horizon, what do you repair
jusi uime in.

of tQ|em t0 choose frQm; fjrst_ the defence shje|ds
Choose your crew care- but will your pick hold up in

|
or yourweapons?

AMSTRAD DISK £14.95 jm
CASSETTE £&95 Mm^^^^^%M^m^m^^

SPECTRUM48k £7.95 ^«\^Wr^^IWIWI^il?

'.nedundor licence Oy US. froWUd.
Unli 10,Tf«PwKwiyi«Mlus)n<i

Heneoffe Street, Bmninghom&?4tY,

mM
S^w



• SIR CUVE RETROSPECTIVE

Dear Lloyd,

The nation is in a State of Panic
and why? {As if you didn't know).
Yes its true Sir Clive Sinclair is out
of the home computer market (in-

dustry). And no one cares. Well let

me just tell you about Uncle Clive.

In 1980 the world saw the launch
of Sinclair's first computer— the
ZX80,Then within 12 months of the
happy event the 2X81 was
launched, but this was only the
beginning of a great era. With this

Clive produced his ace in 1982 and
what an ace the Spectrum is. By
doing this he had created the
British home computer market.
Just think, if Clive hadn't made his

moveCommodore 64s would still

be selling for £350.00. Amstrad
might still have been mucking
about with Hi-R and I would have
sat around waiting for a miracle to
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happen. Even good old CRASH
wouldn't be around. Sir Clive

Sinclairmay not have been a great
business man but he is a computer
genius and no one can question
that. Sir Clive Sinclair maybe gone
forgood , but he will live on for ever
in the heart of my Spectrum.
There will never be anothercom-

puter like the Spectrum.
Richard Hargreaves, Owlsmoor,
Camberley

(To be spoken to the strains of
•Land ofHope and Glory') .

I don't think anyone would deny
the truth of whatyou say, Richard.

,

As to whether Sir Clive is gone for

good is another matter— he's
{

bounced back time and time
again, perhaps he's got another i

ace up his sleeve. Who knows?'

LM #4

A NICEGRAMMYWRITES

.

.

.

Dear Lloyd Mangram,
The June issue of CRASH Forum contained a letter from a lady and you
asked for any other ladies to write in to you. Well I am a Granny and enjoy
CRASH mag and Of course Forum. My children are muchquickerthan I am,
but my grandchildren 1 0. in all, also enioy trying to do thegames which teach
them patience and skill.

As s warden of elderly people I found I stayed at home much more, so
decided I would teach myself the Computer and it has given many hours of
fun. Myage is 5 1 and though not old yet , it does surprise many peoplewhen
I say I'm going to play with Monty Mole, Popeye ormy favourite Chuckie Egg,
Thank you for your news pages in CRASH; it's a super mag and explains

so well that you seem to know what you are buying.
Cheers for now

Joyce Smith, Upton, Poole, Dorset

Nice to hearfromyouJoyce (didyouknow theynameda computer afteryou— weil they did, welt done). Perhaps you should tryout some adventure
games, you might findyou're quicker than your grandchildren on them!
LM

WOMOANAREA*
Dear Lloyd,

No I'm not writing to complain
about the fall and rise of Ultimate,
or to winge about the price of
software, or rabbit on about
software piracy. And no I'm not
going to moan about my CRASH
arriving in I ike second post (or even
later!!!) , ortry and stop poorgames
being reviewed, or complain about
games being fate for release, or
about Oii's artwork. And I'm not
going to write a stupid male
chauvanist letter. I'm not even
going to complain about the 'dis-

gusting' pictures scattered
through CRASH and from now on
if everyone thought this before
they wrote a letter to the Forum it

would brighten up without the
need for bug box (yucl). Stop using
Forum as a moaning column.
Jo 'Donovan, Croydon, Surrey

Too right, Jo, You tefl em. How
aboutsome realtyconstructive tet-

ters fora change?All thismoaning
and groaning is beginning to give
mea complex, andyouknow what
happens when I geta complex, I

get madand rude and (what was
the wordsome nurd used a few
months back, ah yes —) FLIP-
PANT. And ail that does is cause
more moans. Ah well, such is life

LM

I'MA GAME!

Dear CRASH,
am one of the unfortunate teenagerswho havejust taken theirO Level/CSE
exams this summer with whom Robin Grant so kindly sympathised in the
August Issue.

Anyway, a few days ago I was playing Pentagram when it suddenly
dawned on me that my lite is slowlytransforming into a plot devised by Ulti-

mate in a typical adventure game of theirs. You know trie plot— evil spreads
over a kingdom and poor old Sabre Man has to risk life and limb trying to
piece a Pentagram or a similar item together in orderto bring happiness and
joy back to the ill-fortuned kingdom which darkness andeviThas possessed
for the time being.

This plot roughly resembles the unfortunate situation that t have found
myself in , My mum has warned me that rf I don't get a certain amount of O
Level passes then my faithful Speccy wHI be banished to the loft while 1 am
forced to do retakes. What's more all my copies of CRASH, plus my future
subscribed issues, will be following my ill-fated Speccy into the dark realms
of the loft as well. This, of course, will bring gloom and despair to life as Iknow
it.

So you see, in my case, a number of good exam results have to be col-

lected in order to ensure future happiness and joy in my life otherwise evil

consequences will prevail. Sabre Man does have an advantage over me
because hecan have as many goes as he likes in orderto achieve his target
but as for me, I only have the one chance. Hannah Smith's Playing Tips could
probably help Sabre Man out, if his life gets that little bit too dangerous in his
adventuring, but there Is no way she could help me out on this one.
So its 'cheerio' from me folks, ifmy luck runs out which there is a pretty

good chance that it will. It would probably be of some consolation to me to
see this letter printed in your great magazine because the September Issue
of CRASH could be my last CRASH for quite a long time and it would be
pleasing to see this letter printed somewhere in its Forum.

^
Andrew CaMaghan (16), Forest Hill, London

)
What an absolutely horrific tale. Tefl yourmum that ifshe does anything of
thesort I'lluse allmyinfluence withthe Ludlowmafia toget them to change

\
hermind. I'm sureyou'vehadyour results longagobynow, andwe allhope
they weregood. Incidentally, Robin Candy proved to be a real clever boots

I bygetlinghads ofO levels. Ialwaysknew thatboywouldgoa longwayand
doubtlessly all of it downhill!

» lm n I



Dear Lloyd,

'^tointrod

noticed JniocSl^h
.
the P^es of Br-

-

dariyasrmnofc

^ow.GuiWfcrd, surrey^

REGIONAL EDITIONS?
Dear Lloyd,

I

is mere a Welsh CRASH? Having
bought the August edition in

Derby, I took it on holiday,

[
When I returned my friend had

bought the same edition but he
had bought his copy when, Gad-
zooks!' cried my friend, as we
turned to page 83 'OnThe Screen'.

In the bottom left-hand cornerof
the page was the screen dump of
the castle courtyard. This was col-
oured pink and purple, So what?
you cry.

Well, after a quick cycle round to
my friend's house, he produced his
CRASH and Yes! The castie cour-
tyard in his edition was indeed yel-
low and green!

So, is there a Welsh CRASWWe
demand an explanation!
M Edwards and R Powell, Bar-
row-On-Trent, Derby

Well I think you'rejolly lucky, ite fike

having a rare, wronglyprinted
stamp! No, there's ho Welsh edi-
tion ofCRASH, what's probably
happened is thatyou have one of
those very few copies that get out
when the printer changespaper
rolls in mid-run. A fewget slightly
ruined, fora second orso it can
take theprinting plates to get the
ink balance correct again result-
ing, here and there, in some odd
colour combinations, •-%
LM O

WHERE HAVE ALL THEPEOPLEGONE?
9yd,

What'shappening at CRASH Towers? Has Graeme Kitfd 's BO got too much
foryou all

,
First Robin Candy then Gary Uddon andnow you! Are you Igavinq

CRASH for LM or what?
Well rf all the new staff are like Hannah Smith you won't hear any com-

irom me (she can wrestle with me any time Know what I meaty! Less
of Ihe sexist (me, sexist HA) remarks, onto something more constructive
Minson is great, his inane ' Fear and Loathing ' is ace, even rf I 'm none the

wiser after reading it-

l must congratulate CRASH on introducing a PBM game section to the
magazine. I was in danger of dying of boredom as iny Spectrum had bfown
a fuse (A IN4 1 48diode and aA 7805 1 6 requ lator to be exact)so I iomed Vor-
conWars. Brill!! (any players on Vorcon &D better watch out cosFRIDGER will

settle for nothing less than total domination).
I think praise >s also needed for Sean Mastertbn tor having to put up with

anencephatous {new word for you) prattlers like Pete* 3h-.&5s (Frontline
Forum (sj© 31 ) he

J
d need more than shields if I got hotd of him. Just cos

frontimers are in the minority there ts no need to scrap frontline.
Otherwise you're gonna have a revolution on your hands matey (sorry

about that outburst but people really piss me off).

All you haveto do tomakeCRASH perfect forme ts to expand PBM Mail-
box

,
Front!me and put the reviewer s in itiats after the reviews . A pin up poster

of Hannah Smith wouldn't be a bad idea (simple to please aren't I)?
Mark Frewetl, Soughton, Notts

I'm not going anywhere Mark, They 'vejust borrowedmy initials for thenew
mag (ontynow they 're pretending they have nothing to do with myname—
something to do with calling it a Lively Magazine I think, or Lazy Morom, or
Last Minute— the way it gets done no doubi). The biggest change is that
Graeme Kiddhas sort ofleftCRASH, left in the sense that they 'vebootedhim
upstairs tobecome Publishing Executiveofall thecomputer titles. He snow
aBkjKiddmdhsvmg troublegstm kj irtfo PWis Doc Martens. Funnythma lite
ain't it?

T M

LM

THE ULTIMATEPRAISE* * T V
Dear Lloyd,

I am sicK and tired of reading people praise and slag off Ultimate every
month. I myselfwas a true Ultimate fan up until the release of Pentagram
This game was a complete waste of money it's exactly the same as every-
thing else around at the moment. However, it isnot their fault that once west
and way ahead ofthe rest , they have fallen into a slump , and ifthey trufv are
great they wiN recover.

I think people should stop going on about Ultimate and take more notice
of Odin for in my view they are the leading software house in the country,

I must however
,
thank you for tefling us eboul theLoW being purerubbish

for this is one relieved 1 28K owner.
RJ West, Rainburn, Kent
PS You had batter publish this or I'll keep writing untif you do.

I'veprintedit—sostopwriting.Notdontmeanthat— hottest. I'mnotaw*
totally agree with you, however. What do other CRASH readers think?

FOOTBALL MANAGEMENT STRATEGY GAMES
from E & J SOFTWARE

48K SPECTRUMS
3 quality football games for aerioue enthusiast?. Each name uses ft* full available
memory o* your Spectrum« Spectrum+ and is packed ^Jtb ganuina fasturu.

PREMIER LEAGUE
OUR COMPREHENSIVE AND EXCITING LEAGUE GAME — FEATURES INCLUDE
jBtotag. Team Selection, Substitutes, Half-Time Scores, Fun Squad Details, Nam*d
Goal Scorers, Tjjam Styles, Save Gama. Fwianc*| Problems, 6 Skill Levels Transfer

Market, Injuries, Continuing Seasons. Printer Option, PLUSMANY MOREI

EUROPEAN TROPHY
A SUPERB EUROPEAN COMPETITION STYLE GAMEWITH THESE FEATURES- Home
LAwayJ**ss '

AwaV Goate Courit DoLlb|e, 2 Substitutes Allowed. Extra Time. Penalty
ShooT-Outa {wim sudden death). Match Injuries, injury Time. Match Penalties. 6 Skii
Lavels, Pra-Metcn Reports, Team Selection, Named QoaJ Scorers, Save Game Printer

Option. PLUS MANY MORE!

*• • SPECIAL FEATURE * * *
75-an»ref ypur PREMIER LEAGUE wtntting si'tfo Into

EUROPEAN TROPHY
Both these games can be played separately or as COMPANION GAMES

* • Hr Games £8.25 each * + *
SPECIALTWIN PRESENTATION PACK OF BOTH GAMESAVAILABLEAT ONLY E9.95

andnow! WORLD CHAMPIONS
An exerting World Cup Football Management simulation taking you Irom the tlrat v»ann-
p̂,^tf,^^!tl?^3h-,1'?e(l1i

alil^if>9 "tea8*- Tour Matches and onto the finale. LOOK AT
THESE FEATURES] baled Team from Squad of 26, Pre-Malc* Team News. Disdpllnarv
Table, Full Basalts List, Match Suspervslona. Change Player or Team Name Leaqup

uuruu J^Sfd^Jf*^' Save 6ame - 9tWW Optton. PLUS MANY MORE!
vVQRLD CHAW PiONS features a superb comprehensive text match simulation includ-
ing mafaflowwg: Match Timer, Named Goal Scorers, Ooal Times, Corners, Free Kicks,
Injuries. Bookings, Penalties, Sanding Off, Injury Time. Extra Time, Penalty Shoot-Out

itALL THlSATTHE UNBfAtAdtE WLLUE OF £9,9$** onwvw '

Alt gamaa now In stock for immmSiata daapafeh- orti*rvtnjr
copies now!

FANTASTIC VALUE - ORDERALL THREE
GAMES FOR ONLY £15.95
Mprtetein&t^postag<sarKtpacking{edd£l-QOQimfdeUK) Awmlt-
MbUlrrmmnortSmtvnty,

E&J SOFTWARE, Room 3,

3T WestmoorRoad, Enfield, Middx, EN3 7LE

46k SPECTRUM
Fad up with ordinary fruit machine gain««?

A NOW*
A fruit machine simulation with the most up-to-date features,

sound and graphics

FRUIT 2010
* For fruitmachine experts to fun players

* The most advancedand realistic fruit machine simulation
FEATURES: Real reels -Gold Rush - Roulette-style-gamble- £100jackpot
- Holds - easy keys - Nudge* - HlGH-speed Spinning Reels - Save Down -
Large Graphics - Mystery 8o* - USES ALL 4SK - 12 different fruits - super
sound - Cash Run - MULTfPLE ODDS - rnutti-oo<our - MAX. NUDGES -

Number board
PLUS LOTS MORE

Pleas© s«nd£6.95 wtiich includes P & P
Cheguoa or P.O. to—

ROSSWARE (CRL 646 London Roa,d, Weetcl'rff, Essen SS0 9HW
FOR FASTOEUVERY

Software from ROSSWARE
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HUNTER RULES KAYOED
the computer world.

If JA Attwood thinks that Hunter
S Minson's behaviour is stightly

below paral launches I can assure
him that he is not the only one to

behave in this manner. I know two
or three journalists and from what I

have gleaned from them Hunter
Minson te a kitten compared to
some.
The offer of a free meal and free

booze tothe Iigging manes creaks

a buzz of excitement, and why
shouldn't it? Epicureanism {look it

up) is far from dead.
A sense of humour should be

exercised, and the articles of men
like Hunter should be read in a
jovial, lighthearted way.

More power to your drinking.arm
Hunter, from a loyal fan!

Ben James, Clifton, Bristol

er depends on whether you
think CRASH readers want to see
behind the scenes. Some would
argue not*but from my experi-

ence, mostdo, endMinson does it

well(kneecaps, pleasestop telling

me what to write . . . .J. Someone
else who also enjoys kneeling in

comfort has ftys to say

Dear Lloyd,

Here is my view on Minson's CoJ-

umn. It's different,-funny and good
to read because he goes into detail

wherever he goes (games
launcbesetc) or games iunches as
he would prefer!

There Is nothing else I Ike this col-

umn in other rags so, well dona
CRASH for packing so many diffe-

rent things into the magazine
CAN, Wood Grew*, London

.. .and...

Dear Lloyd,

Don't sack John Minson.
Alex Marsh, Bitlericay, Esse*

. . . and again

.

. .

Dear Lloyd
Mr Minson can relax because I

am certainly a fan of his. His col-

umn is entertaining, amusing
and a piece of professional jour-

nalism. I'm sure his column is

not going to encourage any
younger readers to go out and
"throw up on Volvos1

. Come on,
after all Ifs only a bit of fun and
is n' t thatwhatcomputers are all

about?
And look atTaer in VS. Her col-

umn's written in similar style and
nobody complains about her.

Dear Uoyd.
Letme introduce myseif. My name
is Geraint.Jones and I am Presi-

dent of the Hunter S Minson fan
dub. Our sole aim inUle is to prom-
ote the great man himself

r his

dnnktng habits and to destroy all

those who oppose him. So, JA
Attwood, our hitgBng is already on
Its way to Norfolk to seiek you out.

Even now two stretched
limousines escorted by a ffeet of

Ferraris and Lamborghinis may be
closing in on your abode. If you
don't swear allegiance to Mr W i n-

son they will give you apairof con-
crete shoes and drop your rotting

torso into a vat of Bloody Mary's.

Such is the fate of those who
blaspheme against Hunter S Min-
son, Nobodyhas eversaid that our
society doesn't give its victims fair

warning (none that have lived long

enough anyway) ,. so blasphemers,
next time you see somebody in a ,

Hawaiian style shirt, watch forthe
burst of insect repellent (as

demonstrated by the almighty
Minson in issue 27, page l4) it may
spell your and.

I also have a warning for you
Mangram. Print any more ahti-

Minson fetters and you will find a
tortg limousine outside your cot-
tage, unless of course you send
the squad Heartland arid Cauldron
II. Don't try to get the Ludiow mafia
onto us as we have infiltrated that

puny excuse for a protection rac-

ket. But we know that that thought
never crossed your mind as you're

a nice guy really and wouldn't like

your kneecaps broken.

Hoha,
Geraint Jones, 16 Bloodymary
Road, Hungersville, Loathing-
shire

/ wouldn 't dream ofprinting
another anti-Minson fetter ever
again, as I requitemykneecaps for

kneeling on. t can say little about
thegreatmanhimselfbecausethe
few times I've bumped into him I

haven't been able to see anything
through thegiare from thoseappall
. . .(sorry) stunning shirts. Still. you
can rest assured thatyou'renot the
only readeralarmed at the
Attwooditude , .

.

Dear Lloyd,

I think the opinion voiced in the let-

ter written byJAAttwood, from
Norwich was in itself excessive.
Hunter SMin a dfor

donga job
i
a job he does well. As

a journalist he paints a colourful

picture of life behind the scenes in

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Lynda Matthias, Uegh, Lanes

. . - and and , . .

Dear Lloyd,

I happened to read JA Attwood's
letter on the excellent column by
Hunter S Minson. I can't tell you
how utterly embarrassed I am to

live in Norwich, t find it embarras-
sing that JA Attwood should be so
uncultured and not have heard of

or read any HunterSThompson , I

myself find him highly amusing
and have a book which houses
such greats as 'The Great Shark
Hunt'. 'Fear and Loathing at the
Super Bowl', 'Jimmy Carter and
the Great Heap of Faith ' andmany
more-. I do hope you will continue
with the column and not be put off

by morons such as JA whodo not
think before they speak. Please
don't suppose that ail Norfolk

Dumplings are uncultured, coun-
try yokels.

Yail Bloor, Norwich, Norfolk

. . . andyet again. .

.

Dear Stereogram,
To JA Attwood and CH Evans—
Paws off Hunter S Minson!The
Fearand Loathing page in CRASH
is the page I first turn to on buying
the magazine, being very humour-
ous and well written. To those cri-

tics, if you want to read serious

news tum to the news pages of
CRASH, Mr Minson is obviously

CRASH'S answer to Nigel Demps-
ter, with Fear and Loathing being
the CRASH Diary. More free

lunches and liquid ones too to his

sfbowl
Philip Green of Sudbury — right

on!

...but whats this!?

Dear Uoyd,
(will put my point oi view on Hunter
S Minson's ' Fearand Loathing' , as
you requested. After reading his

column I thought to myself, what
was all that about? Reading St

again it dawned on me , , . Abso-
lutely Nothingl! It had hardly any-
thing relevant to home computers
and was as boring as it was long.

Please remove Hunter S Minson
from th is columnor try and get him
to write more relevantly!

Richard Poppkwton* Benwell,
Newcastle-u-Tyne

Better watch out for those H'fl ol
'

kneecaps Richard.

LM

HELPANADDICT
Dear Lloyd,

I write this letter because no-one
else hasdone it. Someone's got to
be first, rt might as well be me.
You see Iam addicted tocompu-

ter magazines. Well that^s not too
serious you might think, but it is

driving me nuts. I read CRASH,
Sinclair User, Your Computer.
Computer& Video Games and
about six Dutch magazines you
have never heard of. I hardly ever

read anything e!se, There isn't

time! As soon as I have finished

reading through one load of

magazines the next load appears.
My greatest fear in life isthat I miss
one issue of a magazine. I read
them long before I even owned a
Spectrum, yes I do own one now,
but playing games? Hah I Even if I

would have any money left to buy
programs l probably wouldn't
know what to buy: I am sported lor

choice; Smashes, Star Games,
Classics etc, all of them programs
no self-respecting Spectrum
owner should be without. Well, 1

am!
My family have been very under-

standing, but right now they are

trying to get me to talk to a 'very

nice gentleman'. Ybu've guessed
it: a shrink.

So here's some advice to all of

your readers out there: stick to one
magazine (CRASH is not a bad
choice), or you could end up like

me. You wouldn 't want that to hap-
pen, would you?
Michel van Staveren, 1012VH
Amsterdam. The Netherlands

Q

*,
Perhaps you should look at it the

other way, Michel, that it is the

others who are madand you who
is sane. The Dutch are enormous
magazine readersanyway (pitythe
British arent the same!) andyou
mayjust be suffering a slightly

advanced condition ofbeing
Dutch. Ifyou want toput your
'shrink ' off, justask him fora read-
ing list of international psychology
magazines . .

.

LM

*

*

HANNAHHAS
GREAT TIPS

Dear Lloyd,

Does Hannah Smith have breasts
the size of Samantha Fox 's, a waist
as thin as Duch&ss Fergie's and
buttocks the size of Anneka
Rice's?

If not then why is this beautiful

body displayed on the cover of
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issue 31 ?

Yours drodingly,

Peter Reid, Dunfermline, Fife

It's ail true, Peter, and she's much
more stunning titan C&VG

s

Melissa Ravenfiame. Ifyou
attended the recent PCWShow at
Otympia, you may have seen the
battle of the stickers '. C&VG
started itby plastering the News-

Stand in ones saying 'Here's
Mud m your Eye Hannah Sn li

/ 'm told the Newsfiefd team
retaliatedfuriouslyon the Saturday
with stickers saying. 'Stop Raving
Dame, stand up Melissaand
accept the challenge. ' There was
even a paddling pool at the ready
anda supply of lime green jelly for
the two Vpstresses to wresttein—
but Melissa nevershowed up . .

.

LM

THOUGHTTHIS
WAS A NO-MOAN
AREA?
Dear (Urgh!) Lloydy Poos,
Don't read this smelly old piece of

paper cos it's totally meaningless.
Moan 1. Don't let puffs like Mr P

Schofield write a load of sexist

crap like the stuff you printed on

De35 ofAugust issue. Most
ales are human except for my

sister (Hello Lindsey) and her
friend (Hello Batie) who is a distant

relative of the cherry (her nose is a
cherry).

Moan 2. This has nothing to do
with computers or CRASH. Would
you please tell my cat to use the
garden and not my bed for a cat's

duties.

Moan 3. Have longer reviews

and thereviewers name after every

comment.
Moan 4. Kill the Ed. Graeme

\



Kidd, Robin Candy and yourself

and send me Hannah Smiths
(bissy kissy) address. Also kill the
pervy who only gave Pyracurse a
one page review and 88% for

graphics. It deserves at least95%

.

[just lurve them zombies wiv the
stakes driven through their hearts.

Moan 5. Don't print my address
eos I don'twant Mr P Schofinessle
writing to me to complain.
Remember to send me Smithie's
address and give her mine-
Paul Rocball , East Ham, London

Hannah is vary flatteredyou want I

her address but unfortunatelyshe |
has nohome togo to, sleepingand
working at her computer. Other-
wise you 're right, t nevershould
have read this smelly bit ofpaper.

LM

A SPANISH VIEW
Dear Lloyd,

I am a 16 yearold Spanish boy and
i have been reading CRASH for 18
months. I have many friends who
read CRASH and we think it is very -
good. I saw the issue 31 which my I
English penfriend buys and I have B
some points to make:

I

1 Minorities.

Peter Shields in the Frontline

Forum says the Frontline and other
minorities should be finished. This

is not good. The different parts of

the magazine is what makes H
interesting. Finishing them would
make it ail the same and make a
boring magazine, si?

2. Budget Games
The reviews of budget games is

stupido! Why does the price of the
game hardly affect the * Value for

Money" score? Example: Podder,
99p, overall 54%, value only 58%.

3. Manngramm
What does he think he is mak-

ing?? He never answers the seri-

ous letters seriously but is getting

angry on the poking letters, eg the
Girlie Takeover letter, issue 31
Some CRASH people are saying
he does not exist, I am thinking it's

better if he did not,

4. Fear and Loathing
What is all this moaning about

Minson? He is thebest thing in

CRASH.
La saluda alemamente,

Miguel Martinez, Girona,
Espana

Point 3 nearlygot your letter in the
wastepaper bin, young Spanish
gent. How dareyou cast asper-
sionsonmyabilities. I, UoydMan-
gram {please note the English spel-
ling), am whatmakesCRASH what
it is, ifyou don 't mind. As for that

brightly coloured Hawaiian but-
terfly of a rovingjournalist called
Minson— well you can have the
kneecaps back— so there.

V.ASTlRTJtortSCJ/ CC*r,ti\q SCOT)! J**B-**<7t

*-+*-> 1 1||<> **"*<*•** «*«**£)W

A RUN DOWN
Dear Uoyd,
Have no fear. Lloyd, I am not writing to say that I'm a mate chauvinist pig
(cause I'm not).

No indeed, I write to congratulate you and thank you for an excellent
magazine, that has kept me enthralled enough to pay a pound each month
for the last two years and to write this letter.

Yet I am saddened at the loss of Robin Candyand Robin Candy's Playing
Tips, which he broughtfrom puke to pokes (as the saying goes}. But wait , let

us not talk about this young attractive new tipster by the name of Hannah
Smithwho has saved Playing Tips and whata great job she has done of it as
well and hopefully she will bring it to the highest standard in the future,

I also congratulate you on thePBM mailbox and what a great job Brendon
Karanagh has done of it.

Ail the other regulars are Brill as well, Merely Mangram, SM's Frontline,

DB's Adventure Trail, Forum, Tech Niche, Lunar Jetman (how about Termi-
nal Man II] to name but a few. And every one deserves a round of applause
Oh Yes!And a special thanksto Graeme Kidd (May Ins Doctor Marten Boots
reign the carpets of CRASH for many a year to come}.

Tell Cameron Pound to keep up the good work because his photos com-
pliment the reviews like Laurel and Hardy compliment each other.
S Davies, Rhondda, Mid Glamorgan

Graeme 's boots nave certainly ruined over the carpets ofCHASM forsome
time now. Hate to think what his bigger ones are going to do to the lush,

hotei-quaHty pile. Actually, I'd betterbe good now that he's turned into

anotherPowerThatBe 's. (Haveyounoticedhowmanytimes I'vebeenpas-
sed over in the promotion stakes. Justas well I'm not the sort to moan and
complain}.

LM

THESOFTWARE KILLERS
Dear Lloyd.

I thought I 'd write to let you know how I feel about software (horrible) houses!

!

Oh 'groan ' I hear you cry but it gets me really angry to Ihink how they are
holding back the home computer Industry

1 and they're attitude tow&i
Only last week I heard thai Enterprise Computers had gone bust, why?

Well the answer is simple, people didn't buy rt. Oh Wowi I hear you all think.
but listen, the Enterprise had hardly any Software available ?ci

I

because no damn software house would produce software for it because It

didn't seBM Thisseems likea pathetic attitude lo take! Ifsoftware housespro-
duced software for it, people would buy it and everyone would be happy,

ft has got to the stage where no company will produce software for any
other computers beside Spectrum. Commodore 64 and Amstrad CPC$.
When you think about it the Speccy 48 has been pushed to its limits, the
Commodore 64 reached its limits years ago and the Amstrad is hardly a

m leap! But until software houses change their attitude In the 1 990s
we will be stuck with 80s computers when we should be having super high
techcomputersand mariy more companies will end up like Enterprisewhen
they had a marvellous computer, (some already have).
Simon Jones, Kings Norton, Birmingham

You seem angryand surprised about the Enterprise, yet hardly anyone ets&
is, I think. When theSpectrum was released, the fledgelingsoftwareindustry
such as it was wen? easilyable to leap up from producing2X8 1 games by
converting them straight to the Spectrum, Development ofsoftware was
cheep because the punters didn 1 actually expect too much then. Software
bouses couldmakemoney, survive andprosper to do better tNngs. When
theAmstrad was launched, thecompanyhadtaken care toensureareason-
able quantity ot utilities arid softwarewas already available and backedup
their hardware by atso becominga (non too successful) software house
themselves, helping Spectrum houses to convertexistkiggamasby thehun-
dreds to the CPC4&4. The Commodore, alreadya massive worldwidesuc-
cess, coulddraw heavilyonhundredsotAmericangames, alsocheaply con-
vertedlorun on British macNnes. Noneof this didtheEnterprisehave— no
real back up at all.

You can i expect software houses (who have to live just likeyou and me}
to spend thousands ofpounds paying forprogrammers, promotions and
advertising to develop an enterprise game when there were probably only
three to four thousandmachines sold(don'tknow theactualfigures), ft would
mean sellinghardlyany copies of thegames. Equally, who wants to buy a
cotnputerwithnosoftware to runon it?A vicious circle whichothermanufac-
turers havemanaged to crack. Enterprise didn't

And talking of recharging batteries, it's time to replace the cracked
leather dustcover of my Hermes, unlock thechamsfrom the old bicycle,
and wend wearily off up the hill to Mangram View Cottage while the row-
dier elements of the team like Michael 'Skippy' Dunn and Ben (I didn't
get to bed until 6 in the morning last night) Stone join Greyboots Kidd,
carpet scourge and bigger than ever bossy boots and Hannah (Flamed
out the Raving Dame) Smith in the local hostelry they refer to asthe Pig
and Ballbearings (would you drink in a place with a name like that)? I

wouldn't— that's why I'm off home, see you next month . .

.
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by Rosetta McLeod

:* m
PROGRAMMED BYTEACHERS
It is interesting to see that my favourite programs this month
were designed, written and produced by practising teachers.
Andy Watson in Aberdeen and Bill Elliot in Plymouth, have
both become aware that much of the educational software

1 on the market is not really what teachers in schools are look-
ing for, and so have come up with their own products. If you
expect these to be amateurish* you'd be wrong — Expose
and Nightmare/ Pot holer are both extremely professional pac-
kages which have been thoroughly tested in the classroom.

Andy Watson has been interested for many years in the
potential of the computer in the classroom, and as a teacher
of English, and more recently, working with remedial chil-
dren, he has built up tremendous expertise in his field. Bill

Elliot afso, has reaped the benefits of his computing know-
ledge. Seventeen out of his class of twenty-eight children at
Southway Junior School own Spectrums, and indeed, are
avid readers of CRASH. Over to them for their comments on
Pj: holer and Nightmare: ».

17
lik
t
N'9htTTIPe because of all the different monsters in it tike the ' 'Pothole isagame for ail the family, it is welt put tooetherand is a lonaNumber Gumber who knocks you forsix." game/'

y

BenDavoy
%

Sarah Green

"Every timeyou got killedby monsters you just couldn't wait unfit your "ft isgood how you have to work outplans to get overa riverand try to
nextgo to find out what would happen next

'

' Simon Rash rescue your friends.
'

'

Stfiv&n Morns
' 'Nightmare has a lotofriddlesand'fotsot different monsters. Thisgame
is very interesting torpeople with an imagination.

-
"Hike it when thecomputergivesyou funnyremarks, then when yot i

Cart Bates clues, that is when your brain has to work.

"

Jason Rowe

NIGHTMARE and
POTHOLER
Producer: Southway
Software
Retail Price; £6

I Age range; 7

Of the programs on this cas-
were written by W h Etiei , a

teacher at Southway
School in Plymouth. To solve the

em of lack of funds for

Ware purchase, most of the
:

:-.- from the sate oi •

hoter go straight into

|

school funds., The programs are

i
speedy structured tor classroom

find out the capital cites of France,
. and Portugal- The idea Is

ihat each group of crufdren will

work at its own pace, and will

spend a relatively short time at the

computer before gosng off to com
plete an assignment

game is extremely enjoy
able, and the colourful graphics
hold the players' attention. In both
of the games, note-taking skills

i
•, an important role. In Potholer i

for instance, the adventurers

to rescue the? t frends whoare long

ft e from a caving eKpedrtion.

using ith the following equip":

\X

°

u
...

c *'H so eitht/ 'L* $'*

Time to choose; to go left or to go right, that is the question in
Potholer

This adventure offers a wide the inclusion of a code obtainable
scope for art work, as the groups from the teacher on meet
have to produce, for example, completion of an assignment,
cave paintings of strange animals, which would allow the children

BfflSMgfflflMffiW^
towards a van::: i-es

Nightman tdvi

rhe children have to

rescue Princess Pru who is fcreirag

held captive by Naughty Nora.
•.'isiting a few locations, the

/en a task to com-
efe Tasfcs include creative writ-

ing — descriptions of the castle

using words such as battlements,
sfntster, portcullis and drawbridge.

I
art w ng codes, number
activities, and even research to
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Knife with many blades; an electric
1 am p : a 20m rope ; a i ife jacket ; and
a srnai! spade. One of the first

tasks : te work out

how to cross over a stream Wi I h c u I

• rucksacks wet. and a

later problem has you work-i

how to get through a long passage

through wearing .them, Problems
such as these art- superb, for get-

ttng children lo think and to dis-

cuss their ideas with eat h otl

to appear on television to teft their

1

.

I thought that both Nightmare
and Poiholer were mar v.

programs for use both in the das-
1 and at home.The only reser-

vation 1 have is that aft* 1

ing each task away from the com-

the beginning of the game again
and work q. ..oh until they
reach the point where they -

This could have been avoided by

COMMENTS
Control keys: Kept simple lor

young children to operate
Keyboard play; good
Graphics: excellent

General rating: Both games
outstanding ejoiilptes of ed
(iona programs. Don't
mrssihem'



,*.*£-

q

\i=t:i'j:^
Producer, Key Software
Retaif Price: £4
Age Range: Designed with
the 10-14 age group in

mind, but can be adapted
to suit any child who can
read.

E^ery primary school and ev&ry
secondary English deps'-
ought to invest in a copy of this

is a teacher of ch iidren with special
learning needs and he has devised
this program especially to help
children with their language
development, particularly with the

are essentia* for fluent

reading and comprehension.
The program contains a wide

selection of passages in wh
the lower case letters have been
replaced by blanks.The player can
use a variety of methods to recon-
struct the whole text using know-
ledge of spelling and comprehen-
sion to predict words and phrases,
There are 36 passages to chose
from, loaded in groups of nine, and
these cover a variety of interesting

topics from fiction and non-fiction

sources. When the main menu
appears, the user can* choose
Instructions, Play game, Create
text, or End

instructions detail the keys
to use. ou Hirung the differences
between those for the Spectrum
and for the Spectrum Plus. Avery
nice feature is that the player can
select the normal Spectrum
typeface or a clearer redesigned
typeface. When playing the game,
the passage with blanks is dis-

played, together with a starting

score of 20 and a bonus which can
range from to 100.

The player then has 4 op
. , , Buy a letter, which reduces the
score and bonus but has the
advantage of revealing all

instances of a given letter. Guess
allows the player to type in a letter

foicti cannoi
include any existing displayed let-

ters — if the Guess is correct, all

the instances of the letters in the
Guess are displayed and the bc (

>

re

is increased. Type is similar to

Guess, but this time if the player rs

correct, the other instances of the
letters are not displayed, but the
advantage of this option is that,

unlike Guess, the bonus is pot
reduced. In order to obtain a high
score, the user has to balance the
advantages and disadvanto

g

the various options. The Heip
option reveals the letters that have
previously been bought or cor-
rectly guessed. This game format
makes the program interesting

irtg either individually or in small
groups.
The Create Text option is invalu-

able for teachers who can either
alter an existing passage, or can
create an entirely new one. The
instructions are so clear in fact,

that pupils themselves could
create passages for others to try.

The need for correct spelling

: lhen be immediately relev-

ant for them. Expose comes com-
plete with a detailed manual outlin-

ing the aims and objectives of the
game, and a full program descrip-
tion. There are a number of prog-
rams on the market based 3

same idea, but this is by far the
best ^ have seen. Send off for it

now to: Andy Watson. Key
Software* 33 Hilton Street, Aber-
deen AB2 3QT.

COMMENTS
Control keys; clearly described
on the screen and easy forchildren
to operate
Keyboard play: good
Graphics: none
Use of colour: kept simple so as
not to distract

General rating: An excellent, pro-
fessional program with a number
of user-friendly features such as
extensive error-trapping and clear
screen layout with a choice of
typefaces. It has been thoro
tried out in schools,and at only £4
this is a program which everyone
can afford. Highly recommended!

STARTER
WORDSPLITSAND
JUNIOR
WORDSPLITS
Producer: Sutis
Retail Price: £795 each
Age Range: Starter
Wordsplits 4-8 years;
Junior Wordsplits 8-11

years.

Both of these programs are aimed
at improving word recognition and
spelling by matching up two
halves of words. In Starter
Wordsplits, there are 14 different

categories to choose from, such
as Sounds, Movement, Animals,
Nature and People. Each category
has 18 words to be completed —
more than enough to hold a young
child's interest. The word ending
appears on the right of the screen,
and can be brought in line with its

beginning by using keys 7 (up) and
6 (down). To.make the two halves
join up. the child must press 5-

Junior Wordsptlts is a more
difficult version of the same game,
and you can choose to practise

beginnings such as fbr/fore/four
and ckis'cfis or endings like -

ery/-ory and -ance/'-enceV-ense.
Each game begins in black and
white, with colour being intro-

duced for each correct answer.
With each completion of a section
the time taken is given. The prog-
rams are easy to operate and use-
ful in their own way< but I would like

to have seen a more imaginative
use of graphics in Starter
Wordsplits to motivate the
younger children.

COMMENTS

Control keys: 7 to move up, 6 to
move down, 5 to make the word
Keyboard play: good
Graphics: very limited

Use of colour: buiids up from
black and white at the start

General rating: Usefulm a limited

way,- but rather unimagii
i a

Splitting words to do with movement in Wordsplits. Cam, our
photographer, is not tamed for his movement— wonder why
he chose this partfcufar szree-n to snap?

Trying to build up a purple passage ol prose by guessing or
buying letters to fit! the gaps. Expose is thename ofthegame

He was * s -afwit H*7 •****» £-**M**

t u»te stf- r 9 o"" Mis _ct-e ••<**

W„>* it r
**J—t "st white*

s H_th ci— sisJu e5is that -

I «- tt~- et S"tc\ es were
"Sir

- stee„ 5 -*r.iSs r* -te.

Be was
J*

*?aj£ V%i _e %» m]

THE GRAMMAR
UJW
Verbs andAdverbs
Producer: Sutis
Retail Price: £10.95
Age Range: 13

Verbs and Adverbs is the second
of a trilogy of Grammar Tree prog-
rams, the others being Nouns and
Adjectives and Sentences. All

three are intended as a popular
learning kit for "anyone who
wants to organise all those half for-

gotten bits of information about

arammar into a straight for-

ward, cohesive system of gram-
mar",

Although the accompanying
booklet gives information about
'correctness', the screen text mis-
speils the word "beginning", and
the booklet includes a sentence
which is grammatically incorrect!

When the program has loaded, the
following profound sentences
appear on the screen:

v,
ln the

beginning was the sentence {the
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ssienren

np

Henry

<K#t

,^r-| O LEVEL MATHS

„ ************ *

B r i t i *
ens s *- % £ i

2

the verts.

Couldputyou offgrammar for life.. '
'Henrylooks as ifhe may

well have a flea circus!

Bible eatts it the Word). The sen-
I fence is divided «nto the subject
' and the predicate.'' An extremely

|
irntaiing bleep forces you to rush

through ad the rntormation

which of course means that none
• of it is absorbed. The sentences

used For examples, such as
I

"

' Patsy smgs sheepish songs' ' ,
ar©

: and siiiy

The menu on the firsl cassette

offers a range of options from Verb

]
and Noun phrases to Auxiliaries

1 and Suppressed Verbs. The sec-

ond cassette contains exere

test understanding of the theory,

Sentences appear on the screen,

and the task is to select the correct
1 group of words •• blank.

One of the sentences to test know-
ledge of noun phrases is '

was standing by the

Iamppost
'

' . and the choice is from:

People today, you and me. youand
he. Certainly HKjgms, orHigg<ns.

riconng system is ratherodd
as , after answering four ques ttoi ©
I was informed that I had s©gi

out .:•', 12 — one of the questions

was repeated three tames! I'm

afraid that this program is no better

than the worst sort of grammar
text book, and at least the latter

doesn't make silly noises.

COMMENTS
Control keys: one keycommands
Keyboard play: good
Graphics: none, apart from a.sim-

ple diagram
Use of colour: limited

General rating: Agood way to-put

ier off studying grammar for

fife.

SUPERCOM
Producer: Atlantis

' Retail Price: £1.99

Age Range: 12-Adult

ugh not a specifically educa-
tional program, ihis game would
certainly beot use wish children to

:
encourage theirtliiiikna undndter

g skills. The storyline is as fol-

, lows: the government has failed to

track down the criminal master-

mrnd who is holding the country to

ransom with a computer-aa
nuclear warhead No-one knows

j

where the computer or warhead is

I located, The only information you.
; given is an incom-

plete :

::>er supplied
' who was 'termi-

II emitting what he
had discovered.

When tha program has loaded,

The menu displays 5 options: you
< can telephone other computers:

j

opt for an analysis of the phone
link; read the data wh ic

! analysis sends to the information
I board; display your phone bill; or

Load/Save your data. Each time

Supercom is loaded, it contains

new codes, SO no two
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should ever be tire same.
I found this an absorbing, if

father frustrating, challenge, and
the cjame certainly becomes
addictive alter a while. It is impor-

tant throughout to jot down all the

clues and code numbers given

and, by a process of trial and error,

try to hack the system, Diss; ,

:

ingly. t found a spelling error recur-

i the screen texts, but in spite

i
jI that, this is a nice little program
for encouraging logical thought.

B*ft«

Producer: GCE Tutoring

Retaii Price: £5
Age Range: O level pupils

There are eight programs on this

tape covering arithmetic, algebra,

trigonometry, sets, statistics.

rices and calculus. When each
program has loaded, a list of the

topics it covers is displayed Oi i {foe

screen for selection.

The first program offers informa-

tion on fractions, decimals, rem nit

ircg, accuracy, indices, square
roots, and so on, A brief explana-

tion of the topic is given, together

with a few examples, then the stu-

dent is given more Questions to

tackle solo. The information is

rather sketchy, but I suppcv
if the ; i.sed only for revi-

sion in conjunction with text

books, students may find it quits

useful. The trouble is. there are
already a fairly large number pi

study aid programs lor G
revision on the market, and

these are of such a high s'ri:

that a program like is made to look

-.'hat amateurish. It doesn't

help that words are split »n odd
places at the end of a line, or that

spelling mistakes occur rather too

ram. however, is guite cheap -

well wrthm the budget of a sixteen

year-old,

COMMENTS
Control keys: C to move on,

together with all letter and number
keys
Keyboard playt reasonable,

thoug i tew long pauses
between screens
Graphics: I

Use of colour: simply black lettei-

ing on a yetlow background
General rating: Covers a lot of

ground in rather a sketchy way.
:nsh

"t r i an 9 i

e

par a tie tog raft
ci re te
.sphtre

sphere
cw !'l rwer
cona
cuboi

d

1./2 b x h
b x h
p i X f

-

r> i r .« r
pi -A

I. b >< h

Hard sums made easy? Well, hardsums explained in O Level Maths . .

.

Ill ORION PHOTOCOPIERS LTD III

niEr,S!=!S^EU extensiue ftms range
Sfi^«?2^^ESSION '

:*L PHOTOCOPYINGHHCMINE5

~F.^£5^e R HftCMlNC TO SUIT YOURBUDGET RND UE DELIUER DRILY

SO COME ON IN AND SEE US AT
34-2 m :£ PQRD LONDON1 swi

* . . THANKS FOR RINGING ORION.,..
Hacking away in an attempt to foilan evilplot involving nuclear
warheads, you get in touch with a photocopier firm!

4\ V

Control keys: number and letter

keysare used to input the codes. Z
returns you to the menu
Keyboard play: good, though it is

impossible to delete if you make a
mistake
Graphics: none
Use of colour: reasonable
General rating: This is a very
cheap little program which i ej

senis verygood value for money. II

would be enjoyed by older children

and adults.
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NTLINE
with Sean Masterson 1

SHORT 'N>SWEET
Several people wrote to defend FRONTLINE from the ravages of a letter from Peter Shields a couple of months
ago, which suggested Rosetta and yours truly went to join the dole queue.

There is only one game to have a look at this month, so there's plenty of space to devote to the Forum. Keep
writing In. Most of the letters were full of interesting suggestions but unfortunately, these were unprintable.

Thankyou. I'm one year old this issue and it's good to be here and know people enjoy the column.

As I prepare this intro we're coming to the end of a fairly miserable summon The PCW Show looms on the

horizon (once I finish this column, it's off to Olympla for me). Next month, I'll give you a full run down on the

goodies you can expect for Christmas. See you then . .

.

JOHNNYREB II
Producer: MC Lothlorien
Retail Price: £9.95

This is the first offering from Lethto-

T»n for some time and is a follow

up to one of their oldest and most
successful titles. Based on the

American Civil Wan Johnny Reb II

ts a one or two player strategy pre-

senting the players) with a 'typi-

cal ' action rather than a recreation

of one of the many historic battles

such as Bull Run or Gettysburg.
For those in need of a quick his-

tory lesson, the ACW was the

result of differences between the

Morthern and Southern states of

the USA mainly (but not entirely)

over legalised slavery. Neither side

actually wanted the confrontation

which lasted from 1861-65 but

both were caught up in unavoida-
ble conflict in a war so bitter and
complex, rt literally set brother

against brother. It holds interest

from the strategists" point of view

because it has been called the first

'modern' war.

This terminology is used more in

the context of new weaponry than

anything else. Repeating rifles

were rare during the war, but

gained in numbers towards the

end. Gattling guns, the forunners
of the modern machine gun were
also used occasionally and
cavalry, whilst still maintaining an
effective role in combat wasarmed
more with slug throwing weapons
than swords. The war was further

complicated by the fact that whilst

the North possessed the industrial

might and numerical superiority,

the South was better organised
and trainedand had fewer commit-
ments. All this explained Lothlo-

rien's first foray into this era. Their

excuse this time was increased

sophistication and better gamep-
lay. So, how have they done?

Well, the most obviously notable
feature of the newgame isthat it is

apparently 100% machine code
(something unheard of in the pre-

Cambrian days of the earlier ver-

sion's release) and it loads very

quickly indeed. A passable title

screen is then succeeded by a

menu that allows limited modifica-

tion of the game's parameters,

Just about eveytbing is user defin-

able from the control keys (or

Kempston joystick option) to the

balance of forces, the terrain fea-

tures of the battlefield, where and
when the various reinforcements

arrive, game strength (on the one
playerversion) and screen colours.

I was most impressed with the

choices available to the player.

When playing solitaire, the player

may choose either side thanks to a

flexible computer opponent
(though I later discovered that the

opponent is not actually that hard

to beat on the first two levels).

Safety features ensure that you
cannot alter the force played by
the computer to make things

easier on yourself, it's possible to

have hidden movement on the
single player game but all units are
always visible in two player mode.
Once the game begins, play is

very straightforward. Again this is

due to attention to detail in presen-
tation. Under joystick control, a
cursor is simply placed over the
unit to be ordered before pressing
the fire button. Information about
the unit is then presented on the

screen in a colour code to show
levels o! ammunition, morale,

strength and efficiency. This dis-

play appears below the 'action'

screen. To the right of the screen , a

series of icons appear, each indi-

cating a possible action such as
dig in, advance, charge or fire (not

TURN S
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all these options are available to all

units, as you will see). Joystick

movement allows selection of the
required ordef with confirmation
coming from asecond press of the
fire button. Some orders may be
elaborated upon. For instance,

when advancing, you are asked
whether the unit is to advance
tiring or not. As units carry out their

orders on the main screen at the
end of a turn, the unit symbols
themselves will change to show
the current status of those units.

Limited sound effects are

employed during combat. This is

normally ranged combat though
melee is possible between adja-

cent units. Units may reheat,

become routed or be destroyed
depending on their performance in

combat. The unit types are infan-

try, cavalry, artillery and supply
{these unrts cannot fight). The
exact scale of the units is never
really explained throughout the

game or manual but by the nature

of movement. I woufd suspect it

lies somewhere between platoon
and company level.

There is a standard scenario. A
Confederate force is approaching
a vastly outnumbered Union outfit

which must defend its side of the
map while reinforcements arrive

during the course of the game. It's

a basic but flexible arrangement
which should present plenty of

challenge in a two player game.
The one pteyer version only really

comes into its own on the hardest

level. The on screen presentation

is both logical and clear but the

tiny instruction booklet is both
cramped and badly laid out. There
is no key reference so setting up
can be slow until you become
accustomed to the procedures.
Johnny Reb II is definitely a

worthy successor to the original

but at C9.95. 1 can't say I'm overly

impressed, especially considering
Rebefstar was only £1,99 and that

was a better game. The best
advice is to buy Rebefstar first. If

you have that and are looking for a
flexible, well presented and
interesting game , . . get this.

PRESENTATION 84%
Cramped and badly laid out book-
let but wonderful on screen pre-
sentation

RULES 85%
Some ommisions but otherwise
well suited to the game

PLAYABILITY85%
The unobtrusive icons are useful
and fast, especially with a joystick

GRAPHICS 80%
Simple but effective and colourful

AUTHENTICITY 82%
The various unit strengths and
proportions capture the essence
of mid-war skirmishes

OPPONENT79%
Flexible but not too demanding

VALUE FOR MONEY81%
The most you could ask for this

game

OVERALL 82%
Very reasonable in most respects,

admirable in some. What a shame
though, that in the wake of a
couple of good budget games,
people seem to be putting up their

prices rather than bringing them
down
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FORUM
In which Peter Shields is well and truly hammered by
FRONTLINE readers on the offensive; tips for Chaos and
Rebelstar and the great computer opponent debate are all

dealt with in inimitable fashion. Roll up, roll up!

Dear Sean,
Putting anti-strategy game letters

in your Forum is undoubtedly
strategic itself because it prom-
otes further letters of anger/
defence etc! A few notes therefore

foHow which i feel are relevant to

the pro/con debate.
First f subscribe to CRASH on ly

because it reviews and takes seri-

ously strategy games,
t wonderhow many people read -

ing CRASH have ever actually had
a chance to become involved with

good strategy? Two player/multi

player content is what the vast

majority of computer games lack

and I can therefore only determine
that if CRASH readers aren't

unsociable or dull they simply
haven't yet experienced the far

greater permutations and chal-

lenge that having a human oppo-
nent provides.

To anyone interested, the major

value that, a game such as
Rehetetar Raiders provides, is that

while the computer does what it is

best at {the donkey work and rep-

resentation), the fun stems from
out-thinking another mind — far

more unpredictable and emotional
than even the best computer
opponent pari provide. Try bluffing

the computer or expecting ft to
learn from your decisions! (One
day?!!!)

A second, major point in

strategy/tactical games Is that

they have a far less tinear.plot than
even the most flexible of adven-
tures, because you tend to begin

with the whote story and work
within it.

Thete can be several paths to

success in a single game, it must
be admitted that there is not, at

present, much good material

around but I feei sure that we are

only talking about a matter of time,

{Well done firebird!)Which brings

ma to the most important point.

Who can say what the future of

computer, (or other) garne« : may

be? The most certain fact is that

the existing situation wiil change
and today's minority, {as was
suggested last month), may yet

become a majority, I think this is

particularly relevant to the mufti

player aspect of game interaction.

Well done CRASH for staying at

the front, and full marksfor printi rig

the articles about other game
areas. Its onty a matter of time

before they merge.
And to any who still doubt the

wisdom of CRASH Towers. I pre-

dict when the computer game
worid changes, if they keep up this

superb diverse approach, what-
ever happens, the magazine will

be the leader. Don't knock the

fames if you haven't ftrily tried

lem. I bet Derek B didn't play

Chaos with some merry friends or
he would have surety been won
over by the fun.

Here's to the future.

Andrew Hughman, Catford, Lon-
don

j
PS Do search for red shift expan-
ders.

Thank you for the kind words
Andrew.) tendto holdsimilarviews
about the increasing importance
of strategy games for whatever
machine you cafe to mention. The

player aspect of games like

these is never neatly considered

fvlty, but it.is the element thatmost
\

closely links, the genre with con-

ventional wargaming andalsopro-
vides by far the most enjcvment
when playing a game. As for red
shift expanders, I'm looking, hon-

est!

SM

r^ftflf ^f'ftn ...
Having read the

:
FRONTLINE

Forum in issue -Sit, it. appears that

someone else has discovered the
superb fantasy wargame Chaos{&
Havenhand's fetter). I feel that it

M

unique amongst wargames
spectacular presentation

user-friendliness and it has not

spared complexity at the cost of

these. The small graphics are ant-

mated beautifully, and the sound
is better than in most arcade
games. The computer opponent
handles its forces very skilfully,

and it is a joy just to watch eight

computer players slugging it out

between themselves. Many more
people could gain from Chaos,
and so I urge you to give it a proper
review in FRONTLINE and award it

the Smash that it deserves,
Here are some tips for any new

players: early players (the 1st or

2nd in a large game) have the

attacking and spell casting initia-

tive, but later ones can cast an illu-

sion with less chance of following

players disbelieving in it, Illusions

are no good towards the end ofthe

game, since wizards cast disbelief

often, when they have few other
spells. Protect your wizard with

armour and a shield, or shadow
form and a castle, since they are

very weak at the start. The compu-
ter is very cautious with its

wizards, and they do stay alive for

a long time!

Also, try to get a magic weapon
so you can attack undead crea-

tures. If you have no magic
weapon and wish to disengage
combat with the undead, try pres-
sing I for info and then enter a
direction. You will attack that

empty square and move onto it.

Magic woods allow you to get

some new and powerful spells but
remember they are not anybody's
property and arty wizard can use
one. Fire and Gooey Blob can win
(or at least save) the game if they

are used properly. Walls can be
used to build fortresses to hide m,

but can be flown over. A good way
to start is to magic boft another
wizard, or to cast something next

to him. Players 2 and 7 can have an
attack on five players by casting a
shadow wood tree next to them.
The final trick, discovered by a

friend of mine, is. how to get an
undead wizard. If you can become
undead, you stand a good chance
of winning. You must raise a mount
of some kind from the dead {a

horse is easiest), then get on it. If

your mount is slain or vengeanced
then you yourself are undead?

I would also like to start a new
argument in your pages. How
Important is the computer oppo-
nent anyway? Because of memory
problems, if the opponent is not to

be adumbo then the game must
have: severe restrictions imposed
upon it. A game which Is ultra-com-

plex would need about 20K of

Artificial Intelligence for the com-
puter to learn and improveenough
to keep the challenge to a player.

So how about some games which
are fOfburhans only, with the com-
putet acting as a rule-book,
wou-'d make: for more variety in

play, would it not? IJ&flihj!f||$HG a
wargame withoiril^niSHECtter

interesting ttpJH^mJntewsJffl
game. I plan toril^wMflV
old colleagues iJspyGAMi'^
shop very soOfgl
availability of me game no*
ew h'asj&tiJBd out of software pro-

duction. If the situation warrants it,

I 'IIprepare a fullreview ofthegame
immediately afterwards. One of

the advantages of computer war-

gaming is the option to play sol-

itaire. Perhaps the best option is

the kind used in Rebelstar where
one side of the tape has a single

player option white the other is a
two playergame.

Dear Bean
I have got to reply to the stupid

letter written by Peter Shields in

last month's issue. It annoys me so
much that he can be so single

minded, and it also surprises me
that you should print such trash, or
is it that you want to receive a
whole lot of angry letters like this,

then ask for a pay rise because of

all the extra workload? [it's a fair

cop. guv—'SM}
Peter Shields seems to want

everything arranged for him and
has no consideration for other

people. Even humble me, who
hardly ever reads any of your sec-
tion or CRASH COURSE can see
the, usefulness of these to people
whoplaywargames or are parents

.

But while I'm here i might as well

give you some aggro, Don't worry,

it's only a bit of constructive criti-

cism. The main reason for people
disregarding your measly three or

four page© is tt\e appearance- It is

too grey and drab. Why don't you
press for a colour page or two, or

even a few colour photos, I mean,
Derek Brewster did it. why hot
you?

For instance just take a quick

look at last Issue and compare the

CRASH Smash Rebel Starwith the
CRASH Smash Bobby Bearing.

You have to agree there is a big

difference in colour and raz-

zamac-
I th ink it's time to revolt.The only

way to get more readers is to
J

attract them, and if the other slime

eaters at the CRASH Tower say
you don't have enough readers to
warrant spending a little cash, then
either kick their feet away or stick

your fingers up their noses.
Stuart Bedford, Thornew

Wakefield, West Yorkshire
PS Do you really look like Don
Johnston ot Miami Vice as your
portrait by OH suggests?

Lets make a deal shall we ? I wont
mention ctothes pegs again so
long as everybody keeps their

mouths shut about that drawing.

I've been compared with every-

body from Jesus Christ to Don
Johnston, and I'm not paid thai

much! Okay?
As for the presentation of

FRONTLINE, it always comes
down to what space is available

when I get games in to review, ft a
good game arrives while them's
colour space tree, nobody minds
me grabbing some of it. However,
as was the case with Rebelstar, a//

me cotour had gone. When this

occurs, I have a choice. Do I hofd
the review for a month to ensure
colour but risk being tate reviewing

the game, or do I get the review to
you as fast as possible and make
do with monochromepages? Inor-

mally plump for the latter option
However, I do hope to bnghten
these pages over the next few
months so stay tuned. The case
for the defenc&mts.

SM
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Dear Sean
Recently, I bought Rebel Star by
firebird, having enjoyed playing
Rebetstar Raiders by red shift. At
£1.99, ft fs one of my best ever
buys!

However, having played it so
thoroughly, I can now beat the
computer [on 1 player) every time
— even on level 8,

One way to o"o this is:

t) Move all the Raiders and droids
up the left hand side (OUTSIDE
THE BASE) to the top airlock, arm-
ing them as they go. Use only 1

droid to break through the first

blast door and get aii your men
inside AFTER the droids. Do not
blast the inner door yet , , ,

2) While doing this, break in with
your other group at the bottom of

the map and wait for the compu-

ter's reaction' Very quickly, nearly
all the droids will rush down to
attack. Wait inside the airlock and
cover the doors. The idea is to dis-

tract the defenders, and so hold
out to your last man/woman/droid!
Do not break in at the top -left untii

yourforce is completely wiped out

3) By now, there should be no
defending droids left near the top-
left airlock; so blast the Inner door
(only once) and rush your 3 droids
across (above the conveyor belt)

and towards the thin corridor lead-
ing to the computer room. Ignore
any attacks— they can take a lot

of punishment! Break through the
yellow blast door and into thecom-
puter rooms. Go straight for the
computer and shoot it, ignoring
attacks if possible . .

.

4} While dashing the droids across,

use the men/women from the air-

lock to cover them. Use the scen-
ery tor cover and set up lots of

opportunity shots, ,

.

lb make the game more challeng-
ing, I have hacked the program to

provide the following modifica-

tions for the 1 -player version. It

means that Raiders MUST destroy
the 3 laser-computers AND the
reactor, as well as the Isaac-com-
puter, to win:

Paul M Baxter, Harrogate, North
Yorkshire

Your tips are excellent Moreofthis
ilk would not go amiss. For your
efforts, you get this month s prize— France,, er sorry, £20 of
software. Okay? Good!

SM

Dear Sean
I can't help but write to you comp-
laining about the letter from a Mr
Peter Shields of Manchester. He
asked whether war/strategy
games are worthy of their own reg-
ular column in CRASH, l say yes,

very much so in fact. I 'd rather have
a specialised person who knows
his job well, giving his criticisms or
comments about a wargame, than
an arcade freak, doing so amongst
the other arcade games. I know
that wargames don't appeal to
everyone; nor are they as widely
produced as arcade games (pity

though!}, but it's just no reason to
have their column "abolished*.
Although the column may be bare
at times or mightn't have aCRASH
Smash every month, it still should
exist, after all is CRASH always
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absolutely packed to the brim with
CRASH Smashes every month.
He also said about wargames

being far inferior to arcade games.
Yes, I admit that too for a majority

of them but not so for such games
as Sftadowfire, lords of Midnight
and so on. which were highly

acclaimed and got into theCRASH
ReadersAwards.

Having cleared that up, I'll put
forward some of my views on the
Forum. I was very glad to see you
take over from Angus, as your
reviewing system is far better, and
I very much liked the Idea of the
Forum. I think the Forum is just too
small, and although space is a limi-

tation it could be enlarged by using
up the wasted space that a Mr M in -

son writes his gobbledigook on (no
offence White Dwarf)

Generally wargames on the
Spectrum are improving, but agre-

eing with Steven Cook's point that

they are generally slow. For
instance in lothlorens The
Buige, l find that the computer is

slow to respond to the order key.

etc. Another point I would like to
make is that some people were
complaining about the S&S sys-
tem being very similar to D&D or
AD&D, yet nobody has com-
plained about HotM (Heavy on the
Magic) using the FF books'
fighting and requisite system, that
of SKILL, STAMINA,AND LUCK?

Finally, I would like to ask you a
few questions. What type of war-
games, RPG's etc do you like/

play?

Is there any news of any other
games coming out from J. GOL-

LOP soon?
Will you be reviewing Dark

Sceptre? and Do you PBM?
David Kelly, Belfast

Ooh. my head is getting so much
bigger! In answer to your ques-
tions, Traveller, Skyrealms of

Jorune, Call of Cthulhu, Rolemas-
ter, AD&O aremy favouriteRPGs in

that order, though Iplayandcollect

many more. Conventional war-

games Include SPis Starforce Tril-

ogy, Star Fleet Battles, WRG mod-
ern miniatures rules, Warhammer
and my favourite game overall is

Go. Ves / do PBM hut the games I

play are my business. I never form
alliances or make my presence
known when it can be avoided. At
present it would appear that I'm

rK3treviewirtgDan\ Sceptre though
that isnl definite.

SM
Dear Sean
I have long held the opinion that

people who dismiss wargaming
and RPGs as boring must be unin-

telligent and/or unimaginative,

Peter Shields sounds like one of

this cursed kind. He sounds as if

he cannot enjoy computer games
unless half the universe is

destroyed by him in the first five

seconds.
I am not knocking Arcade

games indeed I enjoy agood many,
but I do like to have some measure
of intelligence in my games, I am
happy to set a new house best at

Ouazatron, but much more
enjoyed winning Arnhem against

the computer.
Point 2: Swords & Sorcery can

not be a true RPG because you
can not usethe standard Role play
technique of lying your way out of

trouble.An example ofthis follows:

In one game a friend and I were
caught searching the baggage car-

riage of a circus train. Two guards
came in . . . in a computer game
we would have had to get into a
dangerous fight and kill them to
stop them sounding the alarm.

In the RPG we explained we
were the flying Karamazor
Brothers, and were checking over
trapezes for that night's perfor-

mance. Computer gamesjust can-
not handle the aspects of a) con-
versation and b) all the natural laws
such as gravity.

Ian Hopping, Weston, Herts.

I agree that current computers
cannotpossibly ever create a true

RPG. The point is that com-
puterised RPG development isn't

being carried out on Grays. It's

being handled on machines of
comparable power to the Spec-
trum, It will have a very important
role to play in the future of home
entertainment as games become
ever more realistic. Role playing is

the most sophisticated form of lei-

sure invented by man. Its birth in

the home computer field (which
will expand) is surely worthy of
coverage.

Finally, this closes the case for

FRONTLINE. Peter Shields' opin-

ion was not backed up by any of
the correspondents. In fact, I've

never had such an enthusiastic

response to the column. Thank
you to everyone who wrote, t

guess it was the acid test.

FRONTLINE will continue to grow
and improve while I'm writing it. As
a famous Vulcan once said, 'Live

long, andprosper!'
SM
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SPECTRUM
TT Racer 48/128K
Tomartawk46/l28K
Rghter Pilot 48K
Night Gunner 48K
COMMODORE 64
Fighter Pilot Disk

Fighter Pilot

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/651

2

Tomahawk Disk D £19,95

D
D

£9.95
£9.95
7.95

£6,95

£14.95
£9,95

AMSTRAD CPC 464, 664, 6128
Night Gunner Q £7.95

Night Gunner Disk a £13.95
Tomahawk £9.95

Tomahawk Disk D £14.95
Fighter Pilot £8.95
Fighter Pilot Disk £13,95
ATARI
Fighter Pilot Disk D £12,95
Fighter Pilot £9.95

VAT and p.&p. inclusive within UK
(overseas inc. 55p per cassette)

Tele Sales

{027©

Please debit my Access/Visa card no,

1
1

i i i ii i i ii i

i

Expiry date

Cheques made payable to Digital Integration Ltd

1 enclose a cheque/P.O, (or Tola!

Please send « DIGITAL
INTEGRATION
Watehmoor Trade Centre,

—i—I Watehmoor Road,
—1—I Camberley, Surrey

GU15 3AJ

Trade and Export enquiries
welcome. Lifetime Guarantee,

Name

.

. Address

.
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CONQUEST

league in SOCCER STAR

This month our play by
mail expert fights for
and wins two pages

—

it's PBM FORUM time
again! Brendon also
takes a peek at
Amateur PBM games,
looks at CONQUEST
and gets on the
touchtine for a new

AMATEURPBM
GAMES
Amateur games are of a breed that
I have avoided mentioning, mainly

because they tend to be human
moderated games of a simple
nature. These games are generally
run by PBM fanatics with a little

spare time and money.
The principal of amateur gaming

is the same as in ' professional'

PBM, which after all, developed
from amateur PBM — the only dif-

ference is that the results of all the
players' orders are published
together in a "zine (normally in the
form of a table of figures for the
players to interpret). These games
are very cheap to pky— the only
charges being a couple of pounds
startup and a few more pounds for

a 'zine subscription. Turnaround
varies from every three weeks to

every two months, depending
upon the 'zine.

If you are interested in playing

any of the variety of amateur PBM
games available (many of them
derived from board games su
Diplomacy, Sopwith and Railway
Rivals), or if you would like any
further information about amateur
gaming, then I suggest that you
send an SAE to Martin Le Fevre, 1

Wellesley Nautical School, Lyth,

Northumberland NE24 3PF
along with a letter asking him for

details of the amateur PBM game
directory which he edits.

And Lloyd has passed a letter

from David and Michael Bradley
on to me — they've got three
games on offer: a cowboy game, a
football game and a space game
which are apparently free to play
so long as you send SAEs along

with your turnsheets. The games
are meant tor beginners and
peopje who want to play by mail in

a simple way, so if you're
interested, send a SAE to David
and Michael at 17 Temple Road,
Hounstow, Middlesex TW3 1XS
for details.

SOCCER
STAR
Soccer Star is the first PBM
game to be released by pace
games software of Nottingham.As
this is a new game, a fair appraisal

cannot be given so aH that can be
said is that Soccer Starappears to
be a fairly detailed professional
PBM game of Football Manage-
ment.
The game offers a league struc-

ture, player skill ratings (ranginq
from Park Player to World C
team selections, player transfers,

weekly matches, aggression fac-

tors (defining how your team
plays!)

,
game attendance figures,

financial management, profes-
sional cheating and so on ... All in

a day's work for your average
BobbyCharttonl
Socc&r Star is <im to be

launched this month, costing £3 to
start up, with game costs of E1,£5
per turn (which can be as often as
weekly rf you wish). Send an SAE
for further details to CRASH Soc-
cer Stat, PACE GAMES SOFTWARE,
164 Abbotsford Drive, St Amms,
Nottingham NG31NE.

Conquest is a human moderated
game of, well, conquest. The land

of Rail upon which the game is

played is mapped out onto well

over 10 A4 sheets, each sheet con-
taining 29 hexes of land and sea.

Initially, the player Is given a nation

compromising of a few hexes, and
is told the type of nation ruled, the
1

Personalities ' owned, the nation's

religious and magical tendencies
and troop strengths, along with

information regarding the hexes
and cities governed. The player is

^Combat in Conquest is a well

thought out affair — victory does
not necessarily go to the largest

force!

The player's hexes and cities ar

termed PROVINCES. In the pro-

vinces, loyalty-crushing taxes can
be enforced to raise the gold
needed for economic develop-
ment and investment in infrastruc-

ture and armies. Economics is the
strongest feature of Conquest
and international trade is an impor-
tant key to successful play.

4 map from CONQUESTm which theaim ofthegame Is... eon-
quest!

also given acopy of tine {somewhat
daunting) rulebook.
The main nation types are: bar-

barian; nomad; superior barbarian
and civilised. Each type of nation
has its own advantagesand disad-
vantages. For example, a superior
barbarian nation can raise civilian

population at 80% of the normal
economic costs, while its prosper-
ity is low compared to that of a
civilised nation.

The personalities are the leaders
of nations and armies, and they are
used by the players to actually ' do'
things in the game— conducting
spying or espionage missions,
trading and so on. Normally the
player has about 10 personalities,

but this figure can vary. They all

have 'Dungeons and Dragons'
style attributes which give different

Personalities different uses.
Nations' troops generally come

under two headings: INFANTRY
archers and marines for instance,

and CAVALRY which may com-
prise chariots, elephants and so
on. The nation type and geographi-
cal description decides the troop
type of the nation. Fleets of ships
such as gaHeys and coaslal raiders

are available for maritime battles.

CONCLUSION

Conquest is a well run game which
requires a lot of careful planning
and diplomacy to win.Thegame is

quite difficul t to understand at first

,

but after a few months play and a
bit of diplomacy with experienced
pteyers you should get used to the
game. A word of warning if you
choose to join: don't expect the
world to be easy!

Conquest is played on a
monthly turnaround and each turn

costs only El. Startup costs £3.
and as a special offer to CRASH
readers this fee includes an extra
free turn not normally included in

the startup package (rulebook and
first turn free). Matthew Brunt,
who GMs Conquest, also pro-

duces an informative game news-
lettercalledTHE CONQUEROR—
well worth reading and why not
contribute articles too?

If you would like to play Con-
guest then send a cheque/postal
order payable to M Brunt for £3 to:

CRASH CONQUEST STARTUP,
conquest games, The Firs, Wig
Lane, Boxted, Ur Colchester,
Essex.
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TURNSAND
ADVERTS

Dear Brendon
My interest is PBMing has grown
immensely since your column
started a few months ago. How-
ever, there are a few things about
the hobby that I do not fully under-

stand. When you use the phrase 'a

turn', what does a turn comprise?
When a turn costs over £1 then

surely it is more than, say, "I win

unlock the door to my left" — or

does a player go into greater

depths to describe a fist of

activities?

Secondly, whilst reading WHITE
DWARF magazine l came ac
several adverts for PBM games.
One that caught my eye was for a
game called Capitol by kjc games.

The advert reads ' Capitol is fast

becoming the standard against

which other space warfare games
are compared'. The advert

includes other comment praising

the game no end.

I read your review of Starglobe

in CRASH 32 and found it interest-

ing; I even thought of joining the
game. But I then noticed that

Capitol turn prices are cheaper
and the game sounds as exciting

and as playable as Starglobe.

Could you, it possible, advise me
as to which game is the most
suited for me — a gamer, with a
little PBM experience,

Steven Vickers, Carsbatton, Sur-

rey

Depending upon the game in

question, one can do a number of
actions during any one turn— as
illustrated by the Starglobe action

sheet seen on this page.

Starglobe and Capitol are
difficult games to compare: they

are both good games but they are

very different to play Capitol

requites a lot of diplomacy and
strategy if you wish to enjoy the

game, white Starglobe just

requires a bit of imagination and
perseverance — diplomacy and
strategy help, but they're non-
essential to enjoy the game.
Capitol was discussed last month
— / suggest thatyou reread what I

wrote then before you decide

which game (ifany) to join. Bear in

mind, however, thatthere aresome
hidden charges to Capitol .

.

.

BK

A typical STARGLOBE action sheet illustrating a range of

options available to a playerwhen preparing a turn

ACTION SHEET - (Starf light) - FILL IN AND RETURN
Game account numbar 220 StarGlobe Three
& I a-anagh
SlmmwI i.el Farm
Nsntwich Road
Braxton
Nr CHESTER CH3 9JH
Credit balance BEFORE today's report <s) 1.20 Status Standard
Starship number* bl
Named The Sefcaway Captain 0© Burgh in command
Action* possible in &tar-f 1 nahfc - These orders dated M h liL

Home oh star named ft
''

OR
Fly througn star named

, on arrival orbit planet n'aaedi CGive NAME, number will not do) tLiiitk. r+Li

_ with acceleration on/o^f /reverse
Traction of star planet namedand aft-er close fly-by head in

OR (For advancea pi aysr* ortiy)

Reset thrust commands

.

Give up to 3 periods Of acceleration.
State acceleration vector, 3<,y,2 and number of ship years
Null vector (&,<&»$,years) for engines q+f

.

k= y= . z= years*
X= U _ Z= _ _ years*
n= y =

(Intention is to fly to star

- years=

PI ease send i nfornsation module Ofll- _____»_—.

Broadcast one local message (audible up to IS light year* without special receiving equipment) i-

Ki

R«queat inforaation on a sft__io/5tar system/set of game entities

LJUU

tU
iV\ [ci^Ka IBM

Give an order to the ships company

tl«i«i r«tf\, o\.^,.,A; rUuvf art fc
S«id-»-M_a«i to MONDE "^ ^ ^~

iitLM Wjfew t«" .> ' L_
l-n?«5creen range _\$_ (15), msgnif -eat ion _Q_ (43 .-, t \ , ,

Alert status is on automatic, Order special *%e<rk. status .KfX.* D-LU_t
Post to~
Time Patterns &21 523 4444,

97 Devonshire Road
Handsworth
Birmingham B2# 2PQ

Dear Brendon
Being something of a PBM fanatic

I'm really pleased to see the grow-

ing interest in the hobby initiated

bt CRASH. I play Vorcon Wars

(games 35. 43. and 53), Super Vor-

con 68, Stargtobe Three, Spiral

Arm 2, Where Lies The Power,

World Of vengeance, Saturnalia,
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It's A Crime!, Explorers of Orion

and Whitegold. I've also played

Starmaster. Starweb, Sfarforc/and

First Light, if anyone would like to

get in touch with me then I would

be pleased to pass on my views of

these games (SAE please!)

As for PBM football. I suggest

writing to Ray Norton at 75 Bristol

Drive, Battle Hill, Wallsend, Tyne

and Wear, NE28 9RG who is start-

ing a new United league,

Phil Shuking, 58 Hampstead
Road, Dorking RH4 3AH

Playing all those games, I'm sur-

prised (yet grateful) that you found

time to write in! I'm also in Super

Vorcon 68 — perhaps an alliance

is in order!?
BK

BUDGETING
BEGINNERS

Dear Brendon
I read your column with great

interest. Not playing any PBM
games myself, I would like to know

if there are any low budget games
suitable for beginners — and, if

possible, the addresses and
prices. I would greatly appreciate

this.

Michael Pacey, Gorebridge, Mid-
lothian

In my view (and according to the

FLAGSHIP Factors). Vorcon Wars
is the best value 'tow budget'

game available — see CRASH 30
for further details. Conquest is

anothergood low budget game—
see this month's game overview.

BK
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Smash your way through an immense, hostile world where Ninjas and Shoguns lie in ambush
and wild animals crouch ready to strike! Take the challenge -only you a true FIST master

can survive to the top! C64 Cassette £9.95, Disk £14.95.

Soon available for Spectrum and Amslrad.
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Luckily, my cold has now cleared up thankyouverymuch. Still no
word from that Ravenflame pseudonym— although I did road a sca-
thing letter about me in the pages of C4VG a month or two ago.

Probably written by their staff writer.

Sigh. 1 don't feel as if I've had any summer this year at all. We've
probably had all of three sunny days here In Ludlow, In fact the

nearest I'we got to jetting off to exotic, pale-sanded beaches was an
afternoon spent at Birmingham airport watching everyone else

zooming off on thek hols. What fun, en? Anyway, enough of this

waffle (I expect you've all had your summer holidays in far flung

places already) and on with the tips!

The good news this month is that there are two Top Tipsters

because I really couldn't make my mind up who most deserved the

title. The bad news however, is that you'll only be receiving £10 of

Software each. We do run on extremely tight budgets here you know.
These two lucky people are Paul Phillipson-Masters from Thornbury
m Bristol for his Equinox Tips and Chris Smith and Jason Bean (The

Industrious Hackers from Haxby and Pocklington) for their POKEs
on Stainless Steel and Spfit Personalities.

Cartographer of the month is Gary Orgen for his map of Dynamite
Dan II. Other mappers this month who deserve credit are Howard
Dean from Littleover in Derby for his Cauldron II map, Ian Huntirom
Purtey supplied another part of the huge Core map and Christian

Morris from Luton sent in one of the first Universal Hero maps. Quick
work there, indeed . . ,
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GAMES AT THE
SPEEDOFLIGHT",

LIGHTFORCE is for VENGEANCE
LIGHTFORCE is the Punishment Arm of
Galactic Fighter Command.
When a Terran-settled system at the edge of
the galaxy is seized by an alien force,revenge

comes in the form of a lone

LIGHTFORCE fighter

LIGHTFORCE confronts alien in a dazzling
battle above the strancje landscapes of the
Ice Planet,the Jungle Planet,Alien factories

and the impassable Asteroid Belt

LIGHTFORCE — at the speed of Light
- from FTL.

m0*9

SHOCKWAY RIDERS are the pick of the
street gangs ATHLETIC.AGGRESSIVE &

ARROGANT - as they cruise along the

triple-speed moving walkways that circle

the great MEGACITYS of the 2 1st Century.
THE ULTIMATE AIM OF EVERY RIDER

is to go "FULL CIRCLE" - to do that,he must
fight off the Block Boys,the Cops and the

Vigilantes - as well as negotiating the Speed
Traps and Rider Ramps erected by the angry

local residents!

SHOCKWAY RIDER is the most original

arcade game of the y$ar -

THE ULTIMATE FUTURE SHOCK!

!

*

LIGHTFORCEAVAILABLE SEPT. '86

SHOCKWAY RIDER AVAILABLE OCT. '86

SPECTRUM £795
AMSTRAD £r COMMODORE £8.95

FASTE1* THAN UGHT FTL faster than light, carter follis group of companies,
SEDGLEY ROAD EAST, TIPTON, WEST MIDLANDS DY4 7LU Tel: 021 520 2981 (4 lines)
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First things first To bem proper Girlie Tipster you need a hair-
drier end mirror in the office, just to make sure you look your
best, Hannah gets ready to meet Herpublic— but where's
Melissa? Powdering that huge conk, no doubt. ,

.

HEAVYON THE MAGICK

Infinite Stamina

Lots of people seem to have
cracked at [east one of the exits

In gargoyle's Heavy on the
Magick. If anyone's still having a
few problems wtth keeping Axil

alive, then here's some useful

POKEs from David McCandfess,
Type in the routine and then
RUN as usual and when the
game has loaded you will notice
that when Axil's stamina level

reaches zero he doesn't dial

This is very useful when BLAST-
ING monsters who have much
higher ratings then you do.

5 REM Heavy on the Magick
10 PAPER 0; INK 7; BORDER 0:

CLEAR 65535
20 PRINT AT 10,10; "START
TAPE"
30 LOAD ""CODE
40 PRINT AT 10,10; "STOP
FAPP
50LETI-0
60 FOR i=» 23296 TO 23431
70 READ a: POKE i,a: LET t -
He: NEXT i

SO IFto 16474 THEN PRINT
"ERROR JN DATA": STOP
9QCLS: PRINT AT 10,10; "RE
START TAPE"

100 RANDOMIZE USR 23296
1 10DATA 33,86,5,17,0,254,1,176
120 DATA
0,237,176,33,145,254,34,23
130 DATA
254,34,60,254,34,70,254,34
140 DATA
1 42,254,33, 1 41 ,254,34,36.254
150 DATA
34,45,254,34,117.254,33,116
160 DATA
254,34,126,254,62,206,50,1 13
170 DATA
254,62,220,50, 1 2 1 ,254,62,205
160 DATA
50.126,254,62,203,50,60,254
tfiO DATA
33,230,248.34,74,254,33,84,91
200 DATA
17,175,254,1 ,52,0,237,176
210 DATA
195,1 75,254,49,255,221 ,33

220 DATA
32,56.1 7,224, 1 91 ,62,153,55
230 DATA
205,0.254,33,205,254,1 7.0
240DATA
84, 1 ,22,0,237,1 76, 195,0,64
250 DATA
33,255,247, 17,255,255,1 ,0

260 DATA
165,237,184,62,24,50,198,129
270 DATA 49,35,94,195,35,94,0

Gosh, no sooner had we all sat

down to try and get Ricky Steel

through the various perils that

await him in Stainless Steel

when these POKEs arrived from
the Incredibly studious Hackers
from Haxby and Pocklington.

Chri9 Smith and Jason Bean have
devised a way to get infinite fuel,

infinite lives and infinite shields

for Ricky and his car. This

means that Ricky can never die

and can continue in the game
until it is finished. Gollee.

5 REM C SMITH AND J BEAN
10 REM STAINLESS STEEL
POKES
20 RESTORE
30 LET TOT »0
40 LET WEIGHT = 1

50 FOR i - 32768 TO 32814
60 READ a: LET TOT «
TOT+WEIGHTa
70 POKE i,a: LET WEIGHT -

WE1GHT+1
80 NEXT i

90 IF TOT< > 125222 THEN
PRINT "ERROR IN DATA":
BEEP 1,1 :STOP
100 CLEAR 24899
110 PRINT = 1; AT 1,3; "START
STAINLESS STEEL TAPE"
120 LOAD"CODE
130 POKE 60632,3240
140 POKE 60633,255
150 RANDOMIZE USR 32768
1000 DATA 33,128,1,33
1 010 DATA 0,17,228,236,237
1 020 DATA 1 76,1 95,21 3,236,1 75
1030 DATA 50,15,1 90,50, 1

6

1 040 DATA 1 90,50,1 7,1 90,33
1060 DATA 0,0,34,98,187
1060 DATA 50,100,187,34,132
1070 DATA 187,50,134,187,62
1080 DATA 195,50,103,183,195
1090 DATA 68,97

STAINLESSSTEEL
CHEATMODES
Apart from having a program for
infinite everything, Stainless

Steel has several cheat keys
which do more or less the same
thing. Phil Churchyard disco-
vered that by typing LOIS once
the game has started gives you
infinite Jives. Richard Drew from
Tyneand Wear wrote to say that

once the game has begun, hold
down the following keys before
you loose any lives:

STAINLZX You wilt now
have an infinite number of lives

and be able to use your shields
as many times as you like. Typ-
ing SILK all together at the
start of the game does the same
thing, as William Mitchell from
Banffshire in Scotland soon dis-

covered, while Jason Kitchen
reckons that if you press keys
Q A J K L I O P and ENTER all at

once when the game has loaded
then you get infinite lives, and by
pressing your shield key you get
lots of shields as well. Now isn't

thatjoify?

SPLITPERSONALITIES
Infinite Lives

This should come in handy for

all those people who haven'tyet
had the privilege of seeing
Fringe Andrew and Fergle

together; who can't piece
together Mick Jaggar, and have
no idea who's picture is

anonymously assembled at the
very end ofthe game. Those For-
midable Hackers from Haxby
(and Pocklington), Chris Smith

and Jason Bean have come up
with an Infinite Lives routine for

Spfff Personalities, the oqamfk
game which started life as Split-

Vng Images and had to re-chrls-

taned. Simply type in and RUN
before starting your Split Per-
sonalities tape and you can
romp through the game forever

without having to start again
when you die.

30 CLEAR 40000
40 RESTORE
50 LET TOT =0
60 LET WEIGHT -1

70 FOR I - 50000 TO 50079
80 READ a; LET TOT - TOT +
weight'a
90 POKE L,a: LET weight -
weight +

1

100 NEXT i

1 10 IF TOT< >382902 THEN
PRINT "error in data": BEEP 1,1:

STOP
1 20 PRINT - 1 ; AT 1 .3; "START
SPLIT PERSONALITIES TAPE"
150RANDOMIZE USR 50000
1 000 DATA 62,255,56,221 133
1 01 DATA 203,92,1 7,223 h2
1020 DATA 205,86,5,48,241
1 030 DATA 1 75,50,27,94,33
1040 DATA 0,0,34,28,94

1050 DATA 49,250,255,33,218
1 060 DATA 255,229,33,208, 1 91
1070 DATA 34,64.94,62,195
1 080 DATA 50.66,94,33,1 37
1090 DATA 195, 17,21 3,255,1
1 1 00 DATA 23,0,237, 1 76, 1 95
1120"DATA34,127,212,34

1
129

1130 DATA 212,33,160,212,34
1140 DATA 140,2*2,62,195,50
1 1 50 DATA 1 39,21 2, 195, 1 70,209
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I'm sure you aH know by now
that Phil Churchyard wrote Spin-
dizzy for the Spectrum. He clev-

erly Incorporated a cheat mode

in the game. If you press keys
PAT (Phil's Initials) once the
gams has loaded then you get
Infinite time. Good eh?

PYRACURSE TIPS

As promised, here's the rest of
the tips on Pyracurse as
supplied by M J Brock from
Peterborough. Last month 1 told
you how to get through the
Antechamber and the Shrine.
This issue there's the solution to
get you into the Sanctum and on
to finish the game.

THE SANCTUM
This is naturally the hardest sec-
tion. Go straight ahead to find a
key guarded by a new type of
droid which is very nifty on it's

casters. Lure this droid away.
Pick up the key with Professor
and exit up and left to a sealed
compound. Open the door by
using the key/key plate. Inside
you wiH find a static headless
guardian and a spinning globe.
This globe is not a weapon. Pick
It up with O'Donneil and the
guardian will follow him. Lead
this guardian into the new sort
of droid which you have just
found and he will kill up to a cer-
tain number of them and then
disappear. Lead all the charac-
ters left and down to an entr-
ance guarded by a *

'slow' ' droid

.

Follow downwards to find a
crystal guarded by three droids.

By using the "lure" method
manipulate O'Oonneli to pick up
this crystal and escape. Return
to this entrance.

Exit the Professor and O*0on-
nell right and downwards to a
compound containing a key and
another crystal. Lead O'Oonneli
In to pick up the key and the
crystal. Both inner and outer
doors will now close and droids
will be activated to pursue and
kill. Use the Professor to open
the inner door by use of a lever

found on the outside.
Using O'Donnell, manipulate

key in and around the key plate
to gain escape with the second
crystal. Exit both characters
down and to the right to find a
door guarded by a fast droid. By
"lure" method get the Profes-
sor safely inside using the key/
key plate.

Hereyou will find five spinning
globe weapons to be picked up
by the Professor and O'Oonneli.
Return to the other characters.
Lead all four characters up and
leftto find a door guarded bytwo
skulls. Pass the characters
through safelyas the skulls rise.

Here you will find a static skull
guarding a compound. Putting
Frosbie over the skull removes
the compound.
Lead O'Oonneli through and

right past skulls to pick up prism
{facing up). Lead Professor,
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(having picked up emblem) Into

the room on the right guarded
by skulls. Touch the pulsator
with the emblem. This produces
a spherical ball. Pick this up.
Lead the Professor out and you
will see the lever on the right

which releases O'Oonneli.
Before O'Oonneli leaves make

htm him touch the prism on the
floor with the one he already has
in his possession. This pro-
duces three fast droids but also
drops the door back into the
main compound.
The Professor, possessing

the globe, can now lead the acti-

vated droid in the main area to
the prism on the left which drops
the door into the final room. The
Professor touches the prism in

here to reveal the third crystal.

To find the fourth crystal, lead
the Professor back to the area
containing the lever just used to
release O'Oonneli. Here you will

find two keys. Lead O'Oonneli to
area adjacent to find a moving
droid guarding a key and a
transmitter. Bring these to the
Professor. Lead O'Oonneli to
take the transmitterand the key.
The droid is now activated.
Using the Professor and nearby
key plates release O'Oonneli.
Ignore first room. Activating this
droid simply produces enemies.
Lead O'Oonneli into the second
room, taking the two transmit-
ters. Touching the droid with the
first transmitter activates it.

Touching the droid with the sec-
ond transmitter reveals a third

transmitter.

Using key/key plate with the
Professor, gain entry to the last

room. Touch the droid In the
third room with the third trans-
mitter to reveal the fourth and
final crystal. Lead all the charac-
ters safety to the final set of
locations which are to the right.

FINAL GAMEPLAY
Find the three corridors. One
leads to a cup and a sphere. Pick
up both. The cup is the final cup
which revives Pericles. One cor-
ridor leads to a transmitter
guarded by four fast droids.
Safely pick the transmitter up.
Lead Daphne, the Professor and
O'Oonneli down this last cor-
ridor past moving slow droids to
find a door patrolled by a slow
droid. Using the Professor,
touch this droid with the trans-
mitter to lower the door. Go
through, dodging a scorpion to
find a skull guarding an entr-
ance. Pass through as the skull
rises to find a room containing
four static headless guardians
and a static crystal pnd a lever
which is down. Lead all three
characters safely into this room.

.: KA&IC 80GK

The four crystals already
found, when placed in the cor-
rect order on the static crystal
on the floor, cause the lever to
turn up. Unfortunately, as each
crystal is placed correctly one of
the headless guardians comes
to life. A safe method is to acti-

vate two guardians and lure

them down the corridor with
O'Oonneli. Activate two more
guardians and lure them down

the corridor with Daphne. The
Professor can then pick up the
final cup and pull the lever down
which drops the walls giving

access to the final room. Here
the remains of Sir Pericles are
guarded by a large assortment
of previously encountered foes.
Dodge these and reincarnate
Pericles by using the Professor
and the last cup and voila, you
have finished the game!.

i



DaringlyOriginalArcadeAdventure. It's What You'veCome

E7.95 BRN3B £7.95

Available now for Commodore 64 and
available soon for Spectrum 48.128 and
Amstrad.

©
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FIREBIRD SOFTWARE

FIRST FLOOR, 64-76 NEW OXFORD ST,. LONDON WC1A IPS

MAILORDER
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ROOfi, 64-76 NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON WClA 1PS.
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DYNAMITE DAN If

(MINI TIPS)

Here are some bijou mini tips for
Dynamite Dan If as sent in by
Paul Mathews from Watford.

They go vary nicely with the map
which Ian has very kindty been
working on "up in Art" with the
help of Gary Organ who sent the
map rn to me.

island One
The torch Jets you become
immune to theftfor a short time.
The drift uncovers a secret pas-
sage back to your airship Indi-
cated by an exit sign.
The food mixer gives you an

endless supply of food.
Bombsblow away safe doors.
Magenta monsters steei

magenta coloured objects and
red monsters steal red objects.
Clever.eh?
The torch, drill, disk and food

island One
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mixercan neverbe stolen. When
you have found the disk, go up
to thejuke box and a tune will

piay. Then find the fuel end,
using the secret passage return

to your airship. Walk towards
the right and you'll be magicked

to the next island.

Island Two
The ruby uncovers secret pas-
sages on this island, one of
which leads to the juke box.
The skull makes you invisible

for a short time.

Oxygen stops you from dying
when you fait into the water. You
will, however, return to the
screen underneath your airship.

Secret passages are quite
easy to find. Just watch out to
see whether a Nasty mysteri-

ously walks through a solid wall
and then you'll know that there's
a secret passage there.

Tips and maps of the rest of
the islands would be greatly
appreciated for the next issue of
CRASH. Pretty please.
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Last month I gave you the route
to get up to level four in Equinox.
This issue, however, 1 thought it

would be nice if I published
some tips that had been sent in

readers. Paul Phillipson

—

Masters from Thombury in Bris-

tol sent in the solution to the
final four levels. Now that the
Equinox POKE has been cor-
rected there's absolutely no
excuse for not get the lift. Go up
twice and go up in the lift Go
left, down, get spade, right,

right, out of lift, down twice, tele-

port Go right. Right out of lift.

Use spade on rocks. Get inter-

face 7 and go up in lift. Go up as
far as possible then go left, up in

lift, right, up and you're there!

LEVEL SEVEH

Get the credit and go left twice,

up and right twice. Use credit

and go lefttwice to get the dyna-
mite. Go right twice and tele-

port Go up and use the dyna-
mite on the rocks. Go right three
times and go up in the lift and go
up. Get the canister and go left

until you reach the chute. Dis-

pose of the canister and go right

to get the fuse. Go right again

and tele-port. Go up, right three

times and out of the lift to the
right. Use the fuse when you go
up and right. Go down and get
interface 8. Go up* left, left

down the one-way passage and
right for access to level 8.

LEVEL EIGHT

Go left, down, pick up creditand
go down. Use the credit go up
twice to get the dynamite. Go
down twice again and teieport
Go left, down, right and use the

dynamite on the rocks. Go up
and get the credit Go down,
right use the credit. Go left, get
the fuse, right and teieport. Go
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UNIVERSAL HERO
Mastertbonic's latest hit, Unhi- 3)
eras/ Were ia a close contender 4)
to their last epic budget game* 5)
Knight Tyme. if you're having
trouble getting your little space-
man off the asteroid then 8)
perhaps these tips from Simon %

i who lives In Essex will

help you on your way.Simon has
also included a map which to

fairly essential when it cornea to 1 3)
-arstandlng his tips. Take

away Simc

1) Take the switch

Take it to theroom with the
disk and force field

Use switch
Take disk
Take plunger
Take dynamite
Take ID card
Take wire and plug
Go to the rock room
Use plunger, drop plunger
Go to the computer room
Use plug then disk
Type Sf&rtibardtast (check
key presses as auto repeat is

quick)
Go and take the oil (Go right

1 5) Get the tap and the glass
1 &) Go to the room with the pipe
17) Use the tap
1 8) Go to where the water was

and go left to the pump room

20} Take the fuel
2 1 1 Go to the ship (make sureyou

athelDcri
22] Use the fuel

VRROOOOMMM. You are
now off the Asteroid.

Next issue I shall be printing the
solution for the Planet section of
the game, so send those tips
quick.

ie
of

I

'J

DYNAMITEDAN II

Infinite Everything

There I was about to ait down
and eatmy corned beef roll from
Crumbs (the newly adopted
CRASH "canteen"), when the
phone rang. Unfortunately all

the extensions have recently
been changed here at CRASH
Towers so making or receiving
a telephone call is no mean feat

anymore. Anyway, it turned
out to be none other than me or
mate, Phil Churchyard with a
rivetting routine for mirkorsoft's

Dynamite Dan II. Being a decent
sort of person I decided to put
away my lunch and type all this

in, just for you, dear computer
games POKEer.

10 CLEAR 2600
20 BORDER 0: INK 0PAPER 0:

left, up, left, down and use the
fuse. Go left, get the canister
and go right, up, right, down,
right, and teleport. Go down, get
the dynamite, go up, ieft, up,
right and teleport. Go up, get rid

of the rocks, then go left. Get a
credit from the dispenser- Go

down, use credit and teleport.

Go left, down, right, down, get
canister, up, left, up, right, tele-

port, up and go right. Go up in

the lift and dump the canister in

the chute. You will now be pre-
sented by the alt important mes-
sage:

WELL DONE. ALL THE CANIS-
TERS DISPOSED OF. THE COM-
PLEX ISNOWWELLAND TRULY
FIT FOR HUMAN HABITATION.
Phew . , . didnt even have

time to draw breath while I was
writing that. It was sooo excit-
ing

CLS
30 PRINT = 1; AT t3; "START
DYNAMITE DAN TAPE"
40 MERGE""
50 RESTORE
60 1 00 LET prog PEEK
23635 ~ 256*PEEK OF 23636
110 POKE prog + 193,201
120 RANDOMIZE USR (prog
176)

130 POKE 40077,201
1 40 RANDOMIZE USR 40000
1 50 FOR i - 23296 TO 23301
160 READ a:POKEi,a:NEXTi
170 POKE 29544,201: REM NO
CREATURES
180 POKE 29002,182: REM INFI-
NITE ENERGY
190 POKE 33170,201 REM NO
BLITZEN
200 RANDOMIZE USR 23296
500 DATA 49,36,94,195,144,108

Mr Churchyard also tells me that
when Dan picks up a pair of
Magenta boots it will enable him
to walk on water. With a bit of
fancy side stepping tt is also
possible to walkfrom one island
to another without having to
solve ail the problems first.

CON QUEST
Infinite Lives

Derek Brewster, our ace adven-
ture person's latest game, Con
Quest is a bit of a brute to get
through. These infinite lives

POKEs kindly sent in by Peter
Baldwin from Wimborne in Dor-
set might help you get further
into the game. Type theprogram
in and RUN. Then delete it line

by line by typing in the line num-
bers and pressing ENTER.When
you've gone through all the line

numbers up to 1 70 then type the
RANDOMIZE USR statements
(printed after the main program)
and then start the Con Quest
tape.

10 LET c - 0;BORDER 0: PAPER
0: INK 7: CLS
20 FOR a = 23296 TO 23355
30 READ b: POKE a.b: LET c -

c+b
40 NEXT a
SO IF c<>5806 THEN PRINT
"ERROR IN DATA"
60 DATA 221,033,000,064.017
70 DATA 000 027 ,062,255.055
80 DATA 205,086,005,221 .033
90 DATA 000,064,017,000,027
100 DATA 062,255,055,205.086
1 1 DATA 005,221 ,033,1 92,093
120 DATA 017,032,078,062,255
130 DATA 055,205,086.005.221
140DATA 033,224,1 71 ,01 7,031
150 DATA 084,062,255,0554505
160 DATA 086,005,062,060,050
170DATA 177,150,195,137,132

Type RUN then delete each line

and type:

1 CLEAR 23999: RANDOMIZE
USR 23296: RANDOMIZE USR
23347

start the Con Quest tape.
NOTE: DO NOT "NEW" THE
FIRST PROGRAM.
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DANDARE
The Mekon in Dan Dare
threatening all sorts of
things again. And poor old Dan
is ail on his own, without even
his trusty friend Digby to help
him. If you're going to stand any
chance of stopping that asteroid
colliding with mother Earth then
you'H certainly need these
POKEs from my chum Phil Chur-
chyard.

10 BORDER Q: INKO: PAPER 0:

CLS; CLEAR 25539
20 RESTORE
30 FOR i « 23296 TO 2331

1

40 READ a: POKE La
50 NEXT i

GO PRINT - 1; AT 0,6; "START
DAN DARE TAPE"
70 RANDOMIZE USR 23296
80 POKE 65326,201
90 RANDOMIZE USR 65032
100 POKE 4771031
110 POKE 46865,201
120 POKE 43526,0
130 POKE 42863,0
140 POKE 421 11,0
150RANDOMIZE USR 39OO0
500 DATA 221 ,33, 1 71 ,253, 1 7,9,3
510 DATA 62,255,55,205,86,5
520 DATA 48,241,201

Line 100 gives you infinite

energy, line 110 gives you
infinite time, tine 120 gives you
infinite ammunition, line 130 lets

you fall as far as you like, and
line 140 stops you being put in

prison in sector three when a

nasty gets you.

SPELLBOUND
(YetAgain}

After last month's Absolute No
Quibbling Solution for

Spellbound, I've received a
couple of phone calls informing
me that after all the trouble I've

gone to, people are still puzzling
over how to get past the tower.

Luckily Chris Edge from Wal-
lasy in Merseyside wrote in with
the way to get around it.

In order to get past the tower
on level four you must have the
two tumps of brickwork. To get
the bricks take Ekirand to D6
and after he has destroyed the
wall two lumps of brickwork will

be created, one on either side of

the hole. Take them both to B2
and drop them both. Pick up the
lower brick and leave the other
one where it is. The brick which
you've picked up can be used to
cross the pit in F7 along with the
platform which Samsun throws.
Chris also goes on to say that

jumping at the pictures in the
gallery will give you an extra 1%
of score and without collecting

these extra points it is impossi-
ble to get 100% in the game.
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Let's hope that that really is the
last I'll hear of Spellbound. Ever
(scream). . .

.

tPPERCORRECl
The ZX printer
This time it made me i

- sign In line]
oKEiPWHSfius, Also I

Rod advicetha t ifyou

STOP statement in

[then the POKEs work
L_again Sots and

lots of apoH^flBMftJZUf best
you know . .

.

Hope the tips and POKEs this month were of help to someone. As
usual all contributions greatly received. How about some stuff on
Scooby Poo, Nexor, Paperboy, and Trap Door. In fact anything you
like. There wilt be the usual rewards up for grabs, you lucky Tipping,
Mapping and POKEIng people. Also If Peter Roe who drew the Action
R&flex and Qhasts and Goblins maps fast issue reads this could he
please get in touch with me as I've lost his address and need it

urgently!

As always send your mall for my attention to HANNAH SMITH
(ASSUREDLY THE ONLY GIRLIE TIPSTER) CRASH PLAYING TiPS,
PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE, SY8 1DB.
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AN EXCLUSIVESPECTRUMSOFTWARE OFFER
FOR CRASH READERS!

Not only can you get your hands on these amazing all-time classics at a new super low
price, but you can have a badge and sticker with each game purchased! And on top of that, if

you order ALL FOUR of this month's selection— we'll send you a fifth game entirely free !

EwerymonthELITESYS-

TEMSare releasing four

budget games under

theirnew CLASSIC 2.99

range. Eachgame has

been carefully selected

because in itsday it was

asmash hit Now the

growing collection can

be yours ata superlow

price complete with

badges and special stic-

kers. And each month

there willbeafifth clas-

sic title ABSOLUTELY

FREE to CRASHwaders

who buy all four of the

months offer I

JASPER

This is a twenty-two screenarcade adventure
which includes platforms and Jet Set Witty
type ropes as well as a host of nasties to
avoid. You play the part of Jasper, super
mouse extraordinaire and have to scamper
round collecting and using objects in order to
complete the game and travel through all the
screens. Awarded a CRASH Smash back in
November 1984, this game was written by
Derek Brewster . . . you know, the fellow who
writes about adventuring for us!

3D TANK DUEL

The trio behind realtime began to make their

mark as masters of 3D techniques with this

Battle Zone clone. Arriving after Rommel's
Revenge and 3D CombatZone this version of

the arcade classic was adjudged the best of

all by the CRASH reviewing team in August
'84. Wire-frame graphics on the Spectrum
haven't been quite the same since this game
was launched — rated 83% Overall Tank
OueH a game no self-respecting Battle Zone
arcade master should be without.

&PECTI
SINCLAIR,

AMID GJRSOI
COMPA
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Retailers don't always have everything In stock
you might want, but « It'swtthln our power to get

It for you, then we will.ANY of the software
reviewed In thisORANY Issue ofCRASH can be

ordered by using the form below.

But to avoid disappointment, please ring first to
Chech availability of unusual Items I

CRASH Mail Order li backed by the resources of
Newsfleld Ltd, publishers ofthlsrnagatlrw, ZZAPI
64 and AMTTX, which has been supplying more
than 1 50,000 computer users with software for

over Z years, so you can be sure of the very best In
service.

There Is nom*H order catalogue InvoiiyedJust use

prices, just ring the number shownon the form

logueir
the prices quoted In the reviews In crash or the

lip*know retail price. Shouldyou have any querieson
'

ist ring the number shown on r'

and our stair will advise you

.

DISCOUNTS GALORE I

Anyone may take advantage ofthe discount
coupons on the form— £ 1 offorders worth more
than €20, and SOp off orders worthmore than £ TO.

Additionally, CRASH Subscribers are
automatically entitled to further discounts on

every item ordered. We make no charges for post
and packing fwithin the UK)

Nothing could be simpler—HM In the form today
and order whatever you IMce.

Order
What
You Want
from the
Largest Range
of Software
You
Could Ever
Wish Fori

''k \

.

Name .,.,,,

Subscriber No
f if applicable)

Aden ess

CRASH MAIL ORDERFORM
Telephone Ludlow (058<f

J
5620

P?ease send me the following items: BLOCK CAPITALS please

f

Please note: some software reviewed may not be available until its release
date. IFyou are in any doubt about availability, please ring first. We
cannot be hefd responsible for delays resufdng from late or non-refeaseof
titles when reviewed or previewed before their official release dates were
known.

Postcode

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
INI ORDfcR WORTH

MORE 1HAM£1

50R
Sorry-onlyONE voucher per order !

OFF Aft ..QRTH
MOPE THAN C10

me Software Hotfif v^nounr

All prices are as quowo under review headings
or known retail paces «mrj include VAT. CRASH
rrtakei no charge tor post artf packing Irtsrde the
UK. Customers in Contncntai Europe should
add the equivalent of ?0p per Item ordered.
Outsid? furope. please write first id that we
may acvise on postage rates.

Ptease roafce cheques or
postal oners payawew
NEWSFIEiOLTD '-?->

do not send any coinage.

Sub Total; E

Less Discount: £

Total enclosed; €

PI

CRASH MAIL ORDER, PO BOX 1 0, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB
do NOT enclose this form/payment with anyother correspondence to CRASH Magazine editorial, <

delay processing your order and may result In loss.
i It will only



BLAM!
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BLAM!
BOOM!
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IT'S WAR!
CRASH WAR WORDSQUARE

W CD E S T

I K R Q|_C ,
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Destruction is the name of the

game in MAWEGU's latest offer-

ing, Wftft The theme of the game
is to BC-SW10Y the evil EMP+ftt
which is waiting pensively to

attack and EXPLQDE-your craft to

ftHNjHJI ftTF all resistance. If you
manage to survive their fcA&ERS-
and BEf=EWGE systems then you
can hold your HfeAB up high and
return home a fc*6R$. NflCTOnvu
wlH be yours. So head for the

#PABs (twinkle twinkle) and
LAUGH (ha ha) in the face of

Below is a specially adapted

word square designed by your

ever faithful minion in the eternal

struggle to bring you lot lots of

freebies. This time those cheerful

chaps down at martech are giving

away 50 copies of their game
WAR, which is previewed this

month along with five very stylish

martech T shirts for the first five

entries pulled out of Graeme'sDoc
Marten Boot. Once you have
found all 14 words pop your entry

into an envelope and post it off to:

WAR, CRASH MAGAZINE, PC-

BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROP-
SHIRE SYS 1DB. Get them in by
October 23rd and you'll soon find

yourself going to WAR!

(

i

I

i
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P D o^C
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w N ft\
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NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE
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N'T GET
(US) GOLD RUSH!

I
Dear Guru Denise

I
I've been busily ticking boxes to tell you what Id like you to do Tor me:

J I would love to take advantage of this GOiDen offer. I would like

, you to have a quiet chat with your computer and issue me with a

! personalised pnren33«m™j^;fg»*tM»as* as soon as you

J can- 1 would like you to send me CRASH every month, starting with
1
issue No. (But I realise thatyou need to have received thisby 3id

1 October if my subscription is to start with Issue 34.

1
\ have ticked ONE box against a game from List A OR two boxes

* from List B andwould like you to arrange forAuntieAggie to send my
game(s) to me in a jiffy bag, totally separately from my first copy of

I CRASH. Aggie's eversuch a busy girt these days, so I realise it might

I take a little teensy while formy games to arrive. I've also enclosed a

I cheque or postal order for £14.50 made payable to NEWSFIELO

I PUBLICATIONS

LIST A— TICK ONE

WINTER GAMES
3 PENTAGRAM
3 KUNGFU MASTER

OR

LIST B — TICK TWO

MYSTICAL SUBSCRIBER NUMBER it is very

\

I P| I already own a
|

I healthy and it is:

'NO;... -

J But I'd still like to increase my US GOLD collection. So I've ticked
1 EITHER one game from ListA OR two games from List B and would
rl

like a jrffybag full of goodies to come winging its way to me, so here s

I'a cheque or postal order for £5.50 made payable to NEWSFIELO
» PUBLICATIONS.

'MuyraaiwaaMiiai^riifla^

BOUNTYBOB
BRUCE LEE
RAID OVER MOSCOW
SPYHUNTER

TAPPER
3 IMPOSSIBLE MISSION
BEACH HEAD il

I NO:

MY NAME IS: .

AND I LIVE AT:

and I'd like you to recharge ft Guru D. So here's my cheque or postal

order for £14.50 and I've ticked EITHER one game from List A OR two
games from List B. I understand it'll probably take JWfybag Aggie a

i week or so to get my goodies off to me. Meanwhile, please try and

! refresh my p^AtfeHMdtiageiaiaaMfliiiAitigEl as soon as you

Jean — I realise that if you don't receive this before October OTfl
"have to waft till Issue 35 before my Course of Softwareology starts"have to wart till Issue 35 _

"arriving the the mail again . .

.

POSTCODE
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ZX SPECTRUM

BACKNUMBERS
HII That CRASH Gap

3:April 84 •Missile Command games#Uvimj Guide*<Jode Name Mat

4:May 04 •The Quill Utilrty^Grapbics «timies«MicnKir1w# [Pengc'
games#Li»ing Guide

10:Nov 84 ©Battlefield Joystick— comparisons*Deus Ex Machina

17:Jun 85 •Benton Designs^Frankle^Spectrum «irgery#Sinclair Story
^•Knight Lore Map 1 •Underwurlde Map 2#Tape to Microdrive9Laonardo
Graphics utifity^Datel sound samplenBArtisL David Thorpe

18:Jut 35 •Gremlin Graphics profile*Artist Bob wakelin^Sinclair
TV^Tape Magaxinee^Leonardo utility part two*€RASHBACK looks again at
games in issue B^Gyron Map of AtriuirrfMflodwits round-up^And the cover
that had the Jehovas Jumping!

19:Aug 85 •WITHOUT PAGES 123,124^25 and 1 26. WTTH;«CRL
ProfiledWult out Olipostet— fighting Spectrum^Mirrorsofl Profile^lrtside
theTimex20tt»Round Up of BASIC compilers^On the Cover Artist Rich Slwn-
fteldHftMaps of Dynamite Dan and Shadowfire

20:Sep 85 •AUEN ft and DUN DARACtt maps^Electroflic Pencil Company
ProfiTe*Patt Two of BASIC Compilers Round up^The 64K Speetrum^Design
Design Autoprrjftte, Part 1•Rod Cousens interview

21 :Oct 85 •Previews of MARSPORT, ASTROCLONE, EUTE^NQDES OF
YESGD map^Hofografix profile— how to make a HolegramtCrashtJoftnaire
a na lysis^Platinum Productions profile

22:Nov 85 •Feature on small computer magazines— looking at the
opposrhon^Microdrive tips and hints in TECH NICHE and part two of the fast
storage teaturHiSusan Rowe is on the Cover^An inside look at Fantasy
Gamebooks

23:Dec 85 •Yisftto Melbourne House^Miflsongoet Surfing«The Design
Design autoproflla ends^Computer graphics feature — On The Cover is Dave
Beeson from Central TV^Scary cover and Scary Preview of Friday 13th

Xmas 1985/6 Mn the Cover Special— our very own Oliver Frey occupies
five pages^Profi le of the Gargoyle Games crew^Lloyd's Lookback, 1985 revi-
sited•Hewson Consuttants pmfile^Short slory^Festive Fun and Frolics

25:Feb86 •DureJI — Hie profile«A chat with the Microsphere
teanmDoubie Dose of Jetman^Gremlin Graphics bring a Hinja to the Spec-
trumOTECH NICHE looks at a FORTH add-on and examines extensions to ZX
BASIC

26:Mar 86 •S? BRIDE'S Proflle* A first look at the Spectrum 128^Mk>
ronet SfKHpRontarrtjc Robot's Mutttface One under scrutiny^Diary of 2186

2 7 :
Apr 86 •Massive 23 page Playing Tips Supplements1985 Readers

Awards resuHsSMel Crouchet irrterview^lntagine profile^Round up of I2BX
games^A visit to the first Play fiy Mail convention

28.May 86 •Update on Die Fanzine scene^MARTECH profile and
PLANETS prevkwriMMY Composite Video lirterface^lnsMe Cheetah's Spec-
Druiro»FRO«TUME Mini Stiategyback«CRASHTlONNAIHE 86 analysis

29:Jun 86 •first PBM MAILBOX and CRASH GALiiRY^SpecOrum list-

Mig^Homegrown sottware^ltEAUIME proflleSCompilations com-
pared^Maps of CYlU, SIR FRED, SABOTEUR and Parts 1 and 2 of TANTALUS

30: Jul 86 •More CRASkTRAIHBlRD Gallery^More Homegrown
Software^THE BIRTH OF A GAME; some early entrles9Good Games fay

DESIGN^Luna Jetman returns

maws 1, 2, 6, 7, S, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, IS are now out of stock.SORRY!
Back issues are going fast— better get your orders in quick. It's probably
worth telephoning if you want to order early issues, as we're getting short. And
ifyou missed issue 1 9, we can now complete the gap in your collection with a
trimmed down version, which has a tasteful sticker added to the front cover
announcing Die fact!

BACK NUMBERS SPECIAL OFFERS
•Any three or four issues ordered at the same time

— 40p off total

•Five or more issues ordered atthe same time— 20f> off each item.

PRICES

•ALL BACK ISSUESm&&}££SS

Skiwrtw £2,00 p* magarina

Post Coda M No

WUW tmm TO HUM TO TOrMWHlf latum*:

PImm tick the box next to the Issue numiien ttud you want:

Dto««i»acla11fltiD25D2«D2Tn2«D»n30

Number of Issues ordered

Leas discount if applicable

Total cost £

I enclose a Cheque or Postal Order for the TOTAL

DO NOT pay In cash— cheques or postal orders only please, made
payable to NEWSFIELO LTD. Please don't Include any mail order
requests with general post for editorial, competition entries and so
on, as it will almost certainty cause delays. Include your phone
number, rf possible, so Aggie can sort out problems quickly. Send
orders to the address below. Thank you. End of Public Service
announcement. . .

.

BACK NUMBERS
CRASH MAGAZINE, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW

SHROPSHIRE SYS 1DB
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WINNERSQgPRIZES

THE PERSONALISED ST CLIVE
Text from the first prize winner , .

.

to go with his St Clive Medallion

Can turn any menial into a
gleaming medallion man! Sim-
ply bare chest and hang it out
(.The MEDALLIIONH)
ft is a one off design, made in 24
carat gold and finest platinum.
Studded within are African

diamonds and randy red rubies.

Trouble is, it turnsyou into a gib-

bering bankrupted failure if

worn in the bath . . .

!

It comes complete with an
economy tube of gin-flavoured

tooth paste for that..

EXTRA SPARKLE!

Only £4,000,000

\ wt

The Saint carriesa Soeccy of sorts across the rtver of troubles. Gl«mm*r Shine Gfistan

PCWSHOWFREEBIES
Those winsome winners of 40
freebie tickets to what they cor-

rectly answered as being the 9th

PCW Show, will have already been
and gone by the timethey get their

sweaty little mitts on this issue. But

just so they 're not disappointed by

not having their names repro-

duced, here's a list of the lucky

forty;

J Khan, Eliesmere Rd, B'ham S;

Tom Oliver, St Mary's Way, SG7
6JF; Mark Bettis, Shire Close,

CM1 5FN; Christopher Stone,

Abbexhill Rd, DA15 9AX; Mr H
Jones, Fountains Garth, RG12
4RH; Paul Taylor, Holme Close,

AL10 91Q; Jamie W Cook,
Sanim, Berkshire; Noel Chifttni,

Middlegate Rd, PE20 1AR; Nick

Laslett, Chislet Forstal, GT3
40T; Paul Reeves, Regent Drive,

BH7 7ftW; Paul Johnson, Lucey
Close, RG3 6FF; Mr G P Craig,

Finlow Terrace, OD4 9NQ; MJ
Parker, Western Way, SG6 4SR;
Paul Johnson, Miiton Crescent,

RH19 1TU J Clayton, Mayfield

Rd, Cheshire; D Piatt, Hawks
Hill, SLS 5J0; Andrew Cal-

laghan, Como Rd, SE23 2JW;
Kenson Low, Langham Gar-

dens, HA0 3RG; Andrew Dudley,

Kingston, BN7 3LW; Gavin
Cameron, Cruickshank Cres-
cent, AB2 9BS; Andrew Cal-

l&ghan, Como Rd, SE23 2JW;
Philip Hancock, Chartemont Rd t

E6 4HE; Adam Vaughan,
Whittlebury Ct, NN12 8XQ;
Richard Haslock, Dial Mill Rd,

BS21 7EW; David Prescott,

Minard Rd, SE6 1 NR; Elliot Rose.
Clayhill Avenue, IG5 OLD; Chris

Lewis, Oakhltl Rd, KT21 2JG;

Anthony Stephens, Ralph Rd,
B'ham 8; Jamie Eastman, Stoke
Lane, BS9 3DN; A Ellerton, Love
Lane, DY82DA; L Phillips, Bower
House, Birmingham; Paul Har-

grove, Selwood Way, HP1 3 5XR;
Mr Siuwah Li, The Woodlands,
N12 QOU; Paul Laslett, Tudor
House, CT3 4DT; Nicholas Hart,

Airedale, W4 2NN; S Brayley,

Redway Drive, TW2 7NN; Khalid

Akram, Shelley Rd, OX43EA; Mr
Vinh Quan, Milner Square, N1
1TW, , D Martin, Munster Gar-
dens, N13 5DT; Malcolm
Stewart, Palk Walk, CH2 2EH.

Me box mi
The Dynamite Dan I! comp
attracted a lot of entries all of

which showed a fairly comprehen-
sive knowledge of music. The first

name out of the minion's hat

though was Miss T Robinson of

Leighton Rd, Hove who will have
received her jukebox at the PCW
show - presented by Captain Kidd

himself and Pat Bitton of wrrersoft.

I only hop© that they offered to give

her a hand to get it home. The run-

ners up will ail receive a set of the

top ten singles.

RUNNERS UP
N Tarbox, Elmshot Lane, SL1 5QZ;
Craig A Morgan, Ward Place,

NG18 5RF; W Van Rest, Hanbury

Rd. B93 8DN; Tommy Carrie,

Forth Crescent, DD2 4HZ; M Harri-

son. Maple Close, S051 8RZ.

1 28 SPECTRUM WINNER
ouk*sa»aoffered a 128 Speccy as

first prize for the person who gave

the right number of lock units on a
Tantalus Map. The most numerate
bod. who came up with 32 as the

correct number was Anthony
Cawood of Daleside Avenue,

LS28 8HD. The ten runners who
will receive a Quicks** games pack
grg

DA Smith, Chichester Rd, DN35
0JJ; Simon Tiemey, Crawford St.

W1H 1AL; Stephen Charles,

Elston Hall Lane, WV10 9HA;
Andrew Shand. Calder Place,

EH11 4LR; Carl Frew, Riverside

Rd, OX4 4UF; Alison Kent,

Langford Grove, SN3 1BT; Jeffrey

Belt, Falcon Lane, Stockport-on-

Tees; Kyle Heath, Wrtherford Way,
B29 4AW; Adam Muir, Main St,

LA6 2A£; Denise Weeden,
Chichester Rd, DN35 QJJ

MINION
STRIKES
BACK
CRL and ST BRIDES came up
with a competition with which to

get my own back on the purile

pranksters in the Crash office. The
winner was Richard Patstow who
must be feared by most of

Dimsdate St, SGI 4 1PH after

seeing all the fiendish ideas for

revenge he gave me, An enourm-
ous joke kft will be sent to him and
runner up jokette kits will go to the

following.

JOKERETTES
Stuart Garland, Yew Tree Drive,

BS15 4UA; Stephen Grant.

Osborne Rd, BN1 6LR; Martin

Read, Love Lane, Hants; Savvas
Tombouloglou. Girdlestone Walk,

N19 50P-, Stuart Hayes, Bourton,

BL1 3LB.

CHOCCYLOKICOMP
The scummiest competition in last

issue was set by Simon Goodwin,
our very own sweet-toothed Tech
Tipster. He's been known to

demand several pounds of choccy
chomp for writing just one page of

tips . . . Unfortunately as yet

though, he refuses to work for

peanuts. The lucky winner who
gets a chocolate computer is Neil

Smith of Robert Ave, PE1 3XY. No
prizes for runners up in this com-
petition but then who would want
what's left over?
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GLITTERING
MINION
Beautifying a minion is not a task
to take lightly and rajnbird and
level s (who are currently produc-
ing Jewels of Darkness) know this

to be the case with the non-
designer Crash team. That is why

theywere offering solid gold prizes
to anyone who could design an
item of jewellery to brighten them
up. First prize of a £125 jewellery
voucher to spend beautifying him-
self at the expense of H Samuels

goes to Matthew Hook of Rocky
Lane, Worcestershire. The second
prize winner, who will pick up a fifty

quid sparidies chitty, was Claire
Rrtchie, of Arthur View Crescent.

EH22 1NO and the third prize of a
£25 worth of glittering goodies wilt

soon be adorning Peter Cousins
of Shirley Avenue in Kent.

ADVENTURE CHART WRITE-IN COUPON
Please use block capitals and write clearly!

Name . > ,

Address

POStCOde TSHIRTSIZE

Send your coupon tot CRASH ADVENTURE TRAIL, PO BOX 10,
LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1 DB

My top five programs are;

TITLE VOTE OUT OF TEN

1

2

3

4

5

CRASH HOTLINE WRITE IN COUPON My top five favourite programs in descending order
Please use block capitals and write clearly? are;

J

I Name TITLE

I

I

I

PRODUCER

Address

I Postcode , ,,,>,,,,,.,„,

I

|
TSHIRTSIZE

!
Send your coupon to: CRASH HOTLINE, PO BOX 10,

I LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB
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FROMNAMTIR RAIDERS, TO
A BITOFBOWER WITH
BEARS THEN ON TO BAT-
MAN . . .ANDBEYOND
As was so often the case, it all began with a
2X81 JON RITMAN was working as a TV
engineer with Radio Rentals when they
decided to do some market trials on renting
out Ataris. Thinking there would be a need for
specialist engineers if home micros caught
on, Jon bought himself a ZX81 in January
1982 to find out for himself what these com-
puters were all about . .

.

The bug caught Jon very quickly— he spent a week staying up till

two in the morning, motoring
through the manual that came with
the 2X81, then scampered out and
bought aRAMpack and abook on
machine code.

Within six months, Jon's first

game was complete and Namtir
Raiders (Ritman backwards, ged-
dit?) was launched by artic. Then
the Spectrum came along and Mr
Ritman, flushed with the success
of his first attempt at serious
games programming, wrote a
Spectrum game—ARQ. It was
never released, but his second

Spectrum game, Cosmic Debris
made it into the shops on the artic-
label before CRASH appeared in

newsagents. Three more Ritman
games were published by artic
during 1983— 3D CombatZone,
Dimension Destructors and Bear
Bo /ver. Bear Bovver established
Jon as a class Spectrum program-
mer, scoring 90% Overall in the
days before Smashes (Issue 3), it

was a highly addictive platforms
and ladders game with state-of-

the-art animation and excellent
graphics. Mr Ritman was soon to
referred to as ' 'Ace Programmer'

'

on the pages of computer

The bearded Jon Hitman take*m haH-tlma break from being
interviewed andJoins MATCH DAY co-creator Chris Clarke for
* Mi of trash air. The duo arm "Over the Moon, John"at the
prospect of transferring theirprogramming skill* to m now
footballsimulation tor the Spectrum,and aspect to be signing
with High Street stores In time for Christmas

magazines. . .

.

In 1983 Chris Clarke, one of the
founder members of crystal com-
puting which evolved into the pre-

sent day design design, moved to

AfiTic, working on the business
side of games software, rather
than as a programmer. Chris and
Jon and were involved in the mar-
keting of BearBowerandthey got
chatting about the sort of games
that should be written on the Spec-
trum. They reckoned a good foot-

ball game was called for.

The duo looked at the Commo-
dore 64 game, International Soc-
cer, and talked to distributors who
backed up their theory that what
the Spectrum needed was a
decent footie game. Chris had
been programming on aZX81, and
after a bit of thought he and Jon
decided to go it alone, leave artic
and write that Spectrum football

game.
Oneweek after they started seri-

ous work, artic released World
Cop Football. Disaster foomed up
large ... or did it? ' We weren't too
worried, once we had seen it", Jon
confesses,
Jonand Chris beavered away at

Match Day, confident that they
could write a highly playable foot-
ball game.When it arrived, before
Christmas two years ago, the
CRASH reviewers werewell impre-
ssed butdidn't quite givethegame
aSmash. A mistake. Amistakethat
we all nowadmit in CRASHTowers—more than eighteen months
after it was first released, Match
Day still makes regular appear-
ances in the Hotline Chart and
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Uoyd still getsthe odd nagging let-

ter, saying the we under-rated it

way back in issue 131 A definite

classic , .

.

Jon's basic approach to writing

a game explains, in part, why
Match Day is still so popular,

'

' I

don't like games with difficult con-
trols— it's like having an adventure
that doesnt understand words, I

like producing a good game, and
I'm a perfectionist One of my
specialities is playing games, I

suppose, and I getannoyed ifthere

are too many controls toagameor
if it's not fun to play, I get really

aggravated, so when it comes to

writingagame I take a lot of care in

getting the feel right."

Jon starts a new programming
project by planning the gameplay
— some programmers are prog-
rammers first of all, and tend to
write for their own technical satis-

faction: they're keen on program-
ming and gameplay often comes
second. Simon Bratell, of design

design works that way round, and
finds a game to go with a techni-

cally excellent programming feat,
' *

I build the gameplay firstand
then fit a story around It in the last

week, People who just write a
game to a scenario have got it all

wrong in my opinion. . .we ended
up spending nearly all the timeget-
ting the gameplay right on Match
Day"
MatchDaywas very successful

,

which took some of the financial

pressures from the Ritman budget
and Jon found he could afford to

work at a more leisurely pace, "I



A classic 3D game: BATMAN, Jon Hitman *rite* his Z8Q code
in a modular fashion on Mm development system, with the
screen, keyboardandsound routines at ampmmtmmodules
thai interact with the core code. Although he writes for thai

Spectrum, when it cornea to converting to other280 beted
machines tike thoAmatrmd or Einstein, /rt * matter of weeks
rather than months to get the conversion running

saw Knight Lore soon after I'd

finished work on Match Day and
decided 'this is the sort of world I

tiketo see a game in— it's just [foe

playing a Disney cartoon
1 "

' The
germ of an idea that became Bat-

man nearly eighteen months tater

had been sown . , . Serious work
on the new game began around
Easter last year
Jon worked with a friend of his,

Bernie Orummond on the Bat-

man project—

'

l Bemie used to

draw just for fun ," Jon explained,

"and I asked him tf he would be
interested in doing some graphics

for me. He agreed, and I let him
have acopy of my drawing utility

forthe Spectrum.Acoupleofdays
laterhe came up with the first Saf-

man graphics.

"Bemie works in an unusual
way—he just sort of scribbles ran-

domly on the screen and then
looks to see what's there. It's a bit

like the Rorschach test, where
people are shown ink blots and
asked if they can see pictures in

them. Bernie might spot some-
thing that looks like, say, an eyeb-
row and start building upa charac-
ter. Two hours later he's got a
finished graphic! He's a perfec-

tionist too, though, and can easily

spend a day changing a couple of

pixels,"

Batman took an awful long time

to write.
'

' I tend to work in intense

spurts,' ' Jon admitted,
'

' I don't like

to put a problem down until it is sol-

ved. And I did have three months
off between August and October
last year— I just wanted a rest . . .

There was a one month delay over

the licence as well

—

Batman is

not a superhero— he's got no
superpowers— he's a detective.

The people who own the rights are

very careful about what they let

people do and everything had to

go to the States first for approval
Batman wasn't a stunningly

original game in terms of concept,
but it fared very well at the hands
of reviewers— the game has
appeared on the Spectrum,
Amstrad, Amstrad PCW and on
the Einstein. "It's difficult to create

something differentThere are only
sb< or so basic types of game, and
three ofthem aredownto uuimate
—

I have got a lot of respect, for

them. As games designers, Chris

and I are always looking for new
directions in terms of gameplay
but it is difficult to move off in a new
direction, I'm not an innovator—

I

take a synthesis of good points.

With Batman, take a room for

instance: everything you need to

solve it is in the room. I try to design

a game for everyone, for the

games buying public. I get a lot of

satisfaction from writing a game
and pleasing people— afthough

the money's nice!", Jon adds.
"A lot of people spend six or

eight months on a game and then
two or three days at the end, put-

ting the rooms together. The end
result may be technicallygood , but

the gameplay is often bad—
people seem to get fed up with a

projectand wantto get it out ofthe

door, I can never really tell how
long it willtaketo complete an orig-

inal game, in the last week of the

project I get some friends along to

play the game and then alter it— in

the case of Batman, I swapped a
lot of rooms around when my
girlfriend had played it

'

'it's difficult to remember that

not alt players are experienced
game players, and not everyone
has seen Knight Lore in the case of

Batman for instance. I need to

watch someone who's never
played that sort of game before—
the most simple problems take
some people ages to work out."

What of the future? Nowadays,
the team or project approach with

lots of people co-operating on a
single game seems to be popular

with some companies. Could Mr
Ritman find himself in a staffjob as
part of a team, rather than a free-

lance working at home in front of

his Micro Mini development sys-
tem?

'

' No,The trouble with the

team approach is that the game
designer doesn't know the limita-

tions of the programming. 1 enjoy

being a jack of all trades, playing

the intellectual/technical role if you
like, as well as the creative side.

!

look at the market an then add
technical expertise."

No doubt Match DayTans have

already spotted the Match Day
challenge laid down by Chris and
Jon— we should be inviting a
selected few high-scoring readers

to Ludlow for a play off againstthe
programmers in the next few
weeks. Jon and Chris still play

Match Day themselves, but

against humans rather than
against the computer: "I can still

play Match Day against a human;
it's no fun playing Batman or

Match Day against the machine
any more. In the next football

game I hope to have the machine
intelligence at a level where I won't

be able to beat it
...

"

Nextfootball game?^ it 's true!

The men who brought you Match
Dayare currently working on a

football simulation which has the

working title Thraeandlnbecause
the gameplay follows the rules of

Three and Inf Bernie Drummond
has been roped in to help on the

graphics and Chris and Jon hope
to have the game ready in time for

this Christmas. There will be two
players to each side, and the ani-

mations are going to be large. At

the start, the first task is to pick

yourteam— the computerised
footballers each have their own
playing and passing skills, and the

choice of players will influence the

outcome of a game. One. two or
three people will be able to play, tfs

early days in the development at

the moment— butJon is keen to

getas much realistic detail intothe

game as possible: the players will

run around looking behind them,
for instance,

1
'

I wanted to incorporate

machine intelligence into Three
and In", Jon explained, " but Iwas
a bit scared to begin with. Then I

sorted out a few lines of code
which basically Instructed the

computer player to run for the ball

and then kick it. Thirty seconds
after the little program had been
loaded, it scored a goal against
me, I laughed for fifteen minutes

Footand Mouth is the other

game currently under production

at chateau Ritman,Thegame stars

thetwo halves of a symbiotic crea-

ture— Foot, and Mouth—and
they look like a human being split

at the waist when they are

together. F and M have been split

apart by an evil being, and the ulti-

mate aim Is for them to reunite.

Each half the the composite crea-

ture has special abilities and there

will be two control methods in the

game, one for Foot and one for

Mouth.
The game is going to use the

same 3D viewpoint as Batman,
and will be room-based, only this

time Jon is aiming forat leastthree
hundred rooms. Three kinds of

puzzieare plannedforF&M—one
kind of puzzle that Foot can solve,

onethat Mouth can overcome and
a third that can only be solved by
Foot and Mouth together, once
they have been reunited as a com-
posite being.
Two games from 'Ace Program-

mer' Jon Ritman In time forChrist-

mas! Now there's a treat for Match
Dayand Batman tans . ,

.
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'

on a micro music show

Mr Bates takes a peek
at a couple of books
from the babani sta-

ble, invites you to do a
bit of delving into the
works of datel's
sound sampler and
rounds up some 128
musical software.
Next month he reports

SEEHOWTHEYRUN
..or48 into 128 won'tgo

As one or two of you have been at pains to point out to
me (and as our TECH TIPS wunderkind has explained)
not all musJc software and hardware runs in the 48K
mode of the 128. What is needed here, I thought, is a
swift roundup of the more common music utilities and
a bit of advice on what to do if yours won't run on your
newly prized 128. Just for good measure I've thrown in
some previews of what will be happening on the 128
music field.

5ome SpecDrum owners will Tina

that their beloved drums won't run

an the 128. These nan-compatible
untts come from the first batch of

SpecDwms made. When you
bought it is not terribly important

as it has to do with slock rotation

in particular stores and areas that

determines which version you
have. However the fault fs easily

remedied by sending your old

software and a cheque or postal
order for £199 to cheetah market-

ing, 1 VVIIIowbrook Science Park,

Crickhoweit Road, St Motions, Car-

diff, whereupon it will be instantly

modified, If you actually bought
the SpecDrum with the intention

of running it on the 128. then asuit-

able pleading tetter should per-

suade chcctaw to do the upgrade
forfree. Jotfy decent is what Fsayj
The datel Sound Sampler has

further problems as the hardware
needs to be modified because the

126 interface routes the power to
different pins. Those of you wish-

ing to update your sampler can do
so by returning the hardware com-
plete with C4~to datel. Units 8/9.

Fertton Industrial Estate,

Dewsbury Road, Fenton, Stoke-
On-Trent, for complete t28 sampl-
ing satisfaction.

I managed to catch datel in the
midst of programming a com-
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ptetely revamped Sound sampfor
for the 128 with many extra fea-

tures including easier command
mode, greater band width
response and filtering, sound sam^
pies dump to tape and up to 3 sec-
onds worth of sampling. As of my
phone call it will have a sample edit

and loop option as well as a 90
note sequencer. All this and more
to be reviewed in a forthcoming
issue.

Since the demise of Wham! the

duo, melsourng house now mar-
ket Wham! The Mu&c Box as The
Music Box. No problems are
reported on compatibility but a
new 128 version ts available a full

review should appear on these hal-

lowed pages soon.
Other companies reported ho

problems, xm and ehm*s MIDI inter-

faces seem quite happy as does
romantic robot's Music Typewri-

ter. Olivers Music Box\$ in the
pipeline for the 128. Fromthe smal-
ler companies 9 spoke to. the gen-
eral reaction seems to be one of

waiting to see which way the Sug-
ary winds will blow in favour of the
128 and Its marketing future. More
companies are being chased even
as you read this, and news on
updates and modifications will be
brought to you posthaste.

TALKBACK
In qui** response to my request
for Spectrum-generated tunes, a
couple of compositions worth a
mention have turned up in CRASH
Towers ; First off the mark was
Ernie Pollard from Liverpool who,

a modicum of equipment and
a datel Sound Sampler has
derived a pretty neat tape of toons
thai creates a nice atmosphere,
{Maybe grounds for a competitron
her©— who can come up with the

origmai and creative tape

using only the datel). Lrke other
owners of the sampler, he asks
several questions which TECH
TIPS and f are co-ordinating

ety on. We should come up
with a Few answers soon — Mr

win has the CRASH datel at

present far in-depth destruction

testing! News from owners regard-
ing their own modifications to the

m inadequate software would
be welcome, so we can share the
knowledge . ,

MACHISMOAND
THEARTOFZED80

If you wore born with a soldering

bit in your teeth and spoonfed with
flux, then FA Penfold has written

just the books for you. Computer
Music Projects and MIDI Proj&cts
are two short but densely-packed
books full of techno-speak regard-
ing the construction ofadd-ons for

the Spectrum, amongst others,

that wilt turn your computer corner
into a mass of hi-tech spaghetti
inside a week.
The music projects book is

roughly in three sections. One
deals with older synthesizers and
how to build interface devices that

use the control voltage in/output

of the synth as a controlling

device. The second section gives

a series of projects that build up to

form the component parts of an
electronic (analogue) drum kit,

again micro controlled while the
third gives ways of building your
very own sampler and, albeit a bit

crude, a digital synthesizer, There
is a final chapter to this book all

about MIDI the author obviously
thought the better of this and, it

became the first chapter in his next
tome MIDI Projects.

This popular (well it is in two
books!) chapter deais with the

basic format and protocol of MIDI
and its modes, A sad omission
here is the lack of a complete
breakdown of codes common to
all MIDI instruments. The rest of

thebook deals with building a MIDI
interface and how to interface

MIDI instruments. All fascinating

stuff. I hear you say.

As we all know, the big thing with
all interfaces is the governing
software, and here the inventiveMr
Penfold is horribly thin on the

ground. A novice could have the

Impression from reading this that

all a MIDI program for real-time

sequencing needed was about
eight lines of program. Although
the author does sort of explain

what is needed, the coverage
given is very, very simple as
regards the programming.

I suspect that the fun is to be
had getting around all the
headaches that do-it-yourself

electronics plus programming can
give you. Both these books are
published by Babani Books Ltd
and cost £2.95 each. Interestingly

enough, the Computer Music Pro-

jects book has a copyright of 1885— so it is obviously a return to Vic-

torian Values for these circuits.

>roj*ftt£\
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This month Simon
Goodwin passes on
tips for 128 owners,
programmers, Spec-
Drummers and joys-

tick junkies.

SHORT

MORE 128 SECRETS

Back In June I explained how
Spectrum 128 owners could use
some new editing functions with-

outsplashing out £20 on akeypad.
Since then several readers have

been experimenting; I can now
pass on details of 1

3
' secret ' func-

tion s which you can access by
pressing combinations of keys on
thenew rnachi ne. Someofthenew
codes have the same effect as my
original ones but they're easier to

enterasthey don't useGRAPHICS

ons
mode.
The table lists the fundi

independently discovered by
Charles Wlltbe and David Clark.

Michael Pacey also found five of

There's just ons keypad func-

tion which no one has been able to

find on the standard keyboard—
the signal to move the cursor ten

lines down the listing. Td be
interested to hear from anyone
who has tracked this down.

Undocumented Spectrum 128 editing functions.

AND SWEET
Tips Galore

Function

Beginning of nextword
BegInning of previousword
Up ten lines

Downten lines

Start ofline
End of tine

First fare

Last Iine

Swap between screen areas

Delete this character
Delete word to the left

Deleteword to the right

Delete to start of line

Deleteto end of line

Keys

EXTEND SHIFT J
EXTENDI
EXTEND

P

Unknown!
EXTEND SHIFT 2
EXTENDM
EXTEND

N

EXTEND T
EXTEND SHIFTS

EXTENDSHIFT K
EXTEND

E

EXTEND

W

EXTEND

K

EXTEND

J

BREAKING NEWS

In July I printed some tips on dis-

abling the Spectrum BREAK key.

I've had a flood of letters saying

that the best answer is POKE
23613,82. That makes the Spec-
trum ignore the BREAK key com-
pletely— but, as I suggested orig-

inally, it's notmuchgood in serious
programs, because it loses its

effect after GO SUB, RETURN,
RUN and CLEAR, and it probably
won't work at ail if you've loaded
anything into the top of memory.
Mark Jones came up with the

best compromise between this

and my original suggestions. His
code causesthecomputerto reset

if BREAK is pressed. CLEAR and
RUN disturb it, but GO SUB and
RETURN work fine.

Mark's tip overwrites the ' return

address' on the stack, which it

finds by looking in the system vari-

ables. Unlike the others, it works
when there's code in the top of

memory, as long as you CLEAR
space before you execute these
lines:

LET TOP - PEEK 23730 + 256*

PEEK 23731 -3

POKE TOP, 0;POKE TOP + 1 ,0

You can make the computer run a
machine code routine, instead of

resetting, if you put the address of

the routine at T and T+ 1 . This can
be useful if you're using a bit of

BASIC to save and load informa-

tion from a program that's mainly
written in machine code.

STEREO
SPECDRUMMING
I've been playing with the ' syn-

chT/ feature of the SpecDrum
recently — this lets you control the

timing of the machine With

recorded clicks. If you've got a
multi-track tape recorder you can
build up stereo drum patterns very

quickly. I've been using a Vesta
Fire MR 10, although the trick will

work just as well with a Fostex X-

15 or any other multi-track recor-
der, A normal stereo recorder is no
good, because you need at least

three parallel tracks.

Start off by writing a monodrum
pattern, containing all the sounds

you want to use. Save the result

for reference on one cassette track

and the timing pulses from the

Spectrum cassette port on
another track, Then edit the pat-

tern, deleting all the drums which
you only want to appear on the
1

left-hand' stereo track. Record
the result on a third track, playing

the timing pulses from the tape

back into the cassette port so that

the recordings are properly syn-

chronised.
Finally, re-load the original pat-

tern and remove all the drums
which you want on the " right-hand

'

track only. Synchronise and
record the result, if you play the

last two recordings through the

Right and Left speakers of a HiR
you'll get a brilliant stereo effect,

Code to replay Specdrum samples.

1000 RESTORE 1050: BASE * 59000
1010 FOR I = BASE TO BASE + 23
1020 READ C; POKE I, C: NEXT I

1030 STOP
1050 DATA 17, 0, 12, 33, 175, 104, 243,

6

1060 DATA 9, 16, 254, 62, 128, 134, 211, 31
1070 DATA 35, 27, 122. 179, 32, 241, 251, 201
11 00 POKE BASE + 2, 3 + 4*(T-130 OR T-132)
1110 POKE BASE + 8, 9
1120 PAUSE 0: RANDOMIZE USR BASE: GO TO 1120
1200 POKE BASE + 2, 8 + 4* (T=130 OR T=132)
1210 FOR l=t TO 14
1220 POKE BASE+8,1
1230 RANDOMIZE USR BASE: NEXT I

1240 STOP

NEW RHYTHM
METHOD
If you hate perfectly-timed robot

drumming you may be interested

in another neat synchro tnck. It's

easy to change the tempo of a
whole song but. on the face of it,

there's no way for the SpecDrum
to give the variations in tempo that

a real drummer could produce. M
Hopkins has the answer!

First enter your song into the

SpecDrum, then set up your cas-

sette to record in the usual way.
Select the main menu and tap

briskly on the F or S keys, varying

the rhythm as you wish. Every time
you press or release the key a

short timing pulse is recorded. Tap
your way through the whole song,

then play the pulses back into the

computer with Synchro turned on
— the drums will play, keeping
perfect time with the tapping you
recorded.
M Hopkins reckons that you

could get a similar effect by
recording short BEEPs generated
from BASIC, but he hasn't tried

this yet.

NEW IDEAS

Several people have written in ask-
ing about SpecDrum sound editor

programs. In June I printed a tiny

machine code routine that lets you
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toad and save SpecDrum sounds,
editing them at will, The code was
the bare bones of my own sound
editing program; many readers

own.
We don't print long listings in

CRASH, and we're not going to

change that rule— printing is a silly

way to distribute software. I'll con-
tinue to mention what people have
done, so that their discoveries can
tngger further innovations. Maybe
we'll put together a Tech Tips tape
one day soon, rather like the Play-
ing Tips cassette , - . who knows?

SPECDRUM
EFFECTS
Lots of people want to work the
SpecDrum hardware from their

own programs, in response to
much pestering I've written 24
bytes of machine code which can
be used to play ANY sample
through trie SpecDrum hardware,
with no need tor cheetah's own
software. The new code will work
anywhere in the top 32K of mem-

The code assumes that the
sample has been loaded with the
routine printed in the June
CRASH. You can read the sample
from another address if you make
appropriate changes to the fifth

and sixth codebytes. Likewise you
play groups of samples by loading
them one after anotherand adjust-

ing the total sample length, stored
in the second and third bytes of
the code.
Best of all, you can change the

POKttnq different numbers into

the ninth byte of the code. The
value 9 gives the normal pitch;

smaller numbers give higher
pitches (apart from 0) and higher
numbers give deep sounds. The
POKE changes the speed at which
the sample is played back.

This code could be used to play
back absolutely any sound with
HiFi quality, as long as you can
write the sound as a sequence of

volume levels. You could add bril-

liant sampled effects to arcade
games. Ofcourse, only Spec I

owners would get the benefit, hut
the SpecDrum is very popular, so
it should be worthwhile for some-
one to produce a game with Spec-
Drum effects. If you play with the
new code you'il quickly realise
how good this could sound.
Use the routine listed in June to

load a sound. Then GO TO 1000.
to store the replay routine at

address 59000.
Alter the value of BASE if 59000

is not a convenient address. GO
TO 1100 will play back the sound
whenever you press a key. GO TO
1 200 will play it back at steadily

decreasing pitch: this sounds
good with a tuneful sound, like one
of the timbales from the Latin kit,

Lots of other interegting effects are
possible.

Miles Jacobson and Stephen Hill

have written in to ask how they can
redefine the entire character set
used by the Spectrum, ratherthan
just the 21 user-defined graphics.
The first step is to load your cho-

sen character set into memory. A
standard set contains 96 charac-
ters, from code 32 (space) to code
127 (copyright). Each character
definition consists of 8 bytes, just

as for a user-defined graphic. So
the whole font takes up 96 * 8 -
76fl bytes.

Assuming there's nothing
already loaded, CLEAR 64599 wiH
reserve space for a font from loca-
tion 64600 upwards. From now on
III say BASE instead of 64600 —
substitute whatever address you
have chosen.

Ifyou've already designed anew
font, use LOAD " " CODE BASE to
load it. Otherwise it's a good idea
to copy the standard font into the
new memory, so that you can see
what you're doing as you re-define
characters. This code copies the
standard font;

FOR I = TO 767: POKE I * BASE,
PEEK (I + 15616): NEXT!

Finally, you must force thecompu-
ter to use the new font, rather than
the old one. You do this by POKE-
ing a value256 less than BASE into

addresses 23606 and 23607:

AUTOFIRE JOYSTICK WIRING:
View from solder side of interface circuit board

Back of Socket

SLOT EDGE CONNECTOR

NB Thejoystick socket may bethe other
way up on some interfaces

POKE 23606, BASE-256*INT
(BASE/256)
POKE 23607, INT (BASE/256)-

1

You can now redefine any charac-
ter by POKBng addresses from
BASE onwards. The first eight

bytes describe the SPACE charac-
ter^ so POKE BASE + 7, BIN
01010101 will put a dotted line at

the bottom of every space charac-
ter, and so on.

AUTOFIRE
This month's £20 of software goes
to Jamie Neil, who has worked out
how to adapt any joystick interface

to work with an 'autofire' joystick,

like a Quickshot II. You should not
make this modification unless
you're using an autofire joystick

,

and there's no point making it it

the autofire already works.
The autofire circuit needs a five

volt power supply in order to work.
This power must be sent down a

pin on the joystick socket which is

not normally used. The required
pin is the second from the left In

the row of four, if you view the soc-
ket from inside the joystick inter-

face on the solder side oftheboard— with trie row of four pins below
the row of five.

To make the autofire circuit

work Jamie just soldered a wire
from the 5 volt supply on the edge
connector to the relevant pin on
the back of the board, The five voH
supply is on the lower side of the
edge connector, on the third pad
from the right. There should beone
other pad between the 5 volt one
and the slot in the edge connector.
The diagram shows where to

solder the wire. The orientation of

the joystick socket may vary
depending upon the make of your
interface, but the wire always goes
to the same pin. Don't connect the
wire if that pin already appears to
be used — you mtght short out
some special function of your
interface.

END OF FILE

I'm in the throes of moving house
at the moment, so this column has
been written slightly ahead of
schedule. I hope to be able to
report on cheetah's long-awaited
sound sampler next month.

I tryto reply toas many letters as
possible each month, but I can't
promiseto answerthem all. Please
don't ask me to design hardware
or wrfte programs Just for you.
because I haven't got the time.

Secondly, please send an SAE if

nwi nt a personal reply. Write in

. ou'd like to add anything to
comments this month or want to

pass on a tip; a good suggestion
could win you £20 worth of
software of your choice.
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THE COUNTDOWN TO DESTRUCTION HAS BEGUN

Lead the toughest commando squad of all time in a desperate battle to save the World
from destruction. Time is running out as you fight your way through the Enemy's
labrynthine fortress. You'll need skill, firepower and raw courage to find and destroy the
vital computer complex on which the Enemy's terrifying power depends.

Spectrum • Commodore * Amstrad £9.95

•^

Available

from your local
[

software stockist

In case of difficulty, direct from John Darvill

Macmillan Distribution Ltd Houndmills, Basingstoke RG21 2XS.
Make cheques and postal orders payable to Macmillan Limited and state the

machine version you want



netailers
London/South Fast

'Chips' Direct Data Ltd. 53 Rugby
Road, Worthing, Sussoc BN1 1 5NB.

HS SCA
Ultima, Unit 28, White Lion Walk,
Guildford, Surrey, HS SCA
Suburbia . 268 Streatfield Road , Kenton

,

Middles** HA3 9BY. HS SCA
Speedysoft, The Blacksmiths. Radnage
Common, High Wycombe, Bucks HP14
4DH . ft 024026 3703

.

HS SA
Software Plus, Liberty Shopping Mall.
Bast Sq, Basildon, Esse*; 336 Chartwell
Square, Southend, Essex; 72 North
Street, Romford, Essex; 22 Si M
St, Ipswich, Suffolk; Boulevards, Har-
pur Centre, Bedford, Beds; 49 High
Street, Gillingham, Kent. S SCA
Software City. 47 Cheap Street, New-
bury, Serks, RG14 5BX. S SCA
Slough Computers, 245 High Street
Slough, Berks SLI 1BN. ft 2H94

HS SCA
Shekhana Computer Services, 221 Tot-
tenham Court Road. London WIR
9AF. ft 01-8003156. HS SCA
Saga Systems Ltd, 2 Eve Road, Woking,
Surrey GU214JT, HS S

Readers Dream, 100a Harlington Road
West, Feltham, Middx, ft 01-844 07R0.

HS SC
Barry Paul, Leather Lane Music Shop,
67 Leather Lane, London ECl ft 01-

405 1270. S SCA
Octopus Software. Unit 31, In-Shops,
High Road, Wcaldstone, Middlesex.

HS SCA
The Micro Workshop, 12 Station
Approach. Epsom. Surrey KT19 SES,
ftl el . Epsom 2 J 533 HS SCA
Harlow Computer Centre. 17 Staple

Tve, Harlow. Esses, CM187LX.
HS SCA

JKL Computers, 7 Winsor Street.

Uxbridge, Midd* UBS 1 AB, HS SCA
Games World, 129 King Street, Ham-
mersmith, London W6 9JG ft 01-741

4467 HS SCA
Gallery Software, 1st floor, t40 The
Arnd&lc Centre, Wandsworth. l-nnoon
SW18. HS SCA
M, D. Cooper, Computer Software and
Rerail Saies, 63 High Street, Kempston

.

Beds , * 0234 85201 7. HS SCA
Canvey Software, Harrner Arcade,
Roman Road, London El HS SCA
Canvoy Software , Canvey Market, High
Street. Canvey Island, Essex. HS SCA
Alan Bedding Photography^Software,
37 Mile End Road, Colchester, Essex,
*0206&5K>- HS SC
Bracknell Computers, 44 The Broad-
way. Bracknell, Berks, RGJ2 IAG-

HS SCA
Nimbus Computing. 6 Station Road,
West Wickham, Kent. ft 01-777 3160.

HS SCA
Discount Software, 120 Lord Street,

Hoddesdon , Herts EN 1 ] 8NP. HS SCA
Logic Sales Ltd, iMJhe Broadway, The
Bourne, Southgate. London N 1 4. S DI-

SK 4942. HS SC
Virgin Games Centre, 100 Oxford
Street, London WIN 9FB, ft 01-637
7911

Virgin Games Centre. 157-161 Western
Road, Brighton BNi 2BB, ft 0273
725313

Virgin Games Centre , e/o Burtons, 140-
144High St , Bromley, Kent. ft 4606895
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Virgin GamesCentre , TopMan , Oxford
Circus, 172 Oxford Street. London Wl

.

ft 01 -927 7826.

Stewart Electronics, 83 Penny Meadow,
Ashton-nnder- Lyne, Lanes, ft 061-339
050* HS SCA

P.V. Microcomputers, 104 Ahbcv
Street, Acerington, Lanes. HS SCA
McSoft, Unit 46, Moorgate Indoor Mar-
ket, Moorgate, Ormsktrk, Lancashire.

HS SCA
Macb II. Langam's. St George's Pre-
cinct, Preston. HS SCA
Lancashire Micros, 89 Euston Road,
Morecambe, Lanes, HS SCA
Computer World (UK) Lid, 208 Char-
ley Old Road, Bolton, Lanes BL1 3BG.

HS SCA
Book Bargains, 31 St Andrew's Road
South. St Amies, Lanes. S SCA
A.A. Discount Software, 112
Marlborough Street, Ashton-u-Lyne,
LancsOL70HA.®061-33023"6. S S
Bit Byte Computers, i44 Wilton Street.

Northwich, Cheshire CW9 5N9. HS
SCA

City Software, 66 Lime Street. Liver-

pool LI UN. S SCA
Computer Games Shop. 3 Royyl Osik

Buildings, Waterloo Road, Blackpool
FY4 2AO.*02534tt738, S SCA
The I.itticwoods Organisation pie.

Church Street, Liverpool 1.70 1AQ (and
selected stores |

,

HS SCA
H & B Software, Unit 191, Upper
Rochdale Market, Arndale Centre,
Manchester M4 2EB. S SCA
HAD Services, 1338 Ashton Old Roa rf

.

Higher Opertsbaw, Manchester Mil
UG. S SCA
II. W. Luxton, 236 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool LI 5 5AH. ft 051-733 1135

S SCA

South South West

K:LNh-K.uts, 77 East Street. South-
ampton. S SCA
Computerbase Co., 21 Market Ave.
City Cent re, Plymoulh PL 3 1PG . ft07S2
672128. HS SCA
Gateway Business Systems Ltd, 6 Sta-
tion Road, New Milton, Hants BH2?
6JU, HS SCA
Gerard's Software at Corsham D.LY,
Centre, 8 The Precinct, Corsham. Wilts
SN13 0AS , «0249 712650. HS SCA
Montage, 8 Holyrood Street, Chard.
Somerset TA20 2AH, S SC
Manor Park Enterprises, 82 Meilstoek
Avenue, Dorchester, Dorset. HS SCA
K & K Computers, 32 Alfred Street.
Wes«on-s-Mare, Avon. * 0934 419324.

HS SCA
Kintech Computers, St Tudy, Bodmin,
Cornwall PL30 3NH. HS SCA
Judya Records & Computer Software,
Unit 29. Exmouth Indoor Market,
b'xmouth . Devon . ft Eixmouth 264593

.

S SCA
Fal-Soft Computers, 8 St Georges
Arcade. Falmouth. Cornwall. HS SCA
Games Jnc, 9 Frankfort Gale.
Plymouth, Devon, PL1 JOA, S SCA

i .e Box , &7 Sidwcll Street, Exeter,
Devon. HS SCA
Computer Services, 9 The Green, Credi-
ton

r DevonEX173LH, S SC
Virgin Games Centre, 18 Merchant
Street, BristolBS1 3ET. ft 0272 294779.

Virgin Games Centre, 103-105 Armada
Way. Plymouth. ft 0752262817.

Soft Spot Ltd, 5 George Street, Ban-
burv, Oxon OX169YT. ft 0295 68921

HS SCA
I Imii-vscu Computers Ltd. l7UnionSt,
Hereford HS SCA

Fast Forward, 29 Smith Street, War-
wick , Warwickshire, HS SCA
Fast Forward, 39 Parsons Street. Ban-
bury, Oxon. HS SCA

wtaCcnta, 17 Campbell Street,
He Iper , Derby DE5 1A P. HS SCA
D.J .S. Micros (Mail Order), 28 High St.

Harrington, Northants NN6 9NU.
HS S

Gordon Harwood Computers, 69/71
High Street, Alfreton, Derbv DE57DP.

HS SCA
Northampton Home Computer Centre.
58a Wellingborough Rd, Northampton.

HS SCA
"Die Software Centre, 1 Lock Up Yard,
Derby. HS SCA
Allen James Computers, 831 Stratford
Rood, Sparkhill. Birmingham Bl I

4DA. ft 021-7785737. HS SCA
Comtazia, 204 High St. Dudley, West
Midlands DY I 100. HS SCA
Bull Ring Computers Ltd, 1 Waterloo
Terrace. Bridgnorth, Shropshire WV16
4FG HS SCA
R & B Computer Software. 6 Waterloo
Road. Hinckley, Ufe». HS SCA
Computer Market, 27 Goosegate, Not-
lingham. » ffl HS SCA
Honevseit Computers Ltd, 17 Union St,

Hereford HR1 2BT HS SCA
Intoto. 1 Heathooat Street, Hockley.
Nottingham NG1 3AF. HS SCA
Long Eaton Software Centre, 9t Col-
lege Street, Loitg Eaton. Nottingham
NG104GE. HS SCA
Microware, 5 St Peter's Lane, Leicester.
Also at Venture House, 7 Leicester Rd,
Loughborough, and Fords, 191/195 Vk-

.ntrcLowerParliamentSt, Not-
tingham HS SCA
Virgin Games Centre, 98 Corporation
Street. Birmingham B4ftSX, ft 02 1-236
1577

North Bast

V. K. Software Exchange Club. SAEto
55 Tunwell Greave, Sheffield S5 9GB

S SC
TrcaNurc Chest. 220 Beverley Road
Hull, N. Humberside HU5 IAH

S SCA
Tomorrow's World, 15 Paragon Street,
Hull , N . Humberstde WU 3 3NA

HS SCA
Thirsk Home Computer Centre, Roval
Oak Yard, Market Place, Thirsk. N.
Yorkshire Y07 1HQ. ft 0845 25332.

HS SCA
System 7 Electronics, r>64 Anlaby High
Rd.Hull.N. Humberside.IIU36UZ,*
0482 508687 H SC
A & A C Slobbs (Computer DeptL 39/
40 Upper Precinct, Blaydon-on-Tync,
Tvne & Wear NE21 SBT."»(»1 4143107
HS SCA

Stockton Software Ltd, 14 West Row,
Stockton-on-Tees, Cleveland TSJ.8
1BT. » 0642 606166 HS SCA
Starsoft, 2c Walnut Road. Thornc . Don-
caster, S- York* DN8 4HW. » 0405
8!6970 S SCA
P E.A.K. Electronics, 222 York Road,
Hartlepool, Cleveland. HS SCA
Microtron, 9 Gillygate, Ponteftatt, W,
Yorkshire, HS SCA
Mterobytc Software Shop, 36 County
Arcade, Leeds LSI 6BH, and 19a Lower
Warrengate, Wakefield, W. Yorks.

S SCA
MarCliffComputers, 43 Stockton Road,
Sunderland SRI 3NR, « Sunderland

HS SCA
David Llewellyn, 24 Winchester Ctose,
Great Lumley, Chester-le-Strcct. Co.
Durham. s S

Ken Green (News & Computer
Software), 26 Fowler St, South Shields,
Tync & Wear, HS SCA
Datarnate Ltd, 2 Delaval Terr, Blyth,
Northumberland NE24 1DL. « 365846
HS SCA
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The Computer Shop, 7 High Friars,

Eldon Square, Newcastle upon Tync
NE1 7X& « 091 2616260. HS SCA
The Computer Shop, 224 High Street.

Northallerton, N. Yorks DL7 81.U.
HS SCA

C.H.I. P.S. Computer Shop. 151-153

Linthorpe Road, Middlesbrough,
Cleveland TS I 4AG. HS SCA
Virgin Games Centre, 94-96 The Brig-

gate, Leeds LSI 6BR. » 0532 432606.

Topsoft. Computer Software, 3

HambleKinjan Yard. Stockton-on-Tees.
nd. HS SCA

East AriKlJ

Sudbury Micro Systems. 64 North
Street, Sudbury. Suffolk. HS SA
Logic Sates Ltd, 6 Midgaie, Peter-
borough PE1 1TN, ® 0733 49696,

KS SCA
Micro Phone, l4Plowright Place. Swjf-
fham, Norfolk, and Alctiss Furnishing
Centre, Norwich Rd, Fakenham, Nor-
folk. HS SCA
Viking Computers, Ardnev Rise, Nor-
wich, Norfolk. HS SCA

Camelot Software, Cae Ymryson. Caer-
narvon, GwyneddLL552LR. S S
Cwmbran Computer Centre, 3/4 Ven-
tnor Road, Old Cwmbran, Gweni.

HS SCA
R- M, Ehrenzeller, Sounds Good. 1

Middieton Street, Llandrindod Wells,
Powys, S SCA
LC.C5. Software, 23 The Otntrl

Riverside Market, Havcrfordwr-i.
Dyfed . « 0437 2543. HS SCA
Merthyr Computer Centre, 110 High
Street, Merthyr Tydfil, Mid Glamorgan,
1 0685 82230. HS SCA

James Clark. 6 Bridge Street, Dun-
fermline,Fife. S SCA
The Computer Depot, 205 Buchanan
Street, Glasgow Gl 2JZ, S 041-332
3944. HS SCA
Inverness Computer Centre, 5 Meal-
markei Close, Inverness IV 1 IHT. S
226205. HS SCA
The Micro Shop, 257 Dumbarton Road,
Partiek, Glasgow Gl 1 6AB, « 041-334
6163, HS SC
Mobile Micros ('Marketing} Ltd, I East
Back Street, Bishopmill, Elgin, Moray.

KS SCA
Soft Centre, 2 Bruntsfickl Place. Edin-
burgh BH1OWN. S SCA
Software Connection. Argyle " Centre
Market, Argvle Centre, Glasgow G2
8AU. S SCA
Vies. Independent Computer Supplies,

31/33 South Street, Perth PH2 8PD
•0738 36704. HS SCA
Virgin Games Centre, 172 Union Street

,

Aberdeen AB1 tQT, ft 0224645S5J

Vrrgrn Games Centre. 28-32 Union
Street, Glasgow Gl 3GX. ft 041-204
0866

Chatty's Computer Corner, Qareab-
bey, aarecastlc, Co. Clare, * 065/

20806 S SCA
Darryn Rcid, Leisure World, Romanos
Building, 6 Queen Street, Belfast, N.
Ireland HS SCA

'omputer Studio, Kosanciccv Venae
la, 1 1000 Beograd , Yugoslavia . S SCA
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WINA DAYOUT
PLAYING SOLDIERS .

Piranha have just released Strike

Force Cobra m which four com-
mandos stomp around a robot

infested complex trying to extri-

cate a number of digits which
make up a password that might

just save the world. Naturally this

mission is no easy task, so an elite

group of mercenaries has been
recruited for Strike Force Cobra.

At the start of the game you have
to choose who to include in this

super-team from a list of names
and case histories presented on
the screen.

When the game was stilt being

written, piranha invited a few

select members of the computer
press along to become digitised.

Sounds painful, but all it means is

that certain 'celebrities' had their

ugly mugs incorporated into the

frontscreen of the game, And one
was none other than our own
hack/mercenary, the man with the

dirt on everyone. John (Hunter S)

Minson.
What we want you to do is tell us

which of the mugshots on the

Spectrum screenshot featured

here is based on Mr Minson ... Ifs
not as easy as it might sound
though, because John's visage

was heavily painted and little bits

were stuck on just to make identifi-

cation a mite harder!

And there's more. We want you

to come up with a colleague for
' * Mad '

'Joe Kawatski, EstherStem
and their chums. This could be a
member of the CRASH team, or a
fictitious Ramboid character of

your very own creation. Whoever
you decide should join the Strike

Force team, send us a piccie

(photo, drawing, digitised image or

videotape— whatever you like} of

them. Include a few lines of biog-

raphy like the ones at the begin-

ning of the Strike Force Cobra
game, and we'll judge which ortbe

is best suited to join the team.

(We'vesupplied an example here.)

And the prizes? Cooo, im-

press-ive. Two winners will get the

chance to spend a day playing

Combat Zone courtesy of pmamha.

The idea of this is to ffing yourse-

lves around a combat area shoot-

ing the opposition. Fret not, gentle

reader, for no blood is lost in this

conflict. The guns used to shoot at

'the enemy' fir© paint, not bullets,

so by the end of the day a very

messy time ishad by all. The even-
tual objective is to capture the

opposition's flag and declare

yourselves the victors. These two
winners also collect their very own
piranha Sweatshirt, an all. . . .

ZZAP! and AMTIX are going to

come along with their Strike Force

Cobra winners, so the day should

be a good one! We mayeven invite

Melissa Ravenflame so that the

battle of the Girty Tipsters can be
sorted once and for alL She'll

probably wimp out though, Hke
she did at the PCW Show. , ,

.

Fifty copies of Strike Force
Cobra go to the runners up, so
don't be too disappointed if you
don't collect one of the top two
prizes. . .

Send your entries to SPOT THE
MINSON. CRASH. PO BOX 10,

LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE, SY8
1 DB so that they reach us no later

that 23rd October Make sure your
entry fights to the top of the pile,

eh?

NAME: Sergeant Ross '
Crusher'

'

McWatt
NATIONALITY: British

DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH: 8
June 1 957, Glasgow, Scotland

HEIGHT; 5'10"

WEIGHT: 178 lbs

BACKGROUND: Combat experi-

ence with the ScotsGuards du ring

the Falklands campaign of 1983.

Transferred to the SAS in 1 983,

Expert in counter hi-jack and hos-

tage rescue techniques. Currently

training NCO at SAS Hereford.

I

I

I

I

NAME ......

ADDRESS

......•

..............r

POST CODE*.. ........ SHIRT SIZE ... ..........

I
THINK JOHN MINSON IS

I

I

I

I
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NEWSTRATEGIES
t really can be fun to watch the microcomputer
games world from a removed vantage point I've

touched upon this ground before but let's just have
a little look at the latest manifestation ofan age-old
marketing dilemma.

$ Ifyou have a listen to your local commercial radio
station (for we must take the commercial airwaves
as a suitable comparison), you will notice music
programs concerned with Folk, Country & Western,

and perhaps Jazz, tucked away at the end of the day's schedule.
Most of the music on these programs is specialist interest with only
the occasional well-known tune coming up. However, when a well-
known tune does come up, you think no less of it for being on a
Specialist program, you just accept it for being the highly pleasant
material it is. No-one thinks any worse of Sting for producing a
ja^z-inspired album, and it certainly was commercial, as tts Number
1 position in the American charts testified.

Now, back to computer games, and we have another outbreak of

MINDSTONE

the 'don't tell them it's an adventurewe want it to sell like an arcade'
syndrome. This mental angst has it that adventure games sell far
less than arcade games BECAUSE they are not called arcade
games, and takes no account of the facts which only relate how very
poor adventures sell next to none and good adventures sell very
well. It just so happens, due to the likes of the Quill, there are more
opportunities for the uninitiated to produce poor adventures.
The syndrome is sad because many adventure games really do

sell in tremendous numbers; Heavy on the Magick is a true adventure
and it has maintained a healthy chart position for months. If it con-
tinues to do well no doubt it will cease to be an adventure and slide
over to join Lords of Midnight in the 'successful: strategy 1 camp.
Redhawk, from Melbourne house, was deemed too important to be

classified as an adventure, and so was reviewed as a mainstream
game. The game can not be counted a chart success and so the
attempts to confuse games players, and to ensure no adventurer
plays it, have presumably succeeded.

Dark Sceptre is the latest non-adventure about to hit the streets
and the latest release not to take into account the public's total

disregard for such classificatory pedantics— they will buy a good
game no matter what the title. Let's hope for less text and graphic
products, and more adventures.

Producer: The Edge
Price: £8.96
Author: John Pitcher

The edq£ have brought a touch of

class to the staid old adventure
with a wide choice of options on
play and some pretty pleasing
graphics and sound effects. Load-
ing up presents you with the
options of Kempston/Sinclair
Joystick or Keyboard control.

Although the icon option with joys-
tick and little on-screen arrow may
be the slicker looking of the two, it

is in fact the keyboard option
which, once ail the key assign-
ments are mastered , plays the bet-
ter.

You are Prince Kyie leading your
band of loyal warriors in search of
Nemesar, your younger brother,

and the Mindstone he has stolen.

Members of the trusty team which
accompanies you are called upon
by pressing numbers 1 to 4 in

Keyboard Mode, a mode made all

the more attractive by way of its

keeping the strength and psyche
attributes of a character up on the
screen (making the S for Status
key superfluous). Gold reserves
are also shown on screen but this

is the same for each team member

as it is a team figure. The team
consists of Kyle, who has average
to high values for strength and
psyche at the start, Merel, who has
the highest strength but lowest
psyche, Guin who averages in

both, and Taina, who has the low-

est strength but the highest

psyche. Strength, clearly, is a
measure of competence in com-
bat but you may be puzzted at the
word 'psyche' which turns out to

be an indication ofhow well versed
the character is in spell lore.

During play all attributes can be
altered with strength being
increased by eating and drinking,

psyche assisted with meditation
under the right conditions, and
gold pieces can be accumulated
by mining or alchemy. If you are
finding it difficult to attain gold by
these means it's worth noting how
buying provisions and artefacts

can be made less damaging by
bartering, which entails offering

slightly less for an item than has
been quoted. For example, I

acquired a Royal Orb from a pixie

for the bargain price of 36 [a dis-

count of 3 gotd pieces) while a gol-

den arrow cost 53 as opposed to

the 56 gold pieces price quoted by
a voyager.
EXAMINE and LOOK are two

commands used often in this

game. EXAMINE tells you some-
thing about the location you are in.

It tells you if something is blocking
your way (a crocodile, locked
door, or block of ice and so on) or

whether a trader is present LOOK
tells of any objects lying within the

present location but spells, being
of the magic world, are transpa-
rent to the LOOK command.
Instead spells are indicated by a
brief flash of a spotted square at

the side ofthe screen, possibly the

only example of tatty presentation

and design in the wholegame— it

Theteam passes through a leafy forestglade on the quest for
theM-ndstone— feeling tairty rich, no doubt, with 1 19p
of gold between th&m
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Insfde the village mystic's store. The pulldown option menu
andinventory overlay appear on the bottom haltol the screen

very much hasthe look of a feature
grafted on late in the developmen-
tal stage of the game. The 'hand'
icon, indicating the presence of an
object, isn't much better, and
these two features together
require a certain amount of vigi-

lance for what is otherwise a
slowfy paced adventure game.
There is some animation within

the picture window along the top
third of the screen. A character
selected to perform moves across
the screen from far left to right

either to take a drink from the bar,
attack a woif or an ore or whatever,
or cast a spell to smooth the way.
The animation wouldn't win any
cartoon awards but is amusing
enough.
Mindstone is a game which

really impresses graphically. In

play, as well, it is most engaging
(although this comment can only
be attributed to Keyboard Mode
which is far more pfayabte then the
slicker looking Icon Mode) with

some very pleasant sound effects.

The game doesn't allow for the
team to go their separate ways.
and the posteron offer can only be
described as a waste of paper (or

a joke), but mostly everything else
about Mindstone is truly impres-
sive

COMMENTS

Difficulty: easy
Graphics: good
Presentation: superb
Input facility: keyword or icon
Response: fast

General rating: slow start but
really engaging onceyou get into if

Atmosphere 77%
Vocabulary 89%
Logic 93%
Addictive quality 86%
Overall 89%

Producer: Mastertronic
Price: £1.99
Authors: Clive Wilson &
Les Hogarth

You might, like myself, be pleased
to learn that mastertronic do not
put out Quilled games in the belief

that people, even at this price,

expect better. Giving games
players a little bit more is com-
mendable as this offering not only
has quitegood graphics and a very
readable redefined character set
but also provides icon control over
the common adventure com-
mands. There are, unfortunately, a
couple of things which fet the side
down.
The storyline isn't as appealing

as it might be with the excuse that
you're having a dream (see title)

papering over a whole host of
unconnected locations and prob-
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lems. But by far the most damning
fault of the game is the input sys-
tem which almost defies a correct
input. The auto repeat effect on
entries and the cunous DELETE
system, which enters your input
when you're trying to correct
words, conspire against you to the
extent where you feei like giving
up before you've really started. On
some occasions lines seem to
enter themselves as if the compu-
ter was fed up with you struggling
with the program's inadequate
input routine!

The look of this adventure is

really quite sophisticated for a
£1.99 game. The icons are well-

designed and fit nicely around the
picture which, if not always
detailed, is generally colourful. All

of the compass directions can be
chosen via arrow icons, cassette
functions can be called upon via

the quit icon and everyday adven-
ture commands such as LOOK,
ENTER, LEAVE, GET, DROP,
EXAMINE, HELP, USE and PAUSE
can be called upon via shapes

ranging from a clenched fist and
magnifying glass to a bed (this last

is for PAUSE).
You kick off in the place where

every human being is at their best— safely out of harm's way, hap-
pily snoring in bed. Here though,
' happily

' may notbe the right word
as it looks like another adventure
nightmare, 'A sudden thirst awa-
kens you and rising for a drink you
fall out of bed into an ocean. The
bed drifts away into the mist. You
see shoreline ahead'. After
struggling with the input system
for ages you might pick up a
spade, dig the sand and get a face
smiling at you from a bucket
Avoiding the jaywalker's fate you
might then get around to working
out how the bike can be started, or
perhaps you just push it away
{well, I thought you deserve a clue
if you've struggled with this input

system for anything longer than
five minutes). At the checkpoint
you will no doubt meet the follow-
ing: 'You step onto the gravelpath
but the crunch ofyoursteps wakes
the banditandyou are arrestedfor
non-possession of passport. You
are sentenced to hang from a tree

until you wake'. Needless to say,
any attempt to do something as
useful as CUT ROPE comes up
with the witty 'Your sword is being

repaired".

7777 is not such a good game
because it fails in the one area
which is vital to smooth, unruffled

adventuring— a competent input

system, This game's entry system
is fraught with difficulties and one
or two inconsistencies (like the
question of the comment which
says you can't go north when you
had no recollection of attempting
that direction). As such the game's
viability must be questioned even
at such a low asking price.

COMMENTS

Difficulty: the most difficult thing
is coming to terms with the atro-
cious input system
Graphics: alright for a cheap
game
Presentation: good
Input facility: verb/noun and icon
Response: fast

General rating: flawed

Atmosphere 45%
Vocabulary 50%
Logic 65%
Addictive quality 55%
Overall 58%
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Without music, graphics
and sound the Board
Game has become the
most popular in the

world.
Now it has them.

"Over 3,000 questions of no vital importance,"

Available now on
Spectrum 48/128K Commodore 64/128K

BBC iB I Amstrad CPC
Cassetteand Disk

John Menses

and all local stockists

HORN ABBOT
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HUNCHBACK THE
ADVENTURE
Producer; Ocean
Price: £7.95
Authonlan Weatherbum,
Simon Butler

A3 you might expect from a firm

like ocean this is a step above the

usual adventure game in terms of

presentation. In many other

respects, however, it is pretty run-

of-the-mill stuff with the usual

blend of objects and problems to

be tied up together (although the

first part of this three part adven-
ture has more objects than prob-

lems}. The game follows in the

footsteps of its arcade
namesakes, but this offering has
more in common with Never End-
ing Story, what with its 'events

1

window on the left of the picture

and up to six objects displayed on
the right. These are laid on top of a
tableaux depicting Notre Dame
cathedral and can go as far as car-

toon-like Biffs and Bops emanat-
ing from the scene where you, the

hunchback, take on one of the

many guards. As with Never End-
ing Story, I think the trendy display

and atmospheric redesigned

character set go a long way in

compensating for any flat-footed-

ness in plot.

In short Quasimodo has to find

and rescue Esmerefda, This

entails completing the three parts

in the correct order, Firstly hun-

chback must escape from the

cathedral set in the heart of Paris,

made famous by the Victor Hugo
novel of 1831 . This involves side-

stepping or disposing of the

guards sent to harass you by the

evil Cardinal and his spineless lac-

key the Bishop of Notre Dame, if

you survive that ordeal you then
make your way under the city of

Paris until you reach the Cardinal's
mansion. Finally you challenge the

Cardinal and rescue your

sweetheart Esmerelda,
Not only is the game itself

polished but the instructions on
the cassette inlay are truly superb.

The story-telling and gamesplay is

related m a much more profes-

sional way than is often the case
with adventures, and useful details

like acceptable verbs are included

making it easier to make a proper

attempt at the game.

Not all gamesplay is sweetness
and light though; the silent key
entry is error prone. This is in some
way countered by the DELETE not
needing the CAPS SHIFT depres-
sion, but not entirely. Another irrit-

ant is the lack of an EXAMINE
command without which much of

the interaction with the adventure
is lost,

8y the far the greatest offering

Hunchback has as an adventure is

its humour. Take these two loca-

tion descriptions in the first part:

'Standing in the front aisleyou can
see to the east the altar and to the

west the centre aisle which is

pretty impressive considering you
have only got one eye' and 'you
find yourself in a bedroom that is

decoratedin earlygothic tack. The
wallpaper is garish and clashes
with the duvet and the fluffy slip-

pers are just too passe! . . . Lying

on theground is a strange tattered

book entitled Evil Worshipping for

Beginners ', Even the Inventory list,

which complements the picture

tokens above, shows some good
turns as in 'An oldmusicbook enti-

tled Bell Ringing for the Deaf' and
how about Zen and the Art ofGuil-

lotine Maintenance, a book which
no doubt predates the one all

about flowers and motorbikes and
how to link them by going loopy,

Hunchback the Adventure is an
attractive, stylised adventure with

much humour and a great amount
to play, what with it coming in three

parts. It won't enthral adventure

freaks but it will keep many a

novice chuckling before they get

the hump.

COMMENTS

Difficulty: not difficult

Graphics: unusual, very attractive

Presentation: very pleasant

Input facility: verb/noun -

Response: fast

General rating: superior adven-

ture

Atmosphere 90%
Vocabulary 78%
Logic 86%
Addictive quality 85%
Overall 86%
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FUTUREZOO
Producer Clwyd Adventure Software
Price £7.95

A new company of keen adventur-

ers, this one, set up to produce
challenging adventures which
keep to their own critical stan-

dardsand provide value for money.
There's only one thing wrong with

the company's stated philosophy

(ignoring the fact that this game is

nothing special just for the

moment)—the price of £7.95 is far

and away above what other similar

teams are asking for similar stan-

dard games,
!n the middle of the 21 st Century,

after years of patient research,

Hugo Skoltz, a brilliant scientist,

finally succeeded in producing an
interstellar drive unit theoretically

capable of propelling a ship

through space faster than the

speed of light. The first ship to be
fitted with the Skoltz drive was
loaded up with a cargo of test ani-

mals and despatched under com-
puter control to a destination ele-

ven light years from Earth.

The test ship had been program-
med to remain in the target area for

24 hours and then return, so the

World settled down to watt for its

expected reappearance, around
14 months after the departure.

When the ship returned, its mis-

sion completed after only fifteen

days, thehuman race now realised

the shackles chaining it to Earth

were gone- Man's age-old dream
of conquering the stars was about
to become a reality.

The race to build the new star-

Ships began. With the rapid

advances in technology over the

previous fifty years, the techniques
required were already available

and Governments, Private Corpo-
rations, in fact anyone who could
raise the huge sums required, all

became engrossed in Mankind's
latest adventure. One by one. and

manned now by human crews, the

ships slipped away to explore the

stars.

Yet the flow was not one-way.

The great ships that now departed
the Solar System with their car-

goes of human seed did not return

empty. The wealth of a hundred
worlds flowed back to the Mother
Planet and Earth became a world

of plenty. Although a few speci-

mens of alien life had already

found their way to Earth « was not
until 2130 that the idea of a vast

zoo filled with such creatures was
first conceived. Billed as the

Futurezoo ft met man's craving for

ever more bizarre forms of enter-

tainment but then, in the vicinity of

a small and largely unregarded
solar system, Mankind met the

Senissa, a strange alien race of a
similar technological level as Man-
kind.

Against the background of the

ever-increasing threat of interstel-

lar conflict, the two races signed a
peace treaty during which the

Great Seal of Seniasa, a most
revered artefact, was handed over

to the Earthlings as a lasting tribute

to the treaty. The Earth Ambas-
sador took the next available flight

home, a freighter transporting

alien life-forms to Futurezoo, As
unloading began on Earth a freak

accident released the cargo to

roam free aboard the ship. It was
during the investigation into the

accident that the Security Forces
were alerted to the fact that one of

the creatures destined for the

Futurezoo had taken the Great
Seal of Senissa. As head of the
investigation you are the one now
responsible for the Seal's safe

return,

Being a sensible chappie you
decide to begin your investigation

at the Futurezoo. An inventory
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shows you are wearing a warm
coat and a nearby robot is selling

tickets. A shrewd player will have
these swapped in no time to
ensure access to the zoo grounds.
No sooner have you entered the
grounds when another passing
robot gives you a raffle-ticket (all

these robots seem a trifle careless
with their tickets) which no doubt
will be put to good use later. Sadly.
it won't be long before you meet

playing a most unhelpful adven-
ture.

Only having the main compass
directions (N. E ,S« W), and using a
bright yellow background to the
black print (like trying to read the
print on a light bulb}> with a con-
spicuous lack of proof reading are
not damning features on their own,
but put alongside the unfriendly
vocabulary, In what is a text-only
adventure, then the evidence for

FUTUREZ
The entrance to FUTUREZOO— what strange alien encoun-
ters lie beforeyov?

another robot who isn't so friendly.

it man-handles you out of the park
whenever you trample on the
ftower borders or transgress (how-
ever unwittingly) the park's rules.

Getting back in isn't an easy matter
either. This is not the only danger
as you wander round collecting the
torch, spade, red fish and (totally

unyielding) step ladders as a trip

through the carnivorous plants
building will soon show.
One of the better aspects of this

game are the wonderfully evoca-
tive location descriptions, one of
which runs like this: 'You are in the
centre of a wide paved plaza, near
a fountain which sprays water high
into the air. Visitors sit at low tables
nearby and several small children

scamper after a ball thrown by a
patient robot-nurse maid. To the
west a row of red and yellow
booths stands at the edge of the
plaza'.

Futurezoo is a game which has
been well presented for review but
sadly the adventure is not quite up
to scratch. In text-only adven-
tures, the memory released from
the chore of forming pictures can
be expended on providing a
deeper game with' friendly voc-
abulary and atmosphere-creating
EXAMINE and LOOK commands.
Unfortunately Futurezoo has
neither a friendly vocabulary, nor
an EXAMINE command worth
mentioning, andtherefore can only
be described as disappointing.
The player feels alienated from the
game as not much beyond 'Sorry,

I don't understand. Try some diffe-

rent words' can be achieved In any
reasonable length of time, and try-

ing any other words doesn't seem
to do anything. The lack of a HELP
option Just adds to the feeling of
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the prosecution becomes over-

Futurezoo Is available from
CLWYD ADVENTUae SOFTWARE, 14
Snowdon Avenue, Bryn-y-Baal,
Mold,ClywdCH7 6S2.

COMMENTS

Difficulty: reasonably easy
Graphics: none
Presentation: poor, no highlights

of inventory etc

Input facility: verb/noun
Response: its that quick Quill

again!
General rating: poor; a story in

need of an adventure programmer

Atmosphere 75
Vocabulary 30
Logic 65
Addictive quality 41
Overall 43

GRIMBLE
Producer Microtech
Price £2.20

This is another game in the 'here's
another Quilled game in a cheap
cover and if you're good we might
tail you how much it costs—go on
then, guess' category. However, in

this case the authors have got an
excuse— they are unquestionably
mad and make no attempt to
cover up what's blatantly obvious
from the outset. To put it succinctly
the guys at Microtech have lost

their marbles. It is not like the other
humorous games reviewed this

month; there are no subtle lam-
poons here more a blunt blud-
geoning of the senses with an
inexorable onslaught of
toonyisms.
The madness begins with the

cover which is made the wrong
way leaving you struggling to open
the cassette box from the right

when it is to the left. The loading
screen shows a mock pound note
where 4

1 promise to give the bearer
on demand the sum of one's san-
ity' quite rightly has you wonder-
ing on what you've let yourself in

tor. So how does this adventure
describe itself? 'Sensible, down to
earth, original, unexaggerated,
truthful, unerring, undeviating,
precise, undistorted, honest,
unbiased, fastidious, never wrong,
always right, rational, well

grounded adventure'. Oh, I see, a
thesaurus style listing which can
only be said to be in direct con-
tradiction to the evidence, as hav-
ing played some of this game, I

can safely say H is the most Insen-
sible, pie in the sky, unoriginal,

exaggerated, untruthful etc etc
game I have ever played.

Following a very chirpy rendition

of The Entertainer (stopped by
pressing the BREAK key) the
adventure immediately confronts
you with its first absurdity, an
irreverently long list of things you
can see. Just check out this loony
list. "You are in the closet. You can
also see: a silver candlestick (high-

lighted), an electrical plug, a blue
coathanger, a two handed battles-

word, an elephant's vest complete

an exit from a location with NE» E,

and S exits will as often as not be
something like UP! What is more,
dropping objects issometimes the
only way of picking them up and
there are a number of 'Wrong
Commands" especially formu-
lated to keep you amused on your
trip to insanity. The text itself isn't

exactly on the straight and narrow.
Take two of the milderexamples {in

the hope of leaving you sane for

the rest of the column): 'Sat in

amongst the Sour Williams you
gaze at a garden gnome who is

fishing in someone's Perno and
Black, The smeJI of the freshly

uncut grass is a somewhat pleas-
ant sight*. And . .

.

" Here you aren't

in the outer garden shed where
plant pots sing quietly to them-
selves whilst eating apples that
smell a funny colour . . . You can
also see a HW Smiths C15 tape
with a PIRATE copy of Jetpac\
There are a few contemporary and
political references in the mayhem
but don't look to hard for any slant

or pronounced bias, the message,
if any, is lost in the twists and turns
of the satire, anti-satire loony-go-
round.
There are a few graphics scat-

tered about in this adventure but
they are more symbolic than accu-
rate. However, this adventure does
present a colourful face to the
world and in any case the same is

out for only one notoriety, to be the
most crazed, mixed up adventure
on the market and for my money it

gets the prize.

Crimtm is now available from
Microtech at 88 Whitley Spring
Crescent, Ossett, West Yorks.

fou Are standing *n one of those
dingy plant tubs nadc from
second band tyres.
Exits: Northeas I , fjou th •

fou can also se»
Bill Bow 5agq in
stow wh at,my rtlloH Ci inbl ttc?

Snails with TVaerimts arejust one ofthe strange beasties
encountered in ORIIWDLE, a very strange adventure tndmad.

with holes, a tattered old scroll, a
stained map, a screwdriver, a 13
amp fuse, some 7/8 spring-loaded
washers, a bag of sparks, a bubble
from a spirit level, a long stand, a
set of "Go Slower' stripes, a
puncture repair outfit'. Now you
won't be too amused to find that
quilled games do not support the
GET ALL command but not to
wonry, the game plays a little tune
after picking up only four items—
and that's your whack.

There is one drawback to trying
to review Crimble and that is the
danger of exposing you to the sort
of crazy writing which Is powerful
enough to turn even a speed
reader into a gibbering moron.
Directions are never as stated so

COMMENTS

Difficulty: leaves you feeling like

youVe been trepanned
Graphics: abstract but passable
Presentation: fair, colourful

Input facility: verb/noun
General rating: should sell like

hot cakes in loony bins (Crash
Tbwers?)

Atmosphere 70
Vocabulary 54
Logic 90
Addictive quality 73
Overall 59



Another massive postbag for
5IGHSTUMPS this month,
with the most populargams*
for queries being the boggit,

KENTILLA af»d SEABA8E DELTA.

Starting with seabase dcita,

John Blakeley from Leeds
asks:

How do I wake the hen?
Howdo I mend the conveyor belt

on the second floor?

I havefound a deep lift shaftand
dropped the washing line, but
what do I do next?

To wake the hen, CMPX
CVCCMFwith TPQUHVFZ
HVN. To start the conveyor
beltyou willmad the QPSL,
then T1P&U TXJUDi. Idont
think you can climb down the
lift shaft butyou can gat the
disc by fixing the magnet to
the line.

Willy Byers ofSunderland
asks:

Please could you give me some
help in zzzz (hope I spelled this

right!}. How do I get the bike
without waking theguard as it is

too heavy to carry.

Try XiFFM CJLF,

Jon Clarke from Dudley
writes:

In mountainsofket, howdo Iget
past the wall in mint condition

or enter the skull when In the.

cava under the mountains?

You must carry theXBOE and
TBZQPMP.

The farga numberofqueries
ofiTHEBOQQiT were mainly
aboutone problem and
typified by Michael Hodkin of
Nottingham who writes;

I recently bought the excellent

follow Up tO BORED OF THE RINGS,

THE80G&T. After many hours of

play I still couldn't get out of the

round tunnel at the start of the
game. I would be very grateful if

you could relieve myfrustration.

TryDMJNC DIFTU then SPBE
EJBSZ. Younow have the
combination. Simply TBZ the
relevant number.

A couple of queries on the
rather o/rfvelnorslaw. Murray
Furtads from London asks:

How do you clear the rocks and
whatdoyou feed the sharkson?

White an adventurer from
Upper Hale, Surrey (scared of
being Identified ehlf asks:

How do I get across the river?

What does it say on the adjacent
wall? On the plank it says
EXTENDERE, what does this

mean?

To move the rocks simply
NPWF SPDL Tf you will need a
high strength to be able to

achieve this however. To
cross the riveryou need the
GBWUYC andPOSTbut first

you will need to teed the

crocs. They will eatany meat
includingyou'II'dsaya freshly
kilted Ore orOgre wouldbe
best Tosee the writingon the
wall through the crack you
will need the telescope. Inci-

dentally, this word is ran-
domly generated at the start
ofeach game, anyone hada
swearwordyet? Oh, the final

question, simply enter
EXTENDER* and see what
happens.

Steven Smith ofOldham Is

having difficulty with numer-
ous adventures and asksi

Please can you help me, I've

been stumped on loads of

games lately, could you help?
kentilla— I have reached the

large stone door but cant find

the corked bottle needed to get
past It

mordon's quest— What is the
procedure for making a blow-
pipe?
warlord— I've worn the tore

but I still cant get past the
armed warrior.

mindshaoow— How do 1 get
across the quicksand?
red moon— How do I kill the

platinum dragons and what do I

do with the Moon Crystal?

You will find the bottle by
FYBNJOF EFCSJT. In moadon's
quest, to make a blowpipe you
willneed the CF3SJFT, UIP-
SOTandCBNCPP then NBLF
CMPXQJQF. In WARLORD it Is

MYrIT IFMHFV thatyou need
to pass the warrior, not the
tore. The quicksand in

mindshadow is passedby fol-

lowing the map found In the
cave. Finallym red moon, to

defeat the dragonsXBWF
GBO. As for theMoon Crystal,

whynot take Ithornet

Simon Davis from Hemel
Hempstead Is one ofmany
adventurers trapped in
Tyion'a castle In kentjlla.

As a hint, examine the gar-
goyle statue In the cloyster
garden. Ifyou're still stuck
PYMMBSH.
Val Dowle from Redcar is

having difficulty on the same
game and writes:

If the Rattling Quarg can save
me from the dreaded tentacles

how do I get the Quarg across
the river Cara? Elva wont oblige

and I've waited and waited and
waited for him to cross by him-
self.

You will need the rope from
the Cavezats cavern. Simply
UISPXSPQF,

Ian Dixon from Wallasey, Mer-
seyside writes to say that the
crate Insorcerer ofclaymorgue
castle can be opened by
throwing It whilst In the loft

above die ballroom. When it Is

openedyou can GO CRATE
then GO HOLE and you're
inside the crate. Many adven-
turers have been having diffi-

cultydrying the towel orget-
ting the starfrom the fountain
in this game. To dry the towel
squeeze Ittwice overthe lava.
To get the star from the foun-
tain, and live, you will need
the dry towel. ENTER FOUN-
TAIN, QETSTAR, FOUFS
DFOUSF,ESZNF,

'Encrwion corner"!

(Vs easUjfco speak BrfWsttV.'l

' ENGLISH: ZHSCP&F&H13KL

ENGLISH > WHOPQRSTWWXV
.'WHITER: NOPft/RSTUVWXYZ

That's all there is time for
untilnext month.Any ques-
tions you have as well as any
help youcan offer to:

SIGNSTUMPS
POBOX10
LUDLOW
SHROPSHIRE
SYS1DB

fU-K'R'H'E-WE'7
The games Mindstone and The
Boggithave attracted quite a
heated competition for the
coveted award of Superhero.
The Mindstone superhero just

pipped Oliver Collins of Lon-
don (August 1) and Mark Thilby
of Leicester (August 2) to the
title. He is none other than P
Goodman of Lancaster who
successfully tied things up on
the 3 1 st of July at 1 ,20pm. The
end message is 'Well Done! Vou
have guided Kyies team to the
Mindstone. Now the world will

be free from the evil Nemesar'.
The Boggitsuperhero is John

Wilson of Rochdale, Lanes who
turned out to be just that much
more experienced than the run-
ner up— Ian Harrison of Llan-
dudno (another column regular)

who finished the spoof on the
26th of July. John's record per-
formance was complete by July
21 , at 8.36pm, The final screen
is:- 'Well done! Hooray! Weep!
Woop! You have completed The
Boggit, you hear? You! See you
in Sceptical 2. For your attempts
you are worth 1 04 Lensiock
devices. You have entered 664
profound utterances. And so,
amid assorted whoops, cheers,
rasps, gongs and whistles the
Sun set on another improbable
chapter in Muddle Earth's sor-
did history . . . Are you going to
try again or can we go home
now?'

It is indeed time to go home,
see you next month.
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CHEAP TRICK
Dear Derek,
In February this year I sent a
copy ofmy Spectrum Quitted
adventure, Star Trek, to a firm
specialising In very cheap
adventures. However, since
then I have been unable to get
any sort of replyfromthem . I find
it disgusting that I have waited
over four months for a reply.

Could you please use your Jour-
nalistic muscle to get anything
out ofthem. I have written sev-
eral letters but have had no ruck.

The first thing to note fa that
software- houses are inun-
datedwith game* to evaluate

.

Therules of the businesshave
ft, that for the chance of hav-
ing their programa profes-
sionally marketed the prog-
rammer* must submit a cas-
sette and 00prepared newer
to Have ft returned, and
indeed, never to hearof the
program again. Because of
the restrictions on time and
effortamongst software
houses It l* in the program-
mer'sboatinterests to ensure
a good backup copy Is
retained and that a telephone
number is included In any
communication. It Ismy
experience that unless a
software house phones
withina few daysofyousand-
ing offyourprogramyou can
safety assume theyarenot
too Interested In yourpro-
duct It Is also my experience
that professionalism
amongstsoftwarehouses var-
ies tremendouslyyet comes
down to one simple factor—
whether the guy at the sharp
end (evaluator/phonesharpi
really cares about what the
company's image Is. Invari-
ablythese chaps either live in
London or skipped college, or
both. What more can I sayt

MORE DEADLY
SINS
Dear Derek,
With reference to your Deadly
Sins column last month I have
found another two (gosh!).
Your Hands Are Too Full.
All too often now, adventure
writers are resorting to stopping
youfrom carrying the necessary
equipment to solve a problem,
rather than making the problem
more difficult. The usual allot-

ment of four items Is not
enough; by the time you've car-
ried a source of light and a
weapon it leaves you little room
to experiment. Much better is

the system in The Hobbit where
you can carry as much junk
around as you like.

Time . . . (snore) . .

.

Another thing which defeats the
entertalnm errt objective iswhen
a program is so complex or has
detailed graphics to the extent
where it slows down the
response time. This is infuriat-
ing, especially if you are killed

and have to start all over again.
One example of this is Lord of
the Rings. I bought it and took It

back three times fcoa it
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wouldn't load; wall we all know
aboutTHAT now— our WH
Smith manager nearly had a
nervous breakdown because he
thought the whole lot were
faulty)! Anyway, I've only played
it twice because J haven't the
patience. More time is spent
watting than adventuring.

J Hilton, Marstytide

FLOWING QUILL
Dear Derek,
Having got over the initial shock
of seeing my letter printed tn

SIGNPOST (issue 31 ) f saw the
Quill routine to print out text I

thought you might be interested
in the following Qui/1 routines.
To save a finished adventure

onto Microdrive;

1) Find the length of the saved
adventure by subtracting 25000
from the second number given

after selecting from the menu.
2} Save the adventur© onto tape.
3) Return to BASIC. Type in the
following and save it to car-
tridge;



from any Microdrive. Note, I

don't know if this will work with
The Patch, but I doubt it.

To add a new character set
(providing a new character set
of 768bytes to define characters
32 to 127 called "7chset" has
been saved to tape). The best
place to put the new set is after
the Quill database which allows

it to be saved with The Illus-

trator,

1 1 Make sure the database is the
final version. Note the address
of the first free byte given by the
option from the menu. We will

call M •**, so substitute the value
at each occurrence.
2) save adventure, not
database.
3) Return to BASIC, type In the
following program and save itto
tape:

1 RIM character sat
20 CLEAR 24990
30 LOAD "name" CODE
20000
40 POKE 23606, ***— 2SB *

INT(***/256)
SO POKE 23607, INT [**-/

266)-

1

60 RANDOMIZE HSR 26000
(25063 for serial C)

4| 3CLEAR 24999. LOAD u"

CODE on the saved adventure
from step 2
M LOAD "cbset" CODE'
6J Save the entire block of code
with:
SAVE "name" CODE 25000,(*"
+ 766)— 25000 onto the cas-
sette after the loader In 3.

If The Illustrator is used the
above method will still work as
long as you leave 800 bytes
spare in the graphics database.
(You can only calculate *** with
a series C Quill. The result given
by a series A is meaningless
after conversion}. Ignore step 4
onwards and use the following:-

4} CLEAR 24999. LOAD ""

CODE: LOAD " ,
' CODE on the

saved adventure from step 2

.

6) LOAD "chsef ' CODE ***

6) SAVE the entire block after
the loader from step 3 with the
line: SAVE "name" CODE
25000,40536

David Bovill, Gwynedd

I'VEBEEN GAC'd!

Dear Mr Brewster,
Having been a keen adventurer
for three years now, I was glad
to see that incentive had the
brains to release The Graphic
Adventure Creator on the Spec-
trum. When I saw an offer for
QAC I sent away for it straight
away. When it arrived a few days
later I eagerly loaded It.

At first I was amazed at the
sophistication of it but gradu-
ally, as I got used to it, I found a
few faults with it.

a) There isn'taWEAR command
as such. You have to mix com-
mands and use SWAP. This just
makes life a lot harder and uses
a lot of time and memory,
b) If, whileyou are typing in your
adventure, you accidentally
pressX on the main menu, GAC
prints 'It will destroy all your
data, sure?', rfyou press 14 then
the main menu Is printed. This is

good. But if you press Y or any
other key then it takes it as YES
and all your data is destroyed.
What should happen in my

view is it should take any key
apartfrom Y, as NO, to stop your
data being erased accidentally.
Because ofthis silty bug I lost all

the data from my adventure by
accident, and at half past two in

the morning that's no joke!
c| There isnt a GET ALL or
DROP ALL command.

After ail that, there are a lot of
excellent features:
a) Mutti Sentence Input, This is

the only adventure creator I

know of that has this excellent
facility, For example, you can
type M.S.W, TAKE RING,
EXAMINE IT, WEAR IT.

b) Being able to use the word IT
is also a useful feature as it cuts
down on the amount of typing
needed and thus lets you get on
with adventuring.
c) The response time Is almost
as good as the Quill, and this is

hardly noticable.
All in all, it is the best adven-

ture utility for the Spectrum and
the price Is very reasonable.

Richard Hawkins, Surrey

TOLKIEN TAMED
Dear Derek,
I would like to reply to David
Bowill's letter (August issue) who
criticised both melsousne
houses excellent games, The
Hobbitand Lord of tfie Rings.
He says that both games do

not come close to the book and
there is no atmosphere. This is

totally wrong. The descriptions
In bothgames are superb,there-
fore the atmosphere created is

second to none.
The small bugs in the game

are excusable as it is obviously
very hard to create a database
like that used in The Hobbit and
LQR and Philip Mitchell
deserves credit for doing such a
great job. If It was not possible
to make other decisions or
'tread paths that the characters
in Tolkien's novels never walked
you could simply read the book
and save yourself a lot of trou-
ble' as the Instructions make
very clear, but obviously Mr
Bovill thought itwould be a wal-
kover as he had read the books
and so didn't bother to read the
instructions. He also criticises
the graphics. These have to be
some of the best ever used in

adventures, but then he could
do better I suppose?

James Baldock, Camas

TAKING THE MYS-
TERYFROM
MAGICK
Dear Derek,
After totally destroying Lords of
Midnight with my short pokes
program (Robin Candy pub-
lished it lest October) I turn my
talented sword onto other
adventures. The program below
gives you starting values of 99
for Skill, Stamina, and Luck, and
infinite Stamina. Note, during
turboload operation the border
Is masked black.

1 REM Heavy on the Magick
2 REM Border masked black
3 REM d uring turboload
PRINTAT 9,0 ; "START

HEAVY ON THE MAGICK
TAPE"
10 LOAD ""CODE
20 READ a : IF a 290 THEN
LETb-a:GOT0 20
30 IF a <> 1 THEN POKE b,a i

LETb-b + t : GOTO 20
40DATA 47225, 33, 54, 153,
34
41 DATA 149, 169, 34, 159,
169
42DATA34, 171, 169,50, 117
43DATA 1 29, 50, 1 92, 1 29,24
44 DATA 1 56, 221, 124, 254
45DATA 1 54, 32, 1 55, 23693,

30 DATA 47143, 24, 10, 50,
148
5 1 DATA 1 70, 24, 1 73, 221

,

117
62DATA 0, 24, 96, 47279, 22

1

60 DATA 47288, 121 , 184
65 DATA 4701 6, 225, 47 1 64,

70DATA 4701 3, 31,47315,0,

80 BORDER 0, CLS
90 RANDOMIZE USR 47000

Paul Stephenson, Leeds

TMm month's £20 software
prize goes to David Bovill for
him Quill routines.

DB
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THESERIOUS WORKBEGINS
The judging's over, the euphoria of winning has subsidedand the harsh realities of a commer-
cial schedu le begin to bite home, The first GENESISgame design has to be turned into a prog-
ram by mid-October to be a commercially viable release for Christmas. At the end of August
GRAEME KIDD sat in on the first meeting between game designerand game programmer. . .

.

by the time you read this report, the programming
will be almost complete!

JONATHAN EGGELTON,
designer of KATTRAP— Planet
ofthe Cat Men harboured a
guilty secret down in his
hometown. Being collected
from Milton Keynes by design
design programmer GRAHAM
STAFFORD and driven at high
speeds to Birmingham for a
meeting is enough to soften any-
one up: during the journey.
Jonathan came clean , .

.

Although he was joint winner of
the GENESIS Birth of a Game
competition, and despite the fact

that his game design wasselected
by thejudges asthe first oneto be
programmed, Jonathan didn't

actually own a Spectrum! Nor was
Jon a regular CRASH reader!!

Of course, this unde&kabte state

of affairs was quickly remedied—
a phc re call to design design head-
quarters had a Spectrum winging
its way down south almost
immediately, and Mr Eggefton has
promised to start reading CRASH
every month from now on.

So. how did a non-CRASH read-
ing person get wind ofthe compet-
ition In the first place? Jonathan
explained thathe wasn't a totally

sinful fellow— as a Commodore
64 owner he reads 2ZAP1 every
month, and generally gets a good
tookat the latestCRASH at school,
where people tend to read the I

magazine in groups. ' 'A little white
ago l spotted a competition in

ZZAPI where the idea was to

design a game, but I nevergot
around to entering it. Then Jsaw
the GENESIS competition in

CRASH, and although I realised it

was going to be rather more
difficult, seeing as f didn't own a
Spectrum, I thought I'd have a go
and try to take into account the
Spectrumfe capabilities

.

' '

After a few hours spent thinking

up basic ideas, Jonathan drew
some sketches of the central

character, MT-Head. And perhaps
not owning a Spectrum helped
Jon get into the appropriate frame
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of mind for designing a game
which could actually be written on
the machine— according to
Graham, there were an awful lot of

entries that would have required
an interface from the Spectrum to

a Cray 1 to implement . .

,

Basically, KATTRAPfeatures a
cute robotic hero on a quest to
save hisdYoidchum who hasbeen
kidnapped by the evil Cat People.
He has to fight his way through
umpteen hostile zones, free his

chum, and get home safely . . .The
basic designs for the characters in

the game were roughed out first:
'

' The hardest bit was coming up
with the enemies—youneeda lot

of variety In order to stop things
getting repetitive", Jon explained,
'

' In the final design, I hadfourteen
different backgrounds, and they
were aitmadeup as I wentalong."
Jonathan's mind was concen-

trated on his task, partly as a result

of the fact that he didn't have the
copy of CRASH in which he'd first

Spotted the competition— it

belonged to a friend of his, fan
West . ( There is yourmmecheck,
Ian—£t>)" Unfortunately, I had
read the closing date wrong, and
was working to a date one month
before the actual deadline. When I

found out I thought 'What a
IVaJly-

The judges were impressed by
the presentation of Jonathan's
entry as well as by the content of
the actual game design (resubmit-
ted— it included a table that

detailed the attributes of the nas-
ties in the gam©, setting out which
creatures could be killed and how,
From a programming point ofview,
Graham Stafford was well impre-
ssed with the level of detail con-
tained in the design. The artwork
was eye-catching too . ,

.

"I'd realty tikehbean artist or
designer", Jon explained, ' 'I've

always been interested in art— /

Just picked it up and have got bet-
ter with practice, I 'm not bothered
aboutprogrammingmuch— I've

Graham and Jonathan watch ttie

prototype MT-Head go through his
paces on the Spectrum semen.
Aiready, a paper design la

becoming a screen reality . .

.

played around with an Assembler
on the Commodore, but have no
desire toactually writeprograms.

'

'

During the drive up to Birmin-

gham, Graham had explained
what was involved in preparing

graphics for agameand Jonathan
had already agreed to get involved
in designing scenery and anima-
tion frames. Graham explained;
' l

Jons role to me is to do w:th the

presentation of the finishedgame.
He's not going to tell me how to
write thegame, but conversely, I'm
not going to tellhimhow thegame
should look. Hes got clear ideas
on how the graphics should work,
anditmakesmy lifeeasierifsome-
one i$ working on thegraphics

: m
.,;

:.



$

while I write the code.
'

' I'mgivingJonathan a copyofthe
graphics utility we use: he's going
togo awayand play around with it

fora couple ofweeks. Ineedthree
or four times as many graphics
producing as wili endup in the

game— there'sno wayyou 're

going to got them all right.
1

' For scenery graphics, the idea is

todo lots, and then we can sit

down togetherand pick the best.

Animations need tobe refined as
yougo along really

.

In terms of actual programming

,

Graham had spent about four days
working solidly on KATTRAP by
the time of the meeting — it might
not sound like much could be
achieved in such a short time, but

f

a fair bit of programmer-type think-

ing had been going on inside the
Stafford mind before Graham
actually set to.

Obviously, games programmers
build up a library of routines, and
Graham had bolted together a
framework, the scaffolding of the

game, which borrowed from exist-

ing code. Having decided that

smooth horizontal scrolling was
not appropriate he had plumped
for a flip screen approach to the
game.Taking into account the fac^
that KATTRAP is played throu*

zones, or areas which share ajjHhj

man background, he optec^Brrf^
horizontal arrangement oi&V&F
butes wjjfcjjgsked sprftjBmflg
in the

|

One
been 1

bolt t< _
rough out
backgrour

a pilot animal^
central character!"

time the first project meetifi§'wa$
due, there was somettiina to see,
and both Jonathan and Fwere £ ;
impressed! The prototype MT- ,"'

y
Head sprotnged around the screen
in a very convincing manner.
While we watched MT-Head do

his stuff, Graham explained how
the48Koi memory available to him
would probably be used up.
'

'About 7K is used for the semen
andyotrngedaround IK as
scraMmpgkmemory—- the stack
m<jptjtKSmandbobs fitin there.

•apusesaroyrgLpK, 1K
isneededfot the.

20Kiot the<_

; upby actual bytes of
int&umorts used by the

I,

'

" $o in a-4SK machine,
about aquai < ?; c ' iVi :•,:"••••:::.::-'.

memory is a ed by the
progt- sltfegame.Allthe

f&Baftata. Graphics eatupmem-
' duplication has to be

ossiblo. For
for MT-
me same as.

tand

ofthe

two different sets ofgraphics
stored away. There will still be
soma eighteen frames ofanima-
tionand th&animations willproba-
bly occupy about2K— which is a
sixth of the size of the core p 1

ram that runs everything!"

When it comes to writing the
code for KATTRAR Graham is

using a Gemini multiboard system
underCP/M running Wordstarand
Macro 60. Working this way, the
program pan bespjraHowri into

small segments, and little bits can
be assmbflBww /Wjjpro 60 and
then pn toptheflU ekctiyeiyr

GrQtetfri has -, ?:- ':. : ;\\e -or eiac^

subrytineor ares' c ' the fin?1
!

•-.
•

rSm,'Themvv
i instance,

and a host, of fOlrtirtes v

'

^hich actu-
al!

ines

main
characters long ornrre^fflwni.
Half the number of bytes fhat will

be in the final Spectrum program
had already been collected
together in time for the meeting—
'

' the framework is there already' '

,

"jraham explained, " the next
je is to put in the mechanics of
jame. By early October we
mdstart to have aplayable ver-

Wtormnd it ought to be very nearly
onwtfeby October 15th— that's

Qiirtarg&t Then, wehave a couple
of 'A&ag^^fQbie for tidying up,

rtion version has

Ihis'fs a highly struc-
'

i to writing a prog-
lakes a good program -

far as I 'm concerned a
programmer issi 't someone

1 write fastcode— ithelps
butagoodprogrammer is one

who knows how to do something.
The most important thing is to
think things through properly so

*youdon 't do thingsyou don'thave
fo^l^Trje whole task has to be
seen in a global sense.

'

'

Graham and Jonathan huddled
together over the Spectrum
screen as the workings of the
design design custom graphics
utility were demonstrated. Then,
with the first project meeting over,

it was time for us to go out sepa-
rate ways. At last, being a winner
of the GENESIS Birth of a Game
competition had sunk in, and
clutching a cassette containing
the art utility, Jonathan steeled

himself for the drive home. '

' /had
a phone call saying I had won
something in the competition the

daybefore fwas goingon holiday,

'

'

he remembered. 44
/ coufdnt

believe Ihadwon the topprize—

/

hadn t got the copy ofCRASH
which gavedetails oftheprizes, so
I was up all night wondering what
the otherprizes were and what I

had won, and then i phoned tan in

the morning and got him to look il

up. t couldn't believe lwasgoing to

fleet at feast £1,000"

^~«r>™«rJ?r%£S""!Z%<>!*
For instance, the
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ESIGN A LEISURE COMPLEX FOR
THE YEAR 2050 AND
WIN THE DEFINITIVE

SQUASH OUTFIT P LijS .

,

Qopies Of BOoM TEN for

A

finer'

Those ever-so-modest people at

crl were rightly proud of their bril-

liant game Tau Cetfand asked
Pete Cooke to write yet more
games all tying fn with the Tau Ceti
mythos. So he's working on a
Spectrum version of Room Ten
which, as any Galaxy-hopping
man-about-the-cosmos will tell

you r is the room in the Galcorps
leisurecomplex that is reserved for

the very popular sport of low grav-
ity Glyding which is similar in many
respects to playing low gravity

squash.
In this respect, Room Ten is a

futuristic sports simulation where
you play against either a human or
an unforgiving computer without
having to moon-jump around

igton.

Of course, at CRASH Towers
the leisure industry has a few
unwilling converts. Yes, if you're
talking fitness then half an hour in

the CRASH office should make
you think seriouslyabout high fibre

diets and four evenings a week at

a sports centre.

1 04 CRASH October 1 986

Girlie Tipster , Hannah Smith has
been making an effort to trimaway
those extra inchesand build up her
stamina for another gruelling day
at the CRASH Towers. She's
bought a Girlie exercise tape and

tng music can be heard wafting
over Ludlow as she jumps around
getting very hot and sweaty doing
aerobics and other strange gyra-
tions, in the mornings she can
often be seen limping through

I
Ludlow as the results of the night

I

before make themselves appa-
I rent.

Garth Sumpter, chief Database
Minion, is also jumping on the Get

decided to do something about his

Guinness paunch, and took up
jogging. However, a nasty side
effect of this is that his stomach
keeps flying up and smacking him
in the nose and he coughs for next
three days, Methinks he should
stick to the odd sprint when it's his

turn to buy a round in the pub . .

.

The closest that Graeme {he of
the Doc Martens) Kidd gets to

exercise Is a sort of aerobic dnnk-

a leisurely stroll for a spot of gentle
weight lifting with a pint of Old
Flatulence in one handand a large
sausage sandwich in the other.
This form of exercise usually con-
tinues for four hours or so when,
exhausted by his exertions, he is

carried home and tucked up in his

snug, warm bed.

All this talk of fitness and leisure

must be leading somewhere , .

.

Room Ten's producers cat, like

the idea of Galcorps corporation
giving fitness and sport such a
high profile within their organisa-
tion and the loverrfy Leslie at cfh.

knows the benefits of exercise
because she's very fit herself!

She's offering the definitive

squash outfit comprising shirt,

shorts, shoes, socks, racquet and
warmed squash balls to the lucky
person who designs a leisure com-

the lucky winner be asked by Les-
I

lie for personal details like chest.

|

waist and shoe size but she' ">\ a Iso

|

arrange a couple of free squash
lessons to get you started on the
path to fitness— as well as a copy
ofthe game ifyou feel like taking it

1

easy for a while,

Not everyone will be able to

I

become the pride of the squash
I courts, however, so forty runners
I up will each receive a copy of
I Room Ten so they can Glyde

own living room.
Commit your designs for the lei-

sure complex of the future to a
piece of paper no bigger than A4
(that's 210mm x 300mm) and send
it to: CRASH, ROOM 1 0, PO Box
10, LUDLOW, Shropshire, SY8
1 DB to arrive no later than 23rd
October,



You ara playing in a vast 'i

contest. All over the
,

country hundreds of

others strive like you to
|

seize the Dark Sceptre.
|

On microdrive cartridge 1

you send us your com-
mands and we return to

i

you the latest news of

your warriors — one

episode in your struggle

to power.

Each episode keeps you
thinking for days, maybe
weeks, as you scheme
and plot against a legion

of enemies. Your op-

ponents aren't just dumb
subroutines — they're

real living, breathing

people — and most of

them are after your btood!

An episode of Dark

Sceptre is like a game in

itself. Using our unique

foresight-hindsight sys-

tem, you watch action

replays of events past,

and then simulate the

futures at your fingertips

in "preplays
1

' of events to

come — all with stunning

animation.

There are no deadlines

but your own eagerness.

You start a new episode,

give fresh commands to

your warriors. You rushto

the door as the letter-box

rattles a few days later

What's the news from the

Western Istes? Have you

won famous victories or
i

have your warriors met
their doom? You break

open the seal...

All you need to play is

access to a Spectrum

microdrive (you don't

have to own one). All you

need to win are lashings

of flair, nerve and aud-

acity. The Dark Sceptre

Play-By-Mail package
includes: -

* Master Cartridge
* Episode Cartridge
* Play-By-Mail Program
* Solo Game Program
* Start-up Position
* Instructions Booklet
* Coupon for 3 Free
Episodes

The whole package is

£14.95 arrd each extra

episode you play costs just

£1.50 (1si class postage
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TAKE UP THE CHALLENGE AND
YOU COULD WIN A PERSONALISED

COPY OF DRUID!

2D Firebird T Shirts also up for grabs!
Firebird's latest release due out
for the Spectrum everso soon is

Druid. The game puts you in the
role of Mr Druid, out to defeat the
Evil Princess of Darkness. The
nasty or princess has unleashed
her wrath in the shape of four

Skulls {wouldn't you Just know it?)

which have infested the lower vau-
lts of a huge eight storey tower. Mr
D, along with his faithful (but not so
clever) companion Mr Golem, has
to fight zillions of meanies and cast
spells left, right and centre in order
to transform the world Intoahappy
and peaceful place. Sounds great,

eh? Yes it does.
Anyway, some kind 'n' clever

chappy at firebird had a really

neat idea. What he wants you oh-
so-cool-and~artistic people to do
is design a final congratulatory
screen for Druid. The bestest entry
will be programmed into a special
one-off production copy by the
authors of the game, Gosh! Just
imagine: if you win, you could own
a personalised copy o* a best sel-
ling game! Impress your friends!

(Nyah! Nyah! Look what I've got).

Amaze and astound your relatives!

(Look Auntie, look what I did).

Tell you what, just to give you a
few ideas what the screen could
took like , here are a few things that
the Druid will have to encounter
and overcome to complete the
game . .

.

The creatures include gfiosties
(eekl), skeletons (ooh!). big *n'

nasty beetles (ah!), skulls (aargh!),

witches (shriek!) and all sorts of
traditional scary thingies (sounds
like a normal day at CRASH
Towers). When a druid arrives at

this final screen he will have risen

through the ranks to become a
legendary Light Master. So, get

your art kits out, scribble a screen
and whisk your emblazoned
pieces of paper off to: DESIGNER
DRUIDS, CRASH MAGAZINE,
PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROP-
SHIRE SY81DB.

Entries must arrive no later than
the 23rd of October. Best scribbler

wins their very own copy of the
unique game. The next best 20
masterpieces each win their

creators a firebird T-Shirt to love
and to hug, so don't forget to
include your T-Shirt size. Well
then, what are you waiting for —
get to it!
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VORTEX—A Wl
OF 3D GAMES ..

COSTA PANAYI is a name you tend toremember,
and in Spectrum circles it is a name firmly
associated with 3D games. Games such as TLL,
Cyclone, Android it, Highway Encounter and of
course, this month's Smash— Revolution*
Costa is the main man when it comes to program-

ming at vortex, the Manchester-based software
house, while LUKE ANDREWS takes care of the
business affairs. Costa and Luke came to Ludlow
with one of the first copies of Revolution for us to

review, and while they were here Graeme Kidd
seized the opportunity to talk totheduo with a per-
sistent reputation for producing quality games.

Like quite a few software

houses, VORTEX began life as a

hobby, Costa Panayi first got

interested in computing back in

the ZX81 days at the end of
1982- He was working; as a

mechanical engineer and
bought one of Sir dive's home
computers, played around with
ii and swapped programs with

ZX81 owning friends. Then he
got together with a few friends,

i h<\ decided they could write

programs and gradually the

hobby started to pay for itself:

" Our firstgames were Pontoon and
Othello

—

smalt BASICgames
and we sent them offto a publishers

and started earning royalties! Once

we'd written and sold thosegames we
bought books an machine code and

started learning. Then the Spectrum

came out and we wrote Cosmos and

Android I

.

"
'Soon, we realised that writing

programs was okay as a hobby, but

when we tried to run a business on the

side it was taking up too much time.

Weknew Luke, who was a teacher at

the time, and fie was interested in the

business side ofthings ....

Luke takes over the story:
ll
/

gat invoiced on the business side to

allow the lads to program— enety-

a >as stilt being done an a part-

time or hobby basis and with the

talents that everyone had, everyone

fitted in quite nicely so wejust prog-

ressed. Everyone who's been

associated with us has really helped

and encouragedus—people have seen

that we've worked hard and thai

we 've got the product , and everyone 's

pushed and said 'well done ' which is

great Sometimes, a lot ofpeoplejust

say 'oh dan V bother ' or whatever,

which is a hit demoralising^ hut we
never had toface that.

Gradually, what was a fairly

lucrative (and time consuming)
hobby grew to the point where it

was a backroom industry and
then, during 1983, the team got

together, decided on a plan and
began to run VORTEX profes-

sionally. It was clear trie com-
pany was successful enough to

warrant people giving up Ehea

jobs
1

:

tk
Yes, we bought pre-

mites, employed people and so on. In

some wayswe 're cau lions on the busi-

ness side, as we are on the program-

ming side, in the sense that Cos has

always come out with excellent stuff,

and we art more geared to quality

than quantity, Luke explains.

"Naturally, tvecllhadafew regrets

when wefirst started out writing and

selling programsfull-time— t/

you 've got a securejob and are doing

well in it and it comes to thepoint

whereapari'-timejob suddenly has to

at least equal whatyou were doing

before, then decisions become a bit

difficult, Wegot to the stage wherewe
thought to ourselves that we 'd sue-

ceeded sojar andgot to a certain level

and we had to make a decision. We
couldn't really turn back, though . . .

The biggest worry was whether the

computer ctate would die out over-

night- Quite clearly, that isn 't going

to be the case"

Costa Panayi's games have

been the backbone ofVORTEX's
success j, although other releases

like Alien Highway have involved

other programmers heavily . . .

Obviously, a company such as

VORTEX gets sent quite a few

programs for evaluation. Have:

they never been tempted to start

a budget label, for instance?

Luke explains; "I suppose we
could easily have startedanother label

on thebudget side, but it's not the sort

ofthing we want to do. How canyou

one day be sat down working out

something really complicated and

new, and two hours later try andpro-

mote agame that sellsfir£1.99? Your

heart's not in it. Maybe some people

The Casual Approach To Pillar Leaning a* demonstratedby
Mr Panayi on use left, and Mr Andrews on the right. Could
set a whole new trend in Ludlow, this. . . .
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tan work that way, but I don't think

we could . . ,

"

Workingas a design engineer,
Costa was invoked in 3D
geometry on a daily basis, so
when tl came 10 programming
games it s not loo surprisi n

|

thai 3D techniques came quite
naturally to the lore, '7>n quite

a ted with 3D— /W always
liked fa have Ikings nmtly arranged
andgeometrically correct, and! sup-

pose my engineering background all

tied in with prtfgramm .v

ui fiv.-r mok the plunge
into.'jj ) vciih AndroidHaw I

(hen all his games have been in

:5D. " ftjust seems like a step back-

wards to return to 2D now - Ifind

JW» get aJetting qj
•

. ou Vv

working in 3D. and I don 'i think I

could unify -_'.'
.'. 1,'

;could he easy

enough to (lit, hut I itmddn V want
to."

With a string ofsuccessful
games behind him (the lowest

all rating Costa collected

was 79%}, he's invested a fair

bit oftime, effort and expertise

into developing 3D techniques
on ihe Spectrum. But vCt not

just a question of keeping
routines and adding to them —
Highway Encounter meant start-

ing
I rum scratch again, and

Revolution is another fundamen-
tally different style ofdisplay
and programming. "Hike to take

a completely different approach to the

way I handle the3D in eacftgame",

Costa explains,
'

' It would he nice

to come up with some sort ofnew sys-

tem which gets out ofthe mould. We
did it with Highway f and then we
decided that we had to come up milk

something different, totally away
from the shoot em up typegame . After

Revolution, it would he nice to do
something completely different again

.

It \ as much a matteroflooking at the

game types and ihe waygamesplay as
actually looking at the environment—you can keepproducing3J)games,
the same games with a different

scenario, but the difficulty is in com-
ing up with something different

',"

Revolution was designed with

lastability in mind, so lar as the
gameplay was concerned, Each
lime a ncwgame starts, the puz-
zles are shifted around between
levels and"their locations en
individual levels are also

changed randomly.
'

puzzles round and creating a new
landscape, or set oflevels, each time

you sta rt ioplay •— it 's trying to make
the game something more than other

games on tJie market", Luke says,

' 'even with our oldgames.you always
had thefirst level, second level, third

level and so on, andyou knew what
was coming. Alien Highway, ihe

remix a/Highway Encounter
started us thinking that way, and
with Revolution / think the changes

in the puzzles and landscape ere tfie

main attraction. Ifsomeone picks up
the game and cantgetpast thejirst

level, then tlie game can be played on
level one and theplayer stillgets thirty

new puzzles— soyou can still enjoy

it, even ifyou never get past thefirst

lend/."

VORTEX appear every six

monihs or so— two games a
year is about all Costa can
handle on his own. They take a

different approach to designing
games too: there's never a
storyboard to work from : '

' Well,

1 come out with ideas— as does every-

body" Cosia explains, liandwe
throw them about and we. alwaysseem
to reach a point where we say 'that's

a good idea, why don 't we.go ahead

arid see what that bringsforward? \

Ideas that wefind in the meantimeare
thrown in as welt."

li
It's a process ofcontinual design

rather than continual refinement ,'

'

Luke adds j
* * Forinstancewe might

decide to do something that has two

animation stages in it, and Costagoes

away and worksfor about two weeks
on it and comes back withfme stages

ofanimation. We say to him 7
thoughtyou said it could only be two
stages ' and he

3
ll say yes, well it's

different, there'sfive now!'
"

i;
With Revolution we thought

there are no bouncing ball games, so

whydon 't wehave ago?Andsuddenly

all these baitgames started appear-

ing ! They all tend to be rolling rather

than bouncing, so there's a differ-

ence" Costa adds,
Ll
The same-

thing happened with Cyclone— it

seemed a naturalprogressionfrom
TLL and then there were dozens of
helicopter games on the market sud-

denly ..','•

Things are moving for VOR-
TEX. They've just signed a deal
with USGOLD, who will be tak-

ing care ofthe marketing side of
things for them in future, and
they plan to expand: "Now that

the market *$ movedontoEurope, and
we've moved on, VORTEX has out-

grown the VORTEX team and with

this deal, some ofthepressure is taken

offus. We can really concentrate on

producing ike software, and the aim
is to build a learn around Cos to keep

producing the same standard of
games. We have our own standatds,

and intend to stick to them. We're

lookingfor talentedprogrammers up
in Manchester, so ifanyone would
like to get in touch ..."

Obviously, with a six month
lead time on a Costa Panayi
game, there's unlikely to be
another release in time for

Christmas. But with the plans
for taking on extra hands, who
knows? Luke aii' :> for

Manchester smiling enigmatic
eal 1y ,

'1 'hey may have some 1 1 1 i 1
1 ,u,

in the pipeline for the festiv

son after all . . .



Bombjack 794,570
Buggy Btast 17,506. Levei 7, 37.53%
Cyber Rats 2M-^61
Dank Star Completed w«th 21 planets
liberated 1 1 920
Hails of the Things Completed, 1 790,
183 things killed

Highway Encounter 81 ,080

The winds of change have been blowing through Ludlow of fate—
not onh/ has the Town Hall been demolished, but a Hypermarket
(whatever one of those might be} Is under construction within the
town boundaries.
The Doc Martened One, as ourillustrious Editor is called, hasbeen

muttering darklyaboutthe cost of renfcng theLudlow Gibbet. Itmay
be that one or two changes are planned for the Hall of Slime

—

depending on how the Match Day Challenge goes. . . . Besides, our LwdTaTM^^tCo^leted firsttime
contract with tha Ludlow Mafia is due for renewal soon, i play
Perhaps the level of cheats has risena little high of late, and itmay Quazatron S3,9tS poi nts. Cities con-

welt be time to startweeding out the real high score merchantsfrom <*"«sfl-.auazalrori
(
.BeebatorvCorn-

more ordinary mortals with pretentions to joystick mastery, mcdo. Amstrados.- 5pectoron-and got

Time alone will tell whetherthewinds of change will mereiycause '

rhythmic creakings on the gibbet—so for the meantime keepsend -

ing me your high scores. And Cheats Beware. As wtntery weather
draws int the Ludlow Gibbet becomes an increasingly unpleasant
place to find yourself. . ,

,

World Cup Carnival Won world cup
Rocco Completed
Match Day Won final 1 0-0
Rambo Completed 49, 1 75
Minder C4.538
Ping Pong Beaten CPU on tevel 5
Back to Skool Completed
Match Point Beaten computer in quar-
ter and semi finals

David Woods, Ipswich

Exploding Fist 10th Dan
Underwuride Gomnit

Beach Head Completed all revels

Rocco Worfd champion
Ghost Busters Completed
Full Throttle 3rd
Shadowfire Completed
TLL3 Sectors completed
Highway EncounterZone 2
Hypersports Completed 5 times
Saboteur Compteted 3 Levels
River Raid Bridge 56

Shaun Somers, Sheffield

Dynamite Dan Completed
Finders Keepers Completed
RollerCoa&ter Reached fun house

Mr Ztppo Jones, Manchester

Cyberun Completed
Bruce Lee Completed 9 times
Starstrike 111.328,600

Paul Rutledge

Redhawk Completed
Ghosts and Goblins Completed
Jack The Nipper Completed
Action Rettex Completed
Stainless Steel Compteted
V Completed
Bounder Completed
Batman Competed
Ping Pong Beat CPU on level 5

Hackerof Haxby

Exploding Fist 10th Dan
MiWe 120,520 Round twrcs
Pyjamarama Compieted with 9? 'Yo

3 Weeks in Paradise Coropleted
Starquake Comply

I

J

Elite Deadly 97,000 odd
Tapper Space bar
Knight Lore 99% completed
Kung Fu Black belt 7th dan
Ping Pong Completed on level::-

Sabre Wulf89% compieted 12C550
Bombjack 361,750
Green Beret Compleled {only S •

POKE)
Bob-by Bearing Rescued Barna:.
Bert also found Bungo

Graham Monkman, Deeside

Pentagram Completed
Fred 5th level 50,800
Stop the Express Stopped twice
Kosmlc Kanga 9th screen
Jetpac 1 25,385 butlt 14 rockets
Ant Attack Nine women
Hypersports Swimming 25,6; Skeet
9600; Hcwse 9.99: Archery 4400; Triple

jump 1 7,80; Weights Super heavy;
Overall 390,549
Deathchasa Bonus
Monty on the Run 8,890
Hobbit Completed
VefriorCompiaied
Kentilla Completed
Robin of Sherwood Completed in just

over a week
Sean Murphy, .Mi
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Spectacle All pages read, sanity intact

fl think)

Starouak*Completed 298,610—79%
Starstrike II Compteted. 2,391 .300
Exploding Fist 835,600, beat 10th Dan
140 times
Sean Bayley aka Seanus the B,

Shropshire

Attc Attack Completed in 16 mim, 8
sees 100%
Tomahawk Com? • 3fl2>-
• ota •

SpyVs Spy I spy harder
Commando Area 10
Wheetie Level 3
Movie 68%
Street Hawk Level 20. 66,GCOish
Skooidaze 12 shields
Highway Encounter Completed
Green Beret All screens done. 88.650
Knight Tyme Completed
Skyfox Seal 'chess' i&vsi as Wing
Commander
Gunfrlght 'Mifty Bar Kid*

Oracle's Cave Completed
Airworf Three scientists

Full Throttle First on all tracks after 3
laps

Spy Hunter 112,000
Steve Davies 48 break
Bruce Lee KiHed wizard 9-times
Starion Completed
Sabre Wutf Completed 98%
Juggemaut47.no
WinterGames Jump 22 7; Hot dog 0.2;
Speed skating 37.5secs; Figure 1,2;
Biathlon 1 ,35 mirts; Bobsteiigh 25 ,6

1

Ffeeskat«ng3.8
Fighter Pilot Shot down 4 enemies
Afien B 13 ehaml
Glass intergajactic dustmen
Quazatron Four cities freed

Paul Smcox, Sutton Coldfield

Tantalus Completed
Batman Completed
Jack the Nipper Completed
NOMAD Completed
Rotlercoaster Compteted
Fairiight Compleled
Knight Tyme Completed
Starquake Completed with 97%
Popeye Need 3 hearts
Highway Encounter Completed Skool
Daze Completed
Green Beret Half way through prison
camp
Ghost N' Goblins Got to monster's lair

Quazatron Two cities

Pyjamarama Completed
Ant Attack Completed
Stop The Express Stopped 4 times

Andrew Shand, Edinburgh

Harrier Attack Completed
Spy Hunter 10,131 ,650
Chuckie Egg Level 1

2

Commando Leva) 7
Wheefte Compteted
Winter Games Jump 223.6; Hot Oog
10; Speed 40-0; Figure 3.5; Biathlon
1 .05 mtns; Bobsleigh 21.08 sees; Free
Skating 6.9
Frank Bruno 51h boxer demolished
Saboteur Completed 35,000
Exploding Ffat 9th Dan

Chris Lamb, Marlborough

Mikie 327,400
Starquake Completed 86%
Green Beret f 1 9, 1 50 Zone 4
Spy Hunter 691 ,425

Keith Ruttedge

Cyclone Two missions completed
Yie Ar Kgng Fu 78,420
Bombjack 61 5,340
World Cup CarnivalWon 12-1

Stephen (Falco) Rutledge

Pote Position 1 ,416,320
Quazatron 45,31
Frank Bruno Completed (Know what I

mean)
Spy Hunter 426,500

Kevin (Zippy) Rutledge

Hypersports 329.619
Yie ArKirvgFu 92.600
Exploding Hst 10th dan (with one
hahd?J
Fighting Warrior 214.640

Daniel (Minis) Ruttedge

TheHobbJti00%
Hero$ of Kflm Compassed
Three Weeks (o Paradtee 100%
Rambo Completed Level 1

Super Gran Sheet 3
Neil Graves



In house language expertTony Flanagan (well,
heused to be an English Teacher), takes a look
at a new package which aims to impart the
rudiments of Esperanto

Producer: Lez Perartto Ltd
Retail Price: £15.00 inc P&P
Author: Les Hartridge

Saluton readers! As you can
vidas, ml estas lernanta
Esperanto, per la help de

Esperanto First Haff, a computer/
audio cassette package. This has
been produced for the Spectrum
by Les Hartridge, a retired school-
master from Croydon, who is one
of two directors of lez perantoltd .

For those of you not fully conver-
sant with the subject, Esperanto is

an international language which
was invented just under a century
ago bya Polish chappy called Lud-
wik Zamenhof. It was his desire
that Esperanto would become a
lingua franca (just as Latin had
been In the past) so that nations
would be able to converse in a
common tongue. This, he
believed, would foster good rela-

tions between countries and con-
tribute to world peace.
Esperanto is a phonetic system

but unique in that one letter always
corresponds to one sound and
one sound only. There are twenty-
eight letters in the alphabet,
twenty-two of which are the same
as ours. Most of the word roots are
Latin-based (but don't be put off if

you did Latin at school as there
aren't millions of declensions to
memorise).
Somewhat refreshingly,

Esperanto contains none of the
irritating tdiosyncracies which
make our own language and that
of other nations so problematic.
You won't find any silent conson-
ants, irregular verbs or perverse
frammatical constructions in

speranto. The whole system is

entirely logical. For example, all

nouns end in 'o
r

, ail adjectives in

'a' and the present tense of all

verbs in 'as'. Identical to English,
the definite article, Ma' . remainsthe
same whether the noun is mas-
culine, feminine, singular orplural,
which , if like moi , you hated French
at school, has got to be a plus!

Esperanto First Half comprises
three sections: Espotext, Espog-
ram and Espoword, which are
designed to educate the student
to what in relative terms would be
GCE '0' level standard.
Espotext is a ten lesson course,

which provides a thorough gram-
matical grounding in Esperanto.
There is a short introduction on the
origin and development of the fan-

guage and then the lessons begin.
The tessons detail the various
parts of speech and their respec-
tive endings. Other sections deal
with compound verbs, adverbs
and other essentials of grammar.
However, the grammatical slant of
the program's content is by no
means obtrusive. The text avoids
jargon and is easily understood—

all grammatical terms are clearly
explained and accompanied by
useful examples.

Conveniently, you have some
control over the pace at which you
work — at every stage you have
the option to continue or to return

to the index where all the various
sections are listed. The text, there-
fore, never disappears before

background. Obviously, too much
colour would only get in theway of
the text, so it's probably just as
well. In some sections, however,
graphics are used to good effect

to facilitate understanding. In the
Prepositions section, for example,
a colourful bridge scene helps
clarify what these items of gram-
mar are and how they are used in
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A little graphical assistance is provided when it comes to
learning about Esperanto propositions , . -

you've had time to read it; indeed,
you can read it as many times as
you want before you move on. To
consolidate the learning process,
there are a variety of exercises
designed to test grammar, voc-
abulary and translating ability. Vt

Screen-wise, there is nothing
novel about this program— most
of the time it's, text on a blank

Esperanto.
Once you have worked yourway

through Espotext, you can test
your grasp of Esperanto grammar
by foading the Espogram prog-
ram

.
In the lower half of the screen

is the beginning of a sentence con-
taining one, two or several blanks.
Given at the top of the screen are
twenty numbered suffixes. The

blanks are filled in by pressing the
appropriate numerical key and rn

this way you build up a sentence
of which there are fifty stored. Any
errors you have made are shown
at the bottom and any corrections
are briefly explained. Your score is

also given at the bottom of the
screen.

As well as improving your gram-
mar, the package — as any lan-

guage package should— aims to
increase your vocabulary. This is

where the Espoword program can
help. It consists of 729 Esperanto
words and their English transJa-
tfons all of which are relevant to
everyday life. On manual display
there is a choice of any of nine
blocks (eighty-one words). In Auto
display you choose one-third part
of any block, that is, twenty-seven
words, and you choose the time
interval before th^ answer is given.

Clearly, the written word is only
one aspect of a two-horned beast.
The audio tape, therefore, intro-

duces the learner to the pleasures
of spoken Esperanto. First of all,

the Espohear section,
demonstrates nineteen Esperanto
sounds which are eithernew to the
English ear orwhose use Is limited.

These are then demonstrated
using fifty-seven words. With
Esposay, you are required to pro-
nounce each of these. First the
tape gives the word number listed

in the notes, you pronounce the
word and then the tape pro-
nounces the word as it should be
pronounced. Esposeif and
Esponext give some indication of
what sentences of fluent
Esperanto sound like.

Supplementing the tapes &re
detaited notes which reinforce and
expand upon what has already
been explained. These contain
some marvellous ice-breakers for
the avid party-goer— such gems
like,

'
Do you eat water? " or ' Is you r

mother a man?
Still, it is easy to be flippant

about Esperanto because it's an
'artificial* language. But when one
considers there are over 100,000
speakers world-wide, over 30,000
books published in Esperanto and
approximately 50 national associ-
ations, someone somewhere must
be taking it seriously. There is an
idealistic thrust underlying
Esperanto that alone sets it apart
from 'natural' languages, and its

adherents reveal something of a
missionary mentality. Indeed, you
may have found Lea Hartridge
spreading the word (or wordo)
from his mini-stand at the PCW
Show this year. ,

.

All in all, this package is bursting
at the seams with information and
is well worth getting if you are
interested m mastering Esperanto.
There's even a brain-twisting
arithmetical puzzle game thrown
in for free

—

Flipii 561
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Producer: Addictive Games
Retail Price: £8.95
Author: Simon Davies

As Head Coach, it's your
task to manage an Ameri-
can Football team to the

heady heights ot success. You
need to keep a keen eye on the
player market, getting rid of use-
less players and snapping up the

odd bargain. Careful study of other
teams is also needed to select a

squad to counter the strengths ol

the opposition and take advantage
Df its weaknesses,

Initially, you are given a choice
of one of the twenty-four teams
which are grouped in fours, in six

divisions. There are tour skin

levels: novice, rookie, veteran and
alt-pro. A thirty-two player squad
is made up of kickers, quarter-

backs, running-backs, defensive-

backs, line-backers, offensive

linemen, tight ends, wide receivers

and defensive linemen. Players are
numbered according to their posi-

tions, with offense, defense and
special team groupings listed an
separate screens. The team fists

display various information on
each of the 1500 players in the
program— age, skill rating, fitness

and form. Trading, the equivalent

of the British soccer transfer sys-
tem, takes place on weekdays.

Before each game, the com-
parative strengths of bom sides
are detailed on the screen. The
pitch condition and wind velocity

are aiso given before kick-off —
important when deciding which
'plays' to go for. The success of a
field goal depends on the kicker's
distance from the posts and his

skill.

Matches are played out graphi-
cally on the green gridiron. Your
team plays in blue against the
opposition's black. A red bar
across the top of the screen indi-

cates how much of the game has
been played, if a game is drawn,
there's a tie-breaker in the form of
extra-time— the first sidelo score
wins.

After the final score has been
flashed up on screen, the results

of the other matches are given, fol-

lowed by the league tables show-
ing each team's current position.

This is sometimes followed by a
news item suggestingnewtraining

techniques or that a player has
become available on the trade
market.

At the end of the twelve game
season, six division winners plus
one extra team from each confer-
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San Diego play the LA Raiders— it's no score all round and a
Field Goal hasjust been missed

ence enter the playoffs leading to
the SuperbowJ final. A twenty day
period follows, set aside for the six

rounds of the College Draft in

which about thirty players are
available per round,

CRITICISM

W On the whole I don't really

get on with games like this as
they are often too complicated,
brain taxing or just badly pre-

sented— this is one such. Head
Coach dees not require a great
deal of user participation so it's

very hard to get into or play suc-
cessfully — it gets quite
monotonous. The program
responds slowly to keyed input
and there are long delays in bet-
ween some screens because
It's written in BASIC. The
graphics are generally sloppy.
The sound is also minimal — a
few spot effects during the
game and a few trashy tunettes
on the title screen or when you

KANE
Producer: Mastertronic
Retail Price: £1.99
Author: John Darnell and
Simon Freeman

In
the days of the wild and woolly

West times were hard. If you
happened to be the sheriff then

times were doubly hard as people
tended to have a healthy disre-

spect for anything or anyone in

authority. In this game, Kane must
try and make peace with the
Indians and keep law and order in

his town. Kane needs a steady
hand, a sure eye and a fast gun.
What with runaway trains, ghost
town ambushes and the perils of
the prairie, he really has his work
cut out for him.

The game is divided up into four
sections, each of which must be
completed before you can prog-
ress to the next one. There is a
practice mode, where you can flip

through all the screens before
playing the game for real.

Section one involves shooting
birds with a bow and arrow— the
feathered ones are traded with the
Indians for lives in the later stages.
Kane starts with ten arrows and
loses one for every bird that is mis-
sed. Every time he hits a bird, the
number of arrows in his pouch
stays the same. The birds are shot
by lining them up in the mobile
sights before pressing fire. Points
ere scored for every bird impaled.
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Section Two is a nde across the
prairie. With his trusty steed
beneath bim

t
the sheriff must jump

the obstacles which presentthem-
selves in his path. A misjudged
leap results in the horse throwing
Kane and a life is lost. If the
treacherous patch of prairie is

negotiated then Kane arrives in a

deserted ghost town. But is it really

deserted? Some mean outlaws
start taking pot shots at you. You
reach for yourgun and start blast-

ing.

Ten baddies in the town must
be shot. The number of men killed

is shown in red on the left hand
side of the screen, while the
number ofmean critters left shoot-
ing at you is shown on the right.

Kane has six bullets in his gun and
must run to the right of the screen
to get more bullets. Baddies pop
up from the saloon, the bank and
the general store and need to be
shot before they disappear or
shoot you instead. Once all ten
baddies have been sent to Boot
Hill, you can progress to the Train
Journey in section four.

A tram is out of control and oniy
you can stop it and save the help-

less passengers. Kane has to
negotiate another nasty piece of
prairie, strangely similar to section
two , jumping over all the obstacles
on his trusty nag. The train must
be caught up with and stopped
within a certain time limit and once
the passengers are safe, the first

level of the game Is complete.
There are three levels to the

game, each increasing in difficulty

and speed. Have you the guts and
determination to clean up the wild

West or will you end up on Boot
Hili instead?

CRITICISM

w ' mastertronic seem to have
taken their time translating this

on to the Spectrum — and to be
honest they shouldn't have
bothered. Eyewise the game is

fairly attractive, with lots of col-
our on the screen and some
smoothly animated characters.
Sound just consists of a few
spot effects which are very
accurate but sound lonely in a
game that doesn't involve too
much frenzied activity. The first

Kane rides tike the wind due to all these cowboy beans—ho
must atop the train andjump the desert vegetation that gets
in the way

stage — shooting the birds, is

very inaccurate and I found my
arrows constantly going
straight through the belly of the
bird without affecting it at all.

The first jumping stage is far toe
easy and getting past the
'shoot-out' stage is a doddle,
but the final jumping stage
proved far to difficult to warrant
plodding through the first three
parts. The game is very basic
and doesn't require any brains
at all. Kane may appeal the the
younger games player, but
whether even they will be
addicted enough to load it up
again is very much in doubt "

•" This game suffers from a lack
of screens. It would be fun if there
were about ten more sections to
battle through. As it stands, there
isn '( realty any fasting interest after

completing the first four screens,
which are very easy. The graphics
are a mixture of nicely animated
lumpy characters and garish cof-
ours which, on the whole, fail to

please the eye. Thesound is also a
bit limp. There are no tunes and
only a few spot effects. I don't
recommend the game as it gets
very monotonous after a short
time.

"

•" I can't say, I like Kane much.
The graphics are pretty bad, and
the game lacks enough content,
despite its four stages, to make it

addictive. Payability wise, Kane is

fair, but even for £1.99 it doesn't
seem like much value for money.
The horse riding sequence isn't
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win. On the whole 1 didn't find
this game playable or compel-
ling so I wouldn't really recom-
mend it

"

# '

' Weff, ithadto come sometime.
How could anyone five without a
follow-up to the mega Football
Manager? Looking at Head
Coach, / know that I certainly

could, it's got abysmal graphics,
and is very difficult to get into,

especially ifyou're not heavily into

American Football Head Coach is

fun to play, however, if you've got
the time to get started and once
into it I think it highly likely that it'll

be a long time before you're out.

Addictiveness is one thing that

addictive games do have, even if

they are lacking in every conceiva-
ble technical detail. Worth a look if

you're a real Am Foot freak, but
otherwise, unless you really flip-

ped over Football Manager, I'd

recommendyou stay away.
"

•" Now look guysf I knows a thing
or two about American Footy, and
you have quarters in the game.
Head Coach doesn't! It also tells

you that your next play is the last

one of the game. This is just not on
—American Football also has two
minute warnings, throwing the ball

out of play to stop the clock and
time-outs. The game is inaccurate,

and the player selection is terrible.,

J was unhappy to see that you
can't pick individual players for
each position, and you can't give
players names, Head Coach is not

only inaccurate, but terribly boring
to play. If people buy this thinking
that they are getting an Arnencan
Football game, they'll be unhappy— it does nothing to enhance the
image of the game in this country.
Fancy an arcade Am Foot game?
Get Superbowl. A bit more on the
strategy side? You wouldn't go far
wrong with the argus game, but
addictive have got it all wrong. M

COMMENTS

Control keys: most of the
keyboard used
Joystick: not really needed
Keyboard play: slow responses
to input

Use of colour: very BASIC, only
necessary to decorate the text

Graphics: mainly text, with a lew
pwetty pictures here and there
Sound: few spot effects, wfth an
awful Yankee Doodtetune
Skill levels: one
Screens; field screen plus menus
General rating: Neither a very
playable nor accurate simulation

Use of computer 22%
Graphics 31%
Playability 36%
Getting started 28%
Addictive qualities 36%
Value for money 32%
Overall 33%

exactly difficult, and the gun
fighting bit isn't any good at all.

The first part is probably the best,

and even that isn't up to much.
Though it might just be fun for a
while, I don't think Kane is really

worth the money asked for it.

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: Q up, A down, N
left, M right Z fire/jump

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor, 1

Interface 2
Keyboard play: average

Use of colour: good, lots used
Graphics: not amazingly good
Sound: spot effects
Skill levels: three

Screens: four

General rating: Mot terrible, but
nothing special, either

Use of computer 46%
Graphics 50%
Playability 46%
Getting started 59%
Addictive qualities 47%
Value for money 53%
Overall 54%

OLYMPIAD '86
Producer: Atlantis
Retail Price: £1.99
Author: B Jones

Here's another sporting simu-
lation designed to test your
skills in five events, this time

at a budget price. Weight lifting,

canoeing, the 200 metre sprint,

shooting and discus throwing all

feature, and what's more you don't
need any fancy equipment or
months of pre-season training to
compete.
At the start of the game three

lives are supplied, and a life is lost

each time the player fails to qualify

in an event. After each event the
scoreboard appears on screen,
updating the points won and

number of lives remaining, and at

the end of a circuit round the five

events, a high score table
monitors performance and medals
won.

This pentathlon commences
with weight lifting, and a well timed
press ofthe Q key is needed to
build up enough strength to heave
the weights off the ground. A hand
on the power clock at the top of
the screen whizzes round and has
to be stopped at the 'noon' posi-
tion for maximum power. If a lift is

successful, you keep going until

the qualifying weight is reached.
Failure costs a life and a smug
helicopter flies past with a banner
that reads'

4

rubbish",
To get through the canoeing

event the and P keys are used to

Poor old Cum. He prodded the Q key at the wrong moment,
stopped the dock too soon and gave the helicopter pilot the
chance to fly outandhe rude. .

.

manoeuvre a kayak down a slalom
of boulders which poke out from
beneath the water. A meter at the

bottom of screen shows how
much of the course is left to get

through, and contact with a boul-

der results in failure.

The 200 metre sprint has your
runner scooting along a seemingly
never-ending track, Speed and
distance bars show how the race
is going, and the power clock
method is used again, this time to
build up speed — misjudge the
timing of the prod on theQ key and
speed is tost, but get it right and
the runner accelerates. At the end
of a race the qualifying time and
actual time taken are shown, and
the rude helicopter pilot flies past
if you fail . . .

Skeet shooting puts the player

in control of a cross hair sight and
the idea is to blast the qualifying

number of skeets out ofthe air. Lit-

tle meters at the bottom of the

screen reveal how many skeets

are yet to be released and the

number of shots remaining.

Skeets whizz into the air, launched
alternately from a position behind
trees on either side of the screen.

As usual, the chopper pilot is wait-

mgjn the wings to mock. . ,

.

The fifth event, the discus,

involves two little power clocks—
one has to be slopped dead on
' noon ' with the A key to determine
the angle ofthe throw , and another

stopped with the Q key to deter-

mine the power behind the throw.

And yes, the pilot's waiting!

CRITICISM

• " This game is bad in every
sense of the word. The graphics
are awful, the colour is messy
and unattractive, the scenario
unoriginal, and the whole thing
is just one big lump of unplaya-
bilrty and unaddictiveness. It's

not a joystick- killer — but the
clock stopping is rather inaccu-
rate . . . Hint: prod the O key
when the needle is at the 10
o'clock position during the
sprint for maximum power,
rather than when it is at noon.
Even for a couple of pounds this
game is poor— you might want
to persevere until you've seen ail

five screens, but I doubt you'd

want to come back to It

"

• '

'
The graphics are some of the

best atlantis have overproduced— not such a hard fea f

—

andcon -

sist of a good loading screen and
some fairly large, smoothly ani-
mated characters. The sound is

very basic, involving some sound
loops up the musical scale, and
then some down the scale —
WOW What variety . . . Olympiad
86 contains very tittle to keep the
armchair sportsman interested
further than seeing the loading
screen, I expected more
keyboard/joystick bashing, all i

got was a consistent pressing of
keys at long intervals, i didn't even
feel panicked, never mind break-
ing into a Sweat!

"

• ' The trend for track and field

games ended months ago, and
this latecomer doesn't add much
to the genre , even at the low asking
price. The gameplay is very slow
and on two of the five screens you
only have to use one key so it all

gets very monotonous. There are
no tunes, the spot effects are min-
imal and the gameplay is hardly
exciting — a mix between
unpiayability and impossibility. I'd

keep well clear of this one if I were
you, as it is very primitive.

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: O, A, O, P, SPACE:
varies from event to ©vent
Joystick: not applicable
Keyboard play: not always an
accurate response
Use ofcolour: lots of it; a bit garish
Graphics: nothing special
Sound: BEEPy spot effects
SJtili levels: gets progressively
harder
Screens: five one-screen events
General rating: Even as a budget
title this game adds nothing to the
decathlon/sports genre

Use of computer 31%
Graphics 28%
Payability 21%
Getting started 39%
Addictive qualities 23%
Value for money 31%
Overall 26%
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Producer; Ocean
Retail Price: £7.95
Author:

It's
here at last? Knight Rider has

finally been released by ocean.
Michael, his coordinator Deven

and the super car Kitt are once
again on the trail of baddies. At

their Atlanta HQ the duo receive a
message from Deven, informing

them that a bunch of terrorists are

up to no good— Deven also hints

that the terrorists may have
designs on world domination . . .

Eeek!
Michael and Kitt set off on a

perilous mission to try and stop
those darn terrorists from starting

Worid War Three. The only trouble

is, nobody actually knows where
all this terrorist activity is taking

place, so Kitt and Michael have to

drive like mad things ail over
America at insane speeds, collect-

ing clues before the time limit on
the mission runs out.

At the beginning of the game
you are presented with a map of

the United States and a menu of

cities which can be visited. Kitt

passes on a message from Deven
suggesting a city in which there is

terrorist activity. Now it's up to you
and Kitt to zoom down to that par-

ticular city as fast as possible to

see what 's going on . Kitt is a pretty

unusual car and unstoppable.

Once on the road, enemy helicop-

ters rise up from the horizon trying

to inflict serious damage. A meter

on Kitt's dashboard clocks up the

damage and when the level gets

too high you have to get Kitt

repaired at the next town—which
is rather time consuming,
Mike can drive with Kitt firing the

lasers, or Kitt can drive (more
slowly) and let Mike do the shoot-

ing. A digital speedometer reveals

the rate of travel, and another

milometer ticks down as the desti-
nation city gets closer. Lasers, of

course, overheat and too mucfi

shooting leaves the car defence-
less while the lasers cool.

On arrival in a city the view

automatically changes. Mike
enters a building patrolled by
guards. The action is viewed from

above, and as Mike never carries a

gun, he must avoid the enemy by
sheer skill and some speedy foot-

work as he picks a route to the

other side of the maze. Contact
with a guard sends Mike back to

the beginning of the current loca-

tion— very time consuming. New
orders scroll across the bottom of

the screen once a maze has been
negotiated and it's off to the next

Zooming along the yellow brick road to the next city with Mitt

looking after the lasers and Mike in the driving seat putting
240 mph. Blow the choppers out of the sky . .

.

city, on the trail of those power-
crazed terrorists.

The opening menu allows you to

select a plot to the game, or the

scenario can be allocated at ran-

dom, A time limit, monitored by a
dock on Kitt's instrument panel, is

set and the mission fails if the time
expires before all the locations

have been visited and maze prob-
lems solved. Then it's back to
Atlanta, and time to start yet

another mission to savethe world.

CRITICISM

# " Well, I wonder how many
people wilt be disappointed with
Knight Riderafter waiting over a

year. I didn't realty expect that

much from this game, as Ameri-
can-ail-action-TV-series games
are normally pretty dire. This

one was a shock! The graphics

are appalling on the driving

BULLSEYE
Producer: Macsen
Retail Price: £8.95

Author: GBA Cyf

AC9EN specialise in pro-

ducing computerised
versions of well-known

TV game shows, and this darts

game hosted by Bully the bull in

his cute striped overall first

appeared on TV sets tuned to

Central TV. This two-player game
has four rounds, with a practice

option available to help you gain

confidence when throwing the

darts at the dartboard.

There are nine skill levels in the

game, selected at the start before

the players' names are keyed in.

Darts are aimed by using the cur-

sor keys to move a hand below the
dartboard to the left and right, A
strength bar display in the status

area monitors the power of the

throw— the harder the throw, the

nearer to the top of the dartboard

the dart lands. The strength meter

rises when the Cursor Up key is

held down — releasing the key

throws the dart.

Each player is summoned to the

ockey in turn by Bully. A dartboard

with ten sections labelled A to J is

provided in section one. Each let-

ter represents a different subject.

Select a subject to answer ques-

tions on and then throw a dart so
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that it lands inside the segment of

your choice. A miss means you
must answer a Question on
whichever subject your dart lands

on. Score a hit, and bonus points

are awarded before the question

is asked. There is only a certain

amount of time in which each
question must be answered, but
players usually get two attempts.

Round two consists of regular

darts throwing. Each player is cal-

led to the ockey three times and
throws three darts, gotng for the
highest score. Whoever has the

highest score after each turn gets

to answer a general knowledge
question which wins more points if

answered correctly. An incorrect

answer gives the question over to

the opponent. Then it's on to

round three. .

.

Whoever is winning at this stage
in the game has a bonus question,

and the chance to collect more
points. On round three the player

is presented with a dartboard with

sixteen segments on it. eight black

and eight red. Each red segmn-n" in,

worth bonus points, while the

black areas don't matter. Nine

arrows are supplied and thebonus
value of a red area is won if a single

dart lands in it. However, if you hit

the same red segment twioe, the

bonus value is deductedfrom your

score.

Section four is purely for

fifty ei* i

SCORE

SED8E QHi

CAME RDM
TD THE
DEKEV

Cameron Pound plays with yet another Alter Ego, this time
taking himself on at BULLSEYE

gamblers, The leader is asked
whether he or she wants togamble
the points collected so far —
gambling is optional and if the

leader declines then the chance
passes over to the other player. A
regular dartboard is presented on
the screen, and scoring over 110
points with the four darts supplied

doubles the score if you decide to

gamble. Score less than 1 10 and
the score amassed is halved.

Two additional question files are

supplied on the cassette should

you get too familiar with those In

the basic set, and a mini-league

table records players' progress in

the games played during a ses-
sion.

CRITICISM

# "Bullseye is not a good game.
Frankly, I don't like it at all. The
graphics are too big, and the

game is difficult to control. The
tunes are annoying, and they

make long waits necessary. As
far as playability and addict!vity
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screen — the road jerks From
aide to side badly and the
characters are poorly defined,
but the graphics are quite nice
on the other screens. The bird's

eye view works, and the charac-
ters are animated well. The
sound is fairly good with a nice
tune on the title screen and afew
good spot effects. Overall

though, there's not much game
when it comes to actually play-
ing it"

• " / felt that Knight Rider was
very shallow in content Graphi-

cally, the game starts off very

promisingly with a superb loading

screen but my hopes were soon
dashed when I jumped into Kitt

and found that driving through the

States was like driving overthe sea
on a sandy road! i found the game
extremely easy to play, and soon
felt ihadplayed alt there was. The
four plots are very easy to solve

and most people would only

spend a few days playing the

game through. No doubt the

Knight Rider name willensure this

game gets to NumberOne in a few
charts very soon! I still wouldn't

buyh.. .

"

• " If you're more into enjoying

the games that you buy, knight
Rider is one game that should be
avoided. Realty, after the amount
of time spent developing this I'd

have thought ocean could have
donea lot better. Gameplay is very

simplistic, and quickly gets tedi-

ous — there's no real impetus to

keep playing once you've gone
through a few driving and maze
sequences and some of the
graphics arejust not up to scratch.

Don't buy it.

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: W up, S down, N
left, M right, Q fire, P pause, CAPS
SHIFT and SYM SHIFT quit and
restart

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor,
Interface 2
Keyboard play: responsive
Use of colour: a bit plain, but no
clashes
Graphics: dodgy on the driving

screen, okay on the mazes and
map
Sound*, neat tune, adequate spot
effects

Skill levels; one
Screens: map screen, scrolling

road and maze section
General rating: Aftertheintermin-
ably long wait, a majordisappoint-
ment— simplistic gameplay and
nothing special on offer

Use of computer 56%
Graphics 60%
Payability 44%
Getting started 58%
Addictive qualities 39%
Value for money 38%
Overall 39%

are concerned, I dont think that
Bullseye is worth commenting
on at all. The game is, in a word,
bad. Ifyou're a dedicated addict
of the TV series, then a) I'm very
sorry for you, and b) you might
like this game. Otherwise, leave
well alone.

"

# "Ughl What a horrible game
show, who in their right mind
would make it into a computer
game? Weil macsen have and to

tellyou the truth they haven 'tdone
as bad a job on it as they could
have done. At first sight it looks
pretty enough: there are a few nice
big and colourful cartoon-tike

graphics and the board is well

defined. There is a little colour
clash, but it isn 't really that notice-

able. The sound is about average
for this type of game; there is a
tune on the title screen and a
couple ofspot effects during play.
The gameplay, unfortunately is not
half as good as me presentation
— long waits between screens
and slow response to keyboard
input makes this already uninspir-

ing game very monotonous
indeed.

"

• "I suppose you can't expect
much from a computer game that

is based on a TV program like

Bullseye — and the final resutt

gives you even fass. I must admit
that Bullseye isn't as bad as some
of the games that macsen have
brought out— but what the game
lacks is answers. As with Play Your

Cards Right, youcan getthe ques-
tion wrong and no one wilt tell you
the answer— most infuriating. The
graphics are quite good, with nice

drawings of Bully and a neatly laid

out dart board. Unfortunately TV
quiz games on computerjustdon't
worktnmyopfnton. - . .half the fun
is audience reaction and comper-
ing, and this is sadly missing from
computer versions.

*'

COMMENTS

Control keys: Cursor left, right

and up
Joystick: not applicable

Keyboard ptay: a bft too respon-
sive for fine control

Use of colour okay
Graphics; detailed dartboards
and adequate Bully

Sound: tune and occasional spot

Skill levels: nine
Screens: one for each of the four

General rating: A straightforward

and rather uninspiring version of

an uninspiring TV show

Use of computer 47%
Graphics 47%
Pfayability 49%
Getting started 60%
Addictive qualities 35%
Value for money 37%
Overall 45%

Vbtillbe
nutsto

There's a bumper ercp"Ot goodies

for the Spectrum and OL User at

this year's Autumn Mkrofair in the

Central Hall, Westminster, on

Saturday 25th October 86'.

See all the New Season's

products including the New
Spectrums, — plus the usual

fantastic Microfoir bargains, with

big reductions on selected

hordwore and software.

The Show offers full support

for all the SINCLAIR machines (and

compatibles), with a huge range

of software, peripherals, books

and magazines on sale — just

about all you wanted for your

computer under one roof!

Talk to the experts on the

User Club stands or find special

bargains at the bring- and-buy.

You'll enjoy o great day out in a

friendly atmosphere

Send NOW for the reduced

price advance tickets on the

coupon below.

You'll be nuts ?o miss
this show.

THE AUTUMN MICROFAIR
25th October 86'

At the Central Halt
Westminster SW1

1 0am—6pm

Admission £2.00 (Adults)

£1,50 (Kids under 14)

SEND FOR REDUCED PRICE TICKETS TODAY
Send lo Mike johartoa {Orguuser'^ Dept

Please send ok ndvMKC tickets

(Adults * £1.50)

Kum; __^^__^^^_^__
Addraw

ZX M1CSOFAIRS, 71 Park lane, Loudon NT> 0HG
FtWB* Kfiif sic advance ticket*

(Child under 14 & £1.01;

Pleise uxtutfc i stamped, »etf-»o*as«i envelope and mite cfacqucv'PO* payable » /„X Mkrofiir

Exhibitors ring Mike or Moira on 01-801 9172 for details of stand availability,
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TENNIS
Producer: Imagine
Retail Price: £7,95
Author:

Did you thrill to Wimbledon
this year? Do you dream
that one day you too wiil

beat Boris Becker or thrash Mar-
tina Navratilova in three straight

sets? Well, Tennis, imagine s con-
version of the Konami arcade
gams might help realise your
dreams to some extent.

in this version of tennis, the
computer can play singles with
one player or doubles against two
players fighting for keyboard
space, Alternatively, two humans
can fight it out, head to head. The
scoring and rules are taken from
real tennis, except the computer
acts as umpire too, flashing deci-
sions onto a central screen at the
back of the court. There's no room
of argument: if the ball lands on a
line then the shot is 'in'; if it lands
outside a boundary line the shot is

'out'.

Players take it in turns to serve,
with the service changing after

each game. To serve, press fire to
lob the ball into the air, and fire

again to send the ball flying over
the net. The timing of the second
press of the fire button is crucial as
it determines where the ball lands.
If the ball lands

4

out ' , the computer
flashes a message onto the umpire
screen and the server gets a sec-
ond go. If you muck the second
serve up as well then the point
goes to your opponent.
The screen shows a tennis court

as seen from the stands at one
end. The direction keys or joystick
control the movement of the
pfayer(s) on the court, and a prod
ofthe fire button at the appropriate
moment makes a shot — the
stroke played depends on the
direction in which the volleying

player is facing.

During each game the score for

each player or team is shown on
the nght of the court, and at the
end of game the score is transfer-

red to the main score board.
The audience watches anxi-

ously from the very top of the
screen. You must play your best
as they're all rooting for you in

amongst the bottles of bubblyand
strawberries and cream.

CRITICISM

• " After the delights of
imagine's Ping Pong, I was hop-
ing for an equally great follow
up. Being both an avid table ten-
nis player, and a bit of a tennis
nut, I find it difficult to get
excited about this game, espe-
cially as its sister program is so
good. Compared to a good,
challenging game of the real
thing, imagine

1

s version is more
of a 'knock the sponge ball over
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SpGcey 1 play* Spsccy 2 and H'a fifteen-fovo a9 the bail flies
over the net . .

.

the washing line with a plastic

bat1 game. Okay, so it scores
correctly, follows the rules and
has got all the tines in the right
place, but the game itself is

strongly lacking. Maybe fans of
the arcade game (which I

haven't seen) will flip over this,

but speaking as a fan of the real
thing, I don't like It much. "

• "Ping Pong was a bit of a let

down for me. so I didn't really

expect much from this game and
didn't realty get much either. As
sports simulations go Tennis is

about average in most respects—
it doesn't really bear much

res&mblance to thereat thingbut it

is fairly good fun to play in snort
doses. The graphics are disap-
pointing: the characters are unde-
tailed and the pitch is dull, The
sound effects are also a little on
the biand side with only a few
effectsandsome veryannoying lit-

tle tunes. I wouldonlyrecommend
this one to hardened sports simu-
lation freaks, as it isn 'ttoo compel-
ling.

"

• "I'm the self-proclaimed
Number One fan of Match Point,

and \ felt my favourite tennis game
could be under threat from imagine— who have come out with loads

of good sports simulations on the
Spectrum. After playing their con-
version of Konami

r

s Tennis for
quite some time. I came away feef-
mg that the game was lacking,
both in the overall number of shots
you can play and in overall realism,
f found you had very little control, if

any, over the type of shot you
could play. The game always
seemed to be on the move— if the
computer player wasn't moving
frantically between 8 and 1 pixels
to the left and right, itwas the con-
stant, uncontrollable tapping of
your player's foot on the court. I

found this extremely irritating and
tiring on the eyes. Tennis didn't
play properly: it takes a while to
get used to the ball bouncing at
different heights at the most unreal
moments, and the players seemed
to like the idea of running and hit-

ting the bail at the same time.
Graphically, this game far out-
bashes the old psion game, but as
to who gets the Match Point

.

.

,

Need I say more? "

COMMENTS

Control keys: redefinable: up.
down, left, right, fire

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor
Keyboard play: responsive
Use of colour mainly monoc-
hromatic
Graphics: not wonderfully
detailed

Sound: burbly tunelet and spot
beeps
Skill levels: one
Screens: just the court
General rating: A disappointing
tennis game —- not the strongest
of the Konami conversions by a
long chalk

Use of computer 66%;
Graphics 64%
Payability 59%
Getting started 66%
Addictive qualities 58%
Value for money 59%
Overall 60%



Producer: Trior

Retail Price: £8.95
Author: TheThor team

ICUPS, the International

Commission for Universal

Problem Solving, are looking

for special agents of the highest

calibre. Obviously, they feel they

have to test the ability of any pros-

pective agent and so this promi-

nent organisation has devised two
tests designed to assess just how
well a would-be agent functions

under stress. It's no good having

any Tom, Dick or Harry or even a
Wally when there's an important

mission to complete. The game
falls into two sections, both of

which are designed to test you to

the limit.

The action begins in a spacetun-
nel with you in control of an
Interstellar Escort Ship, The
screen scrolls downwards as you
travel upscreen through three sec-

destroyed so it's really a matter of

keeping clear.

As you proceed through the

three sections the score and the

area (either A, B or C) are indicated.

The tunnel waUs of each section

are different in colour so it's clear

when one section has been com-
pleted. A small window in the right

hand corner shows a laughing face
when you lose a life— just to rub it

in. Lives are indicated by icons of

the Interstellar Escort Ship in a
panel on the left-hand side of the

screen.

Following the straightforward

shoot em up ofthe first partcomes
the second test. Having reached
the enemy starship, you find your-

self in control of a DEEN Mk II— a

Hostile Environment Anthrobot no

less. Four parts of a bomb which

have been secreted somewhere
within the enemy ship must be
found. Insect-like nasties are

At the end of the two tests, an
assessment is given of overall per-

formance as well as a total score.

Onlyby completing the tests to the
examiners' satisfaction will you be
accepted as an elite member of

the ICUPS team. Good luck!

CRITICISM

• "Thoh have really let me
down. Their stablemates odin

turn out really respectable

games like Heartland and Nodes,
now there's ICUPS. Of the two
stages the first is a very boring

shoot em up, very similar to Spy
Hunter and the second is like a

very basic arcade/adventure
resembling Sabre Wulf. I found
both these stages uninteresting

to ptay and not the least bit

Fiylna through the maze in the second phase of ICUPS, your
droid is about to collect one ofthe tomb components— it

lurksunder thatdome which fws to be blastedawaybeforeyou
getyou mitts on it
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tiorts of space which ultimately

lead to the enemy starship. Along

the way you must dodge and
weave a way through swarms of

remote control alien craft. At times

it's very much like aerial bumping
cars as enemy craft, not lethal in

themselves, try to nudge you into

the concrete wails either side of

the tunnel or into the more lethal

yellow craft. A collision with one of

these is enough to lose one of your

four lives, and there are the usual

torpedoes to avoid. The yellow

flying saucers cannot fire but must
be avoided as collision is fatal.The
other yellow craft cannot be

determined to get in the way and

need to be avoided or zapped with

your laser gun.. There are 64
screens in all sothere's a great deal

of exploring to do and you can

move in any direction using the

same keys as previously. In the

weightlessness of the enemy
spaceship there's an altogether

different speed from the previous

section. The robot floats up and
down, turning this way and that in

his attempt to find the four parts.

In addition to the flying insects, be

meets a Jaw-Head, a Bolt-Head,

and a duck that sproings about in

kangaroo fashion.

addictive. The graphics on both
stages are detailed and large,

and this is the only part of the

game that is the least bit decent.

The presentation is smart, and
accompanying the bright title

screen is another superb multi-

channel tune. Not much game
though.

"

# "The first stage is easy, after a
little practice, and the secondpart
is better, with your android wobbl-

ing around the p/ace with ready

excellent inertia effects. I think,

though, that the game is let down

by the necessity to play past the

scrolling section to get onto the

maze part. The blastem up bit is a
little boring and, atthough looking

very good, during play doesn't

quite move as well as it should do.

Overall, ICUPS is not a bad game
at ail. but I realty do expect some-
thing withmore addictiveness and
piayability from a company
associated with such classics as

Nodes of Yesod and Robin o the

Wood ,r

• " At long last ICUPS is here and
what a Set down it Is too. All in all, it

isn't a bad game but it just isn't as

original as it could have been, The
first bit plays quite quickly but is

very difficult to get through- The
second part looks and plays a lot

like the Vfesod games although

your character's jet pack and its

realistic inertia adds a novel touch.

Graphically iCUPS is excellent on
all counts: the backgrounds are

well detailed, the characters are

very nicely animated and there is

plenty of attribute free colour. The
sound is also first-class, with a

great tune and some admirable

spot effects. This game lacks a lit-

tle in addictive qualities and playa-

bility, otherwise it is well worth its

relatively high price tag.

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: top row fire, second
row thrust/accelerate, third row
decelerate, alternate bottom row
left/right

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor, Inter-

face 2
Keyboard play: fast and respon-
sive

Use of colour: very good, with

limited amounts of clashes

Graphics; nice sprites, and good
scrolling

Sound: ace tune on the title

screen, with spot effects during

the game
Skill levels: one
Screens: three areas in the first

part of the game, with 64 in the

second section
General rating : Agood game, but

a disappointment coming from

such a well established stable as

TMoe and odin

Us© of computer 78%
Graphics 82%
Payability 73%
Getting started 80%
Addictive qualities 73%
Value for money 74%
Overall 74%
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Producer: Mirrorsoft
Retail Price: £9.95
Author: Rod Hyde

Strike force Harrier is a flight

simulator set in a Harrier

Jump Jet along with a full

battlefield mock up. There's
strategic planning to be coped
with as well as competent control
of your aircraft. And of course this

only comes with practice.

Your mission is to destroy the
enemy HQ and set up your own
ground sites at the same time. To
make things a mite harder, enemy
tanksand aircraft are gunning hard
for you. Tanks must be destroyed
before you can set up the site.

Once a site has been established
the tanks start to threaten your
new won ground and so on . ,

,

After loading, you are presented
with a menu of options. To begin
with it is probably advisable to
watch the Demo mode and then
select a practice option until you
get the feel of things. Oncecompe-
tent at handling the craft it's on to
Combat duty and that's when
things really start to hot up, As you
can imagine, handling a Harrier

requires a Jot of controls. Ajoystick

or the keyboard can be used, but
even with a joystick, keys are
needed too .The game comes with

a 27-page booklet packed with
instructions and ftight movements.

Although a daunting prospect it's

a good idea to have a quick read
through or else you'll find that your
missions are curtailed rather
quickly.

Strike Force Harrier can be
played on two levels. It can be a
shoot em up on one level, but for
people really into flight simulators.
rt can be played as a mock up of a
real battle with strategic objec-
tives. For the committed games
player the instruction booklet is

essential to get a full grasp of
what's going on.

Overlaid on the cockpit view is

the Head Up Display. This shows
your vertical speed indicator, air

speed indicator, the gyro (reveals

your direction of travel), height and
your pitch above or below the hori-

zon. The HUD can also display
additional information when the
relevant key is pressed.
The Harrier carries an impres-

sive inventory of weapons. You
have two Sidewinder air-to-air mis-
siles with a five mile range that
automatically home in on a target
selected by a sight on screen.
Three 1,000Tb bombs and 250
rounds of cannon shelf with a five

mile range are also on board. The
cannon is a bit tricky to fire cor-
rectly because (low technology
stuff this) you need to be pointing
more or less directly at your target— should this be a tank, then obvi-

ously you're diving straight for the
hard ground . .

.

The air attack radar indicates
the position of enemy aircraft

within a radius of five miles. The
Friend or Foe tracking radar
situated at the bottom of the
screen indicates enemy aircraft

positions, mountain peaks and
your own moving track so you can
tell whether you are closing with or
fleeing from the enemy. Tanks and

ammunition sites are also shown.
Three types of take off are relev-

ant to the various ground condi-
tions. If the airstrip is prepared,
then a conventional take off is

sufficient. From unprepared
ground a short take off is neces-
sary at an angle of 45 degrees.The
Harrier, however, really comes into
its own when there is no take off

space since it can lift off vertically.

A hovering mode is also possible

Zooming along on tfto straight andfouei— are those enemy
forces waiting to be attacked?
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and there are three types of land-

ing as well (conventional, short

and vertical).

Three levels of combat difficulty

are provided: Pilot, Commander
and Ace which make different

demands on the skill of the pilot.

It's up to you to masterthe controls
and prove your abilities . .

.

CRITICISM

• " Flight simulators aren't the
most immediately playable
games on the market, I can tell

yoti, but Strike Force Harrier is

comparatively easy to play. The
graphics ere jerky, a feature all

too obvious In most games of

the genre, but mirrorsoft have
done a fair job of making an
enjoyable game in a field where
there have been too many duff

efforts.Though by no means the
best on the Spectrum, Strike

Force Harrier is quite reasonable.
As a flight aim, this is pretty

good."

• " What yet another Flight

simulator? That makes two in two
months. Strike Force Harrier is not
nearly as boring as many other

Hight sims I have played recently.

There areloads ofnasties to shoot
down so it isn 'tfust a case of team
how to fty and then shoot down a
couple of pianes — this is really

action-packed stuff. The graphics

are pretty much run-of-the-mill for

this type of game, with some
sloppy characters and terky
screen scrolling. The sound is

sparse, no tunes and only a few
spot effects. Ifyou like flight sims
or you think you will if the right one
comes along then you'll probably

geton with this,
"

• " Now this is more like it! After

my disappointment with ACE, I

was glad to get my hands on a
proper, fun-filled, action-packed

flight simulator. Sthke Force Har-

rier has all the makings of the best

fight simulator on the Spectrum

—

even as good as Spitfire 40,

another superb flight sim from mir-

rorsoft. A superb manual is

included in the package contain-

ing simple, easy to read instruc-

tions with neat diagrams to explain
all the possible movements you
can use for avoiding missiles,

attacking HQ and so on. The man-
ual is an essential read, but can be
skimmed over if you're very eager.

The graphics are excellent and
add to the realism. The plane itself

if very fast reacting and behaves
as you would expect a Harrier to

behave—you even get your wings
ripped off if you descend too fast.

Strike Force Harrier is as near as
most of us will get to flying a com-
bat plane — and it's a mighty bit

cheaper and safer!

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: almost every key on
the keyboard used!
Joystick: Kempston, Interface 2
Keyboard play: responsive
Use ofcolour straightforward but
effective

Graphics:jerky scrolling, but
otherwise fast and realistic .

Sound: average
Skill levels: three
General rating: A flight sim with

plenty to do— rather more
demanding than most

Use of computer 83%
Graphics 81%
Payability 82%
Getting started 85%
Addictive qualities 84%
Value for money 83%
Overall 83%

Headcoach will become for

American Football what my
Football Manager has been for

soccer fans- unbeatable. -

Kevin J Toms

This is an American Football Manager with all trie

enjoyment of building a team that can climb up

through the leagues to win the SupeitowL

Not only will you manage the quality of yourteam, but

also direct each actual gameplay throughout every

match, thus driving your creation up through the tables

to success.

Weeks of enthralling entertainment.

£8.95 for the Spectrum

It you play Addictive games you must

want one of these {the shirt'.!). Small/

MediunVUr^e or XL - £4-50each

PAYMENTS
Addictive products can be bought from

ail good software stockists but in case of

difficulty may be obtained direct from us

by mail order at the prices shown (UK

P& P included but overseas customers

mustadd £1.50),

Accessorders can betelephoned triracghanfl
M. (0202) 29640O

f

ddictire
,• Addictive Games Ltd #

10 Albert Road Bournemouth
Dorset BH1 1BZ * Tel: 0202-296404
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Producer: Piranha
Retail Price: £7.95

Author: Don Priestley

It's
no tun being a minion — all

that scampering around after a
tireless master, very tedious.

Poor old Berk the chef! Shut away
in the bowels of a damp and
gloomy castle, his sole vocation in

lite is to wait on his hungry master's
every whim.
The castle is very messy as well

as being very damp and cold, With
only Berk to tidy things up and lots

of minor minions scampering
around untidying it, the placesoon
becomes very disorganised. Berk
must move around the rooms in

the castle collecting the objects he
needs to feed the boss. He can
move left and right and in and out
of the screen— much as the cent-

ral character in Don Priestley's pre-

vious games. Popeye and Benny
Hill's Madcap Chase moved
around the playing area.

Berk's master is a very impatient

sort of fellow. At the bottom of the
screen an Angry Meter monitors
Thing's mood — when the hungry
one gets realty furious on account
of the delay, it cancels the order

and demands something else,

A large trapdoor nestles in the
start location, and all sorts of nasty
beasties lurk in the dank region

below it Berk needs a specific

trapdoor monster to complete
each task. Apart from the useful

objects and creatures, there are a
tot of pests beneath the trap-

door. . . . Every time Berk opens
the portal he has no way of telling

what might leap out — it's just a
question of opening the hatch
quickly and slamming it shut

pronto rf an undesirable beastie
shoots out Ghosts say Boo and
startle Berk somuch that hejumps
to another room in the castle —
they only go away ff they're fed.

Watch out for the flame thrower
monster because he's very unkind
to our Minion.

Cooking utensils and useful

objects are scattered around the
castle. Most are cunningly hidden
inside other Objects and Berk must
pick things up and tilt them to get
at hidden items. By using his small
blue brain he must use objectsand
trapdoor monsters to produce the
correct meal for Thing.

If Berk loses a vital object by
dropping itdown the trapdoorthen
his task cannot be completed, and
he hasto commit suicide by throw-
ing himself into the void below the
trapdoor , . .

Apart from the foes in them thar

vaults. Berk does have some
friends. Boni the skull is quiteintel-

ligent for a bodyfess bag of bones.
If Berk picks him up he usually

says something useful and gives
Berk a due, but each bit of advice
costs points. Drutt is a yellow
spider that spends its time eating
worms and generally being a pest
Other monsters and creatures
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wriggle and squirm their way
around the castle, and some of

them are ingredients!

At the end of the week, if Berk
has correctly completed all hts

chores then he gets paid. Unfortu-
nately, Thing is not a very trusting

soul, and Serk's wages are sent
down in a fortified safe. If Berk
wants to get at the money and
have a wild night on the town with

other Berks, then he must find out
how to get inside the safe and
claim hisloot

Berk starts out life in the castle

as a trainee minion. If you choose
the Superberk option them all

manner of nasties leap out and
make life Incredibly miserable.

There's just no pleasing some
Grumpy Things.

CRITICISM

# "With the immense, bright,

colourful characters, Trapdoor is

one of those games that grabs
you immediately. Even though
the game gets a III* bit monoton-
ous after a few long sessions,
you can always sit back and
admire the terrific animation
and amazing lack of colour
clash. Most of the problems are
relatively easy, providing you
don*t mistake any objects for
others. This can, and often does
happen, and when it does, is

very frustrating. Basically, Trap-
door is a very playable and addic-
tive excellent game, with great
graphics and fantastic colour."

# "lb begin with, I must say that

Trapdoor is not the game for seri-

ous people! The whole look of the
game is extremely colourful, and
Berk's animation is excellent and
smooth. The game is very simple
in its layout, but very well drawn
with lots ofothersquigglycolourful
characters to follow you around
and get in the way. The game
seamed to me to be aimed at the

same market as the TVseries due
to be broadcast this Autumn —
young. It's a pity really, as the idea
of the game is very good but
doesn't involve any in depth think-

ing. I cant really say that I went
wildoverTrapdoor, but thegame is

verysmart in all aspecte, including

a cute tune, A game for the young
andyoung at heart.

"

# "What a great game Trapdoor
is! ft is based on a very original idea
and presented in an entertaining

way, which makes it very playable

and quite compelling. The
graphics are astoundingly large

and well defined: the characters
move around agreeably and the
backgrounds are detailed. The
sound ison a par with the graphics
— there are onlya few spot effects

clunng the game but the tune on
the title screen is fantastic. The

.
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Pink worms abound as b giant monsterbounds around,
frightening poor old minion Berk

COMMENTS

game at first is very easy, . .on the
learner Berk level there are no nas-
ties to kill you so you can have a
good old stomp around the castle
looking around and learning the
layout of the rooms. I enjoyed play-

ing Trapdooras it is a playable and
onginal game."

Berkandthe little yellow nuisance, Druttthe spider, are In the
room with the trapdoor. Boni looks on mscrvtirbljr as a pink
worm scampers offto the right . . .

Control keys: definable; left, right,

forward, back, drop, pick up, tip

Joystick: Kempston. Cursor, Inter-

face 2
Keyboard play: good, responsive
Use of colour: excellent

Graphics: superb big characters,
and great animation
Sound: very good title tune, with
some nice in game effects

Skill levels: two; learner berk and
super berk
Screens: 6
General rating: A very neat and
original game with endearing
graphics

Use of computer 89%
Graphics 91%
Payability 88%
Getting started 89%
Addictive qualities 85%
Value for money 86%
Overall 88%



RESCUEON FRACTALUS
Producer: Activision

Retail Price: £7.99

Author: Lucasfrim games

A if Pilots are suddenly In

demand and theyYe badly

needed on Fractalus, a
remote planet in the Kalamar sys-

tem. Apparently the Jaggies,

Kalamar's space adversaries, are

using Fractalus as a stronghold.

The System's highly trained Space
Pilots just can'tcope with it , What's

worse some of them are stranded

on this highly inhospitable planet.

It's your job to rescue them!
This is not as easy as it sounds.

For one thing, the horrid jaggies

have built a fairly sophisticated

and potentially lethal defence sys-

tem which may seriously zap you
— so watch out! The planet also

has a very fast rotation rate— one
day lasts nine minutes — and an
atmosphere thick with cyanitric

acid! Fortunately, Valkyrie fighter

find each one as theywatt patiently

in their wrecked spaceships for

your arrival. On landing, you must
turn your engine systems off and
let the pilot in by opening the air-

lock. . .then it's on to the next one!
How you land and take off is also

very important as it is quite easy to

destroy one of the pilots by acci-

dent. Occasionally, aliens guised

as pilots attempt to board your

ship so beware. Once ail the pilots

have been picked up. you must
return them, safe and sound to the

Mother Ship,

The more notice taken of the

instrument panel, the more suc-

cessful your mission will be.

Amongst other things, this dis~

plays thrust level, altitude, energy
level, radar facilities, shield

strength, and the number of

enemies destroyed and pilots

rescued. The long range scanner
is vital as this registers a stranded
pilot's emergency signal by an
intermittent beep. AV shape at the

and only evasive manouevering of

the ship can break their hold

Points are awarded for various

things. Every second of flight, for

example, earns you one point,

whilst ©very pilot returned to the
Mother Ship earns frve hundred.
Destroying gun emplacements,
alien saucers and just picking up a
pilot all earn extra points, and extra

pointsaregiven for each level com-
pleted.

The lives ofthe Pilots rest in your

hands. Only by taking confident

control of the Valkyrie and steering

it in the right direction will this be
possible. The Jaggies are getting

stronger everyday and Fighter

Pilots are precious. Can you
ensure the future survival of the

Kalamar System.

No, it 'a notastranded
pilot beatingonyour
ceckpit window. .

it's

a nasty alien!

ships are at your disposal with

their computerized instrument
panei. With these you have a
chance of saving the stranded
Pilots,

Descending from the flashing

multi-coloured tunnel of the
Mother Ship you enter the yellow
fog of Fractalus. From your win-

dow a panorama of craggy moun-
tains stretch before you. Having
fought a way through the jaggie

defence system, the next task is to
locate the Space Pilots scattered
on the planet's surface. Using the
instrument panel it Is possible to

base of the scanner indicates the

view from your window — when
you get near to a pilot the scanner
begins to beep. Quite frequently,

the Mother Ship avails herself

should your need an energy boost,

Flashing text in the top left-hand

corner of the screen indicates

when Mommy is in the vicinity. A
row of lights in the bottom centre

of the instrument panel go out

when an enemy gun emplacement
Socks onto your ship. Immediately
after, one by one, they come on
again. When all six are lit up the
enemy gun emplacements will fire

CRITICISM

# " It seems that LucasfIIm have
made Rescue on Fractatusas

good as possible on the Spec-
trum, but I don't think the game
is really suited to the machine.
The graphics are quite reasona-
ble, but the mist effect isn't all

that good because mountains
start appearing from nowhere,
and that messes up a lot of the
effect. Overall, the game is aver-

agely playable and addictive,

but the graphics, which I think

were one of the distinguishing

features of the original, are a let

down — but that's not the fault

of the programmers. I can't say
Rescue on Fractalus is one of the
games I'd buy, but other people
might like ft"

# 'The Spectrum version of this

game is as good as can be
expectedand very easy to get into.

The graphics are ail animated rela-

tively quickly considering the

amount of screen that is moving
about and the sound exists but

doesnt excei. I found the game
good fun to play at first but very

hard to do anything spectacular
apart from shooting everything

(hat appeared, but persistence

openedup what is a verydeepand
involving game. Rescue on Frac-

talus has all the appeal of Zzoom
in the way that you can go around
shooting allyourmateys; but ifyou
want to play seriously, a lot can be
had out of thegame."

• "Rescue on Fractalus at first

sight looks extremely ugly as there

is a great deal of unsiightly garish

colour floating around the screen,

so you eouid be forgiven for turn-

ing a blind eye to thjs one. After

getting over my i nitia! shock I really

began to get into Rescue, in fact I

am a little reluctant to give up play-

ing ... although the surface of

Fractalus scroils badly and the

characters are blocky. The sound
is very poor, with only a couple of

spot effects during the whole
game. Generally this isn't a bad
game once you get overthe colour

problems."

COMMENTS

Control keys: cursors keys, with

or space to fire

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor,

Interface 2
Keyboard play: a bit difficult to get

used to

Use of colour; lots used, border-

ing on the garish at times
Graphics: very jerky, but good
fractal technique
Sound: nice title tune, wfth spot

effects in the game
Skill levels: 16
Screens: scrolling cockpit view

over a large landscape
General rating: Agood game, but

one that's perhaps not best suited

to the Spectrum

Use of computer 77%
Graphics 72%
Payability 77%
Getting started 76%
Addictive qualities 73%
Value for money 74%
Overall " 75%
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LAP OFTHEGODS

Producer: Mastertronic
Retail Price: £1.90
Author: Glive Brooker

Caught in a comet's vortex,

minions of light years from
home, you are understand-

ably not all that happy. After all,

there isn't much to do in a vortex is

there? And to make things worse,
you are powerless to do anything

about it. As desperation begins to

set in, the all powerful gods of

Zzarn who rule the universe ,
reveal

that they can in fact release you
from your current predicament,
but they want something in return.

Buried from sight are the crys-

tals of Zzarn. these are quite

essential to the gods. So essential,

in fact, that tie gods are prepared
to strike up an unusual bargain
with you. In return for finding the

crystals of Zzarn the gods will

transport you into the future and
back to your proper time zone and
throw in your freedom as well. This

might all sound fine and dandy, but
you are sadly poorly equipped to

go around digging up lost crystals.

Before you can begin to root

around in the dirt some digging

tools must be acquired. Once
again the gods can help you out,

but only if you give them some-
thing else . . . Scattered around
the chambers are various effigies.

These must be collected and
placed in the tile-lined rooms for

safety, In return for finding these
objects you will be furnished with
excavating tools — including slab

acid for eating away the tunnel

walls — and special magical pow-
ers.

As usual, there is a snag. The
chambers are inhabited by hoards
of very mischievous demi-devils

who would like nothing more than
to curtail your mission in its infant

stages. Repeated encounters with

these irritating nasties results in a
loss of your essential energy Each
clash reduces energy, and death
follows when energy levels get too

low. The devils also suffer from an
acute case of Kleptomania. If your
droid manages to pick up an effigy

and is en route to depositing it in

the tiled chamber, the demons
hound in on you. After three has-
sles, the devils gain possession of

the effigy and you are left to face
the wrath of the gods. The gods,
angry at your ineptness, remove
any magical powers bestowed on
youand you have towinthem back
in order to continue the game.
Points are scored for every effigy

deposited in the tiled chamber and
the current score is displayed at

the top of the screen aJong with
the number of energy points you
have left.

You move around the chambers
on a little cushion of aJr. Upward
movement is available by using let

propulsion. Gravity takes over
when the 'up ' key isn't being pres-
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sed and you float gracefully down
towards the ground. Teleporters

enable you to move from one
chamber to another but can only

be used if you are carrying an
effigy. While holding the ornament
the 'activate teiepoiT option is

added to the menu. Pressing fire

to get to the menu, and fire again

takes you where you want to go
and also drops the effigy. The
menu options reveal the teleporter

routes available.

Returning to your own space
and ttrne is onry possible once all

the effigies in each chamber have
been deposited in the correct

place and all the crystals have
been dug up and given to the gods
of Zzarn. That's rf the devils don't

get to you first . .

.

CRITICISM

• "At last, a sequel to One Man
and His Droid. Mastebtromic
seem to have get all the good
bits out of Droid and compiled
them Into a very smart and
addictive game. The graphics
am extremely colourful and
detailed. None of the characters
are animated within themselves,
only u p, down, left or rightwhich
tends to make the characters
look very boring. The inlay con-
tains the usual mastertronic
stuff with good screen pictures
which help with 'impulse buy-
ing' in the shop.The game is bas-
ically on the same lines as One
Man and His Droid, but with bet-
ter graphics and Its a lot harder.
I am fairly impressed with this

odd piece of budget software,
though ft could get a bit boring
after a while.'*

• "This is certainty a very good
piece of budget software, (reckon
ft is much easier to follow and
therefore much more playable

Mowyou've collectedan effigy, it's off to that tiledchamber to
maAea deposit In the god* 'goodwill bankandgain someextra

In the tiled chamber* where the effigies need to be stashed to
please the gods. Note the pull-down option menu . .

.

than One Man and His Droid. Them
is a lot going for this one graphi-

cally: the screen scrolls around
nicely, the characters are well

drawn and animated and there is

plenty of colour splashed about
the place with a minimalamount of

attribute problems. The sound is

also prettygood, withmanysound
effects duhng the game but no
tunes, I recommend this one, as it

is compelling and well worth the

two quid that mastehtroncc are

asking for it."

• "Another mastertoomic game.
Another disappointment? No, sur-

prise, surprise. Lap of the Gods is

quite a reasonable game, A nice

demo appears, and though the
scenario is a little dubious, the
game Is fun to play and, to an
extent, addictive enough to justify

an outlay of £1.99. From some of

their recent releases, master-
Tronic have demonstrated their

ability to produce games of a
reasonable quality, but they always
seem to mess up a run of quality

games with an extremely dire one
every so often , which is a pity. This

one isn't one to fall into the latter

category though, so nip on down
totheol " software shop, and check
it out."

COMMENTS

Control keys:Aup, Z down, M left,

N right, 1 fire

Joystick: Kempston T Interface 2
Keyboard play: responsive, and
easy to control

Use of colour: very bright, colour-

ful, and attractive

Graphics: slightly jerky scrolling,

but nice animation, and pleasant
characters
Sound: not extensive. Limited,
mainly to clicks and buzzes
Skill levels: one
Screens: 16 caverns
General rating: A very good
game, especially for the low price

Jfot
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O

Use of computer 78%
Graphics 83%
Payability 80%
Getting started
Addictive qualities

73%
81%

Value for money 87%
Overall 80%
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UNIVERSAL HERO
Producer: Mastertronic
Retail Price: £1.99
Author: Xcel

Captain Burl has only 7 sec-
onds in which to save the
world. How will he do it?

Slowly the captain swivels his

chair around and stares at you
Coolly,

4

Don't worry.' he says in a
macho voice, "I have a ptan ..."

Poor old Burt is in a right pickle.

A space freighter is out of control

and determined to blow up. This in

itself is quite an alarming prospect,

but to add to the dilemma, if the
freighter does go K A P O Wthen
poor old Captain Burt will be
stranded on a horrid asteroid and
will never get back to Mother
Earth. Not ever.

What a terrible position to be in!

But there's more- The space
freighter is up in space and Burt is

stuck on the asteroid. His only
means of transport is a rather

decrepit shuttle which just so har>
pens to be broken. Contending
with a pressing time limit, Burt
must repair the shuttle, zoom off to

a neighbouring planet, collect the
spare parts for the ailing freighter

and mend same before it

explodes. Gasp! And ail in seven
seconds. As we said before, how
will he do it?

The spare parts to mend the
shuttle are scattered all over the
asteroid and must be collected in

order to getthe shuttle back on the
road, to mix a metaphor. This
should be an easy task but most of

the vital pieces of the shuttle are

possessively guarded by various
alien horrors and contact with

them results in Burt's valuable air

supply being sapped away. At the
start there are four air bottles, but
these are used up pretty quickly as
he hurtles around the space rock.

However, to make sure Burt has
something useful to inhale, new air

bottles can be picked up along the

way Oxygen status is displayed at

the top of the main screen. When
the chart reaches the red section
on the fourth bottle you know it's

going to be curtains 'tor Burt very
shortly.

Not all the objects on the
asteroid are helpful and often you
don't know this until they are safely

tucked up in Burt's space suit poc-
kets. Some are lethal such as the
lump of Plutonium; some simply
uncomfortable like the rough
glass. Objects are picked up and
stored by using the.defined cursor
keys and with nine pockets nine
objects can be carried at one time.

Objects can also be dropped and
used when required and to know
what's carried, a keypress reveals

the Inventory.

To move around. Burt is equip-
ped with a jet pack that can propel
him to great heights or carry him
over large chasms. The asteroid

consists of a series of under-
ground caverns, as well as the

knobbly surface which hides many
surprises and many dangers.
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Watch Captain Burt as he battles
to save the world <and himself of

course!) in all of seven seconds.
Gee. what a hero!

CRITICISM

• " I was pleasantly surprised
with Universal Hero. f found it

very easy to get into and exciting
to play. All the characters are
extremely well detailed, with a
great drawing of a Spectrum
Plus in the Computer Room.The
game revolves around putting
items together and then using
them to get other items, and Is

consequently very addictive,
involving as it does the need for
a quick mind as welt as accurate
moving. The 'feel* of the way
that Burt moves around is excel-
lent, but rather annoying when
you actually bounce off ceilings
and do not hover properly. Univ-
ersal Hero is surprisingly smooth
in Its movement and is com-
pletely flicker free. A mass of
Spellbound problems in a very
complex game. Well worth the
meagre two quid.

"

# '

' Molecule Man was a very
good game, excellent at the price.

Looking at Universal Hero, / begin
to ask myself, have mastertronic
turned over a new leaf"? This game
is good, notmega hyper uttrs brill,

but good, and excellent value for
money The puzzles are maybe a
little simple, but the game plays
well, and has addictiveness met
more than justifies its meagre

ff7^ s

Our little jet-packed hero negoi/aier, a subterranean roomful
of mobile nasties on hisway to save,i (foamed space freighter

ou r, too , is used to maximum effect
without any attribute clash. The
sound would have been greatly

improved if there was a tune on the
title screen, but there are some
spot effects which are reasonable.
Universal Hero certainly offers

great value for money, so I recom-
mend it.

"

price. This is well worth buying,
even if only because you won't
have to save up for it.

"

# '

' It's been a long time since I've

seen cheap software as fun to play
and as compelling as this. It plays
In a similarwaytomanyother prob-
lem solving games although the
problems, initially simple, get very
hard towards the end. Graphically
this one rates quite highly as the
backgrounds are very nicely
detailed and the large and porky
characters whizz around well. Col-

Captain Burt surveys the broken shuttle craft, ft must be
repaired before the main mission can be attempted

COMMENTS

Control keys: redefinable

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor, Inter-

face 2
Keyboard play: great, very

responsive
Use of colour: excellent

Graphics: very nice characters
and good backdrops
Sound; nothing revolutionary

Skill levels: one
Screens: 128
General rating:Welldone master.
TRONIC!

Use of computer 81%
Graphics 81%
Payability 84% i

Getting started 87%
Addictive qualities 84%
Value for money 90%
Overall 83%



A h got de blues baby, yeb f

got dem blues, yeh, yeh, eh
got de dekorating blues. .

.

Decorating is the most tedious
of chores. First the paste is too thin

and ttfe paper won't stick to the
wall and then the paint drips all

over the carpet . And have you ever
tried wall-papering a ceiling? Still,

if you fancy yourself as a painter

and decorator, then here's an
opportunityyou can't refuse. What
about using your talents to bring a
bit of colour to an otherwise drab
hotel? Start at the bottom and
work your way up.

them then you find yourself
decorating that heavenly mansion
in the sky in shades of subtle off-

white!

The flashing red nasty and the
caterpillar nasty both move very
quickly and are simply out to knob-
ble you. One of the other nasties
wants to gobble up ail your blue
dots, soyou may find yourselfhav-
ing to do the work twice over. Luc-
kily, you have a steady supply of
paste which can be dropped at

convenient moments. Pretty
strong stuff, the paste can be used
to get you out ofsomerather sticky
situations. For one thing, when
dropped in the path of an
approaching nasty it slows the lit-

tle blighter down, It also enables
you to walk all over them should
you want to change direction.

Enter the diningroom, suitablyshaped likea fork. Decorate it

before the descending bars crush you and you might earn a
free dinner

Each of the screens displays a
bird's-eye-view of the hotel's net-
work of rooms and corridors.

These networks assume a variety

of shapes. Some take the shape of
inanimate objects— a joystick, for

example. Other networks take the
form of animals {the Mutant Ram,
for example) or humans {the

French Teacher), whilst others are
merely abstract. The background
to each of the floor networks is

sumptuously ornate, ind

that this particular hotei is some-
thing of a classy joint.

The idea is to work through each
floor, roller in hand, as quickly as
possible. As you move through
each corridor, blue dots indicate
the decorated areas, so it's easy
to see where you've been. Nasties
are determined to undo all the
work you've done, and, if possible,

put you out of action once and for

all. Should you bump into any of

The screen number is given in

the bottom left corner, and directly

beneath that, your score. Bottom
centre indicates how many of your

ten lives are left and above that, a
clock ticks away the seconds. In

the bottom right corner, the
amount of paint, or number of dots
you have to use is indicated and
just below that, how many dollops

of paste you have left.

There are plenty of screens to

get through, so you'd better be a
swift and nimble worker or you'll

find yourself out of a job with a lot

of time on your hands.

CRITICISM

•'' Mega fantastico! Or at least

that's what I thought until I

played the game. Argh!! One
character block graphics, terri-

i!K» ,&*%:&&. *Sft n ''Mk.:<!>&i'dtai&&' fitly *JH!i. (Bfa 3HU'&& AJrAtt' tfOi dtirdttl'.Mr-fflk il

A detail from the dining room— watch out for the nasty, he
moves pretty fast

You've almost completed the middle section butthere's stilla
_

long way to go and even more nasties to avoid .

bte colour and appalling sound.
The game is far too easy. With
ten lives, ft just isn't addictive
and it takes you too long to get
to the place where you finished
the last game. At its price, it

might be worth buying for the
' scratching * speech effects, and
the other nice bits it hasT but I

wouldn't fork out for the game
itself.

"

• '

' Dekorating Blues is a superbly-

presented game but is very basic
and boring to play. The area in

which the paint brush moves is

veryrestrictedand IfBitthat I dktn t
know what had to be filled in and
what could be left. The screen
givesyou all the informa tion you "re

likely to need during the game:
score, level, time, paste leftand so
on. but this doesn't enhance the
thing at all. The screens are all

made up in pretty animal and cas-
tle patterns, but as a person who
got quite far through the game I

can safely say that nothing
changes. A nicelypresentedprog-
ram, but the game itselfis very dis-
appointing.

•" You may have guessed what
sort of game this is by the title. I did
find it strangely compelling and
playable but these qualities faded
out after a few goes. The program-
mers have obviously tried to tart

this one up as there are tots of

lovely effects on the title screen
and at the end of each level. The

game, however, isn't half as good
as these, which is a shame. The
graphics are generally poor, the
characters are small and unde-
tailed and the backgrounds are
boring. The sound, on the other
hand, is quite good — there are

some nice effects during play and
a couple of tunes on the title

screens. On the whole, I wouldn't
recommend Dekorating Blues as
the game itself is very primitive.

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: redefinable

Joystick: Kempstqn. Cursor.
Interfaces

Keyboard play: respons ive

Use of colour: fair

Graphics: pretty but, in the end,
pretty boring
Sound: some nice effects

Skill levels: one
Screens: over 30
General rating: Nice gloss, but

becomes very monotonous after a

while

Use of computer 70%
Graphics 34%
Payability 31%
Getting started 33%
Addictive qualities 33%
Value for money 40%
Overall 38%
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OCTAGONSQUAD
Producer: Mastertronic
Retail Price: £1,99
Author: Geoff Foley

Planet 54.7 has suffered an
attack with deadly chemi-
cals weapons, leaving only

twenty-six survivors. They are ail

suffering from severe brain dam-
age and, to make matters worse,
are lost in a a reactor maze. As the
Commander of Octagon Squad
it's your job to rescuethe survivors

by beaming them out through the
teleport fence. Luckily, you have
at your disposal a team of Equad-
roids that must be used to block
off maze exits and channel the
zombie-like humans in the right

direction. Tables can be moved to
block corridors and doorways
opened with the appropriate keys.
The display is split up into a

er of sections. A dozen con-
trol icons occupy the bottom left

hand quarter of the screen. A win-
dow at the bottom right gives a
detailed view from above of the
section of maze occupied by the
character currently controlled. A
wider view of the maze is given in

the top right hand map window: a
green square identifies the moving
character; corridors are indicated
by black areas, and walls or

obstructions are shown in a light

blue.

Selection of the multiple arrow
icon allows you to move up. down,
left and right depending on your
position in the maze. Other icons
allow you to pick up an object, take
a drink (which counters the energy
sapping chemical residue), and
unlock doors — providing you
have the appropriately coloured

key. There are afso pause and quit
options. The first icon however,
makes it possible to select any of
the seven available Equadroids
and theycan be identified by name
when the face icon is accessed.

A multi-coloured bar across the
centre of the screen indicates a
character's strength, and a variety

of windows display the current
mode, score, and the number Of
survivors still in themaze, Scrolling

text messages appear on a hori-

zonal window.
So, get your team together and

get to work. Strategy and the co-
ordination of the Equadroids is all

important. Twenty-six people are
in need of treatment and are rely-

ing on you to save them from the
deadly toxic gas!

CRITICISM

# " Oh nol After Molecule Man
and Universal Hero, I got the idea
that MASTEHTRONfc had changed
their tune, and started produc-
ing good games. Why then, do
they bung out a game like Octa-
gon Squad? One of the game's
worst features is the traditional

mastertronic instructions, or
lack of them. If more had been
explained about the game, then
maybe It would have been more
enjoyable, but as ft stands, it is

very hard to get into, and even
harder to piay well. Though orig-

inal to an extent, very little about
Octagon Squad sticks in the
mind, apart from its distinct lack
of payability and addictivity.

Even for £1 .99, Octagon Squad is

'

Producer: Firebird

Retail Price: E1.99
Author: Insight
(Peter Gough)

Alien forces are seeking to
take control of Earth and
have invaded in great num-

bers, it's one fighter plane against

a myriad of alien craft ... a pilot's

lot is not a happy one. Wave after

wave of nasties come towards the
lone plane, determined to zap you
out of the sky. Survival depends
on swift reactions and deadly aim.
The screen scrolls from right to

left, your fighter plane stayi rtg near
the left hand edge of the screen so
that there'saclear view of thealien
forces and time to try and dodge
their lethal missiles. The action
takes place over a broad blue river

— on the far bank the scenery
changes from mountains to cities

to forests and back to mountains
again.

The nasties come in a variety of

forms and colours and dance
about as they approach. Not only
must their missiles be avoided but
a collision can also cause your
plane to explode. Fortunately, you
are equipped with limitless mis-
siles and powerful shields which
together provide formidable pro-
tection. Yourfuel supply, however.
is not limitless— the amount teft is

shown in the bottom left hand
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corner of the screen

.

Once ail the aliens in a wave
have been kilted, the game pro-
ceeds to the next level. Some-
times, no missiles are involved at
all and it's a matter of weaving and
dodging your way through a bar-
rage of rota-droids and meteors.
Most lethal of all, however, are the
heat-seeking Mutile missiles
which are very accurate.

Periodically, a mother ship
appears and a successful docking
restores fuel and shield power.
This makes it possible to proceed
to even higher levels and pit wits
with even swifter and more deadly
alien swarms. Should the docking
fail, then you are forced to move
on to the next level with less pro-
tection and less energy, making
your chances of survival slender.
The docking procedure must be
very accurate — if you're slightly

out and miss the jaws of the
mothership, then the plane
explodes.

Eight points are awarded for

shooting an enemy craft; twenty-
five, fifty, or seventy for a Mutile
and more for successful docking.
Bonus points are awarded for

docking and completing waves.
The score, lives remaining and
shield powerare all indicated inthe
status area at the base of the
screen.

A high score guarantees you a
place in the Buccaneer Hall Of

Bfam, zoom. The spaceship approaches a hoard otangry
aliens. Survival is the name of this pilot's game . .

.

Fame so it's possible to see how
you fare against the best. Time to

save the world from alien invasion

again, pilot!

CRITICISM

• " At base level, this is just a
polished Scramble without the
hilts. The graphics, wfth the
exception of the fantastic paral-
lax scrolling, are flickery and
rather unattractive, and the
game, although playable, gets

pretty bodng after a while. The
docking section is too easy, and
the missile attacks frustrating,

as they materialise when you're
halfway through a screen.
insight did better with Vectron,
and I would recommend that
they stick with products of that
quality, 'cos I don't like Buc-
caneer much.

"

• '

' When I heard that this was
from the people behind Vectron, /

nearly flipped. How can a com-
pany release a brilliant game like

that and then produce something



one game that everyone who
likes good games should keep
well clear of.

"

• " Remember in the good 'oie
days when people could write?
Welt, those days havebeen forgot-
ten by the folks atmastertronic—
/ can tremember the last time they
gave some decent instructions.
f'm sure that the game has some
good bits in H somewhere, but
whetheror notyou 'IIplay that far is

a different matter altogether. The
gameseems to beactassic 7won-
der if that will work, ' or 'Well . .

.

what do I do now?' game. The
graphics are very mixed, with a
good character set and border
graphics, but the maze and ptay
area are very basically designed.
Once you realise that you can
actually do things in this game
then it urges you for anothergo—
keep at it and you will be
rewarded,

"

• "ftp sure that I'd find this one
immensely playable if 1 knew how
to play it. but as it suffers from the
inevitable mastertromc 50 word
soenario-come-instructbns, there
isn't really much to go on. It all

seems very complicated, so get-
ting into it would probably take a
ages and require a fair amount of
patience. The graphics used are
colourful and large but they are not
animated at all well and the ' mic-
ro-screen' scrolls diabolically. The
sound consists only of spot

as sloppy and unptayabfe as this ?
As a rule, I'm very partial to good
blasting nasties games as I'm sure
many other people are. but I'm
afraid that this one reallyisn 'tgood
enough to be compelling or play-
able. The graphics are fairty large
and the screen scrolls from right to
left nicely but there are plenty of
attribute problems. The sound is
about average for cheapo firebird
games. Overall, it 's not too bad for
its price tag of two quid, but I

started to get bored aftera couple
ofgoes.

"

• " Ho hum! Another budget
game pretending to be a slick fast
action shoot 'em up. Well you're
not going to fool me mateys! The
graphics are extremely flrckery
and move about in a very jerky
manner, The sound is very basic
and the colour is used much too
lavishly — resulting in loads of

effects. There is no tune, which isa
shame as it would have added to
the atmosphere a little. After the
initial confusion of playing this
game had subsided somewhat, I

found myself quite enjoying it. If

you like a challenge (and believe
me, working out how to play this
one is) go out and give it a fry

"

COMMENTS

Control keys: Q up, A down, N
left, M right, fire

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor,
interface 2
Keyboard ptay: fair response
times, but the fire button is too far
from the rest of the controls
Use of colour: good, lots used
Graphics: very jerky and hard to
follow, but with nice characters
Sound: spot effects
Skill levels: one
Screens: very jerky scrolling over
a fairly large maze area
General rating: Difficult to get
into, and it's doubtful whether the
effort is justified

Use of computer 56%
Graphics 53%
PIayability 48%
Getting started 20%
Addictive qualities 47%
Value for money 50%
Overall 49%

attribute problems. I didn't find the
game at all enthralling, mainly due
to the fact that every screen has Us
own little flight pattern and it's

easy to Judge where the baddies
are going to end up next. Then it's

just a case of how fast you can
press the fire button— which isn't
very responsive. I found J9uc-
caneer very boring to play and
nothing like what I've come to
expect from the top budget
houses. Buccaneer Is definitely a
no no .

J

COMMENTS

Control keys: redefrnable: pause,
abort, up, down, fire

Joystick: Kempston, Cursor
Interface 2
Keyboard play: reasonable
Use of colour: quite good, but
clashes occur often
Graphics: flickery sprites, but nice
parallax scrolling

Sound: limited to spot effects
Skill levels: one
Screens: scrolling levels
General rating: There are plenty
of shoot "em ups on the Spectrum
that are much better

Use of computer 54%
Graphics 56%
Playability 49%
Getting started S35&
Addictive qualities 45%
Value for money 51%
Overall 49%

FREELANCE
PROGRAMMERS
it*nMiKPtSfi^^^^W*?^ 0* saw of

Awwotf
,
Frank Bninos Boxing, Comm*ldo. Papflrboy,

Anchor House, ftneftw Rasd Wt\0ae
WaiHil WS9 60Wma Midi*r*K

NEW*
—

I1IRRGE niCRODRIVER
„ VERSION 3
Now cwnpa«l]lBijjtt|ALL Specfcumnc^ Ihe 128* rradel* and

featuring a new loader program and sOI

ONLY£39.95incP&P

'tx&FT1 buy for th* spectrum ™iti^%FVU*IAN SINCLAIR— Author
/mtchpnfemdtheMicrodriverforspeedandease ofuse

'

'

IOLO DAVIDSON —Your Spectrum
"Using the Mirage is a dream
mictxmnver."

this device is a must fix the serious
CRASH MAGAZINE—Augusl

EXCHWCE smtKL tetum yoorextstng
Micratrvw to us wftfi a cheque for £9 95
andm wU send you the latest model.

24 Bank Street ' l,n 48k mocte
>

Braintree

Essex CM7 7UL
Tel: (0376) 48321

Trade and ovar^eas mquirtes w&come. E33
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SPECTRUM
tal&Services

J.l-W.'IHIM
ft, A. ELECTRONICS

133 London Road South,
Lowestoft, Suffolk

^0502 66289

Spectrum repairs

£17 fully inclusive

Keyboard £12

THETFQRD MICROS
Unit 4, Leyland Close, Rsen hid

Est, Thetford, Norfolk

^ (0842) 65897

Repairs la all Sinclair computer products. 3
months warranty

£15 + V«T,P&P

J 1m,',ll.]W,'I.MH.lliJ!l'.U^AV/:Ha

MICRO-MEND
Main Street, Farcet,

Petertwrotigh PE7 3DB
^(0733)241718

Mew. low flttd prices: Spectrum £17 M/drive

£18, yfacel £18, ZX Printer £18,

All rnc + RR £1.80

MCE SERVICES
33 Albert Street

Mansfield, Notts

S Mansfield (0623) 31202

Fixed charge repaastoall rwmea3mpute*s,dfec
drives, monftors and printers

3 month guarantee.

TECHHICOM SERVICES
(South West) (New address)

Unit 5, Transom House, Victoria

Street, Bristol 8S1 6AH.
©Wlnscombe (093 484) 3460

Sinclair repair specials. £12.50 +
parts and P5£ 3 months guarantee.

CAPITAL COMPUTER SERVICES
UnrtK2 t CardiffWorkshops, Lewis
Rd, East Moors, Cardiff CF1 5EG
S Cardiff (0222)461801

Spectnjm repairs £17 luily inc 3 month
warranty, fast and reliable semee

H'l'I'Klr-I'l'lliPir-ll

CHILTERN COMPUTER CENTRE
98/100 Mart Town Road

unon, BoaiviuiiMu

S (0582) 455884
Spectrum repairs£6 ,00. 3moofri warranty Full

range of computer repairs, inc peripherals.

Fast reliable service,

SUREDATA COMPUTER SERVICES
45 Wyeftwood Avenue
Ednware, Middlesex

&01-951 0124

3 month guarantee {parts, labour) onSpec&uni,

QL, BBC and Commodore

GAJTEK COMPUTERS
4 Sherfhanger Road, Diss, Norfolk

IP22 3EH
® Diss (0379) 52327

Stockists of Commodore, Sinclair and Amstrad
computers.

All repairs carried out quickly.

DIMENSION COMPUTERS LTD
27-20 High Street

Leicester LEI 4FP
S (0533) 57479/87470721874

Spectrum repairs lor less than £25.00

6 months warranty

Telephone diagnostic service available.

MICRO RUE
298 Gloucester Road

HorfleM, Bristol

@ 0272 46575

Spectwms repaired

lor £19

-

n BBC

VIC ODOENS
6 London Bridge Walk

London SCI

SOI -403 1988

3 month warranty on all repairs

ONE STEP BEYOND LTD
11 a Castle Meadow
Norwich NR1 3DE
0(0603)663796

Repairs of most computers and accessories.

Large range of software and peripherals.

FIRST BYTE COMPUTERS
10 Main Centre, London Road,

Derby DEI 2PE
® Derby (0332) 365280

Rxed price repairs - software, peripherals and
accessories

Derby's leading computer store.

I. T. WESTERN ELECTRONICS
Unit S2A & S3, Avonstde Enter-

prise Park, Newbrougtrton Rd,

Melksham, Wilts. ^0225 705017

Repairs. Spectrum/Plug £12.00, keyboard

£3,30 interface & Microdrive £1700 each. All

fully inclusive. Callers welcome.

GATW1CK COMPUTERS
62 The Boulevard
Crawley, Sussex

ft (0293) 26240737842

3 month warranty on ail repairs.

Superior service,

ZEOEM COMPUTERS LTD

I Klmborton Road
Bedford MK40 2NA
9 (0234) 213645

Spectrum repairs £19,95 + PfiP. 48 hr

turnaround. 3 rnonffi warranty. Free estimates.

Also 88C, C64. Amsbad

KMmiL.

HUMES]
MICRO POWER LTD

Northwood House, North Street,

Leeds LS7 2AA
S (0532) 458800

Repairs

-

16K and 48K Spectrum
Repair Centre

w.iimi.MBi
MICRO 5ERV

9SDeefdyfcttVtew,Westfleldlnd.

Area, Cumbernauld 688 9HN
02387 37110

Repaire la alt Sinclair range, me. Interface,

Microdrive, monitors. 3 month warranty,

SPEAK/EASY COMPUTERS
141 Merry Street, Motherwell,

Strsthdyde ML1 UP
0698 53609

Repaid to all Sinclair computers, monitors,

bade repairs welcome, three months warranty.

QUANTUM
33 CHy Arcade, Coventry,

Warwickshire CV13HX
^Coventry (0203) 24632

We service all Sinclair computerprDducte,ZX81.

Spectrum, Spectrum Plus, Interface 1,

Microdrive, etc.

BULL RING COMPUTERS LTH
1 Waterloo Terrace

Bridgnorth WV16 4E6
® Bridgnorth (074 62) 66839

8ull fling Computers set! hardware, software.

accessaries, and do repairs.

MICRO CfTY

1A Queens Read
Nuneaton

S (0203) 382049

Specialist Spectrum repairs £19,00 inc parts,

labour and P&R
Enclose payment with Spectrum

THOMAS WALKERS SON
37/41 Bissel Street

Birmingham 85 7HR
St 021-622 4475

Repairs to Sinclair, Commodore, BBC and and

othw mane on request. Free quote facility

NORTH DEVON MICRO CENTRE
(fftC) Lyntsn House, Castle St,

Barnstaple, North Devon
S[0271) 44280

Spectrum repairs £13.95 Inc return P&R Fast

tumround. 3 month warranty. Phone for quote,

BBC. CBM€4,Amstrad.

SCREEN SCENE
144 St George's Road

Cheltenham, Gios GL50 3EL
® Cheltenham (0242) 528979
Repairs for all Sinclair Computer Products

immediate quotation 3monthswarranty. Sales,

Service.

SYNTAX COMPUTERS LTD

76 Cornwall Street

Plymouth, Devon PL1 INS
® (0752) 228705

Sinclair, Commodore, Amstrad and BBC
Repair Specialists

3 month warranty

For details of advertising in this

section, contact Nick Wild on
(0584) 4603 or write to him at

Mewsfietd Publications,

1/2 King Street, Ludlow,

Shropshire, SY81DB

:i'iiiiH7iti

4MAT COMPUTING LTD

67 Friargate, Preston, Lancashire
PR12AT

© 0772 561952

Maintenance and repairof Computers, Monitors,

Oisc Drives an<f Primers

H. S. COMPUTER SERVICES
Unit 2, The Orchard, Warton,
Preston, Lancashire PR4 1 BE

© (0772) 632688
Repairs £14.95 fully wc; 24 hrs turn-round. 3

month guarantee.

Why pay more?

MICROTRIX
24 Sreat Moor Street,

Bolton BL11NP
3? Bolton (0204) 398176

Repairs on an Sinclair products

2 month guarantee

Free poster

MANCOMPLTTJ
Unit 5 Levenshulme Trading Est,

Printworks Lane, Manchester
MT9 3JP.K 061-224 1888

Spectrum repairs - between £9 and £20.

3

months warranty. Open 9am-7pm, Mon-Sat,
While-u-wait service.
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MERELYMANGRANMERELY
THERUNUP TO CHRISTMAS . .

.

Fortunateto I managed to avoid going the the PCW Show this year.Thai* was a nasty moment when i though the Doc Martened One

iTnJR^£?s3^5
r

i

th
t!

<

2.
,>f l

i
8^0ot to a t*"^'-P«t<rfnnranatomyand Insist that \ at least attended one of the quieter Trade Dave, but

.
£• •ndi™1"^ to P*riuade Them Upstairs to let me stay In

)SSSZSS^^JSS^ "«*"* *y,t#m tbmt h=*rt
Several large carrier baga full of Spectrum games, photographsend press releases were dumped on my desk when [arrived this

afternoon and I soon realised that the CRASHteam had been gather-
Ing up goodies onmy behalf. Delving Into the cornucopia ofofferings^thjjSrww, «!«^r that thtaChriatmaale going toneaXeySa
ever, with an awful lot arcade machine conversions well underway
for the winter months. So here goes.

Between them ocean and imagine
have got quite a few coin-op
licences and TV/film tie-Ins In the
pipeline. By the time you read this,
Konaml's Qotf— a sport I take to
heart — should be In the shops,
along with a conversion of the
arcade hit Gatvan from imagine
while the ocean team is putting the
final touches to the game of the
series Miami Weeand ifsAKnock-
out. A new 30 game from oenton
dcsioms Is also on the way— The
Grsat Escape and a film tie-in with
Highlander should be out before
October.
Other 4

fllm' games due from
Manchester between now and
Christmas include Top Gun,
Cobra, and Short Circuit. Coin-
ops waiting In the wings for a pre-
Christmas conversion include
Mag Max, Terra Create and Legend
of Kage. A hive of industry indeed.
Budget software is still on the

upswing— we didn't actuallyman-
age to get hold of working copies
of Storm. Video Olympicsand For-
mula One Simulator from master-
Tronic In time for review this issue,
but have just received Bump
Spike, a volleyball simulation in

which the player takes on the com-
puter and Video Poker which
promises all the fun of playing Las
Vegas poker machines without the
expense. A one-off payment of
£1.99 secures endless games!

Trie £2.99 Americana label has
chosen to simulate a rather
unusual sport— Bullfighting.Afew
quick goes in the office reveal that
there are several levels to the
game, which involves nifty
capework to begin with and gradu-
ally takes the player up to sword
and lance play. Gory, butgood fun.
Thingyand theDoodahs is a much
less bloodthirsty game, which
involves you in the search for
enough moneyto replace yourbro-
ken Spectrum. Full reviews of both
these should appear next month.

FieeaiRo have rejuvenated their
Sliver Range and the Spectrum
version of Thrust leads in the
reviewers' Silver Range opinion
poll at the moment You control a
little spaceship that suffers rather
badly from the effects of gravity.
Kai Temple, another combat game
fought over platforms, a Waliy
Week derivative by the name of
The Happiest Days of Your Life, a
3D Alien 8 style arcade adventure
by the name of Bombscare and yet
another arcade adventure called
Oili and Lissa in which you have to

help re-house a ghost, rounds off
the Silver Range offerings on show
at Olympla, Oh, and of course
there's the QyronArena game, that
was used in the play off fn

fiHtaiRDs Qyron competition. The
winner motored through this spe-

cial maze In eighteen minutes flat

and collected a shiny new Porsche
for his trouble. Sadfy, no more
Porsches are on offer, but for
£1,99, the game should be a chal-
lenge welcomed by fans of the
original.

A Gauntlet arcade machine was
apparently set to free play on the
us gold stand — in fact, arcade
machines on free play abounded
on the floor of the PCW Show
according the ZZAP! lounge
lizards who had a wonderful time
clocking up high scores.The Spec-
trum version of Gauntletshould be
available before too long, along
with Breakthru and a host of other
goodies.

Cartoon characters are alsodue
to feature heavily In Spectrum
games between now and Christ-
mas, Melbourne house are appa-

Adwjntunta tttSOQBC Wltfi ASTMRtXAND THMMAMC CAUL-

CONTACTSAM CRiflM f* on ttt w*yt You film, the m/# «f*»Jfl* prfmte ifefecffm tn MCROSPHEBCmfj

rentry certain thatAsterix will arrive
in time for Christmas, while activi-
sion have the licence to Howard
the Duck and AwoLAsorr have
snapped up The Centurions and
The Challenge of the Qobots as
titles for release under their new
label REAKTOR.
The crew at arqus press

software also had a fair bit to
show, apparently, and were even
persuading reviewers to play
craps forTShirts in their hospitality
suite, I'm not sure that encourag-
ing our staff to gamble Is a terribly
wise Idea, but they're all eagerly
awaiting the arrival of sua byte's
Miami Dice as a result. GliderRider
was available at the show, and a
couple of copies found their way
back to Ludlow for review next

News ofthe Now Games tfcom-
pilation was wheedled out of vir.
gin's Bryn Qllmore at the show by
the Doc Martened One, who tells
me that Sorcery! Nick Faldo Plays
The Open, Cbdename Matt li,

Everyone'sA Waliy and View JoA
Kill is the line-up for the £9.95 cas-
sette due out towards the end of
September or early in October,
Compilations are going to feature
heavily this Christmas, with just
about every major software house
planning to release 'albums' of
their work In time to AH Christmas
stockings throughout the land.
An interesting little game was on

view on the domark stand by all

accounts — Orbix the Jerrorball
which features a little droid charac-
ter fighting his way across a hide-
ously dangerous 3D floorway with
horrid holes dotted aii around ft. A
vacuum operates under the sur-
face and straying too close to a
cavity results In an untimely death.
There should be eight levels to the
game, ail of them full of aliens by
the time it is released early in
October.

Next month, we should be able
to bring you full details of the elec-
tric dreams release schedule —
the Doc Martened One has agreed
to allow Girlie Tipsters Hannah
Smith and Gary Penn (from ZZAP!)
to hire a car and travel to South-
ampton on a mission of discovery.
Hardball from advance software
looks very Interesting— a screen

-

shot of this new sports simulation
arrived in the office and looked so
much like a Commodore snap that
rt was passed over to the ZZAP*
lads. But no, we learn, it was really
a Spectrum shot — the graphics
are very different indeed. Again
we should have full details in time
for the November issue. And
moments before this column had
to be sent to the printers, micros-
phere's littte package containing a
demo version of Contact Sam
Cruise arrived In the office.A bit of
detective work on the Spectrum
screen, presented in a very diffe-
rent fashion

There's no doubt that it's going
to be a busy Christmas this year.
Space once again runs out, so I'll

leave you to cast an eye over the
five pages of previews that follow.

|
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OFFTOW.A.R.
WITHMARTECH
As mentioned in fast issue's pre-

views, the latest in line from mar-
tech is WAR, a shoot 'em up in

the heroic tradition of alien zap-
ping. With the Christmas market
looming over us, everybody wants
to ensure that as much zapping as
possible gets underway.We man-
aged to acquire an early, albeit

Incomplete vtrsibn of the gsms si

CRASH Towers and took a closer

look.

The scenario goes like this. An
advanced alien race has con-
structed an enormous space sta-

tion, rotating it to induce artificial

gravity. For various (and at the
moment, ambiguous) reasons, it

has to be destroyed. The station is

made up of a series of immense
cylinders, each of which must be
destroyed before moving on to the

next. Bach one however, is heavily

defended.
The loading screen is overlayed

by a windowed menu once the
game resides in memory and the
player has the option of preparing
different weapon systems for the
battle to come. AJI the text in this

section is written in a very esoteric

typeface to capture atmosphere.
After setup, the player can move
directly to the game.
The game screen only takes up

the same room as the menu, so
only the centre portion of the

screen is used. The first thing that

strikes you about the game itself is

what a wonderful example of verti-

cal scrolling it is. The graphics are
in the form of finely detailed

monochrome images complete
with shadowing .The surface ofthe
enemy ship passes slowly

beneath your vessel. In the

I

Mara aire a few dramatic
moments foryou to droolovmr
until the finishedgmmo
lift—
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background all the time is a
dramatic starscape.Asyou swoop
over the surfaceofthealien vessel.

squadrons of defense ships fly out
in formation, intent on your

destruction. Apart from avoiding

and destroying them, you must
use your weaponry to cause as
much damage as possible to the

station's surface.

Another window to the top right

of the screen displays the section

of the game you're currently play-

ing. However as the section above
is the only one programmed into

thegame at this point, it's impossi-

ble to elaborate further. Hopefully,

we will have a full copy to review

next issue.

ELECTRICDREAM'S DR. SPOCK GAME
electric dream's forthcoming
release Prodigy has a rather

unusual scenario to say the least.

The macabre Mechlabs are the

scene of horrendous genetic

experiments performed by the

utterly evil Wardlock, the mechan-
ical sorcerer. Products of his

obscene dabblings are the Glob-
jeweJs and the Bloberttes who are

|ust as horrible as their names
suggest. Wandering around the

Mechlabs is Solo a synthetic man
and also a human baby (more
about him in a mo), both the end
results of the Wardlock's expert-

ments. But unlike the Globjewels
and the Bloberites Soto and the

baby are desperate to escape
from the living nightmare in which
they find themselves trapped.

The Mechlabs consist of four

separate 3D mazes, the Ice Zone,
Fire Zone, Tech Zone and Vegie
Zone each of which are differently

coloured. Solo must trek through

the mazes endeavouring to find

power crystals. Once found these
must be taken to the computer
room and entered. The power
crystal then reprogram the com-
puter and open various hidden
exits.

All very well but Solo has several

problems that make his mission

several times harder. For a start

the Wardlock's mutants found
roaming the Mechlabs (and under-
standably very cross at being
created in such gruesome forms)
are eager to vent their anger on
someone, even if it is only Soloand
not the Wardlock himself.

It wouldn't be too bad If he only

had himself to thinkabout but Solo

has acquired a small friend. Nejo is

the baby who attaches himself to

Solo, following him around the

mazes. Trouble is, babies need a
lot of looking after. If Solo is to

navigate his way out of the

Mechlabs with Nejo and tell the

world about the atrocities being

committed inside then he must
keep the baby in the pink soto say.

Nejo's nappies need changing to

avoid nappy rash and the Inevita-

ble baby pong, so fresh daipers

have to be found along the way.

Babies are by nature rather messy
creatures so a quick wash and
brush up is also needed to keep
him tickety boo. A healthy diet is

essential so food has to be col-

lected.

If the maze is successfully com-
pleted then the Wardlock's das-
tardly plans wilt be revealed to all

and the nightmare of genetic

experiments will be over for ever.

i
Aprwtty-to-okJng ttatum anm §urrwmdm the monochromatic
3DmMM9mlnP9iOOiaY,th0mrPMlnwt*k>hMomftdl>*byH*fo
tight for turvhfsl.
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The RESISTANCE FIGHTBACK!
After much success on the Com-
modore, BBC and Amstrad com-
puters, TTmisthas finally been con-
verted to the Spectrum. The resis-
tance is planning a major offensive
against the tntergalactic Empire.
Planning well in advance they
decide to steal several battle-
grade starships, but they have no
power source of the capacity
needed to run them. You play the
part of a resistancefighterwho has
been given the task to do some
more stealing and take the neces-
sary pods from the Empire's stor-
age plants. By firing shots at the
main power plant you can tem-
porarily disable the limpet guns
that are placed in crucial points on
the planets. But don't get too trig-

ger happy or you"ll find yourself
blowing up the planet with you stiff

on it— and the pods will be lost for
ever.

On the other hand, if you go on
to the planet, collect the required
fuel for your travets, steal the pod,
shoot the power plant and escape
within ten seconds, you'll be
awarded with a double bonus and
a free trip to the next planet. On
later planets you will encounter
reverse gravity and invisble walls.
All of these may prove a bit too

hard for a resistance Thfuster who
only possesses a gun and limited
shield— Or will they? Priced at a
budget £1.99 from firebird, Thrust
is available now,

Ia^SlS^IS^if1*£"* mrounttWvat—*lng tobepicked up.But being fired atby the nasty zapper* couldprow fatal

TAKENFORA RIDE?
Available now is the latest game
from DIGITAL FNTERGRATION, the
authors of Tomahawk and Fighter
Pilot is TT Racer. They have drop-
ped out of the sky and on to their
bikes with this latest addition to
their simulation range. TT Racer,
which was previewed last issue-
puts you behind the handle bars of

a choice of four bikes — from a
meagre 80cc effort, up to the full

blown 500cc,
After two years programming,

Rod Swift seems to have come up
with the closest thing to actually
risking life and limb racing around
at 175 mph. Di have spent a lot of
time getting the fee! of the bike

exactly right— even down to ask-
ing for some professional advice
from Suzuki's top riders. Kevin
Swartz and Paul Lewis.
Before the race, you can adjust

the bike to your characteristics so
that you can complete a good
practice lap and qualify in the high-
est position possible. During the

race, you can make pitstops to
refuel and change tyres. What you
get for the £9.95 is the obligatory
Lenslok pack, a very in-depth
manual for your racing career and
a chance to win a day out with
Suzuki. A full review is promised
next month.

I K^»2»r«S5aKa?jSK»r*
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A BUDGET
BONANZA
To be released b\ firebird .
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Sombscare With no Malfords shop on Neptune, Arnold potters
around searching for the toots with which to defuse the time
bomb
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Poor old Oltle seems a bit confused. He's supposed to pick up
the teapot but this doesn'tseem the right time foraquick btvw

THE ULTIMATEIN
PRIVATETRANSPORT?
The latest from the folks omcKaiv*
is Glider Rider, Programmed by
binary design (the folks that did
Max Headroom), Glider Rider
starts off by planting you firmly on
the seat of a small collapsible E37
motor bike. With this between your
legs and a rucksack on your back,
you must drive around the 100
screen big planet looking for a big

enough slope to allow you to get

off your bike and launch your Mark
5 glider.

With your glider you must
destroy the ten external reactors

and rendezvous with the awaiting
submarine that is placed some-
where in the ocean surrounding
your island. If this is too much, then
you can just destroy as many
operatives and operational build-
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ings as possible and pick up a sup-
ply of ammu nitron. After all, with a
motor bike in your rucksack, you
only have enough room for nine
hand grenades, which can only be
dropped from the glider. Ground
to air lasers and missiles will sap
your energy, so be careful how you
fly!

They say that the main com-
pound is impenetrable, but you will

be the only one to know for sure.

Glider Rider is available shortly at

es.gstor both 48Kand 128KSpec-
trums on the same cassette. The
128K version features enhanced
sound, by the way of a David Whit-
taker tune bashing and beeping it's

way throughout the game. CRASH
will definitely be reveiwing Glider
Ridernext month.

Things are getting a little tough for Glider Rider. One shot and
the only way out is down



Available from
any good
computer retailer

Another greatgame available/%W from
Bubble Bus Software

87 High Street, Tonbridge, KentTN9 1 RX
Tel: (0732) 355962



DURELL GETBORED
WITHRESCUING
DAMSELS

"Hits tost energy can be
replenished by chomping up dis-

tressed damsels.
The action swerves through var-

ied settings from mysterious seas

of moonlight dappled water to

dark and frightening caves. Reality

is added to the scenes through

parallax scrolling, moving the

background slower thanthe foreg-
round to create a sense of 3D- The
dragon is also a manoeuvrable lit-

tle devil. He can turn around in

mid-flight and pick up objects to

use as ammunition, he can potter

around on the ground and if you
introduce him to a stretch ofwater,

he sinks in slowly up to his knees

and then begins to swim in a very

dignified sort of way.
Dragons, you'll be pleased to

hear, aren't invincible. Knights can
fire arrows at his corpulent form

from the ground and brave lancers

wHI try and impale him through to

the heart in order to save a damsel

from distress. Not only that, but

rival scaly friends like to share a

succulent lass and they can be
well and truly scorched if they

grow too tiresome.

The game is In its very early

stages at the moment so details

are scarce, durell are hoping for a

September release dale as prog-

ress seems to be going quite well.

But however the game turns out it

should give you a chance to be
quite dragonesque and even ter-

rorise a few Innocent people for a

while. All in a day's work for a big,

bad dragon really . , ..

duhbj. have sometimes
accused of making their games
too complicated. However, with

their new release. Thanafus, they

have made a considered effort to

produce a game along a simple

idea and story-line.

You control a big bad stomping
dragon who rampages around the

countryside generally being a nui-

sance in good dragon tradition.

The idea behind all this stomping
is to collect energyand experience
until your dragon cart cast the ulti-

mate spell and rid the Earth of a
certain someone.

This is where it all becomes a bit

vague, duhell and the program-
mer have come into conflict over

what personality the dragon
should assume, ourell see laser-

bream as aGood Dragon, onewho
kills nasty people; however, the

programmerfeels that dragons are
not by nature and tradition nice

creatures to know and that this

one should terrorise innocent

people while at the same time eat-

tng as many virginal maidens ashe
can sink his fangs into. Whichever
personality the dragon assumes
the game will largely involve flying

around bombing Knights of the

Realm with large boulders,

scorching castle gates down and
molesting young females.

All this (naturally enough)
requires large quantities of energy
and Mr Dragon only has a certain

amount available. The faster he
flies and the more fire he breathes

the quicker his energy is used up.

I
9wimmtng aton$ tn a dtgntihxl mavmeror flying through th+
air, ttrn ttro-bromthtog 4moon Ar an aw&tomo and torrffytng

crwrtor* who fhXam Mm Omntwota modium-rarr.
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MORESABOTAGE
The Girlie Nmja Strikes Backl It was your Big Brother who starred In

Saboteur from ourell and H seems that the bad guys were so
annoyed at his success that they put out a contract and had your

Bro* eliminated.
Now It's revenge lima. Art you girl enough to cfosa down the bad

guys' operation once and for ail (and gat rich In the process).

Saboteur IIfrom oureu-

GREMLINGO
FOR GOAL!

There's this forward scrolling

roadway suspended in space, see
John, and you've got to dribble

your ball down it. Sounds easy?
Well of course it isn't meant to be.

There are holes and nasty gaps in

the chequered roadway that

zooms "out' of the screen, and a
mistimed leap sends the little

sphere plumetting into the depths
of space. Funny squares on the

floorway do funny things the ball's

speed of roll and boing of bounce
— and touching a bounce-reduc-
ing bit of floor just before leaping

over a giant chasm is known in the

trade as '& bad move1

. Plenty of

frantic action to be had blazing a
trail down the cosmic highway . .

.

Gremun graphics are

enthusiastically towards Christ-

mas — and they have some very

interesting products in progress.

Not only are they the folks behind

the official Gauntlet coin-op con-
version but they've also got some
original games on the way.

Of course there's Avenger, the

follow-up to Way of the Tiger

which we took a peek at last issue,

but gremlin are getting into bail

games in a fairly big way. Fooftoa/-

Ter of the Year adds a strategic

twist to footie— it's up to you, as a
promising young star, to scheme,
plot, practice and score goals on
the way to the highest accolade of

the football world. TraOblazer is

another baH game completely.

Zooming mlong ih* tffittfromdwyof/ntmrvatmcVe

gpmcmig no dwio^m9poclaHhjH'you tovahtho wrong
bttofthm flkwr. TrVULMJUXR, <m It* wmylrvmQnmlin
OmpMom
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ELITE'S
AUTUMN
EXTRAVAGANZA
As the autumn leaves fall end the
harvests are gathered \n, Hotline

Chart-toppers elite will be releas-

ing another crop of games certain

to while away a good many winter
evenings. And they are all priced
at £7.95, so the damage to the
pocket should be minimised . .

.

Taking two of their arcade con-
versions one stage further, Com-
mando 86 and Bombiack //should
make an appearance during the
month of October. Commando 86
isvery much a variation on atheme— one player can fight through a
hostile environment that serous in

eight directions or two chums can
team up and fight their way
through the vertically scrolling

Bombjack II combines a bit of
strategy with the fairly straightfor-

ward pbtform/arcade elements of
the original. In this platform-col-
lector your tittle characterwon'tbe
able to float around the screen but
will have to work through a total of
thirty screens fighting nasties and
collecting objects — in the right

order for maximum points. Dragon
beings patrol platforms at tbe start

of a new sheet, and a good shove
disposes of them. As time prog-
resses, however, the Dragons
mutate into fighting creatures mat
take a bit of beating, then mutate
again into creatures that can leap
between platforms. Finally, if

you've taken ages on a screen, the
nasties mutate once more and
become intelligent — they come
to gel you.
Two more arcade conversions

are in the pipeline too. Akari War-
riors is on schedule for a
November release, andfollowsthe
look and feel ofthe original closely.

It's another Commando style

combat game in which one or two
players can Rambo their way
through a scrolling landscape, but
this time you can turn round and
fire behind you. Mines, on land and
in rivers, have to be avoided,
enemy soldiers grenaded or shol
and bridges crossed rather than
burnt Every so often a tank
appears in the playing area and it's

i
Wading through a rhrer In th* arcade version ofAKARI WAR-
RIOR, moon to ho gracing your Spectrum screens courtesy of
Elite

I

An early demo version elSTP.IHQFELLOW HAWK'S AlRWOLf,
another November release from the Elite etable. At the
momentthegmmeplayla beingdeveloped—atttho spritesand
controie are there

possible to leap aboard and drive
around taking advantage of the
extra firepower and protection on
offer— but make sure to keep the

fuel needle off emptyl Watch out
for those helicopter gunships, an'
all . .

.

The other arcade conversion is

definitely going to be a biggie . .

.

Yes, it's Space Harrier. A version
of Sega's classic coin-op is cur-

rently being written for the Spec-
trum by Keith Ghosts and Goblins
Burchlll. While there's no way the
full impact ofthe stereosound sys-
tem and sit-upon cockpit of the
arcade machine can be achieved
on the Spectrum, Keith has
already sorted out a very neat
chequered scrolling ground and
plonked a couple of test sprites on
the screen. The feel of this early

testpiece. although it is far

removed from the final game, is

enough to inspire confidence that

the final game should play very
well indeed.

And finally a team of Scottish
programmers are putting the
finishing touches to Stringfellow
Hawk 's Airwoff, a helicopter game
featuring four way scrolling in a
maze-like world of caverns and
tunnels. At the moment all the
sprites have been put into the
playing area along with the
helicopter you control , but the final

gameplay is still being sorted out
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ON THE SCREEN is back again after a short break. This
month, several artists line up to have their work exhibited
in the pages of CRASH and then immortalised as a full

colour screen dump produced by dimension graphics.
The friendly people at rainbird pay for the colour dump to
be made, and then wrap it snugly in a frame before sending
it on to the artist who created the image.
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SPECTRUM

mSPECTRUM

Imagine Software ( 1984) Limited

6 Central Street' ManchesterM2 5NS
Tel: 06? 834 3939 Telex: 669977
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